PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

An attempt to record details of every property ever owned or occupied for some years by (a) Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Inc. or its predecessors or their quarterly meetings, (b) by any local Quaker meeting subordinate to any of them, or (c) by any affiliated entity, such as a Friends school or housing community, supported by any meeting within BYM. After organizing the list alphabetically by most-recent name, I have used Quaker-history sources to provide dates and general hierarchical framework of each congregation or Friends institution.

June 6, 2018 Revision

Prepared unofficially by:
Thomas C. Hill
815 Old Turner Mountain Lane
Charlottesville, VA  22901-6355
QuakerTomHill@gmail.com

CORRECTIONS SOLICITED: I circulate these lists in order to have folks correct my errors and omissions so the BYM and local trustees and affiliated institutions can use the information to carry out their duties. In the nature of the old deed books, I or a court clerk before me may have misread or mistyped some names for the grantee index, and one wishing to use this information in preparing instruments should check carefully in the recorded instruments the spelling of grantor and grantee names. Please send correcting information and details of helpful reference works to the address below. Deed references will provide the most help when they give the jurisdiction, Deed Book and pages where recorded, but, lacking that information, a copy with the approximate date and names of the grantor(s) and grantee(s) can point me to the recorded document.

Disclaimer: This list is based on historical research, relies on miscellaneous sources of varying reliabilities with different definitions of the same terms, and does not include legal advice. I am no longer admitted to practice law in any jurisdiction. The list attempts to provide all information a licensed attorney might need to prepare a new deed or mortgage for the subject property, but I may not understand each jurisdiction’s current requirements and practices.

THE COMPILER'S UNIQUE TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, "it means just what I choose it to mean -- neither more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many different things."
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master -- that's all."
Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, Chapter Six

Tom Hill’s nomenclature and definitions used herein:
"Baltimore Yearly Meeting" or "BYM" includes all branches and predecessors of the current (2018) BYM, including (a) the Half Yearly Meeting held [alternately] at West River and "Tredhaven" (Third Haven) 1672-1763; (b) Maryland Half-Yearly Meeting 1763-1774; (c) Maryland Yearly Meeting 1774-1789; (d) "The Yearly Meeting of Friends held in Baltimore Town for the Western Shore of Maryland and Adjacent Areas of Pennsylvania and Virginia" after 1790 (commonly and later officially called "Baltimore Yearly Meeting"); (e) the Hicksite [after 1900 FGC] and (f) Orthodox [after 1902 FUM] branches of BYM after the separation of 1828/10; (g) the
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Primitive branch of BYM (Orthodox) from the separation of 1854 until in 1868 it laid itself down and attached itself to the General Meeting of Men and Women Primitive Friends for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Maryland; (h) Virginia Yearly Meeting, which opened 1696/10 or 1702/09 and laid itself down 1844/05/22, being then accepted by BYM (Orthodox) as Virginia Half-Yearly Meeting; and (i) the Consolidated BYM after 1968/01/02. This list does not include meetings outside BYM's geographical area set off with daughter yearly meetings such as Ohio Yearly Meeting in 1813 and Illinois Yearly Meeting in 1875. I originally meant to include in this list the several meetings on the Eastern Shore of Maryland transferred to Philadelphia YM in 1789 only for pre-1789 instruments or if some later transfer or division caused them to again report to any branch of BYM, but I later included some post-1789 deeds to complete the chain of title for property used or formally acquired while within Maryland YM.

"Established" refers to the date on which a superior (usually quarterly) meeting approved or authorized the subject meeting. Using this date allows one more easily to trace in the quarterly-meeting minutes the authority to acquire property for the meeting. The "Established" date refers to the first session of the meeting only for "voluntary" (i.e., not-formally-authorized) meetings or if no other information is available. Similarly, "Laid Down" refers to the date of action by a superior body unless the date of the closing session is the only date known. One may find more detail on the Definitions tab at what was Tom Hill's and is now Earlham's, website, www.QuakerMeetings.com, which tries to bring up to date the publication Monthly Meetings in North America: A Quaker Index, which I self-published 1992-1997.

In general this List incorporates alphabetically only the latest name for the highest level attained by a local congregation, such as monthly meeting. I tried to include earlier and informal names in alphabetical order as cross-references. Because some meeting names were used by meetings in two quarterly or yearly meetings, I add to some meeting names the County or Yearly or Quarterly Meeting of affiliation. Early Friends did not distinguish carefully among quarterly-, monthly- and preparative-meeting levels, and different historians use different names for the same congregations. In particular, because all the early monthly meetings in Virginia YM's Lower QM commonly met circular and used the name of each month's host in that month's business minutes, several congregations used their own names successively as the single body's monthly-meeting name. I have tried to deal with this overlap by describing several early VaYM congregations as "particular & monthly" meetings. Separately, in a few instances in BYM, where the members of one branch after the Great Separation continued for some months to describe their small remnant as a "monthly meeting", I may describe the congregation as a "preparative & monthly" meeting to reflect that most references and some deeds will call it only a preparative meeting and only the later parent monthly meeting had legal authority to transfer the property.

I intend to list "Superior Meetings" in layers of authority: that is, (a) voluntary meetings for worship, (b) established meeting for worship, (c) preparative meetings, (d) monthly meetings, (e) quarterly meetings, and (f) yearly meetings, and in chronological order in each layer.

"FBG" denotes a Friends Burying Ground. "MH" denotes a meetinghouse.

"Supporting Meeting" for a Friends school, continuing-care community or housing corporation is more a historical description than a legal relationship. The named meeting could have as much authority as hosting the school in its meetinghouse or appointing a majority of the corporation's trustees, or the meeting could have minuted that it will provide spiritual care. My listing does not imply any formal responsibility for the financial support of the Related Organization.

Note that I list dates in year/month/day order for easier computer manipulation and database searches. I try to number the months according to the current calendar. Thus, for
example, the month 05 refers to May even before 1752, while most Quakers and other British and Americans in those years would have referred to May as "Third Month" under the "Old Style" or "Old Calendar". Of course, I may have erred in transferring some of the Old Style dates from the early deeds and court orders to this list.

In colonial Virginia and on a few occasions in colonial Maryland, in order to convey the fee interest for dissenting-church properties, conveyance lawyers developed a practice of successive "leases" and "releases", tracking practice under British law. Wikipedia explains how the device arose under British statutes to avoid public restrictions and mentions its use in various of the States, including Virginia. This use of back-to-back instruments was often copied when a meeting appointed successor trustees even after the legal need for the device disappeared, and it continued in BYM's current States for several years after the American Revolution.

By the 1800s, Baltimore, Maryland conveyance lawyers had adopted a practice of using 99-year leases renewable in perpetuity to convey essentially the entire fee interest in a property. This may have allowed more-favorable property-tax treatment of a property while leaving Friends' nominal ownership intact, and it provided a steady, though not inflation-protected, source of income to the "lessor." Today, most States tax such "perpetual leases" the same as the transfer of the fee-simple interest, and in light of higher levels of inflation perpetual leases have fallen out of use.

When I have obtained a paper or PDF copy of an instrument, I underline the number of that document in the list of Deeds, etc. or list of Organization documents under that Location. If I or someone else has deposited or set aside for deposit a copy or PDF in the BYM Trustees' records, a slash follows the underlined number. If an electronic copy has been deposited in the BYM records and provided to the BYM Archives deposited at the Quaker Collection at Haverford College and at the Friends Historical Library at Swarthmore College, I have made the underlining and slash bold. (Folks should remember that when I copy PDFs from on-line databases or scan my paper copies, I delete the metadata and almost always crop the PDF to eliminate dark borders, my handwritten marginal notations or other "dirt" on the image that arose from the microfilming or digitizing. For Maryland deeds, this most often removed the red legend that www.MDLandRec.net inserts on a deed's printed image. For County-Recorder sites like Lancaster County, Pennsylvania or the District of Columbia, this cropping sometimes removed part of the "UnOfficial Copy" or "DC Archives" overlay on the PDF image. I chose readability and preserving court-clerks' notations over maintaining format. For many deeds and orders, my cropping distorted the page layout, so some pages will appear quite different from the original land records. If you want the legend or other indicia of authenticity, just go back to the MDLandRec or other website or order a certified paper copy from the appropriate court clerk.

Some Notes on Sources:
Unless otherwise stated, this report references the land records kept by the City or County [which I abbreviate "Cty." throughout this list] Recorder or Court Clerk for the city, county or counties noted under "Location." This list describes the filing location for real-property instruments with (i) a deed book [in Maryland and the District of Columbia, "Liber", reported in Maryland as the filing Court Clerk's initials plus a volume letter and/or number], (ii) page ("folio") numbers, and (iii) in recent years a unique county Instrument number. Because I understand only recorded deeds have the power to convey title against all persons, I list here the recorded instruments I have found. This approach can leave gaps when a jurisdiction has suffered a fire or other destruction of recorded instruments. In a few cases I have found the originals of deeds in Quaker
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records, and for these few deeds I note where I found a copy or an original as well as or in clarification of the recorded instruments.

Unless otherwise stated, the organizational filings (such as incorporation papers) are those kept by the Secretary of State or Corporations for the state or District noted under "Location" and available for any member of the public to copy. However, city or county court clerks hold the pre- or extra-incorporation organizational filings like trustee appointments, and even today Virginia lawyers often choose to petition the local Circuit Court for authority to appoint trustees and to convey or mortgage meeting property rather than incorporate the meeting.

I have read many of the "References" listed at the end of almost all paragraphs, and I found the other citations in sources I respect. Where I encountered different definitions in different sources, such as from William Wade Hinshaw, *Encyclopedia of American Quaker Genealogy*, or Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), I rendered the information to match my definitions here.

THE MEETINGS OR CORPORATIONS AND THEIR PROPERTIES

1. MEETING: Abingdon Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. until 2017/03/18
Piedmont Friends Y.M. after 2017/03/11

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 2006Bef
Monthly 2009/08

STATUS: Active in PFYM

LOCATION:
370 E. Main St., Spirit House, Elderspirit Community
Abingdon 24212
Washington Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name

REFERENCES:  
A. "ACCOMAC [ACOMAC]" -- SEE GUILFORD MONTHLY [ACCOMACK CTY., VA]

2. MEETING: Adelphi Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Potomac H.Y.M. (Q.M.) until 2000
Baltimore Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
College Park Worship 1949, Restarted 1955/09
Adelphi Worship 1953, Merged into College Park 1956/09/09
Monthly 1956/08/18

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A. Articles of Incorporation for MD Corp. No. D00042283, "Adelphi Friends Meeting, Inc."; 1956/10/04
B.

CURRENT LOCATION:
2303 Metzerott Road
Lot 9, Block E, Heitmuller Estates
Adelphi 20783-1625
Chillum Election District
Prince George's Cty., MD
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Map 0024, Grid 00E4, Parcel 0000, Subdivision 4340, Block E, Lot 9
Lat. 39.00294° N., Long. 076.96722° W.

2./Adelphi Friends Meeting, Inc., by Joseph J. Wetherald, Chairman of Trustees, and Deborah James, Trustee, dedication of public street along side of lot; 1965/11/23; PlatB. WWW-58, p. 72.
3./Mortgage ($15,000) from Adelphi Friends Meeting, Inc. to Friends Meeting House Fund, Inc.; 1966/02/05; Mort.B. WWW-3289, pp. 537-540; released/ by M. Lee Meinicke, Assistant Secretary/Treasurer; 2016/08/26; D.B. STH-38544, p. 189.
4./Deed of Trust ($55,000) from Adelphi Friends Meeting, Inc., by Edward F. Snyder, Chairman, to R. Calvert Steuart & James M. Greenan, Trustees for benefit of Friends Extension Corporation; 1986/05/13; Mort.B. NLP-6355, pp. 732-739; Friends Extension Corporation released/, by Barbara Smith, Manager of Financial Services; 2016/08/30; D.B. STH-38544, p. 188.

FORMER LOCATION: University of Maryland
College Park, MD

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
REFERENCES: A.

*  "AISQUITH STREET" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, EASTERN DISTRICT AND BALTIMORE MONTHLY, STONY RUN [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

3.  MEETING: Alexandria Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Fairfax M.M. until 1802
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Potomac H.Y.M. 1951/08/18-2000
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968

ESTABLISHED: Alexandria voluntary worship 1783/08/23
Worship established 1788/06/09
Preparative 1794/10/06
Monthly opened 1802/09/23
Woodlawn worship 1848/01
Woodlawn Preparative 1860

STATUS: M.M. Active
Woodlawn P.M. I.d. 1882? but M.M. still meets there

ORGANIZATION: A.
B./Fairfax County Circuit Court appointment of new trustees for Alexandria MM at Woodlawn property: Edwin J. Walton, A. Scott
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Gillingham & Joseph W. Cox on application from MM; 1897/06/08; Cir. Ct. Min.B. 4, p. 16.

C. Incorporation as DC Corp 022533, "Alexandria Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1934/04/10;
D. Revoked when?
E. Incorporation as "Alexandria Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)"; VA corporation no. 0704096; 2009/01/12;
F. Termination for failure to file report; 2010/06/
G. Reinstated by 2011/06/30.

BURIAL GROUNDS:

717 Queen Street (originally Queen Street Extended)
Alexandria 22314
Alexandria City (until 1791 Fairfax; 1791-1846 District of Columbia; 1846-1900 Alexandria -- after 1920 named Arlington) Cty. VA
Map-Block-Lot No: 064.04-02-12, Acct. 11595500
Lat. 38.80744° N., Long. 07704674° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

1./[1-year "lease", 0.5Å for FBG] Thomas West to William Hartshorne, John Butcher, John Saunders, John Sutton & Aaron Hewes, Trustees for the society of people called Quakers; 1784/05/08; Fairfax Cty. D.B. O-1, pp. 275-277.

2./["Release" 0.5Å for MHs, school houses, yards & FBG] Thomas West to William Hartshorne, John Butcher, John Saunders, John Sutton & Aaron Hewes, Trustees for the society of people called Quakers; 1784/05/08; Fairfax Cty. D.B. O-1, pp. 277-282.


4. MM wanted to donate FBG to City Hospital Board, but descendants objected; 1914. Hospital built elsewhere; MM set up bird sanctuary and playground instead.

5./[Agreement to establish a City Library and 99-year lease] T. Janney Brown, Albert Walton, Harold Stabler & Edward Buckman, Trustees of Alexandria Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends, Agreement with & among Robert B. & Viola Tupper Barrett [to fund new building], the Alexandria Library Association [to donate existing collection and shelving], and the City of Alexandria [to build and operate Library], with lease to terminate if City fails to appropriate $5,000 per year for Library salaries; 1937/03/06; D.B. 136, pp. 482-486.
FORMER LOCATION 2: 311 South St. Asaph Street
City of Alexandria Lot 175
Alexandria 22314-3745
Alexandria City (until 1791 Fairfax; 1791-1846 District of Columbia; 1846-1900 Alexandria -- after 1920 named Arlington) Cty. VA
Map 074.04-03-06, Account 11832500
Lat. 38.80226° N., Long. 077.04650° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 6./[Lot 175 for a MH or such other buildings] Benjamin Shreve to William Hartshorne, John Butcher, John Saunders, John Sutton & Aaron Hewes, Trustees for the society of people called Quakers inhabiting the City of Alexandria and County of Fairfax; 1785/04/08; Fairfax Cty. D.B. P-1, pp. 461-464.
8. New Trustees appointed to deed to new owner; 1886/12/08

FORMER LOCATION 3: [0.5Å for MH] 700 Block of Wolfe St. (on south side) at West Side of St. Asaph St.
Alexandria 22314
Alexandria City (until 1791 Fairfax; 1791-1846 District of Columbia; 1846-1900 Alexandria -- after 1920 named Arlington) Cty. VA
Account No: 11366000, Map-Block-Lot No: 074.04-11-06
Lat. 38.80159° N., Long. 077.04787° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 10./William Thornton & Lucy Alexander to William Hartshorne Jr., Philip Wanton, Elisha Janney & John Janney, Trustees for that Religious Society in Alexandria and vicinity denominated Quaker (or Friends); 1798/12/01; Alexandria City Corporation (or Hustings) Ct. D.B. K no. 2 [or 2nd half, not “K-2”]; pp. 640-644.

FORMER LOCATION 4: [0.5Å for new FBG, reportedly not used]
Alexandria 22314
Alexandria City (until 1791 Fairfax; 1791-1846 District of Columbia; 1846-1900 Alexandria -- after 1920 named Arlington) Cty. VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 11.

CURRENT LOCATION: 8990 Woodlawn Road
US Rt. 1 at Woodlawn Road
Fort Belvoir 22060
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part of Woodlawn & Mount Vernon Estate
Fairfax Cty., VA
Parcel 109-2-01-0038
Lat. 38.71432° N., Long. 077.14183° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
12. Chalkley Gillingham Articles of Agreement to give Alexandria MM 2.0Å for MH + FBG; 1850.
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4. MEETING: Allegany Mountain Friends Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Dunnings Creek M.M.
Centre Q.M.
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: P.M. 1987/08
STATUS: Active
LOCATION: Members' homes
Cumberland
Allegany Cty., MD
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
REFERENCES: A.

* "ALTEWATELER" -- SEE BURLEY
[PETERSBURG CITY [FORMERLY DINWIDDIE OR PRINCE GEORGE] CTY., VA]

5. MEETING: Amelia Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cedar Creek M.M. until ca. 1760
Henrico M.M. after 1760
Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Settled 1718
Allowed 1721
LAID DOWN: 1789
LOCATION: On Appomattox River near Deep Creek
Amelia (until 1735 Prince George) Cty., VA
Lat. , Long.
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.
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6. MEETING: Annemessex (Annemessex) Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower Eastern Shore Q.M.
Baltimore (Maryland) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1672
LAID DOWN: Disappeared 1700-1720
LOCATION: Dixon's Choice
South bank of Annamessex River
Somerset Cty., MD
Lat. , Long.
DEEDS, etc.: 1. Met 1st at Ambrose Dixon's house on "Dixon's Choice"
2. [MH built between 1663 and 1687, when Ambrose Dixon buried there]
3. [Per Torrence @p. 91: 1739/11 affidavit identifies road by old MH]
B. Clayton Torrence, Old Somerset on the Eastern Shore of Maryland: A Study in Foundations and Founders (1931), Chapter V(1), "The Household of Faith, Followers of the Inner Light" at pp. 81-108, 121 and passim; eight early VA refugees identified at pp. 86-88; Quaker families listed at p. 467ff.
C. Phebe R. Jacobsen, Quaker Records in Maryland (1966), at p. 76.

7. MEETING: Annapolis Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore Q.M. until 1971/11/14
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
Baltimore Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Worship 1962 at St. John's College
Business 1964/04/19
Monthly 1969
STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION: A. Incorporation as "Annapolis Friends Meeting, Inc."; corporation no. D01007202; 1979/04/16; Reel 02442, Frames 1348-1351.
B. Amendment of Articles; 1992/07/21; Reel F3436, Frames 1924-1929.
C. Articles of Amendment to By-Laws to become "Plan"; 2007/08/15; . D. IRS 1980/01/17 Determination that "Annapolis Friends Meeting, Inc.", EIN 52-1168319, is exempt from FIT under Section 501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.
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CURRENT LOCATION: 351 Dubois Road
Block 6, Lot U of "The Garden Farms" subdivision
Plat: "The Village on DuBois Road"
Annapolis 21401
Anne Arundel Cty., MD
MD DAT Dist. 02, Sub. 000, Account 10701400
Lat. 38.99853° N., Long. 076.52054° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[4.54 Å] Cecelia E. Smith to Annapolis Friends Meeting Inc.;
1986/12/19; D.B. 4230, pp. 471-472.
2./Mortgage from Annapolis Friends Meeting to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Homewood; 1986/12/19; D.B. HES-4230, pp. 473-476; released 1990/07/10; D.B. 5137, pp. 296-297.
3./[3200 sq. ft. Right of Way] Annapolis Friends Meeting, a corporation, to Anne Arundel County, Maryland; 1987/04/05; D.B. HES-4309, pp. 630-631.
5./[Storm Water Management Facility] Inspection and Maintenance Agreement between Annapolis Friends Meeting, Inc. and Anne Arundel County, Maryland; 1992/06/29; D.B. MMR-5698, pp. 506-511.
6./["Confirmatory Deed" correcting corporate name] Reed Warren Smith, Personal Representative for the Estate of Cecelia E. Smith, to Annapolis Friends Meeting, Inc., a Maryland religious corporation; 1993/02/27; D.B. MMR-5961, pp. 60-62.
7./Deed of Trust from Annapolis Friends Meeting, Inc., by Schuyler Elsbree, Trustee, Mortgagor, to Elizabeth H. Farquhar & Gary W. Gillespie, Trustees for Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Homewood ($150,000), and the Friends Meeting House Fund, Inc. ($50,000), Mortgagees, due 2008/03/01; 1993/03/04; D.B. 6048, pp. 841-848; released ____.

FORMER LOCATIONS:
1964 to 1967 - Classroom at St. John’s College
1967 (a few months) - home of Caroline Martin
1967-1972 - The old YWCA on 40 State Circle (now Annapolis Pottery)
1972-1978 - St. Paul’s Episcopal chapels across from (on the grounds of?) Crownsville State Mental Hospital
1978 (a few months) - Eastport Methodist Church
1978-1983 - YWCA (again)
1983-1993 - First Baptist Church-Eastport
208 Chesapeake Avenue
Annapolis 21401 or 21403
Anne Arundel Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name

* "APPLE PIE RIDGE MEETING" -- SEE LOWER RIDGE MEETING [FREDERICK CTY., VA]

* "APPOMATOX [APPOMATTOX]" -- SEE BURLEY MEETING AND AMELIA MEETING [PETERSBURG CITY (formerly DINWIDDIE or PRINCE GEORGE) CTY., VA]

8. MEETING: Ashland Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Richmond M.M.
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) until 2001/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Ashland Vineyard Worship 1987
Preparative 1989
LAID DOWN: Preparative before 2008
Worship Group before 2010
LOCATION: east of Ashland
Hanover County, VA
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name?
REFERENCES: A.

9. MEETING: Ashton Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore, Homewood M.M. (Baltimore Monthly, Eastern & Western Districts) until 1887
Baltimore Q.M. Orthodox until 1951
Baltimore (Orthodox/FUM) Y.M. until 1951
ESTABLISHED: Worship 1861/11
Preparative 18_
Monthly 1887/03/21
LAID DOWN: United with Sandy Spring M.M. 1950/11/26 with the consent of both Baltimore Q.M.s
RECORDS KEPT: Haverford College
LOCATION 1: "Sandy Spring Branch Turnpike", later "Sandy Spring-Ashton Turnpike"
LOCATION 2: 26,761 sq. ft. in "Charley Forest" South of the Olney-Ashton Pike, next to Sherwood School
Ashton 20861
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcel
Lat. 39.14896° N., Long. 077.03430° W.
DEEDS, etc.: 1./[+Original][0.5 Å] B[enjamin] Rush & Mary L. Roberts to The Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern & Western
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Districts, in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends, a corporation; 1880/09/01; D.B. EBP-22, pp. 448-449.

2./Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern & Western Districts, in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends, a corporation, by Francis T. King, President of the Board of Trustees, to Ashton Monthly Meeting of Friends, a corporation; 1891/02/19; D.B. JA-25, pp. 155-158.

3./[0.16 Å on east of MH] Charles G. Porter to Philip T. Stabler, Louisa T. Brooke, Roger Brooke, Cornelia N. Stabler & Merritt M. Haviland, Trustees of Ashton Monthly Meeting of Friends; 1899/08/18; D.B. TD-14, p. 114.

4./[0.16 Å on east of MH, Correcting deed, property to be used in unity with (Orthodox) Baltimore QM and to revert to [Baltimore, Homewood] if Ashton M.M. laid down or discontinued for one year] Philip T. Stabler, Louisa T. Brooke & Merritt M. Haviland, Surviving Trustees of the Ashton Monthly Meeting, joined by Charles G. Porter, grantor in 1899, to Ashton Monthly Meeting of Friends, incorporated; 1912/12/12; D.B. JLB-230, pp. 475-476.


6./[3 parcels totaling 1.16Å] Ashton Monthly Meeting of Friends, a Maryland corporation; Baltimore Monthly Meeting Homewood, a corporation formerly named Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern and Western Districts . . . , by Merritt M. Haviland, Surviving Trustee (to release a right of reverter); and Sallie P. Brooke, Maurice J. Stabler, P. G. Ligon & E. W. Haviland, present Trustees of Ashton Monthly Meeting of Friends, to Board of Education of Montgomery County, Maryland; 1934/11/17; D.B. CKW-584, pp. 136-140.

7./[0.614Å to be used for religious meetings in unity with (Orthodox) Baltimore QM and to revert to (Baltimore, Homewood) if Ashton M.M. laid down or discontinued for one year] Richard H. Landsdale to Ashton Monthly Meeting of Friends, a corporation; 1934/12/28; D.B. CKW-584, pp. 108-109.


9./[0.614Å, error in one call] Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends United, a corporation, to Montgomery County, Maryland; 1955/02/14; D.B. CKW-2040, pp. 30-35.

10. MEETING: Augusta Worship Group
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Valley M.M.
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 2010BEF
STATUS: Active
LOCATION: 606 Fraser Lane
Staunton 24401-2335
Staunton City Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' Name
REFERENCES: A.

11. MEETING: Back Creek Preparative
Informally known as "Jesse Pugh's Meeting"
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M.
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore YM after 1790
ESTABLISHED: Settled 1730s-1755 war, again 1741
1754?
Indulged 1759/12/24
Worship established and MH built 1777/12
Preparative 1786
LAID DOWN: 1829
ORGANIZATION: A./ Thomas Barrett, et al., Trustees of Back Creek Meeting House, vs.
Widow of Edward Beeson and Jesse Pugh; Docket 1819-166 SC
B./ Thomas Barrett, et al., Trustees of Back Creek Meeting House, vs.
Widow of Edward Beeson and Jesse Pugh; Docket 1820-046 SC
C./ Circuit Court approved new trustees for Hopewell Church property
in Frederick County: For Hopewell-Lewis Pidgeon, Jonathan W.
Branson, Hugh S. Lupton & Charles E. Clevenger, For Centre in
Winchester City and its FBG near the Valley Pike just south in
Frederick County-John L. Reese, David T. Wood & James L.
Robinson, For Mount Pleasant Graveyard-F. Clarkson Fawcett, Josiah
O. Stephenson & Theophilus Fawcett, For Back Creek MH & FBG at
Gainesboro-Jonathan Jackson & Joseph S. Robinson; 1903/05/04;

LOCATION:
Inside Gainesboro Community Cemetery
1 Mile NE Gainesboro [was "Pughtown" until 1820]
W. of North Frederick Pike, U.S. 522
Winchester 22603
Gainesboro Magisterial District
Frederick Cty., VA
Parcel
Lat. 39.27872° N., Long. 078.25649° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. MH built 1777 or earlier
2./[10Å for MH, BG etc.] Jesse Pugh executed a Bond of £1000 to secure his signing a deed to John Pickering, Barak Fisher & Thomas Pugh Jr. as Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers; "1778"; (In Clerk's file but not recorded).
3. [10Å with MH erected by Back Creek Meeting] Jesse Pugh to John Pickering, Barak Fisher & Thomas Pugh Jr. or their successors appointed by Hopewell Monthly Meeting for the use and purposes of a MH, BG, etc. for the Society of People called Quakers; 1778?/03/06; [executed original Bond in Frederick Cty. Clerk's office 2012/12/12, witnessed but not recorded or proved?]
3./[Excepts MH lot] Jesse Pugh, Sr. to Job Pugh; 1793/01/22; D.B. 23, pp. 661-662.
5. [excepts 10Å MH] Job Pugh to Jesse Pugh, Jr.; 1806/04/28
6. [excepts 10Å MH] Jesse Pugh to Joseph Gordon; 1808
7. Appointed Thomas Barrett & Jonathan Pickering trustees to seek title from heirs of deceased grantor who failed to record deed; 1817; suit not resolved by 1822.
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS


REFERENCES:
C. Norma Jacob, Editor, Quaker Roots, The Story of Western Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of The Religious Society of Friends (1980), p. 56, location shown on 1776 WQM map inside back cover.
E. Wilmer L. Kerns, Frederick County, Virginia: Settlement and Some First Families of Back Creek Valley, Chapter Six, "Back Creek Quakers: Descendants of Jesse Pugh", reprinted in Frederick Findings (Vol. 8 Spring 1995) pp. 53ff.
F. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript pp. 807-809.

* "BALLANCE MEETING" -- SEE LITTLE BRITAIN (ORTHODOX/PRIMITIVE) [LANCASTER CTY., PA]

12. MEETING: Baltimore Monthly, Eastern District 1807-1819/10/26
"Patapsco Preparative" until 1781/01
"Baltimore Preparative" 1781-1807
"Baltimore Monthly" 1792-1807
"Baltimore Preparative, Eastern District" after 1807

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring (Indian Spring, Cliffs, West River, Herring Creek) M.M. until 1737
Gunpowder M.M. 1737-1792
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M.
Baltimore Y.M.
[Hicksite/FGC after 1828]

ESTABLISHED:
Patapsco Worship 1679
Baltimore, Eastern District (Patapsco until 1781, Baltimore 1781/02/22-1807) Preparative 1714
Aisquith St. Worship 1730
Monthly 1792/11/02

LAID DOWN: Monthly 1819/10/26 (attached to Baltimore M.M., Western District, whose branches are in 2017 named "Baltimore Monthly, Stony Run" and "Baltimore Monthly, Homewood"
Preparative (under Stony Run) 1916
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

ORGANIZATION:

A./ Maryland Laws of 1793, Chapter 20, allowing the Monthly Meeting of the people called Quakers in Baltimore Town to hold 4Å instead of the normal limit of 2Å for a religious body; .

B./ Maryland Laws of 1812, Chapter 158, authorizing new Trustees; 1812/12/29; Archives Vol. 192, pp. 1386-1387.

C./ Maryland Laws of 1821, Chapter 130 appointing John Trimble, Ely Balderson, David Brown, Ezra Gillingham, Isaac Tyson, Jr. & William Hopkins and their successors Trustees for (Eastern District) property on behalf of all Baltimore Friends but forbidding selling off FBG; 1822/01/28.

D./ Maryland Laws of 1852, Chapter 268 authorizing the successor Trustees, John C. Turner, Isaac Tyson Jr., John Brown & Joseph Matthews, to sell or lease for 99 years renewable forever any lots not needed for FBG; 1852/05/26; .

E./ Maryland Laws of 1874, Chapter 390, authorized the successor trustees, John C. Turner, William Riley, M.D., John Brown & Joseph Mathews, to sell or lease any Aisquith Street property not needed for FBG; 1874/04/11.

LOCATION 1:

on the north side of the northwest branch of Patapsco River
early name "Montenays Neck"
Baltimore City (Baltimore Cty. until 1851), MD
Block

DEEDS, etc.:

1./[+Original][102.5 sq. perches= 0.640625Å next to Deaver 1Å parcel] Andrew Stigar to John Cornthwait & Gerard Hopkins, in Trust for the use of the Society of Christian people called Quakers inhabiting and dwelling in and near the Town and County of Baltimore for an FBG and MH; 1773/06/19; D.B. AL-G, pp. 336-339 [but pp. 337-338 missing in official D.B.]

2./[+Original][59.5 sq. perches = 0.371875Å for FBG + MH] John Deaver, with Ann Deaver waiving her right of dower, to John Cornthwait & Gerard Hopkins, in Trust for the use of the Society of Christian people called Quakers inhabiting and dwelling in and near the Town and County of Baltimore; 1773/06/21; D.B. AL-G, pp. 339-344.

3./[1Å] Edward & Elizabeth Flanagan to John Deaver, son and sole heir of John Deaver; 1786/03/09; D.B. WG-Y, pp. 309-311.
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DEEDS, etc.:

6./[+Original][Lots 538-545 in southeast Baltimore, at Pitt St. (now Fayette) & Harford St. (now Central Avenue) for a FBG + MH] Andrew Stiger, with Mary Stiger waiving her right of dower, to Jonathan Corthwaite, Robert Corthwaite, George Matthews & David Brown, in Trust for the use of the Society of the Christian people called Quakers inhabiting and dwelling in and near the Town and County of Baltimore; 1779/04/26; D.B. WG-C, pp. 543-546.


10./[SW corner Fayette & Canal Sts. (later Central Ave.)] John C. Turner, Isaac Tyson Jr., William Riley, John Brown & Joseph Matthews, Trustees under the 1852 Act of the Maryland General Assembly, 99-yr. lease to George W. Hager (indexed as Hagal); 1855/01/19; ED-76, pp. 306-309.


1852 Act of the Maryland General Assembly, 99-yr. lease to Oliver Switzer; 1855/06/21; D.B. ED-86, pp. 145-147.


21./[1265 E. Fayette St.] Joseph J. Janney, Edward Stabler Jr., Thomas P. Perine, Kirk Brown, Henry C. Matthews & Thomas O. Matthews, Successor Trustees for the Society of Friends, as certified by endorsement of the Clerks of Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

Park Avenue and Baltimore Preparatory Meeting of Friends for the Eastern District, to Luther T. Stein and Ernest Stein; 1905/07/14; D.B. RO-2160, pp. 65-67.

22. /[Extinguish ground rent on 1253 E. Fayette] Baltimore Monthly Meeting Park Avenue, incorporated, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, to Mollie Beirerfeld; 1926/02/11, recorded 1927/02/12; D.B. SCL-4697, pp. 511-512.


26. /[Half of alley adjacent to MH in exchange for sharing extended alley] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, to Thomas J. Donohue; 1926/06/22; D.B. SCL-4598, pp. 459-461.


28. /[Fee, extinguishing ground rent on 1265 E. Fayette St.] The Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, incorporated, by Thomas N. Taylor, President, to The Penn Oil Co.; 1927/11/14; D.B. SCL-4814, pp. 67-69.

29.

30. /[Fee, extinguishing ground rent on 10-12 Central Ave.] The Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, by Theodore E. Baker, Chairman of Trustees, to St. Vincent DePaul Society of Baltimore; 1973/01/08; D.B. RHB-2992, pp. 575-577.

LOCATION 3:

Lots 5 & 6 on north side of Great York St. (now East Baltimore St.)
Baltimore 21230
Baltimore City (Baltimore Cty. until 1851), MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:

31. /[Original][1900± sq. ft.] William Young & Mary Young, children of Samuel Young and grandchildren of William Young, to John McKim &
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

Joseph Townsend, for the use of the Society of the people called Quakers; 1793/01/11; D.B. WH-LL, pp. 22-24.

[5] [Parcel 3 of 4: 1900± sq. ft. on York St.] John McKim & Joseph Townsend, Trustees under an Andrew Stigar 1793 deed, to Gerard T. Hopkins, Isaac Tyson, John Dukehart & John Trimble (son of Isaac), Trustees for the use of the Society of Christian people called Quakers inhabiting and dwelling in and near the Town and County of Baltimore; 1800/04/04; D.B. WG-61, pp. 561-565.

[32] [sold to pay to build Lombard St. MH] Gerard T. Hopkins, Isaac Tyson, John Dukehart & John Trimble (son of Isaac), Trustees of the Society of Quakers in the City of Baltimore, to James Stirling; 1806/12/02; D.B. WG-92, pp. 67, 67a, 68.

REFERENCES:

B. Norris, Early Friends (Or Quakers) In Maryland (1862).
C. A Sketch of "Old Town" Meeting House, Baltimore; and some account of its occupants, as read on its One Hundredth Anniversary (1881).
D. See McKim Center history at http://www.mckimcenter.org/?page_id=90
E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 982-984.
H. [Original Manuscript at Haverford, several PDF copies] An Account of All The Yearly, Quarterly, Monthly, and Particular Meetings of the People Called Quakers in the several Provinces in America (1772) at p. 18 shows Sandy Spring and the Baltimore sites as part of Gunpowder MM.

* "BALTIMORE MONTHLY MEETING OF FRIENDS FOR THE EASTERN & WESTERN DISTRICTS" - SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, HOMEWOOD [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

13. MEETING: Baltimore Monthly, Homewood
"Baltimore Monthly, Western District" (Orthodox) until 1828/10/11
"Baltimore Monthly, Eastern & Western Districts" 1828/11/07-1927

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring (Indian Spring, Cliffs, West River, Herring Creek) M.M. until 1737
Gunpowder M.M. 1737-1792
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. until 1971/11/14
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
Baltimore Y.M.
[Orthodox/FUM 1828-1968]
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED:
Western District P.M. 1807
Western District Monthly 1807/05/04
Preparative renamed in 1828 Separation

LAID DOWN:
Preparative laid down 1873/06/16 under new rule for single-PM monthly meetings

STATUS: Active

RECORDS KEPT: Haverford. Swarthmore.

ORGANIZATION:
A./[scanned copy] Charter of Incorporation as "The Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern & Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends"; filed 1854/05/08; Baltimore City Charter Records No. 1, pp. 411 et seq.

B./[inaccurate] advice from lawyer Thomas Mackenzie that correct corporate name was "Baltimore Yearly Meeting for the Eastern & Western Districts, in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meeting of Friends"; 1917/06/08 [scanned copy].

C./Articles of Amendment changing name of "Baltimore Monthly Meeting for the Eastern & Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends" to "Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Homewood" and eliminating provisions limiting decisions or trustee appointments to male members, certified by J. Hollowell Parker, Clerk, & Louis C. Mueller, Recording Clerk, and affirmed by Trustees John C. Thomas, John R. Cary, Miles White Jr., James Carey Jr., John N. Parker & Richard J. White; approved 1927/09/29 & 1927/10/27, filed in Baltimore City records 1927/11/21 [scanned copy].

D./Articles of Amendment for No. D00254821 with name change to "Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Homewood"; transferred to Maryland State Records 1968/03/15, Film B00019, pages 466-467.

E. Articles of Amendment for No. D00254821; 1999/04/21; Film B00031. pp. 1016-1017.

F. Incorporation forfeited for non-filing of 2001 property return; 2002/10/07.

G./Articles of Revival of corporation charter; filed 2010/12/10; Instrument 1000362000948853.

H. IRS Determination that "Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Homewood", EIN 52-0607962, is exempt from FIT under Section 501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

FORMER LOCATION 1:
As Baltimore Monthly, later Baltimore Monthly, Eastern District
SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, EASTERN DISTRICT

ESTABLISHED:
Patapsco Worship 1679
Baltimore, Eastern District (Patapsco 1714-1781, Baltimore 1781/02/22-1807) Preparative 1714
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Aisquith St. Worship 1730
Monthly 1792/11/02

LAID DOWN: Monthly 1819/10/26 (attached to Baltimore M.M., Western District, whose branches are now named "Baltimore Monthly, Stony Run" or "Baltimore Monthly, Homewood"
Preparative (under Stony Run) 1916

FORMER LOCATION 2: Before 1828 Separation
SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, WESTERN DISTRICT [NOW STONY RUN]

ESTABLISHED: Lombard St. Worship 1805/12
Lombard St. Preparative 1807 from Baltimore, Eastern District M.M.
Western District Monthly 1807/05/04

FORMER LOCATION 3: Met in McKendree School House after Hicksite split in 1828
FORMER LOCATION 4: 110-114 E. Saratoga (formerly W. Saratoga, formerly St. Pauls) St., west side St. Paul Place (former Courtland St.) where it crossed Beurand Lane
Lots 57 + 58
now Mercy Medical Center?
Ward 9
Baltimore 21201
Baltimore City (until 1851 Baltimore Cty.), MD
Block 579
Lat. 39.29258° N., Long.

DEEDS, etc.:
A. [Original] Baltimore City Commissioner's Office establishment of the boundaries of Lots 57 & 58 on application of Elisha N. Browne; 1829/04/23.

1. [+Original] [Lot 58] Nehemiah Baden, joined by Frances E. Baden, his wife, to release her right of dower, to Nicholas Popplein, Daniel Cobb, Hugh Balderston, Joseph King Jr., George Williamson, Isaac Brooks, Elisha N. Browne & Samuel Carey, in trust for the Society of Friends in Baltimore City constituting Baltimore Monthly Meeting for the Eastern & Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends; 1829/03/30; D.B. WG-198, pp. 446-449.


3. [+Original] [Lots 57 + 58] Hugh Balderston, Joseph King Jr., Isaac Brooks, Elisha N. Browne & Samuel Carey, surviving Trustees, to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern & Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends, a corporation; 1854/05/08; Baltimore City D.B. ED-59, pp. 402-405.
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS


6. [acquire fee for Lot 57]

7./[to incorporated Trustees] Francis T. King, Joseph M Cushing, Jesse Tyson, Hugh Lenox Bond, Archibald Stirling Jr., John A. Needles, George B. Cole, Richard M. Janney, Harrison K. Webb, John K. Butler & John W. Locks, Trustees, to the Board of Trustees of the Baltimore Normal School for the Education of Colored Teachers, a body corporate; 1869/05/06; D.B. GR-421, pp. 142-144.

8./[Deed confirming conveyance of two parcels to corporate body, + disclaiming any right of reverter] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern & Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends, a corporation, by Francis T. King, President, to the Board of Trustees of the Baltimore Normal School for the Education of Colored Teachers, a body corporate; 1888/01/19; D.B. 1197, pp. 63-65.

FORMER LOCATION 5:
Northeast corner of Eutaw and Monument Streets
701-715 N. Eutaw
Baltimore 21201
Baltimore City, MD
Ward 11, Section 10, Block 0521, Lot 014 = 715
Block 521
Lat. 39.29754° N., Long. 076.62118° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

13./[northern part] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern and Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meeting of Friends, a corporation, by John C. Thomas, President, to the Board of Governors Trustees of Local No. 101 of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners of America; 1918/01/04; Baltimore City Super.Ct. SCL-3179, pp. 385-386.


REFERENCES:

CURRENT LOCATION: 3107 N. Charles Street
Baltimore 21218
Baltimore City, MD
Map 12, Section 19, Block 3862, Lot 002
Lat. 39.32628° N., Long. 076.61728° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
16./[original + recorded copy] James D. Cotter to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern and Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meeting of Friends, a corporation; 1917/07/10; D.B. SCL-3142, pp. 46-47.

17./Mortgage from Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern and Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meeting of Friends, a corporation, by John C. Thomas, President, to Central Savings Bank of Baltimore; 1922/02/10; D.B. SCL-3826, pp. 138-141; **released** by James D. Garrett, President; 1934/02/08; D.B. SCL-3826, p. 141.

FORMER LOCATION 7: [Secretary's residence]
721 Saint Johns Rd.
Lots 38 & east 10-ft. rectangle of Lot 39, Block 2 of Tuxedo Park
Baltimore 21210
Baltimore City, MD
Ward 27, Section 14, Block 4924A [was Block 4924], Lot 011

DEEDS, etc.:
31./Mary R. & Henry P. Schwing to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Homewood, incorporated; 1943/10/13; D.B. MLP-6516, pp. 239-240.
REFERENCES:
B. Norris, Early Friends (Or Quakers) In Maryland (1862).
E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 982-984.
F. [Original Manuscript at Haverford, several PDF copies] An Account of All The Yearly, Quarterly, Monthly, and Particular Meetings of the People Called Quakers in the several Provinces in America (1772) at p. 18 shows Sandy Spring and the Baltimore sites as part of Gunpowder MM.

14. MEETING: Baltimore Monthly, Stony Run
"Baltimore Monthly, Western District" (Hicksite) 1807-1864
"Baltimore Monthly" (Hicksite, FGC) 1864-1944

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Sandy Spring (Indian Spring, Clifts, West River, Herring Creek) M.M. until 1737
Gunpowder M.M. 1737-1792
Baltimore, Eastern District M.M. 1792-1807
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. until 1971/11/14
Baltimore Y.M.
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1967/12/31
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Aisquith St. (Patapsco) Worship 1679
Aisquith St. (Patapsco) Preparative 1714
Lombard St. Worship 1805/12
Lombard St. Preparative 1807 from Baltimore, Eastern District M.M.
Western District Monthly 1807/05/04
[Eastern District Monthly merged in 1819/10/16]

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A. Articles of Incorporation for MD no. ___, "The Friends Lombard Street Benevolent Society of Baltimore"; before 1892.
B. Articles of Incorporation for MD No. D00053439, "Baltimore Monthly Meeting, Park Avenue"; 1892/10/15; Film 0F345, Frames 19-24.
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

C. Articles of Amendment to change name to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run"; 1945/04/16; Film 186, Frame 83; also recorded Baltimore City Super. Ct. Book MLP-184, pp. 481ff.
D. Converted Charter received by MD SDAT; 1963/02/06; Film F345, Frames 19-24.
E. Articles of Amendment; 1986/03/14; Film F2796, Frames 153-154.
F. MM Trustees' Change of Principal Office and appointment of Francis S. Brocato as of Towson, MD as Resident Agent; 2011/03/21.
G. IRS Determination that "Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Stony Run Finance Committee", EIN 52-0629766, is exempt from FIT under Section 501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION 1:

[still FBG, originally MH as well]
"Friendship", Darly Hall Lots 16 & 17
2506 Harford Road [now 3.905 Å]
Baltimore  21218-4548
Baltimore City (until 1888 or 1918 Baltimore Cty.), MD
Ward 09, Section 16, Block 4114A, Lot 095
Latitude 39.31783° N., Long. 076.59428° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

2. ["The 1Å bought of John Ensor to build a MH"] Richard Taylor devised to his son Joseph Taylor for "the use of Friends for the use of a meeting house & Burying place for Friends forever (Quakers so called)"; executed 1725, probated 1729/05/18; Will B. 2, pp. 187-189.
4.[adjacent to FBG] William Armitage, joined by his wife Elizabeth to release her right of dower, to Gerard T. Hopkins, Isaac Tyson, John Dukehart & John Trimble (son of Isaac), Trustees for the Congregations called Quakers and their successors appointed by Baltimore Monthly Meeting, with acceptance of the trust; 1800/12/24; D.B. WG-65, pp. 643-645.
7. [parcels beside FBG] Superior Court of Baltimore City, Equity, Order affirming Commissioners' property division; Purvance v. Dennis; 1859/02/17; Chancery record 14-GES, pp. 297ff.
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9./[beside FBG; 6/7 of Lot Two in Equity property division] Benjamin M. & Ellen Dennis to John C. Turner, Isaac Tyson Jr., William Riley, John Brown & Joseph Matthews, Trustees for the Society of Friends or People called Quakers in the City of Baltimore; 1860/05/28; Baltimore County D.B. GHC-30, pp. 244-345.

10./[1Å for MH + FBG] Joseph Matthews, sole surviving Trustee, to The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Lombard Street, a corporation; 1883/05/24; Baltimore County D.B. WMI-135, pp. 2-3.

11./[3 parcels, 2.55Å] William Riley & Joseph Matthews, sole surviving Trustees, to The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Lombard Street, a corporation; 1883/05/24; Baltimore County D.B. WMI-135, pp. 3-6.

12./Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a corporation formerly called the Baltimore Yearly Meeting held on Lombard Street, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Executive Committee, to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue; 1926/06/22; City D.B. SCL-4598, pp. 457-458.

FORMER LOCATION 2:
9-23 Aisquith St., 1201 E. Fayette St.
1121 East Baltimore St.
Baltimore 21202
Baltimore City (until 1851 Baltimore Cty.), MD

DEEDS, etc.:
SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, EASTERN DISTRICT

FORMER LOCATION 3:
Southeast Baltimore on Bond St. near Bank St.
Baltimore 21231
Baltimore City (Baltimore Cty. until 1851), MD

DEEDS, etc.:
16./ Mary Bunker, formerly Mary Anderson, to Gerard T. Hopkins, Isaac Tyson, John Dukehart & John Trimble (son of Isaac), Trustees for the Congregation of people called Quakers in the City of Baltimore and their successors appointed by Baltimore Monthly Meeting, with acceptance of the trust; 1801/03/16; D.B. WG-65, pp. 638-641.

FORMER LOCATION 4:
307-317 Lombard Street
at King Street and Howard Street and Whiskey Alley
Plats 691 & 712, Howards Late Addition
Baltimore 21201
Baltimore Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.:
21./[Plat 691] James A. & Elizabeth (Calhoun) Buchanan to James Ellicott, Philip E. Thomas, William Tyson, John Ellicott Jr., James Gillingham & John Marsh, Trustees for the Society or Congregation of the People called Quakers in the City of Baltimore and their
successors appointed by Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends; 1803/11/09; D.B. WG-75, pp. 671-673.

22./[Assignment of lease on half of Plat 712] George Everhart to James Ellicott, Philip E. Thomas, William Tyson, John Ellicott Jr., James Gillingham & John Marsh, Trustees for the Society or Congregation of the People called Quakers in the City of Baltimore and their successors appointed by Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends; 1803/11/23; D.B. WG-75, pp. 673-675.

23./[lot adjacent to MH on Lombard St.] John Eager Howard to Samuel G. Jones, Isaac Tyson, Izak Proctor, John Gillingham, Hugh Balderston & Andrew Ellicott, Trustees for the Yearly Meeting of the Society of people called Quakers held in the City of Baltimore and for the said Society or congregation of People residing in Baltimore and to their successors appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Baltimore for the Western District with the approbation of the Yearly Meeting, with acceptance of the trust; 1812/01/28; D.B. WG-118, pp 49-52.

24./[lot adjacent to MH on Lombard St.] Samuel G. Jones, Isaac Tyson, Izak Proctor, John Gillingham, Hugh Balderston & Andrew Ellicott, Trustees, to John Talbott, John Dukehart, John Jewitt, William Gillingham, Samuel Ellicott & Isaac Tyson Jr., Trustees for the Yearly Meeting of the Society of people called Quakers held in the City of Baltimore and for the said Society or congregation of People residing in Baltimore and to their successors appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Baltimore for the Western District with the approbation of the Yearly Meeting, with acceptance of the Trust; 1812/10/13; D.B. WG-120, pp. 518-522.

25./[Lots 691 + 712] James Ellicott, Philip E. Thomas, William Tyson, John Ellicott Jr., James Gillingham & John Marsh, Trustees for the Society or Congregation of the People called Quakers in the City of Baltimore, to John Talbott, John Dukehart, John Jewitt, William Gillingham, Samuel Ellicott & Isaac Tyson Jr., Trustees for the Yearly Meeting of the Society of people called Quakers held in the City of Baltimore and for the said Society or congregation of People residing in Baltimore and to their successors appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Baltimore for the Western District with the approbation of the Yearly Meeting, so long as in good standing; 1812/10/13; D.B. WG-120, pp. 522-527.

26./[Lots 691 + 712] John Talbott, John Jewitt & Isaac Tyson Jr., surviving Trustees, to Aquila Matthews, David Ferris, Richard T. Bentley, John Brown, William C. Thomas & Gerard H. Reese, Trustees for the Yearly Meeting of the Society of people called Quakers held in the City of Baltimore and for the said Society or congregation of People residing in Baltimore and to their successors appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Baltimore for the Western District with the approbation of the Yearly Meeting, so long as in good standing; 1847/10/22; D.B. AWB-388, pp. 321-325.
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

27. [Lessor's fee interest in Plat 712] Arunah S. Abell, Charles & Mary E. West, Isaac & Anna H. Prince & Catharine A. Grammer, heirs of John Grammer and William H. Grammer, deceased, to Aquila Matthews, David Turner, Richard T. Bentley, John Brown, William C. Thomas & Gerard H. Reese, Trustees for the Yearly Meeting of the Society of people called Quakers held in the City of Baltimore and for the said Society or congregation of People residing in Baltimore and to their successors appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Baltimore for the Western District with the approbation of the Yearly Meeting, so long as in good standing; 1853/05/13; D.B. ED-43, pp. 285-288.
28. MH enlarged pursuant to BYM subscriptions, 1867
29. [Plats 691 & 712] Aquila Matthews & Richard T. Bentley, surviving Trustees of Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, to The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Lombard Street, a Maryland corporation; 1880/04/14; D.B. FAP-866, pp. 323-325.
30. Maryland General Assembly 1888 Session Laws, Chapter 52, authorized The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Lombard Street to sell the Lombard Street MH; 1888/03/06; Official Journal Volume 481, pp. 54-55.
34. [Assignment of mortgage to enforce remaining notes] The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a corporation, by Joseph J. Janney, Clerk of the Representative Committee, to Joseph Matthews; 1890/03/29; D.B. JB-1285, pp. 462-463.

FORMER LOCATION 5: 1714-1734 Park Avenue, at Laurens Street
[School next door at 1712 Park Avenue]
Baltimore  21217
Baltimore Cty., MD
MH: Ward 14, Section 02, Block 345
School: Ward 14, Section 02, Block 345, Lot 7

DEEDS, etc.:
41. [agreed setback among neighboring Park Avenue landowners] Covenant among George P. & Kate T. Frick, Achsah C. Frick, William F. & Anne Elizabeth Frick, Frank & Fanny L. Frick, James S. Frick, Mary L. Frick, and Clayton Cannon; 1877/12/28; D.B. GR-797, pp. 418-419.
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42./[for YM + MM MH, subject to restrictions in 1877 Covenant] Frank & Fannie L. Frick, Kate T. Frick, Achsah C. Frick, and William F. Frick to The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a corporation; 1888/03/26; D.B. JB-1185, pp. 48-50.

43./[for YM + MM MH, subject to restrictions in 1877 Covenant] Elizabeth M. Spencer to The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a corporation; 1888/03/27; D.B. JB-1185, pp. 47-48.


48./[school lots] Howard P. Sadtler, executor of Samuel G. Scimmeker, deceased, to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation; 1911/06/02; D.B. SCL-2663, pp. 344-345.

49./[1710 Park Avenue lot adjoining school, with restrictions] William & Harriet P. Ingle to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation; 1919/05/01; D.B. SCL-3353, pp. 239-240.

50./[Return part of 1710 parcel to Ingle family] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, to Julia Pechin Ingle & Margaret Page Ingle; 1926/02/24; D.B. SCL-4534, pp. 38-39.
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52./[park next to MH] The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a corporation, by Herbert M. Taylor, Chairman of the Executive Committee, & Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation, by James D. Hull, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, to The Mayor & City Council of Baltimore, accepted by Theodore R. McElde, Mayor; 1944/04/04; D.B. MLP-6588, pp. 268-270.

LOCATION 6:
Taylor Home, first location
2001 Park Avenue, at Reservoir St.
Baltimore 21217
Baltimore City, MD
Ward 13, Section 11, Block 3448, Lot 030

DEEDS, etc.:
56./ The Real Estate & Improvement Co. of Baltimore City, by George Dobbin Penniman, Vice President, to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, incorporated; 1923/03/21; D.B. SCL-3990, pp. 587-588.
57./ Mortgage from Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, incorporated, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, to The Real Estate & Improvement Co. of Baltimore City; 1923/04/02; D.B. SCL-3990, pp. 589-591; [released] by George Dobbin Penniman, Vice President; 1923/10/01; D.B. SCL-3990, p. 591.
58./ Final Report of Safe Deposit & Trust Co. of Baltimore on Administration of Estate of Jonathan E. Taylor following the death of his Wife Emma L. Taylor on June 13, 1923, by John W. Marshall, Vice President; receipt executed 1924/04/23 for Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, incorporated, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees; D.B. SCL-4185, pp. 513-523.
59./ [Easement for tunnel railroad and agreed restrictions] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, incorporated, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, to Philadelphia & Washington Railroad Co., by Thomas W. Hulne, Vice President; 1934/04/23; D.B. SCL-5435, pp. 451-455.

LOCATION 7:
Camp Keewadin
on South River, Friends Rd.?
Riva, 7 miles SW Annapolis
Second Election District
Edgewater 21037 or Annapolis 21401
Anne Arundel Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
62./[5.6Å subject to 30-ft. easement in 1913 deed] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, incorporated, by Gilbert H. Alford, John
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CURRENT LOCATION: 5116 N. Charles Street
Baltimore 21210
Baltimore City, MD
Ward 27, Section 14, Blocks 4867 [was 4868], Lot 3

DEEDS, etc.: 63./Contract of Sale between Roland Park Homeland Co., by Edward H. Bouton, President, and Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees; 1925/06/18; D.B. D.B. SCL-4412, pp. 421-424. 64./[25.808Å, with covenant of buyer not to sell until has erected school building] Roland Park Homeland Co., by Jonathan Tevis Harwood, Vice President, to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation; 1926/03/03; D.B. SCL-4540, pp. 231-235. 65./Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, mortgage to The Mercantile Trust & Deposit Co. of Baltimore, a corporation, with contemporaneous assignment (per J. R. Walker, Vice President) to The Central Savings Bank of Baltimore; 1926/03/18; D.B. SCL-2543, pp. 242-245; released as paid; 1927/03/09; D.B. SCL-2543, pp. 244-245.
66. School opened 1927/05
67./[additional lot] The Roland Park Homeland Co., by Charles S. Sutherland, 2nd Vice President, to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation; 1929/12/04; D.B. SCL-5070, pp. 502-504.
68./[Right of way to construct sewer] Agreement between Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends Park Avenue, a corporation, by Thomas N. Taylor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and The Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, by George E. C. Glover, Sewerage Engineer; 1932/01/13; D.B. SCL-5327, p. 97.
69. Monthly Meeting here 1944/05/07; MH Cornerstone laid 1949/04/01.
70./[0.7Å at northeast of lot] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, a corporation, by James D. Hull, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, to Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, a corporation; 1946/11/06; D.B. MLP-7052, pp. 431-432.
72./[To nominee to remove BYM from chain of title and vest in MM?] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, a corporation, by
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Haines B. Felter, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, a corporation, by Charles F. Preston, Chairman of the Executive Committee, to Alice J. Starrett; 1966/01/13 & 1966/01/25; D.B. JFC-2064, pp. 316-318.

73./[back from nominee?] Alice J. Starrett to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, a corporation; 1966/01/13; D.B. JFC-2064, pp. 316-318.


LOCATION 9:
Friends School of Baltimore
[started 1784 at Aisquith St., 1794 2nd building at York St., then 1864-1886 at Lombard St., 1886-1899 at McCulloh St., and 1899-1927/05 at Park Place next to Park Avenue]
5114 N. Charles St.
Baltimore 21210
Baltimore City, MD
Ward 27, Section 14, Block 4867, Lot 1
Lat. 35.35639° N., Long. 076.62434° W.

ORGANIZATION:
Incorporated 1973/09/07 as "Friends School of Baltimore, Inc.";
MD Corporation D00462044; Film F2001, Frames 667-673.

DEEDS, etc.:

[FOR LATER DEEDS, SEE FRIENDS SCHOOL OF BALTIMORE]

LOCATION 10:
Taylor Home, second location
Plat No. 1 of Roland Park, Lots 5 (northern 35 ft.), 6, 7 (southern 40 ft.)
4608 Roland Avenue (was Roland Park Country School)
Baltimore 21210
Block 4914, Lot 008
Baltimore City, MD
Lat. 39.34604° N., Long. 76.63592° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
79./Joseph A. & Angela H. Kunkel to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run; 1957/08/16; D.B. JFC-175, pp. 375-376.

80./Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, a corporation, by Harry S. Scott, Chairman of Trustees, to Elizabeth S. Herman; 1975/11/10; D.B. RHB-3291, pp. 248-250.

81./Walter F & Elizabeth S. Herman 2nd Mortgage ($20,000) to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run; 1975/11/10;
REFERENCES:


B. Norris, *Early Friends (Or Quakers) In Maryland* (1862).


G. [Original Manuscript at Haverford, several PDF copies] *An Account of All The Yearly, Quarterly, Monthly, and Particular Meetings of the People Called Quakers in the several Provinces in America* (1772) at p. 18 shows Sandy Spring and the Baltimore sites as part of Gunpowder MM.

H. National Register of Historic Places Registration Form for Friends Burial Ground on Harford Road:
https://mht.maryland.gov/secure/medusa/PDF/NR_PDFs/NR-1399.pdf

* "BALTIMORE MONTHLY, WESTERN DISTRICT" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, STONY RUN OR BALTIMORE MONTHLY, HOMEOOOD [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

* "BALTIMORE PREPARATIVE, EASTERN DISTRICT" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, EASTERN DISTRICT AND SEE ALSO BALTIMORE MONTHLY, STONY RUN [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

15. MEETING: Banister Particular Meeting
   Also known as Halifax Preparative by 1762

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Richmond (Cedar Creek) M.M. until 1758
   South River M.M. 1758-1794
   Goose Creek M.M. after 1794
   Upper (Curles, Cedar Creek) Q.M. until 1797/05/19
   Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
   Upper Q.M. 1817/08/21-1844
   Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: worship 1758

Preparative 1759

LAID DOWN:
Preparative 1786
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LOCATION:
Worship 1811
on the drafts of Difficult Creek
North across Banister River from Halifax Courthouse 24558
Halifax (Lunenburg until 1752) Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1. to Friends to build MH 1759

REFERENCES:

* "BARBICAN MEETING" -- SEE SOMERTON MONTHLY
[SUFFOLK CITY (UNTIL 1974 NANSEMOND) CTY., VA]

16. MEETING:
Bayside Meeting [in Deer Creek MM]
Also "Susquehanna" informally

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Deer Creek M.M. after 1766
Western Q.M. 1766-1789/11/16
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. 1790/02/06-1819/02/08
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1949
[FGC & FUM] after 1949
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED:
Indulged 1766/11/17
Worship after 1767/05/18
Preparative before 1812

LAID DOWN:
Preparative 1826
Worship 1841

LOCATION 1:
Property of Jacob Giles
Near mouth of Susquehanna River
Havre de Grace 21078
Harford (until 1774 Cecil) Cty., MD
Lat. 39.54841° N, Long. 076.09755° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1.

REFERENCES:
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
17. MEETING: Bayside Meeting [in Third Haven MM]

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
- Third Haven M.M.
- Orthodox Bayside Meeting under Motherkiln MM after 1828
- Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. 1679-1789
- Maryland Y.M. until 1789
- Southern Q.M. after 1790
- Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
- By 1660
- Worship Established 1679
- Preparative before 1771

LAID DOWN:
- Preparative 1826
- Orthodox Bayside Meeting transferred to Motherkiln MM 1828
- Orthodox Worship 1831
- Hicksite Worship 1841

LOCATION 1:
- House owned by Ralph Fishbourne
- Village of McDaniel 21647 or Wittman 21676
- 0.25 miles south on Chesapeake Bay, central Eastern Shore
- Talbot (until 1662 Kent) Cty., MD
- Lat. 38.80719° N., Long. 076.27815° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [FBG still there 1937]

LOCATION 2:
- Parcel called Ennion's Range
- St. Michael's 21663
- or Wittman 21676
- on Chesapeake Bay, central Eastern Shore
- Talbot Cty., MD
- Lat. 38.78375° N., Long. 076.22221° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
3./[3Å where MH stands] Ennion Williams to John Lowe, Robert Clark & William Worrlow, and their heirs, for the use and benefit of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of Friends, with acceptance of the trust, 1701/08/16; D.B. RF-9, pp. 71-73.
4./[Confirm title in the Trustees of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of the several MHs in Talbot County *** (2) 3Å at Bayside MH; *** and incorporate the Trustees] Maryland General Assembly, December Term 1815, Chapter 135 enacted 1816/01/23; Legislative Archives of Maryland vol. 634, pp. 144-147 [digital pp. 142-145].

REFERENCES:
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"BEACHWATER MEETING" -- SEE SURRY MONTHLY
[SURRY CTY., VA]

18. MEETING: Bear Garden Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Back Creek Meeting
Back Creek P.M. after 1787
Hopewell M.M.
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1951/08/18
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary 1767 at Evan Rogers' house
Worship established 1777/12
Indulged monthly 1784/07
Indulged weekly in winter 1784/12
Worship established 1794/08
Worship established again 1804/12

LAID DOWN:
1809?

LOCATION:
On Route 50 two miles north of Capon Bridge
near Hampshire-Frederick Cty. line
Hampshire Cty., [VA until 1863 =>] WV
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1.
2.

REFERENCES:
19. MEETING: Beaver Dam Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Henrico or Cedar Creek M.M.
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1778
LAID DOWN: ca. 1800
LOCATION: Mechanicsville?
Henrico or Hanover Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.

REFERENCES: A. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw's Encyclopedia of
American Quaker Genealogy.

* "BEDFORD MEETING" -- SEE GOOSE CREEK OR SOUTH RIVER MONTHLY
[BEDFORD (UNTIL 1753 ALBEMARLE) CTY., VA]

* "BEESON'S MEETING" -- SEE TUSCARORA MEETING
[BERKELEY CTY., VA => WV]

20. MEETING: Bellefonte Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Centre M.M. (Orthodox, FUM)
Nottingham Q.M. (Orthodox) until 1840
Dunnings Creek H.Y.M. (Q.M.) 1840/06/11-1919
Baltimore Q.M. [FUM] after 1919
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. until 1968 Consolidation
Baltimore Y.M. (Consolidated) after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1832
Preparative 1837
LAID DOWN: Monthly 1919/05/05

ORGANIZATION: A./Common Pleas Ct. Decree appointing George Valentine Jr.,
Edmund Blanchard & Joseph D. Mitchell Trustees of the MH and FBG
for Centre Monthly Meeting in place of Isaac Miller, Deceased, and
acceptance of the trust; 1901/05/01; Appearance Dkt. 57, p. 486.
B./Decree of Centre County Common Pleas Court in In re Petition of
Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox) for appointment as
succeeding trustee of Bellefonte MH + FBG and any other property &
assets of Centre MM of Friends granting the Petition, declaring
BYM (O) successor Trustee as to real property, and releasing original
trustees upon establishing trust fund to care for FBG; 1927/07/12;
Case No. 195; Appearance Docket Vol. 57, pp. 295, 298-299.
D. By 1968 Mid-State Bank & Trust Co. had succeeded First National
Bank of Bellefonte, Pennsylvania as Trustee for the Friends Cemetery
Association.
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F. Manufacturers & Traders Trust Co. succeeded Keystone Financial Bank, N.A., 2000/10/07 and thus appeared as Trustee Ad Litem for the Friends Cemetery a/k/a Friends Cemetery Association.

LOCATION 1:
Meetinghouse at 315 Stony Batter St.
Near corner with South Spring Street
Bellefonte Borough
Bellefonte 16823-1318
Centre Cty., PA
Parcel 32-303-,037

DEEDS, etc.:
A. James Harris to George, Bond, Abraham & Ruben Valentine.
1./[to east of James D. Harris Mill Tract with Friends MH thereon + lot reserved as burying ground] George & Mary Valentine, Reuben & Sarah Valentine, Abraham S. & Clarissa Valentine, Bond & Lydia Valentine, and William A. & Eliza Thomas to Isaac Miller, Trustee of Centre Monthly Meeting held at Bellefonte; 1834/10/22; D.B. 12 (was "M"), pp. 432-433.

2./Bequest of $1,000 from Estate of Mary V. Hale to [George B. Valentine, Jr., Edmund Blanchard & Joseph D. Mitchell] trustees of Centre Monthly Meeting of Friends, Bellefonte, Penn. [to care for FBG in Bellefonte]; delivered 1902/04/04; Register of Wills Estate 7143, Will 2030; executed 1900/11/12, probated 1901/02/22, witness affidavits 1901/03/12; Trustees of BYM(O) as successors of Centre Monthly Meeting released by/ Ellen Hale Andrews & George Murray Andrews, Executors of the Estate of Mary V. Hale, in exchange for annuity to maintain FBG; 1927/06/10; Misc.B. 22 (was "X"), pp. 429-431.

3. In re Petition of Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox) for appointment as succeeding trustee of Bellefonte MH + FBG and any other property + assets of Centre MM of Friends; filed 1927/05/13 by MM Trustees and all available former members; Centre County Common Pleas Ct. Case No. 195.

4./[+Original from BYM Archives at Haverford ] Decree of Centre County Common Pleas Court in In re Petition of Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox) for appointment as succeeding trustee of Bellefonte MH + FBG and any other property + assets of Centre MM of Friends granting the Petition, releasing the MM trustees and declaring BYM (O) the successor Trustee; 1927/07/12; Case No. 195; Appearance Dkt. 72, pp. 295, 298-299.

5./Petition of BYM (O), by Thomas W. Y. Clark, Clerk of the Permanent Board, for approval of sale of Bellefonte MH; decree 1928/12/29; Case No. 195.

6./Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox), by John C. Thomas, President, and G. Cheston Carey, Secretary, to James R. Hughes; 1928/12/29; D.B. 140, pp. 154-156.
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LOCATION 2: FBG often called "Valentine Cemetery"
362 South Spring Street
Bellefonte Borough and Spring Township
(~70% of property in Spring Township south of southern border of Bellefonte)
Centre Cty, PA
Tax Parcel 13-003-,017-,0000- (Spring Twp., 1.3Å)
Tax Parcel 32-201-,157-,0000- (Borough of Bellefonte)
Lat. , Long.

DEEDS, etc.:
9. FBG laid out in 1837

10./[172.5Å manufacturing plant in Tract 1 bordering FBG on one side, plus other plants and equipment and the mineral rights under 47 other parcels] W. N. Cronister, Centre Cty. Sheriff on behalf of the former Valentine Iron Co., to Robert Valentine; 1898/08/24; Sheriff's D.B. J5, pp. 188-192.

11./[1.875Å for FBG, with 0.28Å enclosed by wall (per 1920/04 survey by Clement Dale, Surveyor, copy in Com. Pls. Case No. 195)] George & Emily J. Valentine, Abram S. & Lillie U. Valentine, Mary V. Hale, Robert & Mary N. Valentine, Mary B. J. Valentine, Anna J. Valentine, Caroline M. Valentine, Deborah D. Valentine, George Valentine Jr., Jacob D. Valentine Jr., Louise M. Valentine, Ellen D. Valentine, Robert Valentine Jr. and John P. Harris, Testamentary Trustee of William A. Thomas (Grantors being heirs at law of the Firm of Valentines & Thomas), to George Valentine Jr. & Edmund Blanchard Jr., Trustees for the religious society of the people called "Quakers" belonging to the Centre Monthly Meeting held at Bellefonte; executed and acknowledged 1898/09/04 to 1899/02/08, recorded 1899/02/08; D.B. 75, pp. 695-698.

12./[Adjacent: Tract 1 is 5.54375Å along Sunny Side Cemetery and the Friends' Cemetery] George R. & Ellen D. Meek to Harry Winton; 1920/03/06; D.B. 126, pp. 367-368.


14./[33 ft. utility easement] Friends Cemetery Association, by Mid-State Bank & Trust Co., Trustee, per Margaret V. Norris, Assistant Secretary, Easement to Borough of Bellefonte; 1968/11/22; D.B. 306, pp. 54-60.

15./[Opinion & Order granting Rick James & Julie Grace Confer title by adverse possession to portion of FBG parcel outside wall and west of utility easement but mowed and fenced by plaintiffs; Centre Cty. Com. Pls. No. 2000-719, Confer v. Friends Cemetery; 2001/11/26, modified 2002/01/08 to require plaintiffs to obtain and record survey as to transferred portion;]

16./[1.99Å, including walled 0.31Å] Stipulation of M&T Bank, by Henry W. Strong, Vice President, with masonry contractor Stanley Poorman d/b/a Poorman Concrete that no mechanic's or contractor's lien shall be filed against Friends Cemetery; 2009/09/29; Com. Pls. No. 09-4521.
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17. Replot/Lot Addition by Gregory A. Shufran, Professional Land Surveyor; 2010/10/11; PlatB. 83, p. 140.

18. [0.384Å Court ordered due to adverse possession] Rick James & Julie Grace Confer to Rick James & Julie Grace Confer; 2010/10/11; RecB. 2066, p. 528.

19. [0.384Å Confers obtained by adverse possession adjoining FBG] Rick James & Julie Grace Confer to Robert F. & Teresa G. Burbidge; 2010/10/23; RecB. 2067, p. 386.

REFERENCES:

B. Ellen Copper & Edward Keller, Eds., The Cemeteries of Benner & Spring Townships, Centre County, Pennsylvania, Centre County Genealogical Society (1996), Sec. 3.2, "Friends Burial Ground", at pp. 54f.


21. MEETING: Bendersville Preparative

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore, Homewood M.M.
Baltimore Q.M. [FUM]
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Voluntary 1828 for Orthodox from Huntington and Menallen PMs
Preparative 1893/05/17

LAID DOWN: 1905/02/09

LOCATION 1: Park Street (was Railroad St.)
Borough of Bendersville
Adams Cty., PA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [0.26857Å for MH] Sarah (Wilson) & Dr. E. W. Mumma to Francis T. King, James Carey, Jesse Tyson, James Cary Thomas, Joseph P. Elliott, John C. Thomas, Eliakin Walhay & Hannah T. Wilson, in trust for the Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the eastern & Western Districts, in unity with the ancient yearly meetings of Friends; 1890/07/15; Instrument 901, D.B. QQ, pp. 397-398.

2. [0.26857Å on condition a MH is erected with 12 months; replacing the prior deed due to BMM issues accepting it] Sarah (Wilson) & Dr. E. W. Mumma to Francis T. King, James Carey, Jesse Tyson, James Cary Thomas, Joseph P. Elliott, John C. Thomas, Eliakin Walhay & Hannah T. Wilson, in trust for the Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the eastern & Western Districts, in unity with the ancient yearly meeting of Friends; 1890/07/31; Instrument 912, D.B. QQ, pp. 422-424.

3. Baltimore Monthly Meeting to Eliakim Walker or Mary E. Gove; 1906;
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REFERENCES: A. Works Projects Administration, Inventory of Church Archives: Society of Friends in Pennsylvania (1941), ¶358, p. 321.

* "BENJAMIN PATTISON'S MEETING" -- SEE GRAVELLY RUN PARTICULAR MEETING [PETERSBURG CITY (FORMERLY DINWIDDIE OR PRINCE GEORGE) CTY., VA]

22. MEETING: Bennet's Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Western Branch) M.M.
                    Lower Q.M.
                    Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1738
LAID DOWN:
LOCATION: Norfolk, VA, about 10 miles northeast of Suffolk
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
              2.

23. MEETING: Berea Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Lower) M.M. until 1906
                    Black Creek M.M. after 1906
                    Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.)
                    Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Before 1890
LAID DOWN: Before 1916
LOCATION: 4 miles west of Franklin on south side of road from Williams Crossroads to Franklin East-southeast of Sedley Southampton Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1/[1.0Å and Berea Mission house thereon] Robert T. & Sarah C. Harris to James M. Bradshaw, Robert Beaton, J. B. Prince, John Pretlow, Jr. & James E. Sebril, representing respectively the Friends, Christians, Baptists, Episcopalians and Methodist Denominations; 1890/01/22; D.B. 41, pp. 121-122.
              2.
REFERENCES: A. Map in 1898 BYM (Orthodox) minutes
B. The Brantley Association of America, Southampton County, Va. digitized record collection at http://www.brantleyassociation.com/southampton_project/ (2009 and revisions) [Deeds with Quaker affirmations 1749-1881 indexed under "Quakers"]
24. MEETING: Berkeley Preparative
"Bullskin Meeting" until 1794

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M.
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. until 1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore (Hicksite) Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
Settled 1779?
Indulged 1785/08
Preparative 1794/10/01

LAID DOWN: 1832

LOCATION:
Off Berryville Pike
3.5 miles south of Charles Town
Jefferson (until 1801 Berkeley) Cty., VA => WV

DEEDS, etc.:
1. William & Susannah Grubb to Adam Grubb, Jonas Chamberlain &
William McPherson, Trustees; 1791/12/21; D.B. 10, pp. 240-242.
2. Hopewell reported title secure in 1822.

REFERENCES:
A. William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
B. John W. Wayland, Editor, Hopewell Friends History 1734-1934,
Frederick County, Virginia (1936), esp. p. 89.
C. Carrie B. Wilson, "Quaker Element in Jefferson County,"
V Magazine of the Jefferson County Historical Society pp. 24-27
(1939).
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning
Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript
pp. 811-813.

25. MEETING: Bethel Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Lower) M.M. until 1906
Black Creek M.M. 1906-1921
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) until 1977/04/23
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. until 1967/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. 1968/01/01-1977/08/10
North Carolina (FUM) Y.M. 1978-1996

ESTABLISHED:
Indulged Worship 1880
Preparative 1882
Preparative 1902
Monthly 1921/05/21

LAID DOWN:
Monthly 1996/08/10 (attached to Somerton M.M.)
Continued in NCYM (FUM) as Bethel Fellowship, but not formally

ORGANIZATION:
A. Circuit Court Order authorizing Trustees to sell lots on each end
[leaving Lots 2 + 3B]; 1975/06/30; Order Book __.
LOCATION: 22186 Bethel Rd.
where Bethel Branch crosses road from Franklin
Franklin 23851, Hunterdale
Franklin Magisterial District
Southampton Cty., VA
Parcel 62-80

DEEDS, etc.:

1./[1.0Ǻ with Bethel MH standing on it] John Sr. & Deborah R. Pretlow to James M. Bradshaw, John Babb, Thomas P. White, Alfred R. White & Joel C. Pretlow, Trustees under the care and direction of the Lower Monthly Meeting of Friends, in Virginia; 1899/07/06; D.B. 46, pp. 570-571.

2./[3.0Ǻ including 1899 parcel] Elizabeth H. R. White née Ricks, widow of Oswin White, deceased, Richard A. & Eliza C. Ricks, Walter A. Ricks, Ella R. (née Ricks) & John C. Winston, Mary A. T. Pretlow, Fannie M. Pretlow and Jane D. Pretlow (residuary legatees of Deborah R. Pretlow née Ricks, deceased, widow of John Pretlow, Sr., deceased) to James M. Bradshaw, John Babb, Thomas P. White, Alfred R. White & Joel C. Pretlow, Trustees for Black Creek Monthly Meeting; 1907/12/19; D.B. 52, pp. 725-728.

3./Survey of Bethel property by S. V. Camp & Associates, certified land surveyor #735; 1975/04/25; PlatB. 11, p. 148.


REFERENCES:


C. The Brantley Association of America, Southampton County, Va. digitized record collection at http://www.brantleyassociation.com/southampton_project/ (2009 and revisions) [Deeds with Quaker affirmations 1749-1881 indexed under "Quakers"]

26. MEETING: Bethesda Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Friends Meeting of Washington 1962/12/17-1971
Potomac H.Y.M. (Q.M.) until 2000
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship between 1953 & 1961
Business 1962/08/17
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Indulged 1962/12/17
Preparative 1963/05/20
Monthly 1971

STATUS:
Active

LOCATION:
On grounds of Sidwell Friends Lower School since 1964
5100 Edgemoor Lane
Bethesda 20814
7th Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Tax Parcel 07-00490080

DEEDS, etc.:
1. None in Meeting's name
2. In 1975 Meeting and School agreed that Meeting would fund
   conversion of former Kindergarten building into MH and furnish it.

FORMER LOCATIONS:
1962-1964: Lynbrook Elementary School
8001 Lynbrook Drive
then
1964-1975: Groome Building
Sidwell Friends Lower School
Bethesda 20814
Montgomery Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: None in Meeting's name

REFERENCES:

27. MEETING: Betty's Cove Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Third Haven M.M.
Talbot-Dorchester Q.M.
Maryland Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
1657
LAID DOWN:
Worship moved to John Pitt's or Byron Omealy's house and Business
moved to Third Haven Creek 1693/01/27
FBG still there 1708

LOCATION:
Near Dixon house
Head of Miles River
Pincushion, near North Bend
Easton 21601
Talbot (until 1662 Kent) Cty., MD
Historical Marker at Lat. 38.78356° N., Long. 76.11767° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [10Å for MH + FBG] MH built in 1660s; HYM and MM held there.
2. MH finished 1676/01/24 (and school started?)
3. MH abandoned 1693
4. [In 1935 Matlack found the FBG a plowed field.]

REFERENCES:
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning
   Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
   Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript
   vol. 2, pp. 625, 632-636, 717.
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C. Early transfer in *Maryland Directory of Wills*?
E. Helen W. Ridgely, *Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of Columbia* (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at pp. 222-225.

28. MEETING: Binford's Meeting
Also "Merchant's Hope" until 1725
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Upper M.M.
Lower Q.M.
Virginia YM
ESTABLISHED: 1700/02
re-established 1820 when Burleigh laid down
LAID DOWN: ca. 1725
re-laid down 1826 (members to Burleigh Particular)
LOCATION: Merchant's Hope neighborhood
Southwest of Merchant's Hope Church [in 1936 and 2016]
[James Binford Plantation in 1700, Peter Binford property 1752-1821, owned by William & Robert Binford 1858]
Disputanta 23842
Prince George (until 1703 Charles City) Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc. None in Meeting's name
B./Mrs. Hugh Harrison, WPA of VA Historical Inventory Form (1936) cites the *Binford Genealogy* by Mary L. Bruner.
C. Merchant's Hope Church Wikipedia page https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merchant%27s_Hope#Merchant%27s_Hope

29. MEETING: Black Creek Particular & Monthly [Lower Q.M.]
Informally "Sedley" after 1906
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Curles M.M. until 1761
Somerton (Black Creek, Lower, Western Branch, Chuckatuck) M.M. after 1761
Blackwater M.M. by 1762
Lower (Nansemond, Blackwater, Western Branch) Q.M. until 1844
Virginia Y.M. until 1844/05
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) after 1844
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. after 1844
ESTABLISHED: Worship 1719
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1755
Preparative 1761
Sedley Worship 1906.
Monthly 1906

LAID DOWN: 1966/08/06 (property retained by BYM; last members to NCYM-FUM)
RECORDS KEPT: Haverford
ORGANIZATION:

D/Circuit Court Order appointing Ralph Blankenfield, Elizabeth R.
Grey, James Hunter, Forest Preston II, John M. Sexton, Theodate W.
Souder, George H. Webb, Harry A. Wellons & Jesse B. Yaukey as
Trustees for BYM property in Southampton County; 1974/01/25;
Order Book 19, p. 581.

E/Circuit Court Order authorizing Ralph Blankenfield, Elizabeth S.
Gray, James Hunter, Forest Preston II, John M. Sexton, Theodate W.
Souter, George N. Webb, Harry A. Wellons & Jesse B. Yaukey to
execute a deed as trustees to Sidney A. Brittle and LaRue J. Brittle;
1974/01/25; Order Book 19, pp. 581-582.

LOCATION 1: Franklin Magisterial District
Sedley 23878
Southampton Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1/[2Å] Thomas & Patience Denson Draper to Joseph Denson,
Benjamin Denson, James Jordan, Scott Robert Ricks, & William
Jones, Trustees for the Society of the people Called Quakers;
1760/06/16; D.B. 3, pp. 2-3 {bottom of page 2 missing}.

LOCATION 2: Franklin Magisterial District
Sedley 23878
Southampton (until 1749 Isle of Wight) Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 2/[+Original][2Å where MH stands] Levi & Margaret Hundley [signed:
Hunley] to William Harris, Alfred Ricks, Matthew Harris & Joseph
Pretlow, Trustees for the Society of Friends; 1845/08/02; D.B. 26,

3/[0.186Å adjoining Church land on road toward Blackwater Bridge]
Margaret Hundley to John Pretlow Jr., John Babb & James Bradshaw,
Trustees of Friends Black Creek Church; 1888/01/27; D.B. 40,
pp. 84-85.

4/[0.5Å east of MH & south of School lot] Margaret Hundley to John
Pretlow Sr., James M. Bradshaw & John Babb, Trustees of Friends
Church Black Creek; 1895/09/19; D.B. 44, p. 312.

LOCATION 3: Perhaps 30282 Maple Avenue
South side of Maple Avenue toward (former) Walnut Avenue
part of Sedley town lot 67 and Lots 10-12 of Block 66
Franklin Magisterial District
Sedley 23878
Southampton Cty., VA
Parcels 27A2-1-112 + 27A2-1-112A
Lat. 36.77173° N., Long. 076.98834° W.
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DEEDS, etc.:

6./ Jethro & R. F. Butler to James M. Bradshaw, Alfred R. White, Thomas P. White, Joel C. Pretlow & Rufus L. Raiford, Trustees for the Society of Friends of Black Creek Monthly Meeting; 1911/10/04; D.B. 55, p. 201.


8. [Lots 3-6 and 9-12 of Block 34, Life estate to sister Rosa Drake Joyner, then Remainder interest to Friends during life of Jesse Stanfield for his use as parsonage] Bequest under Will of Mrs. J. D. Davis; 1936/04/23; Will B. 24, pp. 155ff.

9./ [Parsonage after life estate and Stanfield move from area] Jesse Stanfield quitclaim to J. E. Butler, Nannie B. Rollings & Harry A. Wellons, Trustees of Black Creek Monthly Meeting; 1955/08/02; D.B. 126, pp. 337-338.

10./ [Lots 3-6 and 9-12 of Block 34] G. H. Parker Jr. & J. Richard Moyler, Special Commissioners appointed 1957/12/18 by the Circuit Court of Southampton County, on behalf of Nannie B. Rollings, Harry A. Wellons & J. E. Butler, Trustees of Black Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends, and [named Davis heirs], to J. E. Butler; 1958/01/15; D.B. 130, pp. 116-117.


After Friends' Sale

13. [to Sedley Recreation Association?]

REFERENCES:


C. The Brantley Association of America, Southampton County, Va. digitized record collection at http://www.brantleyassociation.com/southampton_project/ (2009 and revisions) [Deeds with Quaker affirmations 1749-1881 indexed under "Quakers"]

30. MEETING: Black Creek Particular Meeting [Upper Q.M.]
Also known as "New Kent Meeting"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Henrico M.M. in 1762
White Oak Swamp M.M. in 1783
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1691
LAID DOWN: 1805
LOCATION: New Kent Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.

REFERENCES:
A. Malcolm H. Harris, Old New Kent County: Some Account of the
Planters, Plantations and Places in New Kent County (1977) at pp. 54,
171, 183, 185, 186, 347.
B. William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
Genealogy, Vol. VI, pp. .
C. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw's Encyclopedia of
American Quaker Genealogy.

31. MEETING: Blacksburg Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Roanoke-Blacksburg M.M. until 1992/08
Virginia H.Y.M. until 2001/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1967
Monthly 1992/08/08

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A./Montgomery Cty. Circuit Court Order Authorizing Encumbrance of
Real Estate [404 Mt. Tabor Road]; 2004/12/03; Civil Action V-17447,
B./Montgomery Cty. Circuit Ct. Order Authorizing Encumbrance of
Real Estate [$250,000 and $100,000 loans]; 2009/01/27; Civil Action
CL09004565-00; Instrument 2009020919, pp. 1-2
C./Montgomery Cty. Circuit Ct. Order Authorizing Encumbrance of
Real Estate ($100,000 loan); Civil Action CL09005579-00;
Instrument 2009025362, pp. 1-2.
D./Montgomery Cty. Circuit Ct. Order Authorizing Encumbrance of
Real Estate ($211,000 loan); Civil Action CL12011191-00; 2012/10/26;
Instrument 2012007302, pp. 1-2.
LOCATION: 404 Mt. Tabor Rd.  
Lot 1, Mountain View Subdivision  
Town of Blacksburg  
Blacksburg 24060  
Mount Tabor Magisterial District  
Montgomery Cty., VA  
Parcel 029416, Tax Map 167-13 1

DEEDS, etc.:


REFERENCES:

A.
32. MEETING: Blackwater Particular & Monthly
Sometimes written "Black Water Monthly"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Surry (Blackwater) M.M.
Lower (Blackwater, Chuckatuck) Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1710
Monthly 1760?

LAID DOWN: Monthly 1807/05/04 (Blackwater P.M. members transferred to Western Branch M.M. and Stanton P.M. members transferred to Upper M.M.) Worship 1860

RECORDS KEPT: Haverford BYM-O Archives
LOCATION: Goodrich Fork Rd., S.R. 604
Wakefield 23888, Seacoak
Surry Cty., VA
Parcel
Lat. 36.98414° N., Long. 076.91282° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. Joseph & Martha Bailey Hargrave to Friends; confirmed 1776; 1768-1779 W.B., pp. 423-427.
2.

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 the monthly meeting was subordinate to Black Water Quarterly Meeting and consisted of meetings at Blackwater, Surry (Surrey), Black Creek, Stanton's, Burley, and Will Butler's. Burley Meeting was added to it in 1752. Wards Meeting joined Blackwater Particular Meeting in 1770. Seacoak Particular Meeting was joined to Blackwater in the 1790s until 1807. Blackwater became a monthly meeting prior to 1800. In 1800 it consisted of Stanton Preparative Meeting and Blackwater Preparative Meeting.

REFERENCES:
E.

33. MEETING: Bogerternorton Meeting
"Mulberry Grove Meeting" after 1697
"Poccatynorton" early on
Also known as "Muddy Creek" Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower M.M.
Lower Eastern Shore Q.M.
Maryland Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: ca. 1672
LAID DOWN: disappeared about 1720
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LOCATION:  
"Rochester"  
South side Pocomoke River  
5 miles N Snow Hill Town, on road to Berlin  
Worcester (until 1742 Somerset) Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.:  
1.[1Å for MH & FBG where FBG already was (by 1697?)] George Truitt devised to Quakers; Will dated 1720/08/15, Item 1; probated 1721/11/21; Perogative Ct. Vol. 17, pp. 84-85; also at/Worcester Cty. WillB. MH-3, pp. 212-214.

REFERENCES:  
B. Salisbury University's Nabb Center http://nabbhistory.salisbury.edu/new_website/results.asp?q=Quakers  
D. Raymond B. Clark, Jr., Index to Somerset County, Maryland Wills, 1666-1777 (1982?).  
E. Phebe R. Jacobsen, Quaker Records in Maryland (1966), at p. 76.

* "BRANCH" -- SEE WESTERN BRANCH  
[ISLE OF WIGHT CTY., VA]

* "BRICK MEETING HOUSE" -- SEE EAST NOTTINGHAM PREPARATIVE  
[CECIL CTY., MD, formerly CHESTER CTY., PA]

34. MEETING:  Broad Creek Preparative  
SUPERIOR MEETINGS:  Deer Creek M.M.  
Nottingham Q.M.  
Baltimore (Hicksite, FGC) Y.M. until 1949  
Baltimore (FGC & FUM) YMs after 1949  
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED:  Indulged 1828/05  
MH 1830  
Established Worship 1834  
Preparative 1865/07

LAID DOWN:  After 1914/07

LOCATION:  Part of Johnson's Chance  
East side of Scarboro Rd. south of the Dublin-Whiteford Rd., across from the termination of Quaker Church Road  
Union Cross Roads  
Broad Creek  
Near Scarboro Landfill  
Fifth Election District  
Street 21154  
Harford Cty., MD  
Lat. 39.66067 N., Long. 076.28437 W.
DEEDS, etc.:

1./[1.0375Å] John & Hannah Galbreath to David G. McCoy & Silas Warner or whomsoever the Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends of Deer Creek shall hereafter appoint as Trustees for the use of Friends in the neighborhood of Broad Creek; 1830/08/07; D.B. HD-14, pp. 20-21 [Also transcribed into Deer Creek 1874-1887 MM minutes pp. 117-120].

2./John Lewin to John H. Stokes & Thomas R. Huff, Trustees for a burying ground adjoining the Friends Meeting House at Broad Creek; 1859/08/17; D.B. WG-11, p. 121.

3./Maryland General Assembly authorization of John H. Stokes, sole surviving trustee, to convey property to the Trustees of Deer Creek Monthly Meeting for the use of Broad Creek Meeting; 1870/04/02; 1870 Acts Chapter 268, pp. 469-470, Archives of Maryland Proceedings Vol. 188, pp. 3009-3010 [Also transcribed into Deer Creek 1874-1887 MM minutes pp. 185-120].

4./[FBG] John H. Stokes, surviving Trustee, to John W. Coale, Philip Warner, James C. Worthington, David G. McCoy, William McCoy, David J. Vansant & Nathan P. Harry, Trustees of Deer Creek Monthly Meeting for the use of Broad Creek Meeting; 1870/05/07; D.B. ALJ-24, pp. 140-141 [Also transcribed into Deer Creek 1874-1887 MM minutes pp. 120-121].

5./[Right of way for electrical lines] Trustees of Broad Creek Friends Meeting House: Alice M. Jackson, Chas. E. Jackson, John H. Stokes & Wm. Terrell, to Conowingo Power Co.; 1940/06/19; D.B. GCB 261, pp. 366-367.

6. [MH dismantled in 1966]

REFERENCES:


35. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Broadmead

"Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore" until 1997

SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Baltimore M.M., Stony Run

ESTABLISHED: Incorporated 1976

STATUS: Continuing

ORGANIZATION:

A. Incorporation as "Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc."; 1976/01/22, MD Corporation D00641340; Film F2248, pp. 239-244.

B. Charter forfeited by Proclamation of Governor [for non-filing?] 1983/10/06;

C. Articles of Revival; 1984/06/21; Film F2653, pp. 1407-1410.
D. Articles of Amendment & Reinstatement; 1988/10/31; Film F3072, pp. 1433-1442.

E. Articles amended and name changed to Broadmead, Inc.; 1997/05/0; Film F3934, pp. 392-395.

F. IRS Determination that "Friends Care, Inc " , EIN 52-2014213, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

G. Maryland Department of Aging approval of community master plan adding provision for "Hillside Homes" apartments; 2017/06/27.

LOCATION 1:
Holly Hill
13801 York Road
Cockeysville, MD 21030
Eighth Election District
Baltimore Cty., MD
Tax Map, Parcel
SDAT Account

DEEDS, etc.:


4./[2.01Å] Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by John E. Carmell, Declaration of (Open-Space) Covenants (for the benefit of Baltimore County); 1977/09/09; D.B. EHKjr-5820, pp. 361-364.

5./Agreement of Modification to Mortgage among (a) Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Robert M. Sparks, Vice-Chairperson, & Catherine G. Motz, Chairperson, (b) Harry A. Dundore and (c) Provident National Bank, by Stephen W. Wood, Vice President, allowing Dundore's Purchase Money Mortgage priority; 1978/04/12; D.B. EHKjr-5875, pp. 169-173.


7./UCC Financing Statement by Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Catherine G. Motz, Chairperson, in favor of Provident National Bank, by Stephen W. Wood, Vice President; 1978/04/12; D.B. EHKjr-5875, pp. 174-176; filed in Financing

This page revised/printed 6 June 2018
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8./[0.5776Å] Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Catherine G. Motz, President, and Mortgagee Harry A. Dundore and Mortgagee Provident National Bank, by Charles M. Wisnioski, Banking Officer, Deed to State of Maryland for use of State Highway Administration; 1978/04/25; D.B. EHKjr-5828, pp. 381-382, including pp. 381A + 381B.

9./Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Catherine G. Motz, President, and Mortgagee Harry A. Dundore Deed and Agreement (of drainage and utility easements) to Baltimore County, Maryland; 1978/04/25; D.B. EHKjr-5935, pp. 651-654.

10./[To prepare for Penn Mutual as permanent lender] Mortgage Modification Agreement between Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Catherine G. Motz, Chairperson, and Provident National Bank, by Charles M. Wisnioski, Assistant Vice President; 1980/07/02; D.B. EHKjr-6180, pp. 808-816.

11./[$650,000] Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Catherine G. Motz, Chairperson, Mortgage & Mortgage Note to Provident National Bank, by Charles M. Wisnioski, Assistant Vice President; 1980/07/02; D.B. EHKjr-6180, pp. 818-858; Release of Mortgage/, by Wayne R. Evans, Senior Vice President; 1989/12/12; D.B. SM-8356, pp. 711-712.

12./Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Catherine G. Motz, Chairperson, Financing Statement for Provident National Bank, by Charles M. Wisnioski, Assistant Vice President; 1980/07/02; D.B. EHKjr-6181, pp. 1-2; Termination Statement/ by Wayne R. Evans, Senior Vice President; 1989/12/12; D.B. SM-8356, p. 713.


14./[$14,000,000 bond issue for expansion] Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Richard F. Compton, Executive Director, Mortgage to the Maryland Health and Higher Educational Facilities Authority; 1989/12/07; D.B. SM-8356, pp. 657-694; Release of Mortgage/ by Paul B. Meritt, Vice Chairman; 1997/11/06; D.B. SM-12481, pp. 498-499.

15./Agreement & Declaration of Covenants between Friends Lifetime Care Center of Baltimore, Inc., by Richard F. Compton, Executive Director, and Patricia A. Graham, Acting Secretary and Director of Development & Business Affairs, and the Maryland Health and Higher Educational Facilities Authority, by Paul B. Meritt, Chairman, and David M. Kaufman, Assistant Director; 1989/12/21; D.B. SM-8356, pp. 695-710.
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18./[16.88Å Forest Buffer Easement] Broadmead, Inc., by Richard F. Compton, CEO, Declaration of Protective Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions for Baltimore County, Maryland; 2008/12/19; D.B. SM-27933, pp. 343-351.

19./[Utility & drainage easements on 2008 plat] Broadmead, Inc., by Richard F. Compton, CEO, Deed of Declaration & Easement to Baltimore County, Maryland; 2008/12/19; D.B. SM-27933, pp. 352-360

20./Broadmead, Inc., by Richard F. Compton, CEO, Forest Conservation Declaration of Protective Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions for Baltimore County, Maryland; 2008/12/19; D.B. SM-27933, pp. 361-370.

LOCATIONS 2, etc.:

Holly Hill
York Road (Nos. 13809, 13818, 13820, 13822)
Cockeysville, MD 21030
Eighth Election District
Baltimore Cty., MD
Tax Parcels 08-23-058150, -16-076810, -16-076811, -20-000175, -01-035861, -01-035862, -07-060625
SDAT Account

DEEDS, etc.:


27./[13818 York Road, 0.3625Å] Lawrence E. & Donna L. Gribble to Broadmead, Inc.; 2004/05/27; D.B. SM-20256, pp. 379-383.


REFERENCES:

A. Broadmead History Committee, Broadmead Through the Years (2004)
B. http://www.broadmead.org/about
C.
36. MEETING: Botts Particular
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Blackwater M.M.
        Lower Q.M.
        Virginia Y.M.
LAID DOWN: 1785/03/19 by MM
LOCATION: REFERENCES:

37. MEETING: Buckhannon Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Monongalia M.M.
        Lake Erie Y.M. until 2010
        Warrington Q.M. after 2011/08
        Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 2011/08
ESTABLISHED: 2006
STATUS: Active
LOCATION: Meditation Chapel
        West Virginia Wesleyan College
        Buckhannon 26201
        Upshur Cty., WV
        Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name
REFERENCES: A.

38. MEETING: Burley [or Burleigh] Particular
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Curles M.M. until 1752 or 1757
        Blackwater M.M. 1752 or 1757 until 1779
        Surry M.M. 1779-1800
        Upper M.M. after 1800
        Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1699
Worship established 1718
Preparative prior to 1800
LAID DOWN: 1832 (members attached to Gravelly Run or Stanton)
FORMER LOCATION 1: Prince George (until 1706 Charles City) Cty., VA
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DEEDS, etc.: 1.

FORMER LOCATION 2: Gravelly Run
~4600 Boydton Plank Rd.
Petersburg 23803
Petersburg City [formerly Dinwiddie or Prince George] Cty., VA

Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 3.

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: While under Curles M.M. it alternated with Appomattox Meeting. Prior to 1800 the meeting was held alternately at Blackwater or Burleigh. In 1800 Burleigh and Gravelly Run Preparative Meetings formed Upper M.M.


* "BURLINGTON MEETING" -- SEE ROBERT LANGLEY'S MEETING [DINWIDDIE (until 1752 PRINCE GEORGE) CTY., VA]

39. MEETING: Bush Creek Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Warrington M.M. until 1744/07
Fairfax M.M. 1744/08/13-1772/10
Pipe Creek M.M. after 1772/12/19
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Warrington Q.M. after 1787/05/28
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1972
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Settled 1744 by Plummer family
Preparative 1755/09

LAID DOWN: 1908 or before

LOCATION 1: The Resurvey on Saplin Hill
west of (behind) 5020B Green Valley Rd.
New Market Election District
Monrovia 21770
FBG maybe also called Hall-Wood Cemetery?
Frederick Cty., MD
Tax Map 88, Parcel 199, Account 11-09-592444
Lat. 39.37262° N., Long. 077.27251° W.

DEEDS, etc.: A. Western Q.M. gave authority to erect a MH 1764/11/19.
1/[4Å] Thomas Plummer to William Ballinger & Joseph Plummer, Trustees for the People Called Quakers; 1768/03/16; D.B. L, pp. 266-268.
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2./[4Å] Daniel Ballenger as heir of William Ballenger, deceased, & Isaac Plummer as heir of Joseph Plummer, deceased, former Trustees for the use of the society of the people called Quakers, to William Plummer, William Morsell Jr., Richard Plummer & James Poultney, as joint tenants and not as tenants in common, for the use of the aforesaid Society of the people called Quakers; 1811/05/16; D.B. WR-40, pp. 99-102.


4./George Elliott, surviving Trustee for the use of the people called Quakers, to Isaac S. Russell, William W. Ogburn, William H. Plummer & Samuel M. Russell, Trustees lately appointed by said society, as joint tenants and not as tenants in common; 1887/02/24; D.B. WIP-4, pp. 140.


6./[2.7Å net] Isaac S. Russell, William W. Ogborn & William H. Plummer, as Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers and as joint tenants, joined by Harriet V. Plummer, wife of William H. Plummer, to the Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a body corporate, in trust for that portion of the Friends of Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting known as Bush Creek Preparative Meeting [and after its discontinuance for BYM]; 1905/05/01; D.B. STH-274, pp. 52-54.

7./[BYM to allow neighbors use of the vacated public road next to FBG and Ganleys to foreswear any claim on FBG] Agreement between Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a body corporate, by James W. Harry, Chairman of its Executive Committee, and J. Hickman & Virginia R. Ganley; 1936/04/22; D.B. EGH-402, pp. 72-74.

8./[1.5113Å] Boundary Survey by B&R Design, CLS, for property owned by Baltimore Yearly Meeting held on Park Avenue; 2015/10/08; PlatB. 96, p. 21.

LOCATION 2: 24 E. Main St.
Dorseys Partnership
Along North Alley in New Market, opposite the Northeast corner of Lot 91
New Market
Frederick Cty., MD
District 03, Account Number 128377
Map 0501, Grid 0000, Parcel 1013?
Lat. , Long.

DEEDS, etc.: 
10./[0.5Å for a MH + school] Nicholas Hall to William Ballanger & John Roberts for the use of Society of Friends belonging to Bush Creek Particular Meeting; 1794/06/06; D.B. WR-12, p. 251.
11. [0.5Å] Bush Creek Society of Friends to [Bethel] African Methodist Episcopal Church; 1859.
12./[to build school for Refugee Freedmen] David & Rachel Rowe to ; 1867/03/05; D.B. WAMcK-34, pp. 207-208.
13. [Building torn down 1948 when congregation built Simpson United Methodist Church]
14./Consent Order granting quiet title for Bark Hill Methodist Church to newly-appointed Trustees Tambra Powell & Anita Brooks in Carroll Cty. Com.Pls. Actions C-15-69992, Conference of African Union First Colored Methodist Protestant Church, Inc. vs. All persons Having or Claiming an Interest in the Property Described as Bark Hill Methodist Church, and C-17-73542, In the Matter of Trust Created by Deed WAMcK 34/207, joined by Pipe Creek Friends Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, per Frank Reitmeyer, Clerk; 2017/10/17; D.B. DBS-8842, pp. 76-85.

REFERENCES:
E. J. Thomas Scharf, *History of Western Maryland, being a History of Frederick, Montgomery, Carroll, Washington, Allegeny, and Garrett Counties from the earliest period to the present day* (1882), at p. 641.
40. MEETING: Bush River Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: West River [later Sandy Spring] M.M. until 1722/07
New Garden M.M. 1722/07-1730
Nottingham M.M. 1730-1760/12
Deer Creek M.M. after 1760/12
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. until 1758
Western Q.M. 1758-1789
Baltimore Q.M. 1790/02/06-1819/02/08
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. 1790-1949
[Hicksite, FGC] until 1949
[Both FGC & FUM] 1949-1967
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED: First Worship in what became Harford Cty.
1735

LAID DOWN: 1826
Worship 1830

LOCATION: Abingdon
On road from Bushtown
Harford (until 1774 Baltimore) Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: A. Built by Aquila Paca on his property.
B. Western Q.M. authorized buying land for new MH from John
Webster and building MH 1761/02/16; QM Minutes p. 33.
1./[0.5Å where MH stands] John Lee Webster to Isaac Webster &
Daniel Robertson, for the Religious Society of the people called
Quakers near the head of Bush River; 1789/03/06; D.B. JLG-K,
pp. 314-316.
2./[0.75Å] James Orr to Joshua Husband, John Jewett, James Coale &
David Mausby and their successors as trustees of the Society of the
People called Quakers; 1811/02/14; D.B. HD-V, pp. 163-164.

REFERENCES: A. Henry C. Peden, Jr., Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births,
Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800 (1st
Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).
B. Hunter C. Sutherland, The Little Falls Meeting of Friends 1738-1988
(2nd Ed. 2006).
C. Henry C. Peden, Jr., Quaker Records of Baltimore & Harford
Counties, Maryland, 1801-1825: Births, Deaths, Marriages, Removals
D. J. Sauren Norris, The Early Friends In Maryland (1872).
E. Hunter C. Sutherland, "A History of Bush River Friends Meeting of
Harford County", Winter 1982 Maryland Historical Magazine pp. 365-
369.
F. Walter W. Preston, History of Harford County (1901), locates the
MH near the Bush River Bridge on the Pennsylvania RR.
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G. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript pp. 824-826.


41. MEETING: Buskin Levin's Meeting
Sometimes "Levin Buskin's Meeting"
Also called Southern Branch

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Western Branch (Chuckatuck) M.M.  
Lower Q.M.  
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1678 or 1696
LAID DOWN: Before 1815
LOCATION: on South Bank of Nansemond River, east side Suffolk City (until 1974 Nansemond) Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1. MH built 1702
2. 


* "BUTLER'S MEETING" - SEE "WILL BUTLER'S MEETING"  
DINWIDDIE (UNTIL 1752 PRINCE GEORGE) CTY., VA

42. MEETING: Camp Creek Monthly  
"Green Spring," Informally?

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cedar Creek M.M. until 1748  
Richmond (Upper, Caroline, Cedar Creek) M.M. after 1753  
Upper Q.M.  
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1741  
Preparative & Monthly 1748 (@ VaYM session)

LAID DOWN: Monthly 1753/09/06 (attached to Cedar Creek M.M.)  
Preparative by 1760/10/11  
Worship 1798/02/04

LOCATION: ~5728 Poindexter Rd., Green Spring  
Near S.R. 640, the "Old Mountain Road"  
Louisa 23093, 11 Mi. SW  
Louisa (until 1720 New Kent, 1721-1742 Hanover) Cty., VA  
Parcel No.  
Lat. 38.0.145° N., Long. 078.12717° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. [1Å around "Camp Creek" MH in center] Charles Moorman to John Davis & Christopher Johnson, to be forever available for the Quakers
to have Public Worship or for the regulation of church discipline; 1764/04/10; D.B. C½, pp. 11-12.

2. REFERENCES:

* "BUTLER'S MEETING" -- SEE WILL BUTLER'S MEETING
  [DINWIDDIE (until 1752 PRINCE GEORGE) CTY., VA]

43. MEETING: Carlisle Monthly
   SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Independent until 1984
   Warrington Q.M. after 1984
   Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

   ESTABLISHED:
   Independent Worship 1982
   Business 1982/02/07
   Preparative (both MMs) 1984
   Monthly 1988/05/22 & 1988/08

   STATUS: Active
   RECORDS KEPT: Meetinghouse
   ORGANIZATION: 1. Articles of Incorporation for PA No. 937028, Carlisle Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends"; 1986/08/26; Film 8651, Frames 1248-1249.
                   2. Articles of Amendment; 1988/12/07; Film 8895, Frame 120.
                   3. By-laws changed to amend name to "Carlisle Quaker Meeting"; 2017/09/10.

   CURRENT LOCATION: 252 A St.
   Carlisle 17013
   Cumberland Cty., PA
   Parcel No. 06-20-1798-192
   Lat. 40.20840° N., Long. 77.19434° W.

   DEEDS, etc.: 1./David Wilson, James Shaulis & Gregory A. Myers, Local Board of Trustees of the Church of God at Carlisle, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, to Carlisle Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1993/11/30; D.B. Q36, pp. 1180-1183, Instrument 14-199305696.
                 2./Carlisle Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, by Fred D. Baldwin, Clerk, and Paul Marchetti, Recording Clerk, mortgage to Friends Meeting House Fund, Inc.; 1993/11/30; MtgeB. 1181,
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FORMER LOCATION 1: 163 E. Pomfret Street
Carlisle, PA 17013
Cumberland Cty., PA
Parcel 03-21-0318-004
Lat. 40.19965° N., Long. 77.18544° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

REFERENCES:
A.
B.

44. MEETING: Caroline Particular Meeting
SEE RICHMOND M.M. FOR HISTORY
"Golansville", informally

SUPERIOR MEETING: Henrico M.M. until 1739
Cedar Creek M.M. after 1739/03/12
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1738
Preparative 1739

LAID DOWN:
Preparative 1844
Worship 1853

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was "subordinate to Swamp Creek" M.M.

LOCATION:
Behind 20440 Jefferson Davis Highway (U.S. 1), at Cedar Fork Rd.
Golansville, Ruther Glen 22546
St. Margaret's Parish
Caroline Cty., VA
Parcel 66-A-51
Lat. 37.9792° N., Long. 077.5024° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
2. [additional 1Å FBG excepted from deed pursuant to will of John Burruss] John Thompson & William Burruss, executors of John
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Burruss, to James Gatewood; May 1778 [or 1779] Caroline Cty. Order Book p. 83 [per G.H.S. King Papers, Mss 1K5823a at Virginia Historical Society].
3. [reverted to heirs of grantor?]
4.

REFERENCES:
B. James Pinkney Bell, *Our Quaker Friends of Olden Time: Being In Part A Transcript of The Minute Books of Cedar Creek Meeting, Hanover County, and The South River Meeting, Campbell County, Va. (1905).*

45. MEETING: Cecil Monthly
"Kent County" Monthly until 1763

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M. until 1698, after 1900
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester, Choptank) Q.M. 1679-1789
Baltimore (Maryland) Y.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. after 1790
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1668?
Monthly 1698/11/09 [1698/09/09 O.S.]
Reestablished Trustees 1941

LAID DOWN:
Monthly 1900 (attached to Third Haven M.M.)
Trustees l.d. 1952

ORGANIZATION:
A. Registration with Cecil Cty. Court by George Warner, James Barber, James Kelly, Matthew Pope, John Beck, James Coursey, William Bailey & Edward Beck; 1698
B. Incorporation of "The Chester River Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends"; 1987/02/19; MD No. D02295327; Film
LOCATION: 26000 block of Lambs Meadow Rd., S.R. 298, 0.5 Mi. SW of intersection with S.R. 261
Warner's Addition or Warner's Adventure
Third Election District
Village of Lynch, Worton 21678
Kent (until 1707 Cecil) Cty., MD
Parcel
Lat. 39.29483° N., Long. 076.07343° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1 MH reported 1694
2. To Friends; 1696;
4. MH razed 1930-1933 per Matlack]
5. [All except FBG and 10 feet on each side of FBG] Henry C. Turner and William W. Turner, survivors of Richard T. Turner, Jr., last Trustee of Cecil Monthly Meeting of Friends, and Howard S. Turner, Clerk of Cecil Monthly Meeting of Friends, to R. Wroth Stavely, owner of all surrounding land, releasing grantee of any duty to maintain the fence around the excepted FBG; 1947/12/26; D.B. WHG-5, pp. 356-358.
6. [Original from FHL] Cecil Monthly Meeting of Friends, by J. Archer Turner, Jr., Clerk, trust agreement with Trustees of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends, by Clarence C. Baresh[sp?], President, depositing $3,000 and asking PYM to maintain the Cecil FBG, subject to termination upon six months' notice; 1950/01/12.
9. Assignment to trustees of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of all income from PYM Trustees; 1952/06/09.
10. Survey of Cecil FBG by James M. Leff of McCrone, Inc., Registered Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, for The Fiduciary Corporation of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends; Filed 1985/02/05; PlatB. EHP-2, p. 152.
11. [0.6Å] The Trustees of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends, Incorporated to The Fiduciary Corp. of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends, a Pennsylvania corporation; 1986/03/19; D.B. EHP-195, pp. 135-137.
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12/.[0.6Å FBG (2nd parcel)] The Fiduciary Corp. of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends, a Pennsylvania corporation, by S. Francis Nicholson, Treasurer, to Chester River Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, a Maryland corporation; 1987/06/15; D.B. EHP-230, pp. 184-185.

REFERENCES:

* "CEDAR CREEK" (IN HOPEWELL M.M.) -- SEE MOUNT PLEASANT
[ FREDERICK CTY., VA ]

46. MEETING: Cedar Creek Particular & Monthly
SEE RICHMOND M.M. FOR HISTORY
"Upper" Monthly until 1758
"Caroline" Monthly, also, until 1753
"Circular" Monthly, also, in Q.M. Minutes 1753/11/06-after 1759

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Waynoke (White Oak Swamp, Henrico) M.M. until 1738
Upper Q.M. until 1843
Virginia Y.M. until 1843
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) after 1844
Baltimore Y.M. (Orthodox, FUM) after 1844

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1719
Preparative 1721
Monthly 1738/09/16

LAID DOWN:
Cedar Creek P.M. 1858/08
MM name changed to Richmond Monthly 1875/06/09

LOCATION:
~15100 Quaker Church Road, S.R. 803
near 15231 W. Patrick Henry Rd., S.R. 54
Montpelier 23192
Hanover (until 1720 New Kent) Cty., VA
Parcel 7832-10-8196
Lat. 37.81136° N., Long. 77.63802° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
A. 800 Å on both sides of Cedar Creek in New Kent County patented by King George I to Thomas Standley [or Stanley] Sr., James Standley & Thomas Standley Jr.; 1714/12/16; Land Office Patents Book 10, 1710-1719, p. 211.

1. Thomas Stanley to Friends; 1721 [Hanover Cty. deed books destroyed in 1865 fire].

10. [Four parcels, of 25.05Å, 25.05Å, 25.17Å + 25.17Å, excepting from parcels 3 + 4 the ~0.25 FBG as shown on plat] Elizabeth Luck Stiles & Joseph C. Stiles, Jr. to Hugh & Sally P. Campbell; 1983/03/03; D.B. 524, pp. 30-32.

11. [12.19Å requiring maintenance of 0.25Å FBG that plat shows on this and adjoining parcel] Hugh & Sally P. Campbell to Charles G. & Susie J. Lloyd; 1983/08/16; D.B. 534, pp. 121-123.

12. [2Å and right of way over parcels adjoining FBG-not shown on plat] Charles G. & Susie J. Lloyd to Donald N. & Margie D. Lloyd; 1988/02/08; D.B. 706, pp. 722-724.

13. [0.62Å additional showing FBG on northeast line] Lewis A. Lloyd and Carolyn H. M. Lloyd to Charles G. & Susie J. Lloyd; 1990/04/05; D.B. 816, pp. 44-47.


15. [0.5692 FBG only] Charles G. Lloyd to Donald N. & Margie D. Lloyd; 2006/11/16; D.B. 2806, pp. 24-26.

16. [5.61Å less 0.5692Å FBG; FBG out of attached plat] Charles G. Lloyd to Kurt J. & Wendy I. McCoy and William K. & Helen E. Igo; 2009/05/22; D.B. 2949, pp. 934-937.

REFERENCES:
B. James Pinkney Bell, Our Quaker Friends of Olden Time: Being In Part A Transcript of The Minute Books of Cedar Creek Meeting, Hanover County, and The South River Meeting, Campbell County, Va. (1905).
F. Historical Marker http://www.hmdb.org(marker.asp?marker=47374
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47. MEETING: Centre Monthly (Hicksite/FGC)

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Warrington P.M. until 1798
Warrington M.M. until 1803/11
Warrington Q.M. until 1835/02/08
Centre Q.M. after 1835/05/11
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1796/11/12
Centre (was Halfmoon) Preparative 1797/08
Monthly 1803/08/17

LAID DOWN:
Bald Eagle Mid-Week 1887
Dormant after 1934
Centre Preparative 1935
Monthly 1975/06/06

ORGANIZATION:

LOCATION:
3638 Halfmoon Valley Rd., S.R. 550, near Loveville Rd.
Half Moon Valley
Warriors Mark 16857, toward Stormstown
(formerly Warriors Mark Twp., Huntingdon Cty.)
Halfmoon Twp.
Centre Cty., PA
Parcel 17-004-,175
Lat. 40.75810° N., Long. 078.06560° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
A. [prior deed] Henry & Elizabeth Drinker to Israel Hollingsworth; 1805/06/28; D.B. B, pp. 191 et seq.
1./[1.2Å] Israel & Ann Hollingsworth to Ezekiel Kirk & Thomas Downing, Trustees for Centre Monthly Meeting held in Halfmoon Township; 1806/11/15; D.B. 141, pp. 633-634.
2./[1.046875Å with MH] David & Rachel Spencer to John Way and Samuel Downing, Trustees of Centre Monthly Meeting of Friends in Halfmoon Township; 1834/05/17; D.B. 17 [was "R"], pp. 317-318.
6./[1.046875Å with MH] Elwood Way & Ruth Davidson, Trustees of Centre Monthly Meeting, to Hugh Wilson, Fred Davidson & Eugene
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Ellenberger, Trustees of the Halfmoon Grange no. 290; 1946/02/05; D.B. 185, pp. 223-224.

7./ Survey by Fred Miller Henry, P.L.S. for exchange between Friends Cemetery Association of Half Moon Valley and Hugh L. Wilson; 2001/06/06 & 2001/06/20; PlatB. 64, p. 68.


REFERENCES:


C. John Lynn, History of Centre & Clinton Counties, Pennsylvania (1883).

D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 987-990.

E. Works Projects Administration, Inventory of Church Archives: Society of Friends in Pennsylvania (1941), ¶360, p. 323.

48. MEETING: Centre Monthly (Orthodox/FUM)

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:

- Warrington M.M. until 1803/11
- Warrington Q.M. until 1828 separation
- Nottingham Q.M. 1828-1840
- Dunnings Creek H.Y.M. (Q.M.) after 1840/06/11
- [Orthodox/FUM after 1828]
- Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. until 1968 Consolidation

ESTABLISHED:

- Worship 1790
- Centre Preparative 1798
- Monthly 1803

LAID DOWN:

- 1918/09/29 (Members attached to Baltimore-Homewood M.M. or Fishertown M.M.)

SUBORDINATE 1:

- Bellefonte Preparative

ESTABLISHED:

- Bellefonte Worship 1832
- Bellefonte Preparative 1837

LOCATION:

- South Spring Street
- Bellefonte Borough and Spring Township
- Bellefonte 16823
- Centre Cty., PA
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DEEDS, etc.: SEE BELLEFONTE PREPARATIVE FOR DEEDS

SUBORDINATE 2: Curwensville Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Centre M.M. (Orthodox/FUM) until 1896
Dunnings Creek H.Y.M. (Q.M.)
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. until 1968 Consolidation

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1842
Monthly 1896

LAID DOWN:
1913 [attached to Centre M.M. (FUM)]

LOCATION 2:
848 State St., S.R. 879
Curwensville 16833
Clearfield Cty., PA
Parcel
Lat. 40.97793° N., Long. 078.53229° W.

DEEDS, etc.: SEE CURWENSVILLE MONTHLY FOR DEEDS

REFERENCES:
C. John Lynn, History of Centre & Clinton Counties, Pennsylvania (1883).
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 987-990.

* "CENTRE PREPARATIVE" [VIRGINIA] -- SEE WINCHESTER CENTRE MONTHLY [WINCHESTER CITY (until 1900 FREDERICK) CTY., VA

* "CENTRE VALLEY MONTHLY" -- SEE ELK HORN VALLEY [McDOWELL CTY., WV]

* "CHICKAHOMINY SWAMP MEETING" -- SEE WHITE OAK SWAMP MEETING [HENRICO CTY., VA]

49. MEETING: Charlottesville Monthly
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) 1967-2001/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Worship first time 1938, restarted 1952
Monthly 1963/05/16

STATUS: Active

BURIAL GROUNDS: None in Friends' name

CURRENT LOCATION: 1104 Forest Avenue (starting 1982/05)
Charlottesville 22901
DEEDS, etc.:

1. Plat showing physical survey of 1104 Forest Street by Wm. Morris Foster, C.L.S.; 1980/03/07; D.B. 409, p. 804.
2. Site Plan for initial meetinghouse by Tom Joseph, Professional Engineer; 1982/01/20; with Planning approval 1982/02/04.
3. Albemarle County Department of Education letter to Charlottesville Planning Department confirming consent for Friends to park on lot of Rose Hill Elementary [now Murray High] School on Sunday mornings; 1982/01/15.
9. Credit Line Deed of Trust [$125,000] from Arlene Gillespie, Anne McKeithen & Frances P. Schultz, Trustees of the Charlottesville Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, to Mark N. Reed & Nancy M. Reed, Trustees for the benefit of Pioneer Bank; 2008/12/05; Instrument 2008005696, pp. 1-10.
11. Allonge and Note Modification Agreement [~$71,000] between Pioneer Bank as Beneficiary Noteholder, by Gregory Reid Young, Vice President, and Charlottesville Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, by Trustees Peter D. Clerk, Anne L. McKeithen & Frances P. Schultz; 2013/07/05 [loan document not recorded].
FORMER LOCATIONS: 1939-1942
Madison Hall, UVa YMCA
Charlottesville City Cty., VA
1952-1966
Homes, Madison Hall, UVa YMCA, then Thomas Jefferson Memorial
Unitarian Church, then YMCA, then Basement of Rotunda
Charlottesville City Cty., VA
1967/03-1970
Old & New Hope Houses
Sixth Street, S.E., then Barrett & Second Sts., S.E.
Charlottesville City Cty., VA
1970-1982/04
Janie Porter Barrett Day Care Center
410 Ridge Street
Charlottesville 22902
Charlottesville City Cty., VA
Also 1978-1982/04
Johnson-Mitton House (for midweek worship and discussions)

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name

REFERENCES:
A. Charles E. "Chic" Moran, Jr., A Memorandum on Four Quaker
Presences In Albemarle County, Scattered Over Two and A Quarter
Centuries, and Some Personal Connections with The Last Two (1994).

50. MEETING: Cheese Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hills Creek Particular Meeting
South River M.M.
Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
Upper Q.M. 1817/08/21-1844
Virginia Y.M. until 1843
Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M. after 1844

ESTABLISHED: 1781
LAID DOWN: 1803?
LOCATION: East bank of Cheese Creek
behind Montgomery Road?, Farmington Place
Boonesboro?
perhaps in Lynchburg City Cty., VA since 1958?
Bedford Cty. or Campbell Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1. Nicholas Meriwether to Friends?
2. George McDaniel property in 1800s?

REFERENCES:
A. William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
B. Lindley M. Winston, The Religious Society of Friends and Campbell
County (November 1957).
51. MEETING: Chester Preparative
   Called "Chester Neck Preparative" by 1860s
   Perhaps called "Island Creek" early
   SEE CECIL MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M. until 1698
   Cecil M.M. after 1698
   Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. 1679-1789
   Maryland Y.M. until 1789
   Southern Q.M. after 1790
   Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1679, opened 1680/02
   Preparative 1698

LAID DOWN: Preparative 1860
   Worship 1863

LOCATION: Parcel named Bristol
   1851 Site of Bond Chapel, Methodist Episcopal Church
   Chester Neck, across from mouth of Island Creek
   Near village of Pomona, Lat. 39.16222° N., Long. 076.10972° W.
   5 miles south of Chestertown 21620
   Kent Cty., MD
   Parcel
   Lat. 39.___° N., Long. 076.___° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. MH after 1680, MH & FBG before 1696
   2. Henry Hosier certified that Quakers meet on the south side of
      Chester River at "Chester Meeting House" and on the north side of
      Chester River at "Lankford's Bay Meeting House"; 1704/04/25;
   3./[2.25Å, respectively] Maryland General Assembly Act of 1810/12/23
      vests title to Cecil Meetinghouse in Joseph Turner & Jacob Lamb and
      successors and title to Chester Meetinghouse in William Trew and
      Joseph Simmons and successors; Chap 7, Official Journal Vol. 599,
      pp. 4-5.

REFERENCES: A. Kenneth L. Carroll, Quakerism On The Eastern Shore (1970),
   decline discussed at pp. 183-185.
B. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning
   Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
   Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript
C. Phebe R. Jacobsen, Quaker Records in Maryland (1966), at
   pp. 76-77.
D. Allen C. Thomas, "Transfer Of Meetings Between Philadelphia And
   Baltimore Yearly Meetings in 1790 and 1819", Bulletin of Friends' 
E. Elizabeth Chandlee Forman, Old Cecil Meeting on the Eastern 
   Shore of Maryland 1696-1900 (1945), MD Hist. Soc. Pamphlet 3345
   (p. 8, maps of all MHs down to Choptank; p. 20, Chester Neck).

**52. MEETING:** Choptank Preparative

**SUPERIOR MEETINGS:**
- Third Haven M.M.
- Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. 1679-1789
- Maryland Y.M. until 1789
- Southern Q.M. after 1790
- Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

**ESTABLISHED:**
- Settled 1652 or 1656
- Worship before 1660
- Worship Established 1679
- Preparative 1734? when removed to Third Haven
- Preparative before 1785/09/06 when every 3rd MM met here

**LAID DOWN:**
- Preparative 1805 (attached to Third Haven P.M.)
- Worship 1834

**ORGANIZATION:**
- [A.] John Rawling declares his house at the head of Choptank River a public meetinghouse for Quakers; 1729/06/29; Dorchester D.B. Old 8, p. 277.

**LOCATION 1:**
- Howell's Point
- Tract called Poughick's Ridge
- South of Trappe 21673
- North Bank of Choptank River
- Talbot (until 1662 Kent) Cty., MD
- Parcel

**DEEDS, etc.:**
1. [0.5Å where MH stands] Walter & Sarah Jenkins to William Sharp, Solomon Sharp, Samuel Sharp, John Dickinson & Henry Dickinson, and their heirs, for the use and benefit of the people called Quakers; 1745/03/20; D.B. JL-16, pp. 267-270.
2. [Confirm title in the Trustees of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of the several MHs in Talbot County *** and (4) 0.5Å at Choptank MH; and incorporate the Trustees; Maryland General Assembly, December Term 1815, Chapter 135 enacted 1816/01/23; Legislative Archives of Maryland vol. 634, pp. 144-147 [digital pp. 142-145].

**LOCATION 2:**
- William Stevens's house
- Parcel called Slackness
- On Island Creek
- Talbot Cty., MD
- (or south of the River in Dorchester Cty., MD)

**DEEDS, etc.:**
- Business here 1679/06 until 1681/04
- MM agreed to build MH here 1696/05/30.

**LOCATION 3:**
- Trappe 21673
- Talbot Cty., MD
- Lat. 38.65987° N., Long. 076.05805° W.
- Parcel

**DEEDS, etc.:**
- 11.


E. Kenneth L. Carroll, "Quakerism Below the Choptank: A Hidden Chapter in Dorchester County History" (undated, but after 1958) ms. at Maryland Historical Society, pp. 4-7 [discusses many families and individual Friends].

53. MEETING: Chuckatuck Particular & Monthly
SEE SOMERTON MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Chuckatuck, Western Branch, Lower) M.M.
Lower (Chuckatuck, Western Branch) Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Chuckatuck Worship before 1660
Monthly 1672

LAID DOWN: Between 1769 and 1815

LOCATION 1: John Porter’s home
Near Indian Grove Swamp
Chuckatuck Creek
Village of Chuckatuck
Suffolk City (until 1974 Nansemond) Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1. None in Friends’ name?


* "CLEARBROOK MEETING" -- SEE HOPEWELL CENTRE MONTHLY MEETING FREDERICK (UNTIL 1743 ORANGE) CTY., VA

54. MEETING: Clifts Monthly [Cliffs]
SEE SANDY SPRING MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: West River (Herring Creek, Indian Spring, Sandy Spring after 1753/05/02) M.M.
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M.
Baltimore (Maryland) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Settled 1658
LAID DOWN: 1817/10/24 (MM recommendation)
UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1750 Herring Creek was substituted as the monthly meeting site, later rotated among Herring Creek, the Clifts, and West River meetings. An 1880 report to Baltimore Y.M. says no Cliffs meeting or meeting house in existence at that time.

LOCATION:
The Cliffs
near Leonard's Creek
Part of "Garyes Chance"
[perhaps near what now called "Quaker Meeting House Farm" or near "Maidstone", home of Samuel Chew and descendants]
Calvert [1650-1654 Charles, 1654-1658 Patuxent] Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [1.5Å for MH + FBG] William Sharp to Francis Billingsly, Richard Johns, John Pardo & William Harris, so the people of God commonly called Quakers may have meetings, erect structures and bury their dead; 1683/11/05; MD Provincial Ct. D.B. 717, pp. 287-288.
2. [3Å] Will of John Hance [or Hanes?] to the Society of People called Quakers on the Western Shore in Calvert County; 1708/02/14; WillB. ___
3. [3Å] [Deed reported in hand 1797; Courthouse fire destroyed all deeds 1882] Benjamin Hance [or Hanes?] to the aforesaid People called Quakers; 1739/03/19; D.B. RS-4(?), pp. 583ff.

FORMER LOCATION 2: House of George Royston
Calvert Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.:
6.

REFERENCES:
A. J. Saurin Norris, Early Friends In Maryland (1862).
B. J. Reaney Kelly, Quakers In The Founding of Anne Arundel County, Md (1963).

* "COLD SPRING" -- SEE MONOCACY PREPARATIVE
  [FREDERICK (UNTIL 1748 PRINCE GEORGE'S) CTY., MD]

* "COLLEGE PARK" -- SEE ADELPHI MONTHLY
  [PRINCE GEORGE'S CTY., MD]

55. MEETING: Colora Monthly
West Nottingham Preparative (Orthodox/Primitive) until ~1865

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Concord M.M. until 1715
Kennett (Newark) M.M. 1715-1718
New Garden M.M. 1718-1730
Nottingham & Little Britain (Nottingham-Orthodox) M.M. 1730/06/20-1854
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1819/02/17
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
Nottingham Q.M. 1819/05/21-1860
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Baltimore Y.M. (Orthodox/Primitive) 1819-1860
New Garden (was West Grove Orthodox) M.M. 1860-1945
Western Q.M. (PYM-O) after 1885
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1885
[Orthodox until 1955 Merger; United after 1955]

ESTABLISHED:
Worship ca. 1710
West Nottingham Preparative 1730
Colora Worship 1841
Colora Preparative 1885/11/20
Colora Monthly 1945/08/24

LAID DOWN:
Joined to West Grove PM In New Garden MM (Orthodox) 1885
Monthly 1980/07/06 [Attached to West Grove M.M.]
Preparative 1983

LOCATION:
~1045 Colora Rd., south of Corn Cake Row
"Moores Privilege", 6th Election Dist.
Colora 21917
Cecil Cty., MD
Lat. N. 39.67459°, Long. W. 076.09882°
Tax District 06, Account 025668
Map 0010, Grid 0019, Parcel 0300

DEEDS, etc.:
2./[44 perches East of and adjoining West Nottingham Meeting Lot] William & Lydia L. Waring to Trustees for Nottingham Preparative & Particular Meeting under Nottingham & Little Britain Monthly Meeting; 1849/02/26; D.B. RCH-1, pp. 42-44.
4./[0.5Å and __ perches north of and adjoining the West Nottingham Meeting Lot for a school] William & Lydia L. Waring to the Trustees for the Nottingham Preparative and Particular Meeting of Friends under Nottingham & Little Britain Monthly Meeting; 1854/03/14; D.B. HRT-3, pp. 198-200.
5./[Right of way to widen, etc. Colora Road] Lloyd Balderston III, Levi H. Balderston & John E. Lippincott, Trustees of Colora Monthly Meeting of Friends, to the State Roads Commission of Maryland on behalf of the County Commissioners of Cecil County; 1947/02/11; D.B. RRC-42, pp. 40-41.
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REFERENCES:

A. Frederick Klein, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Quakers (1926).


E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 917-920, 931-932 [as "West Nottingham"].


56. MEETING: Corinth Monthly

"Round Hill Church" in 1882 deed

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Black Creek (Lower) M.M. until 1906
Virginia Q.M. (H.Y.M.) until 1966
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. until 1966
Eastern Q.M. after 1966/11/19
North Carolina (FUM) Y.M. after 1966

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary worship 1880 Fall
Indulged 1882/05
Worship formally established 1886/05/17
Preparative 1888/06/14
Site of monthly meeting once a quarter beginning 1890
Monthly 1906/09/15

STATUS: Active
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LOCATION: 13494 Corinth Rd., at Appleton Rd.
North side of old Berlin and Blackwater Bridge Road
originally T. J. Bristow Tract
5 or 6 mi. SE of Ivor and 6 mi. NE of Sedley
Berlin & Ivor Magisterial District
Ivor 23866
Southampton Cty., VA
Parcel 35-1
Lat. 36.83176° N., Long. 076.94611° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

1.[1.0Å] R. A. Bristow to G. W. Raiford, M. E. Raiford & J. B.
Hedgepeth, Trustees for the Round Hill Church; 1882/02/10; D.B. 36, p. 253.

2.[1.02Å in clarification and explanation of 1882 deed with detailed
metes & bounds] Richard A. & Martha P. Bristow {same 1882 grantor
with new wife} to George W. Raiford, Mills E. Raiford & James B.
Hedgepeth {same grantees as 1882}, Trustees for the Corinth Society
of Friends, in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meeting of Friends, subject
to the discipline and control of the Lower Monthly Meeting of Virginia;
1900/04/27; D.B. 46, pp. 685-686.

3.[0.16Å added to S.E. Corner] George H. & Almedia Raiford to
George W. Raiford, Mills E. Raiford & John T. Raiford, Trustees for
Corinth Friends in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meeting of Friends,
subject to the discipline and control of the Lower Monthly Meeting of
Virginia; 1900/08/10; D.B. 46, pp. 483-485.

4. [Parsonage] Richard A. Buston to meeting families; 1903.

5. Survey by I. C. Mills, surveyor; 1902/05/22;

6.[5.39Å adjoining 1900 tract on east] John C. & Eugenia C. Thomas
to Mills E. Raiford. Edward J. Raiford, Robert T. Harris, John C.
Thomas & Richard J. White, Trustees for the Lower Monthly Meeting of
Virginia of the Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox);
1906/02/12; D.B. 51, pp. 207-209.

BURIAL GROUNDS:

Highway 623, Clayton Rd., at Highway 626, Appleton Rd.
[in 2011 was Corinth Chapel United Church of Christ]
Berlin & Ivor Magisterial District
Ivor 23866
Southampton Cty., VA
Parcel 35-7
Lat. 36.82325° N., Long. 076.92476° W.

REFERENCES:


B. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw’s *Encyclopedia of
American Quaker Genealogy*.

C. Linnie Neave, *A History of Corinth Meeting in Southampton County,
Virginia* (ms 1932, DSB ts 1939) (also available at Haverford
Location 1116/194).
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E. The Brantley Association of America, *Southampton County, Va.*
digitized record collection at
http://www.brantleyassociation.com/southampton_project/ (2009 and revisions) [Early deeds with Quaker affirmations 1749-1881 indexed under "Quakers"]


G. Corinth Friends Church at
http://files.usgwarchives.net/va/southampton/cemeteries/miscvol1.txt

* "COURTLAND STREET" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, HOMewood
[BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

57. MEETING: Crooked Run Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. until 1807
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
Indulged 1757ca.
Worship & P.M. Granted 1760/11/17, held 1760/12/01-1810/10/05
Monthly 1782/03/18

LAID DOWN:
Monthly 1807/03/18 (P.M. & Worship attached to Hopewell M.M.)
Worship 1810

BURIAL GROUNDS:
at Nineveh Presbyterian Church

LOCATION 1:
1st MH at 2011 Site of The Green Valley Baptist Church
(formerly Cedarville Methodist Church)
U.S. 340 & 522
Cedarville
Warren (until 1836 Frederick) Cty., VA
Map 12, Parcel 28
Lat. 38.97992° N., Long. 078.19416° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1.[4.0Å 99-yr. Lease] Thomas Branson to John Painter, for Friends
MH + FBG, with acceptance of terms by Painter; 1758/06/01; Frederick
Cty. D.B. 5, pp. 173-175.
2. Hopewell MM appointed Samuel Swayne & Amos Lupton trustees to
rent out MH and repair FBG; 1817
3. [1819 agreement?] Samuel Swayne & Amos Lupton to ; 1819/
Ferderick Cty. D.B.
5.

AFTER FRIENDS' SALE
**PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS**

6. /[0.75Å to build church] Jacob & Robert McKay to Dr. Thomas Ewing, Mark M. Rodeffer & Thomas B. Kenner, Trustees of Methodist Episcopal Church South; 1875/03/22; Warren Cty. D.B. K, pp. 5-6.

7. /[0.254Å] Willie Strother, Rebecca Athey & James Oliver, Trustees of the Howellsville United Methodist Church, plus Ralph Pomeroy, Elizabeth Oliver & Jacqueline Hough, Trustees of The Happy Creek United Methodist Church, plus W.J. Winslow, Ray Cooper & D.L. Strawderman, Trustees of the Greenwood United Methodist Church, to Trustees of The Green Valley Baptist Church of Front Royal, Virginia; 1986/03/10; D.B. 338, pp. 478-481.

**FORMER LOCATION 2:** Currently Nineveh Presbyterian Church
5872 Winchester Rd., U.S. 340 & 522
Front Royal 22630
Warren (until 1836 Frederick) Cty., VA
Map 4, Parcel 36
Lat. 39.01217° N., Long. 078.19058° W.

**DEEDS, etc.:**

11. Hopewell MM appointed Samuel Swayne & Amos Lupton trustees to rent out MH and repair FBG; 1817

12. /[Parcel 1: graveyard of 8.2875Å along Crooked Run to the west side of the Winchester Turnpike, Parcel 2 House lot 3.275Å adjoining the graveyard and the Turnpike] Presley G. Neville, Executor of Elizabeth Neville, deceased, to Magnus C. Leach; 1890/04/10; with satisfaction of purchase-money lien noted 1892/04/19; D.B. R, pp. 543-544.


14. /Application of interested people to appoint Jonathan R. McCauley, Robert Painter & Clarence McKay as successor Trustees of the Quaker-McKay Burying Ground to replace those who have died or no longer live close enough to serve; 1938/08/12; Warren Cty. Chancery file 1938-074, Case 1534.

**REFERENCES:**
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58. MEETING: Culpeper Meeting
   "Culpepper ", alternate spelling

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Crooked Run P.M.
   Hopewell M.M. until 1782
   Crooked Run M.M. 1782-1807
   Hopewell M.M. after 1807
   Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. until 1787/03/19
   Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
   Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
   Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: Allowed 1778/08/03 at John Garwood's house
LAID DOWN: 1804
LOCATION 1: Home of John Garwood
   near 591 Gay St.
   Washington 22747
   Rappahannock [until 1833, Culpeper] Cty., VA
   Parcel
   Lat. 38.71557° N., Long. 078.15798° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. None in meeting's name?
LOCATION 2: later Bethlehem Church & School
   South of Gravelly Springs Rd. and of Rush River
   Just east of Black Branch
   Off Harris Hollow Rd.
   Hampton 22747
   Rappahannock [until 1833, Culpeper] Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 2./[1Å, 1-Year "Lease"] Benjamin & Elizabeth Myers to Robert Hains,
   Jacob McKay, Andrew McKay, Jonathan Lupton, Michael Shihan &
   Thomas Branson, Trustees nominated and appointed by Crooked Run
   Monthly Meeting for the use of the people called Quakers; 1790/04/03;
3./[1Å "Release" to convey fee simple title] Benjamin & Elizabeth Myers to Robert Hains, Jacob McKay, Andrew McKay, Jonathan Lupton, Michael Shihan & Thomas Branson, Trustees nominated and appointed by Crooked Run Monthly Meeting for the use of the people called Quakers; 1790/04/04; Culpeper Cty. D.B. P, pp. 404-409.

REFERENCES:
A. William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
B. John W. Wayland, Editor, Hopewell Friends History 1734-1934,
   Frederick County, Virginia (1936), esp. p. 86.
C. Elisabeth B. & C. E. Johnson, Jr., Rappahannock County, Virginia: A
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning
   Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
   Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript
   vol. 4, pp. 934a [double-sided].
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59. MEETING: Curles Particular & Monthly
SEE WAYNOKE MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Henrico M.M.
Upper (Henrico Cty., Curles) Q.M.
Virginia YM

ESTABLISHED: 1678
LAID DOWN: 1805

LOCATION 1: John Pleasants land
North of 4551 Curles Neck Road [parcel 1730622], near termination of SR 156, Willis Church Rd. (formerly Quaker Rd.) and south of S.R. 5, New Market Rd.
Richmond (formerly Varina) 23231
North Bank of the James River
Richmond City (formerly Henrico) Cty., VA
Parcel
Douglas Summers Brown placed at Lat. 37.4069° N., 077.2957° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
2. John Pleasants declaration of 3 Quaker meeting locations:
   Public MH at the Holms's,
   MM at Mary Maddox,
   John Pleasants;
   1692/10/12; Rec.B. 5, pp. 352-353.

FORMER LOCATION 2: 2nd MH built 1699 with support of Henry Watkins
Henrico Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.:
5. 6.

REFERENCES:
C. William Clayton Torrence, "Henrico County, Virginia: Beginnings of its Families", 25 *William & Mary Quarterly* 54 (1948?).
G. Henrico County Historic Preservation & Museum Services, *Report 44HE0392 Quaker Meeting House Site* and *Report 043-0174 Quaker Meeting House Site*.
60. MEETING: Curwensville Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Centre M.M. (Orthodox/FUM) until 1896
Dunnings Creek H.Y.M. (Q.M.)
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1842
Monthly 1896

LAID DOWN: 1913 [attached to Centre M.M. (FUM)]

LOCATION 2:
848 State St., S.R. 879
Curwensville 16833
Clearfield Cty., PA
Parcel
Lat. 40.97793° N., Long. 078.53229° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

2. [Addition to lot and to confirm the 1878 deed] Edward A. & Emma A. Irvin to Zachariah McNaul, Trustee for the Religious Society of the people called Quakers belonging to Centre Monthly Meeting held at Bellefonte; 1893/05/08; D.B. 76, pp. 402-403.


4. [Original] A. I. McNaul & Harvey J. Cook, Trustees of the Friends Church of Curwensville, 5-year Lease to School Board of the Borough of Curwensville, by H. O. Kenney, President, & F. C. Mullen, Secretary, with Lessee's covenant to keep property insured and Lessor's retention of the right to hold worship when school not in session; 1923/07/18, recorded 1924/04/17; D.B.

5. Ai McCaul & Harvey J. Cook, Surviving Trustees of Curwensville Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, to Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox); 1926/03/12; D.B. 277, pp. 513-514.


FORMER LOCATION 1:
430 George Street, between Locust Street & the former Moose Street Lots 67 & 68
Curwensville 16833
Clearfield Cty., PA
Parcel
Lat. 40.97606° N., Long. 078.52358° W.
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DEEDS, etc.: 7./William & Jane Irvin to Daniel Spackman, Trustee for the Religious Society of the people called Quakers belonging to Centre Monthly Meeting held at Bellefonte Pa.; 1838/04/20; D.B. DD, pp. 62-63.
8./William Spackman, Trustee of Centre Monthly Meeting held at Bellefonte Pa., to Curwensville Presbyterian Church, a body corporate; 1879/10/15; D.B. 15, pp. 139-140.

REFERENCES:
A.

* "DAN RIVER MEETING" -- SEE KIRBY'S MEETING
   [PITTSYLVANIA (UNTIL 1767 HALIFAX) CTY., VA]

* "DANIEL MIFFLIN MEETING" -- SEE SWANS GUT MEETING
   [ACCOMACK CTY., VA]

61. MEETING: Deer Creek Monthly (United)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. until 1760
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1789
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. 1790/02/06-1819/02/08
Nottingham Q.M. 1819/05/21-1999
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite] 1828-1949
[United FGC & FUM] 1949-1967
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1736/04
Monthly 1760/11/17

STATUS:
Active

ORGANIZATION:
A./Maryland General Assembly act authorizing Joshua Husband, James Coale, William G. McCoy and Aquilla Massey, current Trustees of the Deer Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends, and their successors to receive and hold up to 20 Acres to enlarge the 3.5Å FBG given by James Rigbie in 1789; 1824/01/28; MD Session Laws 1823, Chap. 79, Off. Reg. Vol. 628, p. 38 [Also transcribed into Deer Creek MM 1874-1887 minutes pp. 185-186].

CURRENT LOCATION: 1212 Main St. (or Darlington Rd.), S.R. 161
Philips's His Purchase or Philip's Purchase
Darlington 21034
Fifth Election District
Harford (until 1774 Baltimore) Cty., MD
Tax Map 20, Parcel 104

DEEDS, etc.: 1./[3.5Å] Nathan Rigbie to the Society of the People called Quakers for a public meeting house; 1737/09/29; Baltimore Cty. D.B. HWS-IA, pp. 17-18 [Also transcribed into 1874-1887 MM minutes pp. 102-105].
2./[confirming 3.5Å] James Rigbie, oldest and only remaining son of Nathan Rigbie, to Joseph Warner, Hugh Ely, Jacob Balderson & Isiah Balderson, and their successors and assigns as Trustees of the
People called Quakers in the neighborhood of Deer Creek; 1789/05/25; D.B. JLG-K, pp. 347-350 [Also transcribed into 1874-1887 MM minutes pp. 105-110].

3./[1.25Å adjacent to MH] Isaac Massey to Joshua Husband, James Coale, William McCoy & Aquilla [sometimes "Aquila"] Massey, Trustees appointed by Deer Creek Monthly Meeting; 1823/06/06; D.B. HD-7, pp. 42-43 [Also transcribed into Deer Creek MM 1874-1887 minutes pp. 148-151].

4./[0.45625Å along FBG] Mary Silver to Philip Warner, Ellis J. Tucker, J. Moores Worthington & Samuel H. Matthews, Trustees of the Deer Creek Friends Meeting House; 1888/10/09; D.B. WSF-91, pp. 426-428 [Also transcribed into Deer Creek MM 1874-1887 minutes pp. 187-190].

5./[4.344Å] Boundary Survey of Deed Creek Friends Meeting House by Highland Survey Associates, Inc.; 2000/04/20; PlatB. CGH-101, p. 21


REFERENCES:
A. Henry C. Peden, Jr., Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800 (1st Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 822-826, 929.
E. Helen W. Ridgely, Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of Columbia (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at p. 106.

62. MEETING: Deer Creek Monthly (Orthodox, Gurneyite)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Nottingham M.M. until 1760
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1789
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. 1790/02/06-1819/02/08
Nottingham Q.M. 1819/05/21-1854
Baltimore Q.M. [Orthodox] after 1854
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
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[Orthodox] 1828-1949
[Gurneyite, FUM] 1854-1949
[FGC & FUM] after 1949
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1736/04
Monthly 1760/11/17

LAID DOWN:
United with Hicksites as Deer Creek Monthly Meeting in 1949

ORGANIZATION:
B. [Merged with Hicksites 1949]

LOCATION 1:
2225 Old Quaker Road
"Elberton", "Mary's Choice"
Darlington 21034
Harford (until 1774 Baltimore) Cty., MD
Tax District 05, Account 042453
Map 0028, Grid 0001C, Parcel 0082
Lat. 39.63553° N., Long. 076.20099° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[+Orig from Haverford] Ephraim Hopkins, joined by Mary Hopkins to waive her right of dower, to Samuel Hopkins, Elisha Cook, Thomas Worthington & Samuel Worthington, Trustees for Deer Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends in unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends; 1829/05/23; D.B. HD-12, pp. 349-351.
2./[+Orig from Haverford] Joseph R. & Maria Hopkins and Joseph H. & Facy M. Jewett to the Deer Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends of Harford County Maryland, with a covenant by the Meeting to maintain a fence and never suffer the property to be used as a burial ground; 1877/04/25; D.B. ALJ-35, pp. 19-20.
4./[+Original from Haverford] George P. Cook, Ephraim Hopkins & Johns Hopkins, Trustees, to The Deer Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends of Harford County, a Maryland corporation; 1909/12/02; D.B. WSF-127, pp. 377-379.
6./[1-year Mortgage of 1.2Å] Bernard G. S. Jourdan to Albert H. Ashton, Trustee; 1951/07/06; D.B. GRG-359, pp. 333-335; Assigned to Deer Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends (United); 1951/12/31;
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D.B. GRG-359, p. 335; released as satisfied by Johns Hopkins, corporate President; 1952/07/06; D.B. GRG-359, p. 335.

7.[1-year Mortgage of 1.2Å] Bernard G. S. Jourdan to Deer Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends (United); 1952/07/07; D.B. GRG-376, pp. 170-172; released as satisfied by corporate Trustees Johns Hopkins, Clifford W. Holloway, Alice M. Allen, Robert N. Baldwin & Nina R. Ashton; 1960/11/14; D.B. GRG-376, p. 172.

REFERENCES:
A. Henry C. Peden, Jr., Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800 (1st Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 822-826, 929.
E. Helen W. Ridgely, Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of Columbia (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at p. 106.

63. MEETING:
Deer Creek Monthly (Primitive)

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Nottingham M.M. until 1760
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1789
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. 1790/02/06-1819/02/08
Nottingham Q.M. [later Orthodox] 1819/05/21-1854
Baltimore Q.M. [Primitive] after 1854
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. 1790-1868
Pennsylvania (Primitive) G.M. after 1868
[Orthodox] after 1828
[Primitive] after 1854

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1736/04
Monthly 1760/11/17

LAID DOWN:
1865/11/17 (Attached to Nottingham & Little Britain MM)

LOCATION:
Darlington 21034
Harford (until 1774 Baltimore) Cty., MD
Parcel
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DEEDS, etc.:  


REFERENCES:


F. Helen W. Ridgely, *Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of Columbia* (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at p. 106.

* "DENBIGH" OR "DENBY" -- SEE WARWICK MEETING  
  [WARWICK, YORK OR ELIZABETH CITY? CTY., VA]

* "DERASCOE NECK MEETING" -- SEE TERASCO NECK  
  [ISLE OF WIGHT CTY., VA]

64. MEETING: Diamond Ridge Meeting  
<SEE ELK RIDGE PREPARATIVE FOR PRIOR HISTORY>

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore, Stony Run (Baltimore, Western District) M.M.  
Baltimore Q.M. (Hicksite/FGC)

ESTABLISHED: 1853

LAID DOWN: after 1874

LOCATION 1: "Quaker Hill Cemetery"  
8735 Wrights Mill Road  
Windsor Mill 21244  
Baltimore Cty., MD  
Parcel  
Lat. 39.32357° N., Long. 076.81340° W.

DEEDS, etc.:  

1. FBG started by Samuel Hartley; 1850

REFERENCES:

A. http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=grs&GScid=2425357

65. MEETING: Dillon's Run Meeting
"Dillons Run", alternately
Sometimes "Great Cacapon"?

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M.
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: Voluntary 1795?
Worship established 1800/04/07

LAID DOWN: 1822

LOCATION 1: 0.8 miles down dirt road off Dillon's Run Rd.
3 miles south of U.S. 50, at Park's Hollow
six miles west of Capon Ridge 26711
Hampshire Cty., WV
Parcel 02-800140000000
Lat. 39.24598° N.; Long. 078.50972° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. David & Ruth Lupton to the Society of friends called Quakers; 1818/09/01; D.B. 21, pp. 294-295.
2. Hopewell reported title secure in 1822.
3. Geo. W. & Almira Slonaker to Trustees of the Quaker Church Lot; 1908/12/02; D.B. 79, p. 484.

REFERENCES:
D. FBG website:
http://genealogytrails.com/wva/hampshire/cem_quaker.html

* "DOVER" -- SEE GENANTO
[GOOCHLAND CTY., VA]

66. MEETING: Douglas Particular or "Douglas's Particular" (perhaps Preparative)
Also known as "Orange" Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Camp Creek M.M. until 1753
Richmond (Cedar Creek) M.M. after 1753
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1748
LAID DOWN: 1794

LOCATION: Stony Point Road, S.R. 20
Farm of John Douglas
Orange Cty., VA
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DEEDS, etc.:  
1.  
2.  

REFERENCES:  

67. MEETING: Drumore Preparative  
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Little Britain P.M. until 1818  
Little Britain M.M.  
Concord Q.M. until 1819  
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21  
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818  
Baltimore Y.M. after 1819  
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1967/12/31  
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968  

ESTABLISHED: Indulged every two weeks 1812/01  
Worship established 1816.  
Preparative 1818/05/09

LAID DOWN: Midweek 1886  
Preparative 1936/09/20 (members attached to Little Britain P.M.)  

LOCATION 1: Susquehannock Dr. at Furniss Rd.  
Liberty Square, Drumore Twp.  
Drumore 17518  
Lancaster Cty., PA  
Parcel  
Lat. 39.82064° N., Long. 076.25963° W.

DEEDS, etc.:  
1./[3Å] Jacob & Joyce Shoemaker to Joseph Stubbs, David Parry & Samuel Smith, Trustees, 1816/08/05; D.B. 15, pp. 92-94.  
2./Declaration of Joseph Stubbs, David Parry & Samuel Smith to Jacob & Joyce Shoemaker that will hold property in trust for Drumore Meeting and its parent monthly meeting and withdraw whenever they are no longer in unity with Philadelphia Yearly Meeting; 1816/08/05; D.B. B5, pp. 269-270.  
3./[3Å] Joseph Stubbs & David Parry, Surviving Trustees, to Israel Bemis, Jason Bolton, Jesse Shoemaker & Alban Cutler, Trustees for the Drumore Preparative Meeting; 1852/02/26; D.B. W7, pp. 431-433.  
4./Incorporation of Drumore Cemetery Association; executed 1909/03/16, filed 1909/04/24, recorded 1909/05/14; CharterB. 3, pp. 116-118.  
5./[3Å for cemetery purposes, reserving the right to use the shed on the premises for meetings] L. R. Ambler, C. L. Lamborn & Walter Earnhart, Trustees of Drumore Preparative Meeting of Friends, to Drumore Cemetery Association, incorporated; 1928/03/27; D.B. G29, pp. 1-2.
### Properties of Meetings in Baltimore Yearly Meetings

**REFERENCES:**


* "DUFF WILLIAM'S MEETING " -- SEE WILLIAM DUFF’S MEETING  
  [WESTMORELAND CTY., VA]

| 68. MEETING: | Dunnings Creek Monthly (Hicksite/FGC) |
| SUPERIOR MEETINGS: | Menallen M.M. until 1803 |
| | Warrington Q.M. until 1835/02/08 |
| | Centre Q.M. after 1835/05/11 |
| | [Hicksite/FGC] 1831-1968 |
| | Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. |
| ESTABLISHED: | Worship 1794 |
| | Preparative 1795/03-1882 |
| | Monthly 1803/02 |
| STATUS: | Active |
| ORGANIZATION: | 1. Articles of Incorporation for PA No. 3101470; 2002/10/21; Film 2002089, Frames 1127-1128. |
| CURRENT LOCATION: | 285 Old Quaker Church Rd., State Route 4028 |
| | Fishertown 15539 |
| | East St. Clair Twp. |
| | Bedford Cty., PA |
| | Map D6D7 Parcel 21 |
| | Lat. 40.12459° N., Long. 078.58386° W. |
| DEEDS, etc.: | 1./[1.0Å] John E. & Mary Hoover to Cyrus Way & Uriah Blackburn, in trust for the use of the Society of Friends of which they are members; 1886/12/08; deed 26552, D.B. S3, pp. 208-209. |
| | 2./[1.0Å] Harold McCoy, Norman Williams, Holly Coia & Marcia B. Rogish, Trustees of Dunnings Creek Meeting, to Dunnings Creek Meeting, a non-profit corporation; 2003/02/19; D.B. 973, pp. 937-941. |

**FORMER LOCATION 1:** [FBG still there]

| 2991 Quaker Valley Road, S.R. 56 |
| "Spring Meadow" neighborhood |
| New Paris 15554 |
| East St. Clair Twp. |
| Bedford Cty., PA |
| Map D6 Parcel 91 |
| Lat. 40.15454° N., Long. 078.58260° W. |
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DEEDS, etc.:  
A. MH built ?  


4. [divided 6Å between Hicksites and Orthodox; perhaps Agreement not recorded] Hugh McCoy & Samuel Way, Trustees for the Orthodox, release of all claim to 2.75Å for Hicksite MH, 1868/04/11.  

5./[2.625Å] Uriah Blackburn & Cyrus Way, Trustees of the Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends Meeting of Baltimore Yearly Meeting held on Park Avenue, to Conrad Claycomb & Daniel Price, Trustees of the Children of Zion Church; 1895/10/16; D.B. 145, pp. 458-460.

REFERENCES: 


* "DUNNINGS CREEK (ORTHODOX/FUM)" -- SEE FISHERTOWN  
[BEDFORD CTY., PA]

69. MEETING: Durham Meeting  
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Upper M.M.  
             Lower Q.M.  
             Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1789  
LAID DOWN: 1806  
LOCATION 1: 15 miles from Ladd's Meeting  
            Mecklenburg Cty., VA  

DEEDS, etc.:  
1.  
2.  

REFERENCES:  

**70. MEETING:** East Britain Preparative

**SUPERIOR MEETINGS:**
- Little Britain M.M.
- Nottingham Q.M.
- Baltimore Y.M. (Hicksite/FGC)

**ESTABLISHED:** Indulged 1849/05/19

**LAID DOWN:** 1861?

**LOCATION:**
- Current site of New Hope Bible Fellowship
- 842 Ashville (sometimes Asheville) Rd.
- Quarryville 17566
- Little Britain Township
- Lancaster Cty., PA
- Parcel 23P4-3-7 Dist. 380
- Assessor Account 3801971800000
- Lat. 39.80603° N., Long. 076.10891° W.

**DEEDS, etc.:**
1. [1.5Å for MH for the use of Friends and, when not used by Friends, by other religious bodies or anti-slavery, temperance or other moral causes' meetings] David H. Keech to Joseph Paxson, Nathan Milner & Hartt G. Coates, in trust for the Society of Friends etc.; 1848/09/23; D.B. T7, pp. 202-204.
2. Hartt G. Coates, surviving Trustee, by special act of the Pennsylvania General Assembly, to Benjamin F. Taylor, Trustee (for Presbyterians); 1873/09/03; [not found in County land records, perhaps not recorded]
3. [1.5Å in the foregoing deed "now in hand and ready to be recorded"] Benjamin F. Taylor, Trustee for four Presbyterian congregations, & Lizzie Y. Taylor, his wife, to Charles Hays, J. Leiper Walker, Henry Y. Harkness & Edwin B. Patterson, Trustees for the Ashville Presbyterian Church and their successors appointed by their respective congregations; 1877/06/22; D.B. C11, pp. 63-65.
4. [1.5Å] Trustees of Little Britain Presbyterian Church, incorporated, Union Presbyterian Congregation of Colerain, incorporated, The Oxford Presbyterian Congregation, incorporated, and Fred Reyburn, William Kimble, Albert Featherman, Cutherford Graves, John H. Kimble, Joseph Clayton & Roman Wilson, Trustees of the Nottingham Presbyterian Congregation, to Ashville Chapel, a corporation; 1950/12/21; Instrument 8308, D.B. H-41, pp. 239-241

**REFERENCES:**
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B. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 827-828.

71. MEETING: Eastland Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. until 1804
Little Britain M.M. after 1804
Concord Q.M. until 1819
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
Baltimore Y.M. after 1819
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968

ESTABLISHED:
Settled 1745
Worship established prior to 1796
Preparative 1798

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION: A./Charter of Eastland Preparative Meeting of Friends; executed 1913/05/09; entered 1913/06/14; Charter B. 3, pp. 446-448.

LOCATION: Kirks Mills and Friends Roads
Wrightsdale
Little Britain Township
Nottingham 19362
Lancaster Cty., PA
Parcel
Lat. N. 35.75099°, Long. W. 076.12047°

DEEDS, etc.:
A. MH built between 1752 and 1755 on land of Michael King; fire burned 1764; rebuilt 1766.

1./[6.21875Å where MH already erected] Henry Reynolds and Reuben Reynolds to James Harlan, Henry Reynolds Jr. & Abner Brown, Trustees for the Religious Society of the People called Quakers; 1798/01/10; D.B. E3, pp. 3-5.

2./Declaration of Trust by James Harlan and Henry Reynolds Jr., surviving trustees, that they hold title to Eastland Meetinghouse for and subject to the direction of the Religious Society of Friends; 1807/08/26; D.B. Y3, pp. 236-238.


4./Declaration of Trust by Joseph Ballance, Joshua Reynolds, Abel Kinsey & Jacob Kirk for the benefit of Eastland Particular Meeting of Little Britain MM; 1811/01/01; D.B. 4, pp. 293-295.
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7. Amos King devised a strip of land 5 perches wide for a road along the south boundary of the lot; executed 1866/05/17, proved 1870/04/14; WillB. 2, Vol. 1, p. 654.

8./[0.34875Å] Lewis J. Kirk, Henry C. Wood & James Wood, Surviving Trustees, to Abner Carter; 1870/06/08; D.B. Z9, pp. 253-254.

9./Lewis J. Kirk, Howard Coates, Jesse Wood & Lewis Wood, surviving Trustees of Eastland Preparative Meeting appointed by East Britain Monthly Meeting, to Eastland preparative Meeting of Friends, incorporated; 1914/01/21; D.B. X21, pp. 99-102.

10./Eastland Preparative Meeting, a corporation, by Howard Coates, President, release and quit claim to release former Trustees of the Estate of Nancy J. Babson, deceased; 1923/07/14; D.B. K26, pp. 70-71.

11./[0.1125Å] Eastland Preparative Meeting of Friends, a corporation, by James M. Bradley, President, to Robert H. Cameron; D.B. O45, pp. 409-410.

REFERENCES:
A. Frederick Klein, *Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Quakers* (1926).

72. MEETING: East Nottingham Preparative
"Brick Meeting House"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Concord M.M. until 1715
Kennett (Newark) M.M. 1715-1718
New Garden M.M. 1718-1730
Nottingham M.M. after 1730
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20 - 1819/02/17
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
Baltimore Y.M. after 1819
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1701
P.M. 1715BEF
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STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A. [Original and transcript] Maryland General Assembly Act of 1791, Chapter 17 granting Quakers the full use of 40Å at East Nottingham and 5.7Å at West Nottingham as granted by Pennsylvania, subject to Chancellor confirmation of facts; 1791/12/27; Official Journal Volume 204, pp. 553-554.

B. "The Corporation of Trustees for the Brick Meeting House Lot, in East Nottingham, Cecil County, Maryland" incorporated 1811/01/11, recorded 1811/04/06; Cecil Cty. Rec.B.

C. Clerk of Nottingham MM certification that on 1927/06/12, the MM appointed new Trustees for East Nottingham Meeting, Charles R. Brown, Samuel Wilson, Mary Wilson, Bayard Wilson, Carol Mason, Randal Brown & Edwin F. Kirk, and directed they be recorded under the 1811 Act of Incorporation; 1927/09/28; Cecil Cty. ChurchB. B., pp. 165-166.

LOCATION:
Brick Meetinghouse Rd.
S.R. 272 South of S.R. 273
Calvert (formerly East Nottingham Hundred)
Rising Sun 21911
9th Election District
Cecil Cty., MD
[formerly Chester Cty., PA]
Map 11, Grid 6, Parcel 176
District 09, Account Number 009728
Lat. 39.70120° N., Long. 075.98014° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [40 Å] William Penn verbally granted to Friends; 1701; log MH built, "Brick" MH built 1724; FBG established.


4.[99-year Lease 2.5Å School Lot from original 40Å, to revert if no school conducted for 10 years] The Trustees for the Brick Meeting House Lot, in East Nottingham, Cecil County, Maryland, a corporation, to Board of County School Commissioners of Cecil County, with agreement to pay rent; 1916/07/07; D.B. CSP-1, pp. 121-123.

5.[Easement and right-of-way to erect and install electric poles & facilities] Charles R. Brown, Property Custodian of the Friends
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Property, East Nottingham Meeting located at the Brick Meeting House, to Conowingo Power Co.; 1951/08/20; D.B. RRC-100, p. 91.

6./[50-year lease of 3.9Å addition to School Lot from original 40Å] The Trustees for the Brick Meeting House Lot in East Nottingham, in Cecil County, a Maryland corporation, by Edwin F. Kirk, Charles R. Brown, Clyde E. Mason, Carroll Mason & Taylor P. Brown, Trustees, to The Board of Education of Cecil County, with agreement to pay rent, by Peyton Patterson, President; 1955/10/24; D.B. WAS-20, pp. 108-112.


8./[15-year Lease ~0.5Å SW corner of Farmington-Calvert Rd. and Rising Sun Rd. + island with tree in road] East Nottingham Society of Friends of Brick Meeting House, by Charles R. Brown, Property Custodian, and John W. Sebold, Lessee; 1958/06/01; D.B. WAS-62, pp. 310-312.


10./[Right-of-way for power lines] Property Custodian for Friends Property East Nottingham Meeting, located at Brick Meeting House, Calvert, Maryland, to Conowingo Power Co.; 1963/10/04; D.B. WAS-143, p. 329.


12./[Release reverter interest in 40Å] Maryland Board of Public Works on behalf of the State, by the Governor, Comptroller & Treasurer, to The Corporation of Trustees for the Brick Meeting House Lot, in East Nottingham, Cecil County, Maryland, a corporation; 1977/03/24; D.B. WAS-374, pp. 235-237.


15./[50-year Lease of 1.753Å from original 40Å; Board of Ed. covenants to pay the rent and to preserve the trees on the site] The Corporation of Trustees for the Brick Meeting House Lot, in East Nottingham, Cecil County, Maryland, a corporation, by George C. Mason, President & Chairman, and C. Victor Wilson, Paul V. Wilson,
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16./[Sale for erection of school of (1) 15.14Å excepting 0.1933Å, (2) 0.1933Å, and (3) the abandoned road bed of Old Maryland Route 273 adjacent to parcel 1, all from original 40Å] The Corporation of Trustees for the Brick Meeting House Lot, in East Nottingham, Cecil County, Maryland, a corporation, by George C. Mason, President & Chairman, and C. Victor Wilson, Paul V. Wilson, Edwin F. Kirk Jr., Edith T. Cauffman, Olive B. Kirk, Mary Ellen Haines, George C. Mason & Edward C. Plumstead, Trustees, to The Board of Education of Cecil County; 1978/08/09; D.B. NDS-22, pp. 29-38.

17./[1.346Å] Survey by C. Robert Webb; 1983/08/16; D.B. NDS-111, pp. 395+396, attached to:


FORMER LOCATION 2:
East Nottingham School
Poplar Ridge
Cecil Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:

21./[0.5Å in trust for use only as a school] Samuel Clement to the Corporation of the Trustees of the Brick Meeting House Lott in East Nottingham; 1818/07/02; D.B. JS-15, pp. 331-333.

REFERENCES:
A. *Bi-Centennial of Brick Meeting-House: Calvert, Cecil County, Maryland* (1902), especially history by Kirk Brown at pp. 30-82.
B. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 830-836, 931.
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73. MEETING: Elk Ridge Preparative
Sometimes rendered "Elkridge"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring [West River, Herring Creek, Clifts, Indian Spring] M.M. 1739-1747 or 1780
Gunpowder M.M. 1747/06-1780
Sandy Spring [Indian Spring (Hicksite)] M.M. 1780/05/06-1798/12
Baltimore, Eastern District [Baltimore] M.M. 1799-1807/05/14
Baltimore, Stony Run [Baltimore, Western District (Hicksite), Baltimore (F.G.C.)] M.M. after 1807/05
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. until 1971/11/14
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
Baltimore Y.M. [Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1967/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED:
Elkridge settled 1670
Worship 1699
Preparative 1739

LAID DOWN:
1853 when Diamond Ridge established

LOCATION 1:
1 mile south of Ilchester?
East side Patapsco River
Elicott City 21043
Howard (until 1851 Anne Arundel) Cty., MD
Map Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
None in Friends name?

LOCATION 2:
southwest side of the Falls, near Elicott's Lower Mills
Prestage's Folly
["along Pike from Elicott City to Montgomery County"]
3771 Old Columbia Pike [MH]
District 02, Account 264218; Map 251, Parcel 234
3773A Old Columbia Pike [FBG]
District 02, Account 264218; Map 251, Parcel 236
Elicott City 21043
Howard (until 1851 Anne Arundel) Cty., MD
Lat. 39.266789° N., Long. 076.798326° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[0.51825Å for FBG] Bartholomew Balderston to Jonathan Elicott, Elias Elicott, George Elicott & John Elicott and their successors as trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers; 1796/05/14; Anne Arundel D.B. NH-8, pp. 300-302.


3. [2nd MH at Quaker Hill] Joseph, John and Andrew Elicott to Baltimore M.M. (Western District after 1807); 1800?
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Edward Stabler Jr., Richard J. Bentley & Thomas H. Matthews, Trustees appointed by Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Lombard Street pursuant to Chapter 60 of the Acts of the General Assembly of Maryland of 1872, to Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Lombard Street, a body corporate; 1881/03/14; D.B. LJW-43, pp. 159-161.

The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue, a body corporate, by Joseph J. Janney, Chairman of the Representative Committee, to James E. Tyson; 1900/04/16; D.B. JHO-72, pp. 3-5.

Frederick Ward Associates, by James Robert Meeks, MD P.L.S. 10651, Easement Survey of 3771 Old Columbia Pike showing BYM access to FBG; 2004/03/30; attached to deed recorded D.B. MDR-8308, at p. 664.

LOCATION 2A:

MEETINGHOUSE AFTER SALE BY FRIENDS


LOCATION 2B:

Ellicott Brothers Graveyard (adjoining FBG) 3773B Old Columbia Pike
Ellicott City 21043
Howard (until 1851 Anne Arundel) Cty., MD
District 02, Account 255723; Map 251, Parcel 312
Lat. 39.26556° N., Long. 076.79917° W.

ORGANIZATION:

A. Incorporation as "Association for the Care and Improvement of the Ellicott Graveyard, Inc."; MD No. D00095828; 1925/07/24; Film F57, p. 55.
B. Amended Articles changing Resident Agent & address; 1930/03/05; Film 72, pp. 357ff.
C. Amendment changing name to "Ellicott Graveyard, Inc."; 1941/11/28; Film 169, pp. 594ff.
D. Change Resident Agent & address; 1965/08/31; Film F496, pp. 371-375.
E. Resolution adopted 2003/05/13 changing Resident Agent & address; Filed 2003/05/28; Film B00522, pp. 474-475.
F. Change Resident Agent address; 2007/06/05; Film B01122, pp. 1422-1423.
G. Corporation forfeited for failure to file 2007 return; 2008/10/03.

**H.** Articles of Revival; 2012/02/15; Work Order 3925925; 4 pp.

**DEEDS, etc.:**


21. Suit to Quiet Title to Ellicott family association? Dismissed in 1920s with suggestions on establishing adverse possession?

**LOCATION 3:**

Ellicotts' Second School (boys after 1820)
"Johr Weir House", former Howard County Historical Society Library
Howard County State's Attorney Office ~1967-~2012
83 Court Avenue
Ellicott City 21043
Howard Cty., MD
Tax Map 25A, Parcel 244

**DEEDS, etc.:**

None in Friends name?

26. to Ellicott; 1820; D.B.

27. Thomas & Harriet F. Lansdale to Ann & James P. Miller; 1856/06/28; D.B. WWW-17, pp. 190-

28. D.B. 27, pp. 79

29. Mary Getz & John Weir to Howard County Board of County Commissioners; 1951;

**REFERENCES:**


E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 998-1000.


74. MEETING: Elkhorn Valley Monthly
Sometimes rendered "Elk Horn Valley"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Early members from Centre Valley (Mount Airy) M.M.
North Carolina (FUM) Y.M. until 1908
Baltimore Q.M. (FUM) after 1908/10/12
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. after 1908

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1904/03
Monthly 1908/10/12

LAID DOWN:
1925/03/08

LOCATION:
Southwest of bend in Elkhorn Creek across creek from old N&W station
Corporate predecessor? to current Houston Methodist Church at
Lat. 37.4271° N., Long. 081.5054° W.; P.O. address Welch
Kimball 24853 (was Vivian 24891
McDowell Cty., WV
Parcel
Lat. 37.XXX° N., Long. 081.XXX° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [0.08Å adjoining school to SE] [have copy from Haverford, apparently as recorded] John P. Crozer, Mary Crozer Page & Louis R. Page, Trustees of the Crozer Land Association, joined by the Crozer Land Association, by its President John P. Crozer and attested its Secretary Louis R. Page, joined by Upland Coal & Coke Company, lessee, by Louis R. Page, President, and Francis F. Weston, Secretary, in order to release all claims on the land, to William L. Sarver, Robert H. Finney & John H. Williams, Trustees of the Society of Friends' Meeting at Elkhorn, County of McDowell, West Virginia, subject to reverter if ceased to be used as a place of public worship and for holding Sabbath school; 1911/08/02; D.B. 92, pp. 330-332.

2. [Release not found recorded; have draft from Haverford proposed by WV lawyer][release claim to Crozer Land association so it could deed to Northfork & Elkhorn, West Va. Methodist Episcopal Church, South] Samuel R. Neave, Thomas MacKenzie, Miles White & John R. Cary, Committee in Charge of Friends' Meeting House at Elkhorn, County of McDowell, West Virginia, to Crozer Land Association and Upland Coal & Coke Company; 1923/ ; D.B. .

3. [Deed not found recorded; letter in BYM-O Archives describes next transaction][0.08Å adjoining school to SE] Crozer Land Association, by its President and attested its Secretary, joined by Upland Coal & Coke Company, lessee, in order to release all claims on the land, to Northfork & Elkhorn West Va. Methodist Episcopal Church, South; 1924; D.B. .

REFERENCES:
A.

* "EUTAW STREET" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, HOMEWOOD
[BALTIMORE CITY, MD]
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* "EYE STREET" -- SEE WASHINGTON PREPARATIVE (FGC)
[WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA]

75. MEETING: Fairfax Monthly
"Waterford", informally

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. 1733
Hopewell M.M. 1735-1744
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
[Hicksite, FGC] after 1828
Baltimore (FGC) Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1733
Preparative 1744-1881
Monthly 1744/08/13

LAID DOWN: 1926/05/15 (Members to Goose Creek M.M.; property to Fairfax Q.M.)

RECORDS KEPT: Swarthmore College. Library of Virginia

ORGANIZATION:

A./ Chancery appointed as new Trustees William Williams, Obed J. Pierpoint, Elisha H. Walker, Franklin M. Steer & Jacob R. Walker; Chancery Case 1873-035; File M2882, Case No. 1873-035.
C./ Order appointing new Trustees, Robert R. Walker, Chas. J. Walker, Franklin M. Steer & Obed J. Pierpoint; 1907/04/12; Loudoun Cty. Cir.Ct. Law Ord.B. 8, p. 319
D./[several items from court file] Robert R. Walker, Chas. J. Walker & Obed J. Pierpoint, surviving Trustees of Fairfax Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends; Cty. Cir.Ct. No. 1917-011; Chancery approval to sell to Jno. W. V. Virts 0.5Å from Francis Hague 1780 bequest as surveyed by T. M. Fendall in 1916/12; Chancery OrdB. Y, p. 9.
F./[Original from Haverford] Loudoun Cty. Circuit Court Order accepting resignation of The People's National Bank of Leesburg, Va. as trustee for Fairfax MM funds and appointing C. Malcolm Hoge as new Trustee to apply available funds to upkeep of FBG and fence; 1939/11/06.
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G/Circuit Court Decree in *In re Joint Petition of the Trustees of the Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting of Friends and the Potomac Quarterly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends*, Law No. 2932, (a) relieving Potomac Quarterly Meeting of all responsibility for the FBG, (b) confirming as the only Trustees of Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting of Friends for all real & personal property including the Fairfax FBG & the Waterford FBG Fund: Howell S. Brown, Edward E. Nichols Jr., Asa Moore Janney, C. Malcolm Hoge, Shirley T. Piggott, Henry B. Taylor, Owen I. Thomas Jr., Milton A. Nichols & Anne S. Parsons (née Stabler), and (c) relieving all other persons previously appointed Goose Creek trustees for any purpose; 1966/03/30; D.B. 459, pp. 215-217.

LOCATION: 15510 Loyalty Rd. (S.R. 622) at S.R. 698
Waterford 22190
Jefferson Magisterial District
Loudoun (until 1742 Prince William, 1742-1757 Fairfax) Cty., VA
Tax Map /28/A/1/I//15/ Parcel 303186954
Lat. 39.18633° N., Long. 077.60612° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1./[10Å 1-year "Lease"] Mahlon Janney to Francis Hague, Joseph Yates, John Hough, Edward Norton & Mercer Brown, Trustees; 1755/03/06; Fairfax Cty. D.B. D1, pp. 134-135.
2./[10Å "Release"] Mahlon Janney to Francis Hague, Joseph Yates, John Hough, Edward Norton & Mercer Brown, Trustees for the people called Quakers inhabiting within the said County of Fairfax; 1755/03/05; Fairfax Cty. D.B. D1, pp. 135-139.
3. [MH 10Å] To new Trustees Isaac Nichols, Jacob Janney & Thomas Clews, Trustees; 1761
4./[+Orig.] [parcel adjoining MH lot] Second Bequest in Will of Francis Hague; 1780/08/24; copied and admitted to probate 1780/11/13; WillB. 1B [was "B"], pp. 355-357.
5. Fairfax reported original trustees deceased and no known subsequent deed by 1822.
6. Orders authorizing sale of portions; 1901/06/12 & 1917/02/12;
8. [noted on 1961 survey] Easement across property of Allen B. McDaniel to Trustees of Fairfield Quarterly Meeting of Friends for access and parking; D.B. 11E, pp. 115
9./[0.7326Å along south of FBG] Survey of addition to FBG [per next instrument] by O. B. Knight, Certified Land Surveyor; 1961/07/05
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13./Circuit Court Decree in In re Joint Petition of the Trustees of the Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting of Friends and the Potomac Quarterly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Law No. 2932, (a) relieving Potomac Quarterly Meeting of all responsibility for the FBG, and (b) confirming as the only Trustees of Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting of Friends for all real & personal property including the Fairfax FBG & the Waterford FBG Fund: Howell S. Brown, Edward E. Nichols Jr., Asa Moore Janney, C. Malcolm Hoge, Shirley T. Piggott, Henry B. Taylor, Owen I. Thomas Jr., Milton A. Nichols & Anne S. Parsons (née Stabler); 1966/03/30; D.B. 459, pp. 215-217.

REFERENCES:
C. Wayland, Editor, Hopewell Friends History 1734-1934, Frederick Cty, Va. (1936) at pp. 54, 70 (Fairfax), pp. 53, 70 (Monocacy/Cold Spring).
F. Quaker Sites of Loudoun County, Virginia pp. 7-8, 21-27 [Mosby Heritage Area Assoc., Middleburg, Va 20118] (n.d.).
I. Eugene M. Scheel, Historical Map of Loudoun County, Virginia (1990), Grid B-3.
J. Marty Hiatt, Early Church Records of Loudoun County, Virginia 1745-1800 (1975), Fairfax MM pp. 1-146.
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 833-840.

* "FAWCETT'S" -- SEE MOUNT PLEASANT
[FREDERICK CTY., VA]
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76. MEETING: Fawn Preparative
   Also "Fawn Grove Preparative"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Deer Creek M.M.
   Western Q.M. until 1789
   Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
   Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. 1790/02/06-1819/02/08
   Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
   Baltimore (Hicksite, FGC) Y.M. 1790-1949
   Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED:
   Indulged ca. 1761
   Preparative 1792
   Revived 1998?

LAID DOWN: After 1826, before 1910

LOCATION:
   S.E. of E. Main St. & S. Market St.
   Part of "Plumb Green"
   Fawn Grove 17321
   Fawn Township
   York Cty., PA
   Parcels 61-000-01-0069A, -0072, and -0073A
   Lat. 39.72753° N., Long. 076.45155° W.

ORGANIZATION:
   A./Order Approving & Entering Charter of Friends Cemetery
   Association of Fawn Grove; 1908/06/04; Instrument 11265, D.B. 15X,
   pp. 467-470.

DEEDS, etc.:
   1./[434.29375Å] Original Plumb Green grant: Thomas Penn & John
   Penn, Proprietors of Pennsylvania to Ephraim Johnson & Jacob
   2. Ephraim Johnson & Jacob Johnson to Thomas Wilson; 1774/11/22.
   3./[1Å] Thomas Wilson to Benjamin Tomkin, Joshua Bennett, Richard
   Webb & John Tomkin, Trustees for the Religious Society of the People
   called Quakers; 1795/06/18; D.B. 2L, pp. 307-308 [Also transcribed
   into 1874-1887 MM minutes pp. 110-113].
   4./[+ Original from FHL][0.75Å adjoining MH lot] Asa & Hannah Jones
   to Anthony Jones, Richard Webb & Asa Jones, Trustees for the Fawn
   Preparative Meeting of the Society of Friends; 1855/04/04; D.B. 3Z,
   pp. 616-617 [Also transcribed into 1874-1887 MM minutes
   pp. 113-116].
   5./[0.046875Å, leaving 0.953125Å of original lot as FBG] Samuel
   Clements, Thomas W. Brown & Thomas Roy Brooks, Trustees for the
   Friends Meeting at Fawn Grove, to Sarah P. Campbell; 1908/02/10;
   6./[FBG 1.703125Å] Samuel Clements, T. Roy Brooks & Thomas W.
   Brown, Trustees for Fawn Preparative Meeting of Quakers, to Friends
   Cemetery Association, a corporation; 1908/07/10; Instrument 11532,
   D.B. 16D, pp. 332-335.
   7./[0.553Å] Faith Presbyterian Church Unaffiliated of Fawn Grove
   Borough, by Mrs. Dorothy Ruff, President, & Louise J. Anderson,
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REFERENCES:

A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 840-843.

77. MEETING: Federal Hill Gospel Mission Meeting
Also known as the Light Street Meeting and Federal Hill Mission

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore, Homewood, M.M.
Baltimore [Orthodox] Q.M.
Baltimore (Orthodox/FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Mission 1857
Preparative 1879
Meetinghouse 1880/12

LAID DOWN:
1931

LOCATION:
1010 Light Street
Federal Hill section of South Baltimore
Block 934, Parcel
Baltimore 21230
Baltimore City, MD
Lat. 39.27800° N., Long. 076.61266° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

1. John & Dolly A. Grinder, Samuel P. Edmondson, James Horace Edmondson, Charles A. & Elizabeth A. (nee Edmondson) Dennis [the three Edmondsons being the only heirs to the late John Edmondson] to Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends for the Eastern & Western Districts in Unity with the Ancient Yearly Meetings of Friends, a corporation; 1871/10/09; D.B. GR-540, pp. 220-224.


3. [Gift to establish a park] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Homewood, a body corporate, by T. James Hunter, President, to The Mayor & City Council of Baltimore (subject to use restrictions agreed by grantee), by Howard W. Jackson, Mayor; 1940/03/18; MLP-6022, pp. 265-267.

4. [Freeing City to sell or lease parcel and use proceeds for parks] Release & Extinguishment of Covenants between Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Homewood, a body corporate, by William J. Evans, Chairman, Trustees, and The Mayor & City Council of Baltimore; 1975/08/20; RHB-3468, pp. 790-792.

REFERENCES:

A. Miles White Trustees' Brief Sketch of life of Miles White; 1877/03/06; 1874-1930 Minute Book, pp.5-8.
78. MEETING: Fine Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Henrico M.M.
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1746
LAID DOWN: 1780
LOCATION: Along Fine Creek in northern Powhatan
Powhatan (until 1749 Goochland, 1749-1777 Cumberland) Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.:
1.
2.

REFERENCES:
A. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown, "Map of Virginia Meetings" inside
covers of William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
Genealogy, Vol. VI.
B. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw's Encyclopedia of
American Quaker Genealogy.

79. MEETING: Fishertown Monthly
"Dunnings Creek" (Orthodox/FUM) until 1918/11/15
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Menallen M.M. until 1803
Warrington Q.M. until 1828
Nottingham Q.M. 1828-1840
Dunnings Creek H.Y.M. (Q.M.) 1840/06/11-1919/05/17
Baltimore Q.M. [FUM] 1919/06-1968
[Orthodox/FUM] 1831-1968
Centre Q.M. After 1971
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1794
Preparative 1795
Monthly 1803/02

LAID DOWN: 2010 (merged with Dunnings Creek M.M.)

LATEST LOCATION: 3140? Quaker Valley Road or Valley Road, S.R. 56
Fishertown 15553
Bedford Cty., PA
Map D6D6 Parcel 3
Lat. 40.15021° N., Long. 78.58266° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1.\([+Original]\) Thomas & Hannah McCoy to Thomas E. Miller
& John E. Davis, in trust for the religious Society of the People called
Quakers belonging to Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting; 1883/01/18;
D.B. L3, pp. 451-453.
2. [In 1912 Mary E. Way allowed to build a house on southern half of
MH parcel]
3.\([0.4875Å]\) John E. Davis, sole surviving Trustee, to Webster Way,
Samuel A. Way, Mary O. Reeve & Annie Way Smith, Trustees
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appointed by Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting; 1916/03/28; D.B. 131, pp. 108-110.


6./Fred D. Ickes to Fred D. Ickes, Cleo Way, Clarence Winegardner & Clarence Crissman, Trustees for the Fishertown (formerly D unnings Creek) Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1952/05/26; Bedford deed 12365, D.B. 251, pp. 2-3 (partial).


8./[Sewer easement] Orthodox Quakers, Monthly Meeting of Friends a/k/a Fishertown Monthly Meeting, Religious Society of Friends, by Trustees Fred Ickes & Harold McMiller, to East St. Clair Township Municipal Authority; 1989/06/02; Bedford deed 38732, D.B. 412, pp. 635-641.


ORIGIN AL LOCATION:
Orthodox built on Dunnings Creek lot
2501? Quaker Valley Rd., S.R. 56
Spring Meadow
New Paris 15554
East St. Clair Twp.
Bedford Cty., PA
Lat. 40.15454° N., Long. 078.58260° W.

DEEDS, etc.:


12. [divided 6Å between Hicksites and Orthodox; perhaps Agreement not recorded] Hugh McCoy & Samuel Way, Trustees for the Orthodox, release of all claim to 2.75Å for Hicksite MH, 1868/04/11.

13. [Orthodox built new MH about 1870]


15./[1.815Å adjoining Hicksites] Fred D. Ickes to Fred D. Ickes, Cleo Way, Clarence Weingardner & Clarence Crissman, Trustees for the Fishertown (formerly Dunnings Creek) Monthly Meeting; 1952/05/26; Bedford deed 12365, D.B. 251, pp. 2-3.
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REFERENCES:
F. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 993-996.

* "FLORIDA AVENUE" -- SEE WASHINGTON, FRIENDS MEETING OF [WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA]

80. MEETING: Floyd Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Opened with guidance from Blacksburg P.M.
Virginia H.Y.M. until 2001/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1991/09/22
Monthly 1992/08/08
STATUS: Active
LOCATION:
1199 Christiansburg Pike, Rte. 615
On Oldfield Creek, Courthouse Magisterial District
Floyd 24091
Floyd Cty., VA
Tax Parcel 43-18
DEEDS, etc.:
1./[Platted for proposed church] Survey by David B. Scott, Licensed Surveyor, for Stephen A. Beese & Sandra A. Winters; 1993/11/15; PlatCab. 2-79.
2./[1.337Å, subject to a "shifting conditional limitation" vesting title in Guilford College if Floyd Monthly Meeting is laid down] Deed of Gift from Stephen A. Beese & Sandra A. Winters to Sandra Winters, Stephen Beese, Frank O'Brien & Jenny Chapman, Trustees of the Floyd Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, joined by The Bank of Floyd to waive the due-on-sale clause (but not the lien) of the existing Deed of Trust on the grantors' larger property; 1997/03/22; No. 980000271, pp. 6-9.
REFERENCES:  
A. Brief History of the Rise of Floyd Friends Meeting (n.d., received 2013/09/26).
B.

81. MEETING: Forest Preparative
Until about 1815, "Forrest"
Originally "Patapsco Forest" [e.g., in 1772 Account]

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Gunpowder M.M. until 1792
Baltimore, Eastern Dist. (Baltimore) M.M. 1792-1815
Little Falls M.M. after 1815
Baltimore (West River, Western Shore) Q.M. until 1968/08
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
Baltimore (until 1789 Maryland) Y.M.
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1973
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED: Worship ca. 1747
Indulged twice-monthly 1813/09/27
Preparative 1851

LAID DOWN: Preparative 1927
Worship ended 1942

ORGANIZATION: A./Maryland General Assembly 1823 Acts, Chapter 9, "An Act to
Appoint Trustees for the Little Falls Meeting-House and Forrest
Meeting-House in Harford County": 1823/12/11; Official Register,
Vol. 628, pp. 6-7.

LOCATION: Patapsco Forest area
Abraham Huff's house
Bond's Last Shift
east of Sharon Road
Sharon
Third Election District
Harford (until 1774 Baltimore) Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1. Abraham Huff to Amos Smith, Robert Hollingsworth, Abraham Huff
& Mahlon West, Trustees; 1818
2./[Description and plat of 2Å] Survey and description by William Clark;
1815/05/31.
3./Maryland Laws 1823 Chapter 9 parts a-d, Secs. 2-6 authorizing
Mahlon H. West, Joseph Trimble, James McConnell & Amos Smith to
hold title to Forrest Meetinghouse up to 5Å and Little Falls MM to
appoint successors; 1823/12/11.
4./[2Å] Joel Carter to Amos Smith, Mahlon H. West, Joseph Trimble &
James McConnell and their successors as Trustees; 1824/11/08;
D.B. HD-8, pp. 56-57.
5./[Northern half north of BG, ~1Å] Joseph Trimble & William C.
Haviland, Successor Trustees appointed by Little Falls Monthly
Meeting and Forest Preparative Meeting, to Rebecca Smith, reserving
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a right of way across MH property to the county road for the use of Forest Meeting; 1858/04/14; D.B. ALJ-9, pp. 452-453.


● [Gravestones moved to Forest Hill 1973]

7./[1.244 Å] Little Falls Monthly Meeting of Friends, Inc. to Thomas J. & Ethel S. Olszewski, subject to the rights of descendants to access the grave area; 1974/02/05; D.B. HDC-944, pp. 963-966.

FORMER LOCATION 2: Friends Park
Jarrettsville Rd. near Forest Hill Crossroads
Village of Forest Hill
Harford Cty., MD
Lat. , Long.

DEEDS, etc.:


● [1851 MH torn down 1942]


REFERENCES:
A. Henry C. Peden, Jr., Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800 (1st Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).
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D. J. Sauren Norris, *The Early Friends In Maryland* (1872).
E. Margaret S. Bishop, compiler, *Older Churches and Their Forgotten Families* (2009).
F. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 1000-1002.
G. Helen W. Ridgely, *Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of Columbia* (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at p. 106.

82. MEETING: Fork Creek Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cedar Creek M.M. until 1748
Camp Creek M.M. 1748-1753
Richmond (Cedar Creek) M.M. after 1753
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Worship about 1722
1730
Preparative 1746?

LAID DOWN:
1769 or 1780

LOCATION:
Near S.R. 640, Old Mountain Road
16 miles east of Camp Creek Meeting
(Fork Creek flows into the South Anna River from the south)
5 mi. S & W of Cuckoo
Louisa (until 1720 New Kent, 1721-1742 Hanover) Cty., VA

Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1. PROBABLY NOT [1Å around MH in center] Charles Moorman to
John Davis & Christopher Johnson, to be forever available for the
Quakers to have Public Worship or the regulation of church discipline;
1764/04/10; D.B. C½, pp. 11-12.
2. [Fork Creek MH on east side of 383Å lot] George Green deed of
trust to Robert Yancey; 1801/05/18; D.B. J, pp. 123-.

REFERENCES:
C. Malcolm H. Harris, *Old New Kent County: Some Account of the Planters, Plantations and Places in New Kent County* (1977) [William Terrell's property at p. 54].
83. MEETING: Frederick Monthly
   Sometimes "Catoctin" early on

   Warrington Q.M.
   Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
   Voluntary worship 1978
   Formal Worship Established 1981/08
   Preparative 1984/09/20
   Monthly 1987/08/23

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
   A. Articles of Incorporation for MD No. D04155883, "Frederick Monthly Meeting of the Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Inc."; 1995/06/06; Film F3723, Frames 2106-2116.
   B. Articles of Amendment; 1995/10/10; Film F3754, Frames 2719-2710.
   C. Change of Resident Agent; 2013/09/16.
   D. IRS Determination that "Frederick Monthly Meeting Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends", EIN 52-1901362, is exempt from FIT under Section 501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.
   E. SDAT Notice that Meeting again in Good Standing; 2016/09/13.

CURRENT LOCATION: 723 N. Market St.
   Frederick 21701
   Frederick Cty., MD
   Parcel 02-199041/062771

DEEDS, etc.:
   2./Mortgage ($200,000) from Frederick Monthly Meeting of the Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, by John Darnell, Richard Broadbent, Lisa Fowler & Frances Williams, Trustees, to Friends Extension Corp. at Richmond, Indiana; 1994/10/20; D.B. CCK-2053, pp. 1356-1360; certificate of satisfaction 2005/06/17; D.B. SKD-5495, p. 780.
   5. [unsecured loan from Quaker estate] 2007-2013


FORMER LOCATION:
Frederick 21701
Frederick Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.:
11.

REFERENCES:
A.

* "FRIENDS CENTER OF THE BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS" - SEE SANDY SPRING FRIENDS SCHOOL, INC. [MONTGOMERY CTY., MD]

84. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Friends Community School, Inc.
SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Adelphi M.M.
ESTABLISHED:
1986 in Adelphi Meetinghouse
STATUS:
Active
ORGANIZATION:
A. Incorporated 1998/06/01 as "Friends Community School, Inc."; MD Corporation D05001490; Film F4045, Frames 1849-1851.
B.
C. Change of Resident Agent [still at Calvert Rd.] ; 2006/09/19; Film B01011, pp. 74-75.
D. Change [back] Principal Office & Agent for Service of Process; 2011/06/23; No Film?
F. IRS Determination that "Friends Community School, Inc ", EIN 52-2102196, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION:
Jaeger Property Lots C (part) and D
5901 Westchester Park Dr.
College Park 20740
Benwyn (21st) Election District
Prince George's Cty., MD
Parcels 21-2389526, 21-2389518
Lat. 38.98999° N., Long. 076.90516° W.
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DEEDS, etc.:  


2. Deed of Trust and Security Agreement [$1,154,000] from Friends Community School, Inc. to Steven E. Anderson & Daniel J. Schrider, Trustees for Community Management Company Limited Partnership; 2002/11/08; D.B. REP-16442, pp. 654-686; Loan Note assigned to Sandy Spring Bank; 2003/01/03; D.B. REP-16655, pp. 505-506; Deed of Trust assigned to Sandy Spring Bank in First Amendment; 2003/01/03; D.B. REP-16655, pp. 496-504; released as satisfied by Sandy Spring Bank, 2006/07/27; D.B. REP-25678, p. 475.


4. Declaration of Covenants for Storm and Surface Water Facility and System Maintenance from Friends Community School, Inc. to Prince George's County; 2005/06/22; D.B. REP-22378, pp. 43-45.

5. Plat of Lot 1, Friends Community School [17.4305Å] by Patton Harris Rust & Associates, pc; 2005/06/29, Approved by County Planning Bd. 2006/01/05; PlatB. REP-210, p. 12.


8. [replace sewer easement to allow for new construction] Deed of Vacation of Easement between Friends Community School, Inc., by Mary Kate O'Neill, Clerk, Board of Trustees, and the United States of America, by the Secretary of the Interior; 2006/08/03; D.B. PM-28283, pp. 579-580.


10. UCC Financing Statement from Friends Community School, Inc., to EagleBank, U.S. Bank, National Association, Bond Trustee, &
Maryland Health & Higher Educational Facilities Authority; 2010/11/23; D.B. PM-32190, pp. 546-551.

11. Deed of Trust and Security Agreement [up to $5,200,000] from Friends Community School, Inc., by Larry J. Clements, Head of School, to Dennis M. Griffith & Kendall E. Carson, Trustees for Maryland Health & Higher Educational Facilities Authority & Cardinal Bank; 2015/12/01; D.B. SJH-37738, pp. 491-520; Financing Statement; recorded 2016/01/05; D.B. SJH-37738, pp. 525-530.

PRIOR LOCATION 1:
Adelphi Meetinghouse
from 1986 to 2303 Metzerott Road
Lot 9, Block E, Heitmuller Estates
Adelphi 20783-1625
Prince George's Cty., MD
Map 0024, Grid 00E4, Parcel 0000, Subdivision 4340, Block E, Lot 9
Lat. 39.00294° N., Long. 076.96722° W.

PRIOR LOCATION 2:
Former Regina High School
8910 Riggs Road
Hyattsville 20783
Prince George's Cty., MD
by 2006
College Park 20740
Prince George's Cty., MD

REFERENCES:
A. https://www.friendscommunityschool.org/page/about/history

85. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Friends Elementary School, Incorporated
SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Sandy Spring M.M.
ESTABLISHED:
Incorporated 1984
STATUS:
Merged 1993/07/01 with and Into Sandy Spring Friends School
ORGANIZATION:
A. Organizational meeting 1981
B. Articles of Incorporation for MD Corp. No. D01816842, "Friends Elementary School, Incorporated "; filed 1984/11/09; Film F2679, pp. 3080-3082
C. IRS Determination that exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3)'

LOCATION 1:
In the Oak Chapel Methodist Church
(1985-1992)
14500 Layhill Road
Silver Spring 20906
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
None for school location in Friends' name

LOCATION 2:
K-4 Classrooms, including modular classroom from Oak Chapel
(1992-1993)
Sandy Spring Friends School
16923 Norwood Road
Snowden's Manor Enlarged
Sandy Spring 20860
Olney Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD

LOCATION 3:
Sandy Spring
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Montgomery Cty., MD
Tax Parcel 8-501-718566
Tax Map JS 343, parcel 44, at Grid 33

2./ Friends Elementary School, Inc., by Helen Louise Liversidge, Clerk of Board of Trustees, Quit Claim to Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc.; 1993/05/13; D.B. BAS-11172, pp. 83-85.

REFERENCES:
A.

86. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Friends House Retirement Community, Inc.
SUCCEEDING: Friends House, Inc. and Friends Nursing Home, Inc.
SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Alexandria M.M. at incorporation
Friends Meeting of Washington at incorporation
Washington M.M. (Orthodox) at incorporation
Fairfax Q.M. at incorporation
Baltimore Q.M. (Orthodox) at incorporation
Baltimore Y.M. Hicksite until 1968/01/02
Baltimore Y.M. Orthodox until 1968/01/02
Baltimore M.M. (Consolidated) after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED:
Organizing meeting of Washington Friends 1947
Incorporation 1948

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A./ Incorporation of "Friends House", D.C. Corp X00282; 1948/12/02; Corp Book 69, pp. 533-535; requiring all Trustees to be members of the Religious Society of Friends [noting the six incorporators were D.C. members of the above three MMs].
B. Incorporation of "Friends House Nursing Home, Inc.," Maryland corp D00265488; 1968/07/10; Film F673, pp 234-237.
C. Articles of Amendment for Friends House Nursing Home, Inc.; 1968/12/18, Film F701, pp. 481-482.
E. Name change to "Friends Nursing Home, Inc."; 1983/08/08; Film F2607, pp. 322-323.
G. IRS Determination that "Friends House, Inc ", EIN 52-6043038, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.
H./ Incorporation of "Friends House Seniors Association, Inc"; Maryland Corp D17879941; 2017/03/17.
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LOCATION 1:
17340 Quaker Lane
1010 Quaker Knoll Lane
Sandy Spring  20860
Olney (8th) Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcels 08-2357215 [12.62Å], 8-02657105 [59.55Å]

DEEDS, etc.:
2./[36.729Å survey of Friends House Parcel A by Elwood L. Renn, Registered Land Surveyor; 1966/03/17; Plat 8463.
5./Montgomery Cty. Board of Appeals Ordinance No. 8-8, 1975/08/12, amended by Ordinance No. 8-19, 1975/12/09, allowing construction of additional 50-bed building; D.B. HMS-4968, pp. 740-749.
7./Declaration of Covenants by Friends House Nursing Home, Inc. to Maryland Department of Health & Mental Hygiene; 1977/05/05; D.B. HMS-4942, pp. 734-735.
8./[5.193Å including road - Dup. of HMS-4796 deed?] John T. Bancroft, Nancy Bancroft Coles, Manufacturers Trust Hanover Co. & Thomas M. Bancroft Jr., Trustees under the Will of Thomas M. Bancroft, and Manufacturers Trust Hanover Co. & William W. Bancroft, Trustees under the Will of Thomas M. Bancroft, to Friends House Nursing Home, Inc.; 1976/06/17; D.B. HMS-5058, pp. 686-690.
15. Friends House, a corporation, Lease to Friends House Nursing Home, Inc. (in support of FmHA Loan); 1979/09/20; D.B. HMS-5400, pp. 691-695.
27. Friends House, Inc., by Darryl Clemmer, CEO, Declaration of Covenants for stormwater management facility with Montgomery County; 2003/04/01; D.B. MQR-23559, pp. 776-780 [first version]; then again 2003/06/19; D.B. MQR-24269, pp. 315-317 [single-spaced].
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29./[2 parcels totaling 62.18Å] Declaration of Covenants by Friends House, Inc. per Kevin Harrington, Executive Director (to reserve 20% of dwelling units for persons of low income); 2017/06/05; D.B. BHM-54826, pp. 174-177.


LOCATION 2:
17710 Meeting House Road
Part of "Addition to Charley Forest"
Sandy Spring 20833
Olney (8th) Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcel No. 8-501-715665

DEEDS, etc.:

32./[2.1647Å] Friends Home, Inc., by Frank Bailey, Executive Director, to Alan M. & Kathleen V. Wright, with Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends holding the right of first refusal on any resale; 1984/02/28; D.B. HMS-6336, pp. 342-347.

REFERENCES:
A.
B.

* "FRIENDS MEETING OF WASHINGTON" -- SEE WASHINGTON, FRIENDS MEETING OF [WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA]

87. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Friends Meeting School, Inc.

SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Seneca Valley P.M. until 2012 close
Baltimore Y.M. after 2009

ESTABLISHED:
Incorporated 1995
Opened 1997

STATUS:
Continuing

ORGANIZATION:
A. Incorporation as "Friends Meeting School, Incorporated"; 1995/06/23; Corp. no. D04172904.
B. Original Bylaws; 1995/12/07.
C. Amended Bylaws; 1996/06/12.
D. Articles of Amendment; 1996/09/12; Film F3854, Frame 1950-1956.
E. Amended Bylaws; 1996/12/15.
F. Amended Bylaws; 1998/02/10.
G. Amended Bylaws; 2001/12/30.
H. Amended Bylaws; 2000/01/23.
I. Amended Bylaws; 2008/09/14.
J./[Reduction of number of required Friends trustees from majority to two] Articles of Amendment of Charter for a Religious Corporation; 2008/09/29; Work order 1631734.
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L./Amended Bylaws; 2014/08/24 (dropping references to Seneca Valley P.M.).
L. IRS Determination that "Friends Meeting School, Inc ", EIN 52-1933575, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION 1:
3232 Green Valley Road
Pleasant Grove Farm Lot 155
Ijamsville 21754
Frederick Cty., MD
Map 97, Grid 21, Parcel 187
Parcel ID 27-219512

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[50.9317Å] Survey of Farm Lot 155 for Elizabeth J. Schultz by Richard Lee Stup, PLS; 1997/05/20; PlatB. 60, p. 168.
3./[$500,000] Leasehold Deed of Trust from Friends Meeting School, Inc., by David Zarembka, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, and Annette Breiling, Head of School, to William W. Drummond & Joan C. Price, Trustees for Farmers & Mechanics National Bank; 1998/01/16; D.B. CCK-2372, pp. 562-590; Released as Satisfied/; 2001/01/03; D.B. SKD-2860, pp. 942-943.
4./[Water access] Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland Deed of Easement to Elizabeth J. Schultz & Friends Meeting School, Inc.; 1998/04/07; D.B. CCK-2403, pp. 202-209.
5./[Easement to install water & sewer service] Elizabeth J. Schultz and Friends Meeting School, Inc., by David Zarembka, Clerk, Board of Trustees, & Annette Breiling, Head of School, Deed of Easement to Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland; 1998/04/07; D.B. CCK-2403, pp. 210-217.
6./[Forest Resource Easement] Elizabeth J. Schultz and Friends Meeting School, Inc., by David Zarembka, Clerk, Board of Trustees, & Annette Breiling, Head of School, with the consent of the Trustees under Deeds of Trust, Forest Resource Deed of Easement & Maintenance to Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland; 1998/04/07; D.B. CCK-2403, pp. 614-623.
7./[Stormwater Maintenance] Elizabeth J. Schultz and Friends Meeting School, Inc., by David Zarembka, Clerk/President, Board of Trustees, & Annette Breiling, Head of School, with the consent of the Trustees under Deeds of Trust, Deed of Easement & Maintenance Covenants to Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland;
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8. [Stormwater Maintenance] Deed of Easement, Maintenance Covenants & Agreement between Elizabeth J. Schultz and Friends Meeting School, Inc., by David Zarembka, Clerk/President, Board of Trustees, & Annette Breiling, Head of School, with the consent of the Trustees under Deeds of Trust, and Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland, by William Dennis, County Manager, & Mark Hoke, president of Commissioners; 1998/05/14; D.B. CCK-2422, pp. 631-639.


11. Deed of Easement for Joint Access and Maintenance between Friends Meeting School, Inc., by Ronald P. Akins, Clerk (President) of the Board of Trustees, & Annette Breiling, Head of School, and Elizabeth J. Schultz; 2000/10/27; D.B. SKD-2788, pp. 1199-1205.


13. [Stormwater Access Phase 1C] Deed of Easement/Maintenance Covenants & Agreement between Friends Meeting School, Inc., by Annette Breiling, Head of School, & Donald F. Garrett, Clerk/President of the Board of Trustees, and Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland, by Jan H. Gardner, President; with consent of trustees for the Farmers & Mechanics National Bank, mortgagee; 2007/09/10; D.B. SKD-6731, pp. 231-239.

14. [Forest Resource Easement along water, stormwater and wastewater lines with 4 plats] Friends Meeting School, Incorporated, by Annette R. Breiling, Head of School, & Donald F. Garrett, Clerk/President of the Board of Trustees, Forest Resource Deed of Easement & Covenants/Maintenance to Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland, by Jan H. Gardner, President; with consent of PNC Bank, N.A., successor in interest to the Farmers & Mechanics National Bank, by Danne M. Anderson, Senior Associate Business Advisor; 2008/08/01; D.B. SKD-7049, pp. 668-683.
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15./[$2,822,138] Deed of Trust from Friends Meeting School, Incorporated, by Donald F. Garrett, Clerk, to Craig P. Russell & Martin S. LaPerera, Trustees for the benefit of Frederick County Bank under Revenue Bonds; 2008/10/01; D.B. SKD-7091, pp. 77-112.
16./[Fixtures & Construction Contracts] UCC Financing Statement against Friends Meeting School, Incorporated in favor of Frederick County Bank under Revenue Bonds; 2008/10/02; D.B. SKD-7091, pp. 113-117.
17./Deed of Trust and Security Agreement from Friends Meeting School, Incorporated, by Donald F. Garrett, Clerk, to Craig P. Russell & Martin S. LaPerera, Trustees for the benefit of Frederick County Bank under Revenue Bonds; 2008/10/01; D.B. SKD-7091, pp. 118-141.
18./[0.138Å Water-line easement] Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland, by Jan H. Gardner, President, Deed of Easement to Friends Meeting School, Incorporated, by Annette R. Breiling, Head of School, & Donald F. Garrett, Clerk/President of the Board of Trustees; 2009/02/12; D.B. SKD-7179, pp. 72-77; Release & Abandonment of Easement; 2009/08/20; D.B. SKD-7493, pp. 72-74.
19./[Relocated Stormwater for Phase 1C] Friends Meeting School, Incorporated, by Annette R. Breiling, Head of School, & Donald F. Garrett, Clerk/President of the Board of Trustees, with the consent of the lienholder Frederick County Bank, by Craig P. Russell, Sr. Vice President, Deed of Easement/Maintenance Covenants & Agreement with Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland, by Jan H. Gardner, President; 2009/03/18; D.B. SKD-7227, pp. 125-132.
20./[Easement for water line + private utilities] Deed of Easement by Board of County Commissioners of Frederick County, Maryland, by Jan H. Gardner, President, to and with Friends Meeting School, Incorporated, by Annette R. Breiling, Head of School, & Donald F. Garrett, Clerk/President of the Board of Trustees; 2009/08/20; D.B. SKD-7493, pp. 75-80.
21./[Secures $200,000 line of credit] Deed of Trust from Friends Meeting School, Inc., by Annette Breiling, Head of School, & Maria Helena Malagon, Clerk, Board of Trustees, in favor of Frederick County Bank, by Trustees Terrence P. Lee & Wendy L. Wotring; 2010/08/02 ["2008/08/01"]; D.B. SKD-7939, pp. 454-461.
22./[$75,000] Deed of Trust from Friends Meeting School, Inc., by Mara Nicastro, Head of School, & Deborah Haines, Board Clerk, in favor of Frederick County Bank, by Trustees Wendy L. Wotring & Denise Guyton Boyer; 2014/06/06; D.B. SKD-10146, pp. 292-298; Certificate Of Satisfaction/ by Wendy Wotring, VP Loan Administration; 2018/01/19; D.B. SKD-12242, pp. 61-62.

LOCATION 2:

Head-of-School Residence adjoining back of School lot
3300 Lowell Lane
Urbana Election District
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Ijamsville  21754
Frederick Cty., MD
Parcel ID 07-207164
Map 97, Grid 16, Parcel 163

DEEDS, etc.:  
32./[$200,000] Purchase Money Deed of Trust from Friends Meeting School, Incorporated to Daniel J. Schrider & Steven E. Anderson, Trustees for the benefit of Sandy Spring National Bank of Maryland; 2001/07/27; D.B. SKD-2919, pp. 1174-1180; Modified in nos. 54 + 55.  
33./Assignment of Rents from Friends Meeting School, Incorporated to Sandy Spring National Bank of Maryland; 2001/07/27; D.B. SKD-2919, pp. 1181-1184.  
34./[Increase to $500,000] Modification of Deed of Trust from Friends Meeting School, Incorporated, by Lorne K. Garretson, Assistant Clerk of Board, & Donald F. Garrett, Clerk of Board, to Sandy Spring National Bank of Maryland, by Cynthia S. Palmer, Authorized Officer; 2007/12/24; D.B. SKD-6866, pp. 499-501; Modified in no. 35.  

REFERENCES:  
B./Draft of FMS History & Culture; 2017?

88. RELATED ORGANIZATION:  Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc.  
and:  Friends Housing Trust, Inc.  
SUPPORTING MEETINGS:  Friends Meeting of Washington from beginning  
Bethesda M.M. from beginning  
Adelphi Friends M.M. after  
Sandy Spring M.M. by 2012/10

ESTABLISHED:  
Incorporated 1965  
Property purchased 1970

STATUS:  
Continuing

ORGANIZATION:  
A./Incorporation as "Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc." ; 1965/10/25; DC Corp 651657.  
B. Provides Section 8 housing  
C./Amended Articles of Incorporation (changed number and removed requirement of Directors’ membership in Friends meeting - per approval of Federal Housing Commissioner); 1987/09/30; [recorded where in DC?]  
D. Incorporation of "Friends Housing Trust"; 1993/01/29; MD Corp D03585247; Film F3483, pp. 171-179.  
E. Articles of Amendment Friends Housing Trust; 1994/05/10; MD SDAT Film F3614, pp. 878-880.
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F. 1995/02 IRS Determination that "Friends Housing Trust, Inc.", EIN 52-1829710, is exempt from FIT under Section 501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

G. Amended Bylaws of Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc. adopted 2000/09/25 (officed at FMW, 2/3 of Directors must be Friends, nomination of Directors from any Meetings within 25 miles of District).

LOCATION 1:
Friendly Gardens
2401 Lyttonsville Road
Parcel C of Lyttonsville Subdivision
plus Lots 7 & 8 of Block "7", Perkins and Burrows Addition to Linden Silver Spring  20910
13th Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Tax Map JP11, Grid 0000, Parcel N918, Subdivision 0001
SDAT Account 13-1-00960878

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[4.5096Å net of Right of Way] Plat of Parcel C, Lyttonsville Subdivision, 1970/07/16; PlatB 90, Plat 9636.
4./Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc., by John S. deBeers, President, Regulatory Agreement with Department of Housing & Urban Development [to accept low-income tenants and limit rental prices] (for Loyola Federal loan); 1970/10/23; D.B. HMS-4011, pp. 303-309, re-recorded/ at D.B. HMS-4020, pp. 115-121 with additional information on cover sheet.
6./[Joined 2 Deeds of Trust] Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc., by John S. deBeers, President, and Loyola Federal Savings & Loan Association, by Joseph W. Mosmiller, Vice President, Modification & Consolidation Agreement, joined by John F. Schultze & Charles J. Fleury, Loyola Federal Trustees, to show their consent to continuing to
act under the 2 Deeds of Trust, and approved by the Secretary of Housing & Urban Development acting through the Federal Housing Commissioner, by Terry C. Chisholm, Authorized Agent; 1972/08/18; D.B. HMS-4262, pp. 492-496; Fannie Mae, formerly Known as Federal National Mortgage Association, by Berkadia Commercial Mortgage LLC, by Bryan D. Ames, its Authorized Representative, Certificate of Satisfaction/ 2012/04/19; D.B. LEK-43991, pp. 112-114; Certificate Re-Recorded/ 2012-05-17; D.B. 45025, pp. 447-450.


9./[Lots 7 & 8 of Block "7", Perkins and Burrows Addition to Linden] Montgomery County, Maryland, by James P. Gleasdon, County Executive, to Friends Non-Profit Housing, Inc.; 1977/02/04; D.B. HMS-4988, pp. 423-425.

10./[0.32605Å strip for access to neighboring parcels] Friends Non-Profit Housing, Inc., by John S. deBeers, President, to Montgomery County, Maryland; 1977/02/19; D.B. HMS-4988, pp. 419-422.


12./Friends Non-Profit Housing, Inc., by John S. deBeers, President, Regulatory Agreement with Federal Housing Administration (for Barnes, Inc. loan); 1978/06/16; D.B. HMS-5149, pp. 88-95.

13./UCC Financing Statement by Friends Non-Profit Housing, Inc., by John S. deBeers, President, in favor of James T. Barnes of Washington, D.C., Inc.; 1978/06/16; D.B. HMS-5149, pp. 96-98; assigned to Federal National Mortgage Association; 1979/04/05;
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D.B. HMS-5304, p. 439; Renewed by Federal National Mortgage Association, by Robert G. Pike, Assistant Vice President; 1983/07/29;

14./[$2,250,000] Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc., by Daniel P. Dozier, Vice President, joined for indexing by Friends Housing Trust, Inc., Supplemental Deed of Trust to Thomas I. Ewers & Brien A. Schott, Trustees for the benefit of Sandy Spring Bank; 2012/10/05;
D.B. LEK-45093, pp. 103-131; [increase loan limit to $4,000,000]
Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc., by William A. Wilson III, President, Deed of Trust Modification Agreement and Modification of Assignment of Rents to Brian A. Schott, Sole Acting Trustee, for the benefit of Sandy Spring Bank; D.B. BHM-51238, pp. 347-354.

15./Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc., by Daniel P. Dozier, Vice President, Assignment of Leases & Rents to Sandy Spring Bank; 2012/10/05; D.B. LEK-45093, pp. 161-169; [increase loan limit to $4,000,000] Friends Nonprofit Housing, Inc., by William A. Wilson III, President, Deed of Trust Modification Agreement and Modification of Assignment of Rents to Brian A. Schott, Sole Acting Trustee, for the benefit of Sandy Spring Bank; D.B. BHM-51238, pp. 347-354.

16./

LOCATION 2:

89. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Friends School of Baltimore, Inc.

SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Baltimore M.M., Eastern District (Baltimore M.M.) until 1819
Baltimore M.M., Western District (then BMM, Lombard St., then BMM, Park Avenue, now BMM, Stony Run) after 1807
Baltimore M.M., Homewood after

ESTABLISHED: 1784
STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION: A. Maryland courts ruled bequest to Baltimore Monthly Meeting, Park Avenue, in trust for support of the Friends School was legal and enforceable; Erhardt vs. Baltimore Monthly Meeting, Park Avenue, 93 Md. 669, 679, 49 Atl. 561 (1901).
B. Incorporated as "Friends School of Baltimore, Inc."; 1973/09/07; MD Corporation D00462044; Film F2001, Frames 667-673.
C. IRS Determination that "Friends School of Baltimore, Inc", EIN 52-0591602, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

CURRENT LOCATION: 5114 N. Charles St.
Baltimore 21210
Baltimore City, MD
Ward 27, Section 14, Block 4867, Lot 1
5102 N. Charles: Ward 27, Section 14, Block 4929, Lot 5
5014 Greenleaf: Ward 27, Section 14, Block 4928, Lot 007B
Embla Park Subdivision, Block E, Lots 5 (western half) & 6-13
DEEDS, etc.:


3. [Clear title in Mental Health Assn. in Park Ave. lot] Baltimore Monthly Meeting of Friends, Stony Run, by Theodore E. Baker, Chairman of Trustees, joined by real party in interest Friends School of Baltimore, Inc. by J. Henry Dasenbrack, Chairman of Trustees, to Mental Health Association of Metropolitan Baltimore, Inc.; 1974/11/21; D.B. RHB-3195, pp. 632-636.


7. [Contingent on City vacating alleys by Blythewood Rd. athletic fields] Restrictive Covenant Agreement by Friends School of Baltimore, Inc., by Richard A. Simon, Chairman, and The Wyndurst Improvement Association, Inc., by T. L. Robert Cadwalader, President, to limit hours and ages of participants; 1984/12/12; D.B. SEB-464, pp. 396-406.


10. [5015 Emble Ave.+ lot at 5015 Boxhill Lane] Lura Alvahn Holmes to Friends School of Baltimore, Inc.; 1988/02/03; D.B. SEB-1602, pp. 261-263.
11./[Lawndale Avenue.] Harold J. & Hilda Coven Lease with Option to Purchase to Friends School of Baltimore, Inc.; 1989/07/24; D.B. SEB-2224, pp. 259-296.
12./[Restrict hours of use of "Water Yard" property] Agreement among Friends School of Baltimore, Inc. by Eleanor R. Mann, Chair, Board of Trustees, Wyndhurst Improvement Association, Inc. by Thomas R. Hitchner, President, and ("Neighbors" along alleys) Isabel T. Cover, Virgilene H. Hodges, Rene L. Parent, Christine Parent, Deborah A. LeClair, Robert B. Bowling & Bonnie Bowling; 1993/03/23; D.B. SEB-3937, pp. 252-270.
14./[5102 N. Charles] Source One Mortgage Services Corp., by [illegible], Senior Vice President, to Friends School of Baltimore, Inc.; 1996/12/23; D.B. SEB-6060, pp. 220-223.
15./[5015 Greenleaf Rd.] Brent O. Gunts to Friends School of Baltimore, Inc.; 2001/04/02; D.B. FMC-1227, pp. 443-445.
17./[3.1Å Forest Conservation Plan] Easement and Restrictive Covenants by Friends School of Baltimore, Inc. to Baltimore Department of Planning; 2004/05/20; D.B. FMC-5504, pp. 390-396.

PRIOR LOCATIONS:
Started 1784 at Aisquith St.
At Lombard St. 1807-1886
McCulloh St. 1886-1899
Park Avenue 1899-1927/05

REFERENCES:
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* "FRIENDS SCHOOL OF HARFORD" - SEE "HARFORD FRIENDS SCHOOL" [HARFORD CTY., MD]

90. MEETING: Friendship Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Friends Meeting of Washington
Baltimore YM (Consolidated)
ESTABLISHED: 1980s
LAID DOWN: 2007
LOCATION: Sidwell Friends Upper School
Wisconsin Avenue 20016
Washington, DC
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
REFERENCES: A.

91. MEETING: Gap Meeting
Also known as "Gap at Short Hill", "Potts", or "Potts Meeting at the Gap"
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Fairfax P.M.
Fairfax M.M. by 1789/05/27
Goose Creek M.M. by 1789/05/27-1790
Western Q.M. until 1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite/FGC] after 1828
ESTABLISHED: Indulged 1789/05/27 BEF
LAID DOWN: 1805 [school continued to 1860; occasional appointed meetings reported in 1822]
LOCATION: North of present Rt. 9, Charles Town Pike, not far from where 719
starts to Round Hill
John Potts' house
Hillsboro, Purcellville P.O. 20132
Loudoun Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: A. MH reported ready for occupancy 1788/09/27
1. [A "1-year lease"] Mahlon Hough to Stephen Gray, Isaac Nichols
Jr., Thomas Smith & William Hough; 1790/01/04; D.B. R, pp. 404-406.
2. [A "release"] Mahlon Hough to Stephen Gray, Isaac Nichols Jr.,
Thomas Smith & William Hough, Trustees for the people called
Quakers inhabiting within the County of Loudoun to erect or build such
MHs, school houses or burial grounds; 1790/01/05; D.B. R,
pp. 406-408.
3. [A, 4 poles - adjacent property to ESE] Mahlon & Mary Hough to
Edward Cunard Sr.; 1805/02/09; D.B. 2E, pp. 482-484.
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4. Fairfax reported original trustees deceased and no known subsequent deed by 1822.

5.

REFERENCES:
A. Eugene M. Scheel, *Historical Map of Loudoun County, Virginia* (1990), Grid B-2 [eastern edge]

92. MEETING: Genanto Meeting
Also "Geneto" or "Genito"
Also known as "Dover Meeting" early

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cedar Creek M.M.
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1721
LAID DOWN: 1835
LOCATION: on the north bank of the James River near Henrico Cty. line
Goochland Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1.
2.

REFERENCES:

93. RELATED ORGANIZATION: George Fox Friends School

SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Nottingham Monthly Meeting
Sadsbury Monthly Meeting
Western Q.M. of Philadelphia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Incorporated 1995, advertised for students
Opened for Kindergarten 1996/09
Added 1st Grade & Pre-Kindergarten 1997/09
Added Grades 2 through 6 incrementally
Added Childcare for infants through pre-school 2003

STATUS: Closed Primary Grades 2008
Closed School 2015/06/27
Assets auctioned 2016/07 to pay bank loans

ORGANIZATION:
A. Incorporation as "George Fox Friends School "; 1995/06/23; PA Corp. no. 2636403; Film 9530, pp. 846-847.
B. Articles of Amendment; 1995/12/07; Film 9577, pp. 1443-1445.
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C. IRS Determination that "George Fox Friends School", EIN 23-2808389, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

D. 

LOCATION 1: Oxford Friends Meetinghouse
260 S. 3rd St.
Oxford Borough 19363
Chester Cty., PA
Parcel no. 06-08-0064000E

DEEDS, etc.: None; part of Meeting’s support

LOCATION 2: 2009 Gap Newport Pike
Cochranville 19330
West Fallowfield Twp.
Chester Cty., PA
Uniform Parcel ID 46-2-1.2

DEEDS, etc.: 1. Lease/Purchase Agreement with Southern Chester County Medical Center; 1998/01.
2. [10.306Å + 0.306Å Right of way] Southern Chester County Medical Center, by John R. Holmes, Vice President of Fiscal Services, to George Fox Friends School; 1999/06/09; Instrument 6896404, D.B. 4580, pp. 796-799.
3. George Fox Friends School, by Janet P. Eaby, Clerk of Trustees, Mortgage ($400,000) & Security Agreement with Southern Chester County Medical Center; 1999/06/09; Instrument 6896405, D.B. 4580, pp. 800-809; Released/ by Jenner's Pond, Inc., f/k/a Southern Chester County Medical Center; 1999/06/09; Instrument 10121643, D.B. 5371, pp. 91-93; Mortgage Satisfaction Piece/ by Jenner's Pond, Inc. as successor to Southern Chester County Medical Center; 2002/06/23; Instrument 10153873, D.B. 5467, pp. 530-531.
7. George Fox Friends School, by Janet P. Eaby, Clerk, Mortgage & Security Agreement with Coatesville Savings Bank [supporting Central
94. MEETING: Gettysburg Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Warrington Q.M. after 1973
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Worship 1970/11/15
Later under the care of a BYM Comm.
Monthly 1973/03/31
STATUS: Active
CURRENT LOCATION: Glatfelter Lodge, Gettysburg College
Gettysburg 17325
Adams Cty., PA
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ Name
REFERENCES: A.

* "GOLANSVILLE" -- SEE CAROLINE PARTICULAR MEETING
[CAROLINE CTY., VA]

95. MEETING: Goose Creek Monthly [Bedford County]
Generally "Lower Goose Creek Meeting" 1786-1812
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cedar Creek M.M. until 1757
South River M.M. 1758-1795
Goose Creek M.M. 1795-1814
South River M.M. after 1814
Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
Upper Q.M. after 1817/08/21
Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Goose Creek Worship (Upper) 1745/08/30
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Preparative before 1756/10/09
Dormant 1758-1760 due to Indian troubles
Bedford Worship (Lower Goose Creek) 1788/11/11
Upper Goose Creek Preparative 1793
Monthly 1794/08/25

LAID DOWN:
Upper Goose Creek Preparative 1803/04/02
Upper Goose Creek Worship 1812
Monthly 1814/07/18 (attached To South River M.M.)
Lower Goose Creek Worship 1815/07

LOCATION 1: Old [Upper] Goose Creek
was near Maxey Ford, now near Forest Dam
present Mount Zion Baptist Church
1074 Circle K Road (C.R. 751)
Off U.S. 460, W. Lynchburg-Salem Pike
(10 miles up Goose Creek from Lower Goose Creek)
Montvale 24122
Bedford (until 1753 Albemarle) Cty., VA
[Baptist Graveyard] Parcel 105-A-38B 18A
Lat. 37.37273° N., Long. 79.69991° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
Any property owned by Friends?

LOCATION 2: "Lower Goose Creek"
on Difficult Run or Difficult Creek, a branch of Goose Creek
present site of Quaker Baptist Church
4665 Chestnut Fork Rd. at Quaker Church Rd.
old Lynchburg & Rocky Mount Turnpike
Bedford City P.O. 24523
Bedford (until 1753 Albemarle) Cty., VA
Parcel 213-A-5A
Lat. 37.19645° N., Long. 079.50502° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [12Å] Elijah & Sarah Turner and Jehu & Alice Lewis to Moses Cadwallader, John Coffee & Joel Lewis in trust for the use & benefit of the people called Quakers; 1789/07/27; D.B. 8, pp. 214-216.
2. Used by Baptists by 1824.
3. [6Å] Richard A. Ricks & Edward Sydnor, Trustees for the Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends of Richmond, Va., to M. A. Hubbard, Peter Dowdy, John Leftwich & Charles Patterson, Trustees of the Difficult Creek, Missionary, Baptist Church of Christ of Bedford County, Virginia [renamed "Quaker Baptist Church" 1939/01/07], 1899/04/19; D.B. 86, pp. 482-483, Instrument 480; with copy of 1899/04/13 authorizing minute from Richmond MM; D.B. 86, pp. 483-484, Instrument 481.

REFERENCES:
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C. Kenneth E. Crouch, *Lower Goose Creek Meeting and Quaker Baptist Church, Bedford County, Virginia* 1757-1957 (1957).


E. [Jane] Douglas Summers Brown, *Pioneer Quakers of The Goose Creek Meeting House in Bedford County, Virginia* 1756-1824 (Ms 1946 @ Library of Virginia )+[copy at Haverford, Folder 1116, Box 6] [contains names of early members].


96. MEETING: Goose Creek Monthly [Loudoun County]

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Fairfax M.M. until 1785

Chester Q.M. until 1758/05/08

Western Q.M. 1758/11/20 - 1775/11/20

Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19

Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1951/08/18

Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789


Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1968

Baltimore Q.M. (FUM) 1950/05/20-1951/02/10 [dual]

Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. after 1950/05/20 [dual]


Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:

Worship 1746 @ Sarah Walker’s house

Worship 1746 @ Jacob Janney Sr.’s house

Preparative 1774/08/15?

Preparative 1757-1881?

Monthly granted 1785/12/05, opened 1785/12/26

Joint with Lincoln M.M. in Lincoln MH after 1943 windstorm until 1949

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:


C./Circuit Court orders In Re: Lincoln Monthly Meeting of Friends and In Re: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends empowering Goose Creek Trustees to convey all property to Trustees of Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting; 1950/11/10; Chancery Order Book 2H, p. 441.


LOCATION:
Purcellville
Mt. Gilead Magisterial District
Lincoln 20160
Loudoun (until 1757 Fairfax) Cty., VA
Tax Map 45  20, Parcel 455-27-1165-000
Lat. 39.1247° N., Long. 077.7017° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. ["1-year Lease" 10Å=Lot 1 on GCMM Plat] William Hatcher to Isaac Nichols, Jacob Janney & Thomas Clews [or Clowes], Trustees for the Society of Friends of Goose Creek; 1757/08/31; Loudoun Cty. D.B. A, pp. 24-25.
4. ["Release" 10Å] Isaac Nichols, surviving Trustee, to Mahlon Taylor, Israel Janney, Jonathan Taylor, Samuel Nichols, James Moore & Bernard Taylor, in trust for the people called Quakers in the County of Loudoun; 1794/05/12; D.B. V, pp. 259-261.
6. [10Å] Bernard Taylor, surviving Trustee, to Yardley Taylor, John Smith, Daniel Janney, Thomas Nichols, Henry S. Taylor, Bernard Taylor Jr., David Brown & Joseph Nichols, Trustees of the Goose Creek MH for the people called Quakers of Loudoun County to build such meeting houses, school houses, & yards or places of burial; 1832/09/03; D.B. 3Y, pp. 310-313.
the purpose of accommodating and maintaining the poor of said monthly meeting; 1843/06/23; D.B. 4S, pp. 258-260.


14./[Survey by Robert K. Wilson, C.L.S. of 4,776 sq. ft. [=0.1096Å] wedge on east of Goose Creek MH along Route 709; 1957/07/02; recorded as attachment to next deed at D.B. 417, p. 341.]


16./[Utility easement recorded in Grantee Index under Goose Creek MM] Milton A. Nichols to Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of Virginia; 1978/04/14; D.B. 695, p. 206.

LOCATION 2: Oakdale School
Northeast of the convergence of Lincoln Road (Rt. 722), Sands Road (Rt. 709), and Foundry Road (Rt. 723)
Lincoln  20160
Loudoun Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 21. School house built 1815
22. School house closed 1885
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C. Mosby Heritage Area Association, *Quaker Sites of Loudoun County, Virginia*, pp. 6, 9, 12-20 [Middleburg, Va 20118 (n.d.)].
E. Eugene M. Scheel, *Historical Map of Loudoun County, Virginia* (1990), Grid C-3 [west central].
F. Marty Hiatt, *Early Church Records of Loudoun County, Virginia 1745-1800* (1975), Goose Creek MM @ pp. 147-192.

97. MEETING: Goose Creek Preparative [Orthodox]
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. Orthodox until 1885
Baltimore M.M., Homewood after 1885
Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1828
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Orthodox, FUM] 1828-1951
Baltimore Q.M. (Orthodox) after 1828

ESTABLISHED: Preparative 1828 by Orthodox after the Separation
LAID DOWN: Monthly 1863 (attached to Hopewell M.M. Orthodox)
Preparative 1886 (attached to Baltimore M.M. Orthodox, now Baltimore M.M., Homewood)

LOCATION: NW Corner Rtes. 722 & 709
Lincoln 20160
Mt. Gilead Tax District
Loudoun (until 1757 Fairfax) Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2. [sold 1887 and used funds for Lincoln MM]

C. Mosby Heritage Area Association, *Quaker Sites of Loudoun County, Virginia*, pp. 6, 9, 12-20 [Middleburg, Va 20118 (n.d.)].
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E. Eugene M. Scheel, *Historical Map of Loudoun County, Virginia* (1990), Grid C-3 [west central].
G. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 852-855.

REFERENCES:
A. *"GRAMPHIN" OR "GRAMPIAN" -- SEE WEST BRANCH MONTHLY MEETING*  
[CLEARFIELD CTY., PA]
B. *"GRASSY SWAMP" -- SEE SWAMP MEETING*  
[HANOVER CTY., VA]

98. MEETING: Gravelly Run Preparative
SEE UPPER MONTHLY [LOWER Q.M.] FOR HISTORY

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: It joined with the particular meeting held at Robert Langley's in 1769. Joined with the particular meeting held at Benjamin Pattison's [or Amelia Monthly Meeting] in 1770.

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Surry [or Blackwater] M.M.
Lower Q.M.  
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1767
Preparative prior to 1800

LAID DOWN: 1835

LOCATION: ~4600 Boydton Plank Rd.
Near 1950s Central State Hospital?
East of Quaker Road
Dinwiddie 23841
Dinwiddie Cty., VA
Historical Marker 37.1374° N, 77.5266° W

DEEDS, etc.: 1.

REFERENCES:  
D. Historical marker  http://www.hmdb.org/marker.asp?marker=17662
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* "GREAT CACAPON" -- SEE DILLONS RUN
  [HAMPShIRE CTY., WV]

99. MEETING: Greensboro Meeting
"Queen Anne's" (or Queen Ann's) Meeting, 1733-1788

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester, Choptank) Q.M. until 1789
Maryland Y.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. after 1790
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: 1701
LAID DOWN: Query responses report meetings omitted 1756
1807

LOCATION 2: Started at "Forest"
Queen Anne's (until 1707 Talbot) Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: 1. [500Å patented tract reduced by 100Å William Rodgers sold to John Park 1687 and 3Å William Rodgers "gave or sold to Quakers" for a MH etc.]
2. [3Å excepted where Quaker MH stands] George & Sarah Newell to James Earle, Sr.; 1720/12/12; Queen Anne's D.B. IK-B, pp. 44-46.

LOCATION 3: Greensboro
Caroline (until 1774 Queen Anne's) Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: 1. 2.

REFERENCES: A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript pp. 672-676.

100. MEETING: Green Spring Particular

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cedar Creek M.M. until 1747
Camp Creek M.M. 1747-1753
Richmond (Cedar Creek) M.M. after 1753
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1741 or before
LAID DOWN: 1749 (subsumed in Camp Creek P.M., nearby?)
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

LOCATION: near Poindexter
Louisa County, VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.


101. MEETING: Guilford Monthly or Guilford Creek Monthly
"Accomac Meeting" early on
"Muddy Creek Monthly" informally
See Also: Mulberry Grove

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower Eastern Shore Q.M.
Maryland Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Accomac Worship 1650
1677
part of Lower M.M. by 1700

LAID DOWN: 1723

ORGANIZATION: A. Affidavit of meeting places; 1692
B. Affidavit of temporary meeting place after MH burned down; 1694

LOCATION: NE of Big Rd., toward Guilford Creek
NW corner of Tract A112
Bloxom 23308
Accomack Cty., VA
FBG at Lat. 37.82228° N., Long. 075.64891° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. MH built 1683
3. [1Å where MH stands] John Parker, Thomas Morris & Richard Moore to George Johnson, Timothy Coe, George Trewet (Truitt), Thomas Fowkes (Fooks, Fuchs), Wonie Maklanie & John Drummond, Trustees for the Quakers; 1683/02/15; D.B. 1676-1690, pp. 366-367.
4. MH burned 1694; met temporarily at home of Thomas Fowkes (Fooks, Fuchs) in Onancock; rebuilt by 1697
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

7. [1Å excepted from transfer of remainder of 1669 Miskell patent] 1728; D.B.

REFERENCES:
E. Salisbury University's Nabb Center http://nabbhistory.salisbury.edu/new_website/results.asp?q=Quakers
I. Whitelaw,

102. MEETING: Gunpowder Monthly

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1725Bef-1881
Monthly 1739/03/12
Old Gunpowder Indulged again 1851

STATUS:
Active

ORGANIZATION:
A./Incorporation as "Trustees of the Monthly Meeting of Gunpowder"; 1830/12/16; Maryland Corporation no. D11139870; Baltimore City Super. Ct. 1804-1853 Church Records, pp. 66-67; Recorded with Maryland SDAT; 2006/02/28; Film B00924, pp. 760-764.
B./Articles of Amendment for a Religious Corporation (Name changed to "Gunpowder Friends Meeting"); 2006/02/28; Film B0924, frames 771-772.

LOCATION:
14934 Priceville Rd.
Sammy's Meadow
Sparks 21152
Baltimore Cty., MD
Parcel 08-0817010075 [2.55Å]
Map 0034, Grid 0007, Parcel 0156
Lat. 39.53279° N., Long. 076.67569° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[1.5Å for MH + FBG] Mordecai Price (son of Samuel), his wife Mary D. Price releasing dower, to Thomas Matthews, John Price & William
Matthews, son of Thomas, in Trust for the Friends of Gunpowder monthly meeting; 1821/08/06; D.B. WG-160, pp. 511-513.


5. Plat of Survey by Gerhold, Cross & Etzel, Registered Professional Land Surveyors; 1993/04/16.

FORMER LOCATION:
"Old Gunpowder"
[2012 Home of Katy Browne]
13104 Beaver Dam Road, at 200 Ivy Hill Road
Cockeysville 21030
Baltimore Cty., MD
Map 0042, Parcel No. 287, Accounts 08 1600010251 & 08 1900001873
Lat. 39.48590° N., Long. 076.67252° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

11. /Certificate of John Colegate & Thomas Colegate in compliance with recent law that they have transferred land to the people commonly called Quakers for a meetinghouse; 1737/03/06; Baltimore Cty. D.B. HWS-IA, pp. 60-61.

12. [1.0Å] John & Thomas Cockey to William Tipton & Mordecai Price, Trustees; 1772/03/27; confirmed in Colgate Dye Owings to Thomas A. Scott, Mordecai Price (son of Samuel) & John Price (son of Samuel), Trustees for the people called Quakers [excepting BG of father + aunt]; 1815/08/21; D.B. WG-134, pp. 74-76.


14. Decree of Circuit Court of Baltimore County in Monthly Meeting of Gunpowder, A Religious Body Corporate vs. Shamrock Farm Co., Inc.; 1964/12/01; Equity Docket 55, p. 348, Case 33884.


MEETINGHOUSE AFTER MONTHLY MEETING SOLD IT
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19. [0.2164Å, first parcel, + 0.415Å, second parcel] Kevin B. & Katherine G. Browne to Katherine G. Browne; 1999/02/20; D.B. SM-13559, pp. 173-176.

REFERENCES:
C. Henry C. Peden, Jr., *Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800* (1st Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).

103. MEETING: Gunpowder Preparative & Monthly (Orthodox)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring (Indian Spring, West River, Herring Creek, Clifts) M.M.
Baltimore (West River, Western Shore) Q.M. until 1971/11/14
[Orthodox] after 1828
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1725Bef-1881
Monthly 1739/03/12

LAID DOWN:
Monthly 1844/04/03 (attached To Baltimore, Homewood [Baltimore, Eastern & Western District] M.M.)
Preparative 1852/12/01
Worship 1871/11

LOCATION 2:
House of John Scott
Sparks 21152
Baltimore Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1. Not in Friends' name

REFERENCES:
C. Henry C. Peden, Jr., *Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800* (1st Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).
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* "HACKNEY'S" -- SEE LOWER RIDGE  
[FREDERICK CTY., VA]

* "HALF MOON VALLEY PREPARATIVE" -- SEE CENTRE MONTHLY (FGC)  
[CENTRE CTY., PA]

* "HALIFAX" -- SEE BANISTER PARTICULAR MEETING  
[HALIFAX CTY., VA]

104. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Harford Friends School  
dba "Friends School of Harford" after 2015

SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Deer Creek M.M.
Little Falls M.M.

ORGANIZATION:  
1./Articles of Incorporation for MD Corp. No. D07778087, "Harford Friends School, Inc."; 2003/12/04; Film B00612, p. 100-104.  
2./Change of Principal Office Address to 408 Highland Road,  
Street, MD  21154, and change of Resident Agent; 2008/05/02.

OPENED:  
2005

STATUS:  
Continuing

LOCATION 1:  
Deer Creek Meetinghouse  
2005-2008  
1212 Main St. (or Darlington Rd.), S.R. 161  
Philip's His Purchase or Philip's Purchase  
Darlington 21034  
Fifth Election District  
Harford Cty., MD  
Tax Map 20, Parcel 104

DEEDS, etc.:  
None; use of MH part of MM support

LOCATION 2:  
The Highlands Common Building  
2008-2012  
408 Highland Road  
Street  21154  
Harford Cty., MD  
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:  
Leased 2008?

LOCATION 3:  
2230 Rock Spring Road  
Forest Hill  21050  
Harford Cty., MD  
District 03, Account Number 304698

DEEDS, etc.:  
Leased 2012?

LOCATION 4:  
2704 Conowingo Road (including Transferrable Development Rights)
105. MEETING: Head of Chester Preparative
"Sassafras Preparative" [the Second] until 1791
SEE CECIL MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cecil M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. until 1789
Maryland Y.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. after 1790
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1680
Preparative 1698
Worship granted 1785/07/13

LAID DOWN:
Preparative 1840/03/14
1860 or 1862

LOCATION:
On the main street called Duck Creek Road
Town or Village at the Head of Chester
Millington 21651
Kent Cty., MD
List of burials at:
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fq.cgi?page=gsr&GScid=2308960
Lat. 39.259355° N., Long. 075.838666° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. MH built 1787

2.[for MH, schoolhouse, FBG] Lydia Gilpin to Gershom Mott, Joseph Wilkinson & Joseph Vansant, Trustees appointed by Cecil MM for the People Called Quakers residing at and near the Head of Chester; 1789/07/23; D.B. RF-7, pp. 525-527.


REFERENCES:
B. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
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* "HENRICO MONTHLY"-- SEE CEDAR CREEK MONTHLY [formerly UPPER MONTHLY in Upper Q.M.]
HANOVER (until 1720 NEW KENT) CTY., VA

106. MEETING: Herndon Monthly
"Reston" until 1996/03

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Langley Hill M.M. 1981-1986
Potomac H.Y.M. until 2000
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Home meeting 1974
Voluntary 1976
Reston Worship Group 1979
Preparative 1981
Monthly 1986/08

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A. B. Fairfax Cty. Circuit Ct. Order appointing Trustee of Reston Friends Meeting; 1987/08/20;
C. Circuit Ct. Order appointing Worth Kirkman Trustee of Reston Friends Meeting replacing Judy Heitman; 1992/06/02;
D. Circuit Ct. Order appointing Gretel VonPitschke Trustee of Reston Friends Meeting replacing Eveline Marquardt; 1995/05/22; No. 4765, then Chancery No. 139311, then Chancery No. 139513; recorded Instrument 19950065659, D.B. 9424, p. 184.
D. Circuit Ct. Amended Order authorizing Harry B. Tunis, Gretel VonPitschke & W. Worth Kirkman, Trustees of Reston Friends Meeting to purchase MH, borrow up to $175,000, and settle boundaries with Town of Herndon and adjoining property owners; 1995/10/18; recorded Instrument 19950142725, D.B. 9544, pp. 1008-1009.

LOCATION 1:
Old Floris School
2709 West Ox Road
Herndon 22071
Fairfax Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: Short-term rental; no deeds in Friends' name

CURRENT LOCATION: 660 Spring St.
Herndon 20170
Dranesville Town of Herndon
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Fairfax Cty., VA
Parcel 016-2-02-0097

DEEDS, etc.: 


REFERENCES:

107. MEETING:
Herring Creek Monthly
Also called "Herring Run"
SEE SANDY SPRING MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Sandy Spring (Indian Spring, West River, Herring Creek, Clifts) M.M.
Baltimore (West River, Western Shore) Q.M. until 1971/11/14
Baltimore (Maryland) Y.M. after 1672
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1949
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: before 1670
LAID DOWN: 1800
LOCATION: St. Rts. 2 & 261 (formerly 613)
Chews Right, on the SW corner bordering on Smith's Delight
Friendship 20758
Anne Arundel Cty., MD
Parcel
Lat. 38.73719° N., Long. 076.59286° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

1. [1.4Å] Samuel Chew, with Ann Chew releasing her right of dower, to Richard Harrison, William Coale Senior, Benjamin Chew & Robert Cour [barely legible], In Trust so the people called Quakers shall have the right and privilege to meet upon said ground, to build and to bury their dead and pass over the grantor's land; 1690/03/18; (Re-recorded) D.B. WT-1, pp. 68-70.

2. [0.325Å where the Herring Creek MH & FBG now stand] Philemon Lloyd Chew to Thomas Norris, Samuel Snowden, William Stabler, Roger Brooke & Philip Hopkins, Trustees appointed by Indian Spring Monthly Meeting for the Society of People commonly called Quakers; 1802/12/17; D.B. NH-12, pp. 41-42.

3. 1822/05/19 Indian Spring MM minutes say West River + Herring Creek MHs deeded to Friends; West River FBG enclosed.

REFERENCES:
A. J. Saurin Norris, Early Friends In Maryland (1862).
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108. MEETING: Hills Creek or Hill's Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Seneca P.M. after 1797
South River M.M.
Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
Western Q.M. after 1797/07/17
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1778
LAID DOWN: 1803
LOCATION: East of Hills Creek near its mouth
On or near lot of Lamb's United Methodist Church
2591 Lambs Church Rd.
east of U.S. Route 29	northeast of Altavista 24517
Campbell (formerly Bedford) Cty.), VA
Parcel
Lat. 37.1396° N., Long. 79.1875° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. Micajah Davis to Friends 1780s; MM authorized building 1786
2. [Friends' 1Å MH included in 394Å] Micajah Davis to James Clark; 1800; D.B. 5, pp. 270-
3. Robert Russell, Special Commissioner, to H. C. Winston, R. H. Trent
& J. T. Trent, Trustees of Lamb's Methodist Church; 1927/07/14; D.B.

Their Meeting House, 1754-1936* (1936, 2nd Ed. 1986, 2nd Printing
B. R. H. Early, *Campbell Chronicles and Family Sketches* (1927), in
the chapter "Family Sketches - Clark" [available through USGenWeb
Archives].
County* (November 1957), discusses families active at Hills Creek.
D. Jane Andrews Burke, *Lamb Family: Ancestors and Descendants of
John Curtis Lamb of Campbell County, Virginia* (ms. 1986)

* "HOPE" -- SEE BINSFORD’S MEETING
[PRINCE GEORGE CTY., VA]

109. MEETING: Hopewell Centre Monthly
"Opequon" or "Opeckon" until 1735
"Hopewell" 1735-1999
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. until 1735/11
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1951/08/18
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
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Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1951
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary 1732
Worship est'd 1735/02/10
Preparative 1734/12/10
Monthly 1735/09/10

STATUS:
Active

ORGANIZATION:


C. Appointment of Daniel W. Lupton as Trustee of Hopewell Monthly Meeting replacing James R. Lupton (moved); meeting approved 1924/06/08; lodged with Frederick Cty. Cir. Ct.

G. Appointment of William H. Brown as Trustee of Hopewell Monthly Meeting replacing John I. Brown (deceased); meeting approved 1933/04/08; lodged with Frederick Cty. Cir. Ct.

H. Appointment of Dorothy Taylor Lupton as Trustee of Hopewell Monthly Meeting replacing Daniel W. Lupton (deceased) and Grace E. Clevenger; meeting approved 1936/05/10; lodged with Frederick Cty. Cir. Ct.

I. Appointment of Leonard W. Riley as Trustee of Hopewell Monthly Meeting replacing Lewis Pidgeon, removed, and joining the serving Grace E. Clevenger, Dorothy Seabright & D. Arthur Robinson; ; meeting approved 1949/01/09, Chancery approved, Chancery Order Book 36, page 12.

J. Appointment of Gwendolyn H. Lunsford & Opal R. Solenberger as Trustees of Hopewell Monthly Meeting (United) replacing Albert G. Robinson & Grover H Schlack (both deceased) and joining the serving Joseph L. Jolliffe, John W. Jolliffe, Allen B. Bond, Ernest F. Robinson &
Leonard W. Riley; meeting approved 1960/02/14, Chancery approved per marginal notation.

K. Appointment of Stanley Roger Koontz as Trustee of Hopewell Monthly Meeting (United) replacing Ernest F. Robinson (disabled) and joining the serving Joseph L. Jolliffe, John W. Jolliffe, Allen B. Bond, , Leonard W. Riley, Gwendolyn H. Lunsford & Opal Solenberger; meeting approved 1965/03/14, Chancery approved 1964/03/15; Chancery Order Book 42, page 27.


LOCATION:
604 Hopewell Rd. (formerly State Rte. 672)
Clear Brook 22624
Stonewall Magisterial District
Frederick (until 1743 Orange) Cty., VA
Parcel 33-A-68
Lat. 39.25618° N., Long. 078.11520° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[+Original][10Å "Lease" where MH now stands] George Ross to Evan Rogers, Evan Thomas Jr. & Isaac Hollingsworth; 1751/06/03; D.B. 2, pp. 454-456.
2./[+Original][10Å Release of MH Lot] George Ross to Isaac Hollingsworth, Evan Thomas & Evan Rogers; 1751/06/04; D.B. 2, pp. 456-458.
3./Evan Rogers & Evan Thomas to Abel Walker & Amos Jolliffe, Trustees of the Monthly Meeting of Hopewell for the Society called Friends; 1792/04/02; D.B. 23, pp. 196-199.
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REFERENCES:
D. James Harris Norton, *Quakers West of The Alleghenies and In Ohio To 1861* (1966 Western Reserve Univ. Dissertation), at pp. 18, 44-45.

110. MEETING: Hopewell Monthly (Orthodox)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. until 1735/11
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1828
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Orthodox, FUM] 1828-1951
Baltimore Q.M. (Orthodox) until 1951
Potomac H.Y.M. (Q.M.) after 1951/08/18

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary 1732
Worship est'd 1735/02/10
Preparative 1735
Monthly 1735/11/10

LAIN DOWN:
Joint worship after 1910 rebuilding
Merged into FGC branch 1953/11/06
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ORGANIZATION: A. Circuit Court approved new trustees for Hopewell Meeting House: George J. Jolliffe & John Griffith; 1883/03/13; Common Law Order B. 12, p. 486.

3. Circuit Court appointment of Albert G. Robinson, J. W. Jolliffe & Joseph L. Jolliffe, respectively, as Trustees of Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox replacing Fred A. Cochran, John D. Wright & John Jolliffe (each deceased); meeting approved 1919, 1926/11/07 & 1933/02/17; Circuit Court approved 1933; Order Book 23, p. 7.

LOCATION: 604 Hopewell Rd. [shared building with Hicksite/FGC branch] Clear Brook 22624
Frederick (until 1743 Orange) Cty., VA
Parcel 33-A-68
Lat. 39.25618° N., Long. 078.11520° W.

DEEDS, etc.: No separate deeds for Orthodox.
B. John W. Wayland, Editor, Hopewell Friends History 1734-1934, Frederick County, Virginia (1936), esp. pp. 139-143.
D. James Harris Norton, Quakers West of The Alleghenies and In Ohio To 1861 (1966 Western Reserve Univ. Dissertation), at pp. 18, 44-45.
E. Norma Jacob, Editor, Quaker Roots, The Story of Western Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Y.M. of ... (1980), pp. 56-57.
F. Eugene M. Scheel, Historical Map of Frederick County and City of Winchester, Virginia (1974, reprinted 1992, 2001), Grid C-3 [southeast corner].
G. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 855-859, 930-931.

111. MEETING: Howard's Lick Meeting
Possibly called "North Fork"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M.
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: 1750
LAID DOWN: 1770
LOCATION: Petersburg
Grant (until 1754 Frederick, 1754-1786 Hampshire, 1786-1866 Hardy) Cty., VA=>WV
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Parcel
Lat. 38.99334° N., Long. 079.12658° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1.


* JAMES HOWARD’S MEETING -- SEE WAYNOKE PARTICULAR
[CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]

112. MEETING: Hunnicutt’s Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1718
LAID DOWN: 1762
LOCATION: Prince George Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.
REFERENCES: A.

113. MEETING: Huntingdon Preparative
SEE MENALLEN MONTHLY FOR HISTORY
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sadsbury M.M. until 1747
Warrington M.M. 1747-1780
Menallen M.M. after 1780
Warrington Q.M.
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite/FGC] after 1828
Baltimore (FGC) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1739
Preparative 1761
LAID DOWN: 1885/06
LOCATION 1: Home of John Cox
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name
LOCATION 2: 300 Quaker Church Rd.
Latimore Township
York Springs 17372
Adams Cty., PA
Until 1800, Huntington Twp., York Cty., PA
Parcel ID 23J04-0021---000 (1.0Å per County)
Lat. 39.99467° N., Long. 077.08209° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1./[5 Å called "Zion"] William Beals {generally pronounced and sometimes indexed as "Bails"} to John Griest, William Cox, Jacob Bails, Jr. & Nicholas Wireman, Trustees for the Society of the People
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called Quakers in Huntington Township; 1766/12/09, recorded 1795/01/27; York Cty. D.B. 2K, pp. 252-253.

2./Nicholas Wireman, surviving Trustee for the Huntington Society of the People called Quakers, to Thomas Griest, Isaac Pearson, William Wireman, Jr. & John Griest, son of Daniel, Trustees; 1795/05/27; York Cty. D.B. 2K, pp. 485-486.

REFERENCES:
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 859-861.

* "I STREET" -- SEE WASHINGTON PREPARATIVE (FGC)
[WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA]

* INDIAN SPRING MONTHLY (FGC) -- SEE SANDY SPRING MONTHLY
[ANNE ARUNDEL CTY., MD]

114. MEETING: Indian Spring Preparative & Monthly (Hicksite)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring (Indian Spring, West River, Clifts, Herring Creek) M.M.
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M.
Baltimore Y.M. [Hicksite, FGC] after 1828
ESTABLISHED: prior to 1750
M.M. held here beginning 1766/15/15
LAID DOWN: Preparative 1840
Worship 1865
LOCATION: "Addition to Purdom's Discovery" and "Providence"
FBG: Hopkins Cemetery, Boundary and South Rds. at Range 14
1976 Ft. Meade Map Coords: 48, 23
past end of Conway Road, near Wildlife Loop Rd.
Patuxent Research Refuge (former Fort Meade Military Reservation)
Laurel 20724
Anne Arundel Cty., MD
Parcel
MH: Lat. 39.04290° N., Long. 76.74760° W.
DEEDS, etc.: 1./[2Â± in "Addition to Purdams Discovery" where MH then stood] John Snowden to John Cowman, Joseph Hopkins & Samuel Snowden, Trustees for the Society of People called Quakers belonging to Indian Spring Meeting; 1792/02/24; General Court for the Western Shore of Maryland Land Records Vol. JG-2, pp. 591-592.
2./[1Â± in "Providence"] William Anderson to John Cowman, Joseph Hopkins & Samuel Snowden, Trustees for the Society of People called Quakers belonging to Indian Spring Meeting; 1792/06/26; General Court for the Western Shore of Maryland Land Records Vol. JG-2, pp. 594.
3. BYM agreed 1874 to sell to Forks A.M.E. Zion Church but not deeded until 1891:
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4. [+ Copy from Haverford archives?] [3 Å] The Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Ave, Baltimore City, by Joseph J. Janney, Representative Committee Clerk, to Nathan Allen, John Fleets, Charles Matthews, Amos Bowie & Richard Toogood, Trustees for the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church; 1891/04/16; D.B. SH-41, pp. 71-73.

AFTER FRIENDS' SALE
6. to Fort Meade; 1940s.
7. U.S.A. to Patuxent Research Refuge; 1971.

REFERENCES:
B. J. Reaney Kelly, *Quakers In The Founding of Anne Arundel County, Md* (1963), at pp. 73, 87-89.
C. Martha C. Nesbitt and Mary Reading Miller et al., *Chronicles of Sandy Spring Friends Meeting and Environs* (1987), at pp. 44-47.

115. MEETING: Indian Spring Preparative (Orthodox)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Indian Spring (West River, Clifts, Herring Creek) M.M. until 1828
Baltimore M.M. Orthodox after 1828
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M.
Baltimore Y.M.

[Orthodox/FUM] after 1828

ESTABLISHED: prior to 1750
LAID DOWN: 1841 (attached to Baltimore P.M. for Eastern & Western Districts -- later "Baltimore, Homewood")
LOCATION: "White Hall"
Anne Arundel Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:

REFERENCES:
B. J. Reaney Kelly, *Quakers In The Founding of Anne Arundel County, Md* (1963), at pp. 87-89.
C. Martha C. Nesbitt and Mary Reading Miller et al., *Chronicles of Sandy Spring Friends Meeting and Environs* (1987), at pp. 44-47.

* "IRVING STREET" -- SEE WASHINGTON MONTHLY (ORTHODOX)
[WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA]
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* "ISLE OF WIGHT MEETING" -- SEE CHUCKATUCK, PAGAN CREEK, OR WESTERN BRANCH
[ISLE OF WIGHT OR SUFFOLK CITY (until 1974 NANSEMOND) CTY., VA]

116. MEETING: Ivy Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Goose Creek M.M. until 1814
South River M.M. after 1814
Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
Upper Q.M. after 1817/08/21
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1798
LAID DOWN: 1813
LOCATION: On Ivy Creek due east of Bedford City
perhaps Farmington Place Rd. & Indian Hill Rd.?
Lynchburg 24503
Lynchburg City (Bedford Cty. until ~1960), VA
Parcel
Lat. 37.39283° N., Long. 079.28403° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1.
2. [reported reverted to prior owners when ceased use as a MH]

REFERENCES:
B. [Jane] Douglas Summers Brown, Pioneer Quakers of The Goose Creek Meeting House in Bedford County, Virginia 1756-1824 (Ms 1946 @ Library of Virginia) [contains map of Ivy Creek and names of MM members].

* "JESSE PUGH'S" -- SEE BACK CREEK
[FREDERICK CTY., VA]

* "JOHNSON'S MEETING" -- SEE AMELIA
[AMELIA CTY., VA]

117. MEETING: Johnson’s Meeting
UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: This should not be confused with Amelie Meeting which was sometimes called Johnson's Meeting.

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Western Branch M.M.
Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1760
LAID DOWN: 1850
LOCATION: 4.5 miles northeast of Windsor
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Southampton Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.


"JOSEPH LUPTON'S MEETING" -- SEE UPPER RIDGE MEETING
[FREDERICK CTY., VA]

"KENT COUNTY" MONTHLY -- SEE CECIL MONTHLY
KENT CTY., MD

118. MEETING: Kent Island Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. 1679-1789
Southern Q.M. (H.Y.M.) after 1790
Maryland Y.M. until 1789
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790
ESTABLISHED: before 1660
LAID DOWN: Kent Island
LOCATION: Queen Anne's (was Talbot) Cty., MD
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.

119. MEETING: Kirby's Meeting
"Dan River", also
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: South River M.M.
Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
Upper Q.M. 1817/08/21-1844
Virginia Y.M. until 1843
Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M. after 1844
ESTABLISHED: 1758
LAID DOWN: Dan River District
LOCATION: Pittsylvania (until 1767 Halifax) Cty., VA
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DEEDS, etc.:  
1. Parcel
2. Parcel

REFERENCES:  

* "LADD'S MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE PARTICULAR [CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]

* "LADD'S MEETING" -- SEE TAYLOR'S CREEK PARTICULAR MEETING [MECKLENBURG CTY., VA]

120. MEETING: Lancaster Worship
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. until 1804
Little Britain M.M. after 1804
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1819/02/17
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
Baltimore Y.M. after 1819

ESTABLISHED: Before 1754  
LAID DOWN: After 1819?
LOCATION: 1-3 West King Street, at Queen Street, originally 2 lots
Lancaster 17603
Lancaster Cty., PA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:  
1./[North of FBG] James Hamilton to Peter Worrall, Isaac Whitlock & Thomas Poltney, Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers in the Borough of Lancaster; 1754/05/01; D.B. Z, pp. 335-337.
2./[South Lot with FBG] James Hamilton to Peter Worrall, Isaac Whitlock & Thomas Poltney, Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers in the Borough of Lancaster; 1754/05/01; D.B. Z, pp. 338-339.

121. MEETING: Langley Hill Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Friends Meeting of Washington until 1969
Potomac Half Yearly Meeting until 2000
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Vienna Worship 1959
Preparative 1961/09/17-1969
Monthly 1969/05/18

STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION: A./Articles of Incorporation for VA No. 0641116, "Langley Hill Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends"; 2005/07/11; Film, Frames
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B. By-Laws approved by the Monthly Meeting; 2006/01/08.
C. Amended By-Laws approved 2011/04/10.
D. IRS Determination that "Friends of Langley Hill Meeting House ", EIN 20-3090819, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

CURRENT LOCATION:
6410 Georgetown Pike
Langley, McLean 22101
Dranesville District #1A
Fairfax Cty., VA
Tax Map No. 022-3-/01/ /0048
Latitude: 38.94692° N., Longitude: 77.15957° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[0.35Å] Lloyd C. Halvorson & George B. Ostermayer, Trustees of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the Redeemer, McLean, Virginia, to Friends Meeting of Washington; 1961/12/15; Instrument 1034, D.B. 2092, pp. 445-448.
13. FMW loaned some part of $15,000 purchase price, and loan paid off 1973/04/30.
4./[Mutually allow parking on adjacent parcels] Easement Agreement between (a) Dorothy B. McCormick, owner of the site that the Country Day School now occupies, and (b) Ralph Lugbill, Abby A. Hadley & Paul B. Larsen, Trustees of Langley Hills Friends Meeting; 1986/06/10; Instrument 19860072243 & 19860072244, D.B. 6399, pp. 1329-1336 [with parking plot in quarters] & 1337-1340 [without parking plot].
5./[To authorize previous transfers and mortgages and construction and financing of MH repairs & addition] Petition, by Rebecca Rawls, John Surr, Roy Clark & William Flanagan, Trustees, under Virginia Code Section 57-15 and Motion to Quiet Title, or in the Alternative, to Grant Leave Nunc Pro Tunc for Conveyances and Encumbrances Previously Made; 2004; Chancery No. 193231.
6./[To authorize previous transfers and mortgages and construction and financing of MH repairs & addition] Petition, by Rebecca Rawls, John Surr, Roy Clark & William Flanagan, Trustees, under Virginia Code Section 57-15 and Motion to Quiet Title, or in the Alternative, to Grant Leave Nunc Pro Tunc for Conveyances and Encumbrances Previously Made; 2004; Chancery No. 193231.
7./[Order Granting Petition Pursuant to Virginia Code Section 57-15 and Quiet Title; 2004/12/17; Chancery No. 193231; Instrument 2004050054.001, D.B. 16812, pp. 1461-1462; Certified Copy filed again]; Instrument 2005005029.003, D.B. 16954, pp. 651-652.
8./[(unsigned) interpreting 1986 parking agreement to allow Friends 14 parking spaces] Agreement between The Trustees of Langley Hill Friends Meeting, by John V. Surr, Clerk of Trustees, and the Dorothy
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B. McCormick Charitable Remainder Unitrust, successor to Dorothy B. McCormick, by Josephine McCormick Laux, Trustee; 2005/02/18.

9./Langley Hill undertakings to Trustees of the Dorothy B. McCormick Charitable Trust to protect property leased to Country Day School during construction; 2005/08/06.


PRIOR LOCATIONS:
Members' homes
Vienna
Fairfax Cty., VA

REFERENCES:
A. Susan Hills Rose (née Susan Rose Hills), Editor, Fifty Years at Langley Hill Friends Meeting: Celebrating Our Worship, Friendship, and Witness Together (2011).
B.

122. MEETING: Langley's, Robert, Meeting
Also "Burlington", "Waippanock", "Robert Langley's", and "Langley's" Meetings

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Gravelly Run Particular Meeting
Henrico M.M.
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1756
LAID DOWN: 1767
LOCATION: near Petersburg
Dinwiddie (until 1752 Prince George) Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.:
1.
2.


123. MEETING: Lawnes Creek Meeting
Alternatively "Lyons Creek"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Lower) M.M.
Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1698
LAID DOWN: 1720
LOCATION: in the homes of Benjamin & Mary Chapman and Robert & Mary Lacy near Bacon’s Castle, near Nansemond County southeast Surry Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in meeting's name?

124. MEETING: Leesburg Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Fairfax M.M.
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. until 1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: 1787
LAID DOWN: 1799
LOCATION: Leesburg 20176
Loudoun Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
REFERENCES: A.

*"LEVIN BUSKIN'S MEETING" -- SEE BUSKIN LEVIN'S MEETING [SUFFOLK CITY (UNTIL 1974 NANSEMOND) CTY., VA]

*"LEVI NECK MEETING" -- SEE PAGAN CREEK MEETING [ISLE OF WIGHT CTY., VA]

*"LEXINGTON PREPARATIVE" -- SEE MAURY RIVER MONTHLY [ROCKBRIDGE CTY., VA]

*"LIGHT STREET" -- SEE FEDERAL HILL GOSPEL MISSION [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

125. MEETING: Lincoln Monthly
"The Upper Meeting" in Lincoln
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. [Orthodox/FUM] until 1885
Baltimore, Homewood (Baltimore [Orthodox]) M.M. 1886/01
Fairfax Q.M. until 1828
[Orthodox, FUM] 1828-1951
Baltimore Q.M. (Orthodox/FUM) after 1887
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Successor to Goose Creek P.M. 1829-1863
under Hopewell M.M. [Orthodox/FUM]
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Lincoln Worship 1882
Particular meeting 1886/01
Preparative 1886/01
Monthly 1887/03/21

LAID DOWN:
MH seldom used by 1930s, except after tornado damage to Hicksite MH
Monthly 1950/07/16 (merged into Goose Creek United M.M.)

LOCATION:
18109 Lincoln Rd. (S.R. 722)
Lincoln 20160, Purcellville
Loudoun Cty., VA

PARCEL

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [first used Orthodox part of Goose Creek MH property?]
4./Circuit Court orders In Re: Lincoln Monthly Meeting of Friends and In Re: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends empowering Lincoln Trustees to convey all property to Trustees of Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting; 1950/11/10; Chancery Order Book 2H, p. 441.
6./Circuit Court Order authorizing sale; In Re: The Matter of Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting of Friends, Lincoln, Virginia; 1953/11/20; Chancery Order B. 2-I, pp. 426-427.

REFERENCES:
C. Eugene M. Scheel, Historical Map of Loudoun County, Virginia (1990), Grid C-3 [west central section].
E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
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* "LITTLE BRICK MEETING HOUSE" -- SEE WEST NOTTINGHAM P.M.
[CECIL CTY., MD]

126. MEETING: Little Britain Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. until 1804
                      Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
                      Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1819/02/17
                      Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
                      Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
                      Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
                      [Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1967/12/31
                      Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED: Indulged 1749
              Preparative 1761
              Monthly 1804/05/22

STATUS: Active

CURRENT LOCATIONS: SEE EASTLAND OR PENN HILL P.M.
REFERENCES: A. Frederick Klein, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Quakers (1926).
            D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 861-863.

127. MEETING: Little Britain Preparative (Hicksite)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Nottingham M.M. until 1804
                      Little Britain M.M. after 1804
                      Western Q.M. until 1819/02/17
                      Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
                      Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
                      Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
                      [Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1967/12/31
                      Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1733?
              Indulged 1749
              Preparative 1761/08/17

LAID DOWN: Active
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ORGANIZATION: A./Charter of "Little Britain Preparative Meeting of Friends"; executed 1911/10/14, filed 1911/11/18; Charter B. 3, p. 277.

LOCATION: U.S. Rte. 222 at Pa. Rte. 272
Wakefield, Peach Bottom 17563
Fulton (was Little Britain) Twp.
Lancaster Cty., PA
Parcel
Lat. 39.77378° N., Long. 076.17901° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 2./[5Å] Michael King to Samuel Boyd, Joshua Brown, Isaac Williams & Vincent King, Trustees for the Meeting of the People called Quakers at Little Britain; 1758/03/17; D.B. K, pp. 45-46.
3./Declaration of Trust by Samuel Boyd, Joshua Brown, Isaac Williams & Vincent King for the benefit of the Monthly Meeting to which Little Britain Meeting belongs; 1758/03/19; D.B. K, pp. 46-47.
4./[5Å to new trustees, with acceptance of trust] Joshua Brown, Isaac Williams & Vincent King, Surviving Trustees, to Jeremiah Brown, James King, John Webster & Samuel Richardson, Trustees for the Meeting of the People Called Quakers at Little Britain; 1796/09/14; D.B. UU, pp. 740-742.
5./[5Å to new trustees, with acceptance of trust] Jeremiah Brown & Samuel Richardson, Surviving Trustees, to Timothy Hains, James King, Slater Brown & Samuel Brown, Trustees for Little Britain Preparative and Monthly Meeting; 1827/12/20; D.B. I5, pp. 263-264.
6./[0.1125Å] Little Britain Preparative Meeting of Friends, a non-profit corporation, to Robert H. Cameron; 1957/02/18; Deed 27450, D.B. O45, pp. 409-410.
8./[Water line easement with survey] Little Britain Preparative Meeting of Friends, a non-profit corporation, by Alva L. Lamborn, President, to Chester Water Authority; 1968/06/02; D.B. C59, pp. 369-371.

REFERENCES:
A. Frederick Klein, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Quakers (1926).
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128. MEETING: Little Britain Preparative (Orthodox/Primitive)
Commonly called "Ballance Meeting"
SEE NOTTINGHAM & LITTLE BRITAIN MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Concord Monthly until 1715
Kennett (Newark) M.M. 1715-1718/06
New Garden M.M. 1718/07/12-1730/06
Nottingham & Little Britain (Nottingham) M.M. after 1730/06/20
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1819/02/17
Nottingham Q.M. 1819/05/21-1868/11/13
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
Baltimore Y.M. 1819-1868/10/21
[Orthodox] after 1828
[Primitive] after 1854
Pennsylvania G.M. after 1868/12/08

ESTABLISHED:
East Nottingham P.M. before 1715
Monthly 1730/05/11

LAID DOWN:
N&LB Monthly 1889/12/03 (attached to Philadelphia M.M. Primitive, itself shortly later attached to Falls M.M. Primitive)
Worship 1903

RECORDS KEPT:
Haverford, with Pennsylvania G.M. (Primitive)

LOCATION:
Ballance Meeting Rd.
Peach Bottom 17563
Fulton Township
Lancaster Cty., Pa
Parcel
Lat. , Long.

DEEDS, etc.:
1.1/[0.5Å from each = 1.0Å] Joseph Smedley and Joseph Ballance to Thomas Miller, Harris Reed & William Waring, Trustees appointed by Nottingham & Little Britain Monthly Meeting for Little Britain MH, with acceptance of the trust; 1840/03/21; D.B. T6, pp. 269-271.
2./[1.0Å] Sketch from 1839/03/22 survey of Ballance Meeting property by William Waring found in Falls MM records.
3./[1.0Å] Harris Reed, Surviving Trustee, to John C. Maule, Elijah Kester & Thomas Waring, Trustees appointed by Nottingham & Little Britain MM, with acceptance of the trust; 1887/03/10; D.B. R12, pp. 560-563.
4./[1.0Å] John C. Maule, Surviving Trustee after two trustees declared out of unity, to Spencer Harris & Joseph T. Miller, Trustees appointed by Philadelphia MM, for the use & benefit of the members of the General Meeting of Friends for Pennsylvania, New Jersey & Delaware; 1893/12/11; D.B. L14, pp. 569-572.
5./Hand-drawn 1885 map of Little Britain & Fulton Townships showing Quaker MHs and FBGs.
6./Typescript of report by Joseph T. Miller in 1911/02/22 minutes of Falls Monthly Meeting of Primitive Friends.
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11. [1.0Å] Elizabeth H. Weinman, Surviving Trustee appointed by Falls Monthly Meeting of Men and Women Friends; to Mark L. Brabson, Linda J. Coates, Andy Shaubach, Mary E. Kirk & Mark Edward Achtermann, Successor Trustees appointed by Little Britain Monthly Meeting (United) and Acceptance of Trust by new Trustees; 1998/12/31; D.B. 6090, pp. 379-386.

REFERENCES:
A. Frederick Klein, *Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Quakers* (1926).
D. Ballance’s Meeting House, Little Britain Monthly Meeting of Primitive Friends 1828-1924 (~2004?).

129. MEETING: Little Cacapon Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M.
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1951/08/18
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: late 1700s?
LAID DOWN: 1820s?
LOCATION: Hampshire Cty., WV
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1.
2.
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130. MEETING: Little Choptank Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Transquaking P.M. after 1690
Third Haven M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester, Choptank) Q.M. 1679-1789
Maryland Y.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. after 1790
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790
ESTABLISHED: Worship Established 1685
Preparative by 1687
LAID DOWN: 1748
LOCATION: House of Joshua Kennerly?
on Fishing Creek
Dorchester Cty., MD
DEEDS, etc.: 1.Notice of public meetings at the "house of Thomas Connor";
1717/03/08; D.B. Old 7, p. 50.
REFERENCES: A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript pp. 672-676.
D. Kenneth L. Carroll, "Quakerism Below the Choptank: A Hidden Chapter in Dorchester County History" (undated, but after 1958) ms. at Maryland Historical Society, pp. 14-15 [discusses many families and individual Friends].

131. MEETING: Little Elk Meeting (Hicksite)
SEE NOTTINGHAM MONTHLY FOR HISTORY
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: East Nottingham P.M.
Nottingham M.M.
Nottingham Q.M.
Baltimore Y.M.
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968
ESTABLISHED: Indulged 1825 at Job Sidwell's house
LAID DOWN: 1877 or 1882
LOCATION 1: Hickory Hill Road
by 1975 Media Road, Lots 15 & 16 of Hickory Hill Estates Section I
S.R. 472?
Elk & East Nottingham Townships
Oxford 19363
Chester Cty., PA
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Parcel
Lat. ~39.74678° N., Long. ~075.90916° W.

DEEDS, etc.:


2. [0.403125Å adjacent to MH] Job S. Pugh to William Hollingsworth, Chandler Pugh, Joseph T. Reynolds & Harold B. Pugh, Trustees of Little Elk Friends Meeting House; 1886/01/19; D.B. V-9, Vol. 218, p. 447.


5. Chester County Common Pleas Court Order appointing Walter P. Reynolds, Edwin A. Pugh, Florence E. Pugh & Leona I. Pugh as successor Trustees for the property of Little Elk Friends Meeting; 1937/06/06; Instrument 0000452-1937?


LOCATION 2:

Broad Street
Borough of Oxford
Chester Cty., PA
Parcel
Lat. ~39.____° N., Long. ~075.____° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

11. [0.45625Å on Broad St.] Job S. Pugh to Joseph T. Reynolds, Chandler Pugh, Walter P. Reynolds & Edward A. Pugh, Trustees of the
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS


12./[Tract 2 of 3; 0.45625Å] Howard L. Stubbs, Hanson P. Passmore, Walter P. Reynolds, Clyde E. Mason, Raymond T. Earnhart, Melvin E. Reynolds, Edwin A. Pugh, Florence E. Pugh, Leona I. Pugh (Trustees appointed by the Chester County Common Pleas Court 1937/06/15), and Walter P. Reynolds, Edward A. Pugh, Florence E. Pugh & Leona I. Pugh (Trustees appointed by the Chester County Common Pleas Court 1929/06/06 to Nottingham Monthly Meeting of Friends, a corporation; 1937/07/12; D.B. M-19, pp. 123-.


REFERENCES:


B. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 1007-1008.

C. Meetinghouse image:

132. MEETING: Little Elk Meeting (Orthodox/Primitive)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: East Nottingham P.M.
Nottingham & Little Britain (Nottingham) M.M.
Nottingham Q.M.
Baltimore Y.M.
[Orthodox/Primitive] 1828-1868

ESTABLISHED: Indulged 1826
LAID DOWN: 1868?
LOCATION: Borough of Oxford
Elk Township
Chester Cty., PA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.
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133. MEETING: Little Falls Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring (Indian Spring, West River, Herring Creek, Clifts) M.M. until 1739
Gunpowder M.M. 1739-1815
Baltimore (West River, Western Shore) Q.M. until 1968/08
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
Baltimore Y.M. [Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1973
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1738 (according to tradition, founded by William Amos)
Preparative 1744
Monthly 1815/08/07

STATUS: Active

B. Incorporation as "The Little Falls Monthly Meeting of Friends, Incorporated"; 1958/12/18; MD Corp. D00133900.

FORMER LOCATION 1: tract of land called Bond's Forest, near the Little Falls of the Gunpowder River
Fallston 21047
Third Election District
Harford (until 1774 Baltimore) Cty., MD

Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1. 1739
2. The sons & executors of Thomas Bond Sr., being Thomas Bond, William Bond, John Bond, Joshua Bond & Jacob Bond, divided the properties of Thomas Bond Sr. among themselves; 1756/04/28; Baltimore County D.B. BB-I, pp. 533-536.
3. [The Little Falls MH] Heirs to meeting trustees; 1749/06/02;
4. [0.5 Å] William Smith to William Amos Jr., James Amos & Mahlon Spencer, Trustees for the Preparative Meeting at Little Falls and their successors; 1797/04/20; D.B. JLG-N, pp. 432-433.

2. for Forest. Maryland Laws 1823 Chapter 9 authorizing Levy Benson, Amos Benson, David Ely, William Lee Amos, Howard Mason, Isaac Hollingsworth Preston & Joseph Fussell to hold title to Forrest Meetinghouse up to 10Å; 1823/12/11.
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successors to the Trustees of Little Falls Monthly Meeting, Little Falls MH, Forest MH, Little Falls PM, et al., to Little Falls Monthly Meeting of Friends, Inc.; 1961/05/21; D.B. GRG-586, pp. 572-577.

FORMER LOCATION 2:

Beaver Dam Rd.
Fallston 21047
Harford (until 1774 Baltimore) Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:

6. 1773

LOCATION 3:

719 Old Fallston Road
Fallston 21047
Harford Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:

8. 1821,
10.[0.59375Å] William A. & Sarah Harlan to Amos Benson, William Lee Amos, David Ferris, Cheyney Hoskins & Edmund Preston, Trustees for Little Falls Monthly Meeting, and their successors; 1843/09/05; D.B. HD-29, pp. 221-222.
11.[0.6625Å] William A. & Sarah Harlan to Amos Benson, William Lee Amos, David Ferris, Edmund Preston, Joseph Trimble, Joseph Harlan, & Robert Hollingsworth, Trustees for Little Falls Monthly Meeting, and successors; 1851/05/30; D.B. HDG-37, pp 184-186.
15.[Right of Way for Telephone Poles] The Quakers at the Little Falls, by the Trustees for the Preparative Meeting Grounds, Robert S. Preston, David A. Harlan, Wm. L. Amos, Lewis E. Hollingsworth, Wm. Edgar Preston, Edmond C. Preston & Barclay E. Hollingsworth, to the
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Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of Baltimore City; 1919/08/29; D.B. JAR-164, pp. 477-478.
19./ Plat Showing Lands of Little Falls Monthly Meeting of Friends, Incorporated; 1972/12/12, filed 1973/02/09; PlatB. HDC-27, p. 61.

REFERENCES:
A. Henry C. Peden, Jr., Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800 (1st Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).
D. J. Sauren Norris, The Early Friends In Maryland (1872).
E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 1008-1011.
F. Helen W. Ridgely, Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of Columbia (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at p. 106.

* "LOMBARD STREET" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, STONY RUN [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

* "LONG NECK" -- SEE PAGAN CREEK [ISLE OF WIGHT CTY., VA]
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* "LOWER MONTHLY" [MARYLAND YM] -- SEE GUILFORD, BOGERTERNORTON AND MAGOTHY BAY MEETINGS
[ACCOMACK CTY., VA OR SOMERSET CTY., MD]

* "LOWER MONTHLY" [VIRGINIA YM] -- SEE SOMERTON (FORMERLY CHUCKATUCK) MONTHLY AND WESTERN BRANCH MONTHLY
[SUFFOLK, SOUTHWAMPTON OR ISLE OF WIGHT CTY., VA]

* "LOWER GOOSE CREEK" -- SEE GOOSE CREEK MONTHLY (Bedford, VA)
[BEDFORD (UNTIL 1753 ALBEMARLE) CTY., VA]

134. MEETING: Lower Ridge Meeting
Also sometimes known as Apple Pie Ridge Meeting
Originally known as Hackney's Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell P.M.
Hopewell M.M.
Fairfax Q.M.
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite/FGC] after 1828

ESTABLISHED: Indulged weekly 1796/12
LAID DOWN: 1822/08
LOCATION: School 0.5 miles north of White Hall
Now Whitehall United Methodist Church?
~3265 Apple Pie Ridge Rd.
Winchester 22603
Frederick Cty., VA
Parcel 22-A-54?
Lat. 39.29244° N., Long. 078.14779° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [1.5Å for MH + school] John & Lydia Dillon and James & Sarah Dillon to Joseph Hackney & David Faulkner, Trustees for the religious Society called Quakers; 1795/10/06; D.B. 24B, pp. 237-239.
3. Title confirmed by committee in 1817, new trustees Thomas Barrett & Aaron Hackney.
4. [1Å MH excepted] Aaron & Hannah Hackney and Joseph & Lydia Hackney to James Hackney; 1819/04/05; D.B. 41, pp. 287-289.
5. Hopewell reported title secure in 1822.
6. [1.0Å - Maybe wrong, line calls do not match] William Dillon, joined by Isaac Baker, Richard Sidwell, William Kerr, Joseph Hackney, James Curl & Thomas Baldwin, Trustees in Bankruptcy, to George M. Faye, Trustee to build a place of worship for members of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States; 1825/04/05; D.B. 53, pp. 147-149.

REFERENCES:
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 887-892.

* "LUPTON'S, JOSEPH, OR LUPTON'S RIDGE MEETING" -- SEE UPPER RIDGE MEETING
  [FREDERICK CTY., VA]

* "MACHADOCKS MEETING" -- SEE UPPER MACHODOCKS MEETING
  [WESTMORELAND CTY., VA]

135. MEETING: Magothy Bay Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower M.M. Lower Eastern Shore Q.M. Maryland Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1705 or 1717 [per Carroll]
LAID DOWN: 1732
LOCATION: Northampton Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
  2.
C. Salisbury University's Nabb Center
  http://nabbhistory.salisbury.edu/new_website/results.asp?q=Quakers

* "MARSHY CREEK" [MD] - SEE PRESTON PREPARATIVE
  [CAROLINE (until 1774 DORCHESTER) CTY., MD]

* "MARSHY CREEK MEETING" [VA] -- SEE MURDAUGH'S MEETING
  [near SUFFOLK, NORFOLK CTY., VA]

* "MATTSCONICK MEETING" -- SEE UPPER MACHODOCKS MEETING
  [WESTMORELAND CTY., VA]

136. MEETING: Mattaponi Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Williamsburg M.M. until 2012
                      Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Before 2002
STATUS: Monthly 2012/07/31 Active
LOCATION: Dayspring Farm
PROPERTIES OF MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE YEARLY MEETINGS

942 Buena Vista Road
Cologne 23181-4010
King and Queen Cty., Virginia
Map 23 Parcel 134R 651

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name
REFERENCES: A.

137. MEETING: Maury River Monthly
"Lexington Preparative" until 1990

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Charlottesville M.M. until 1990
Virginia H.Y.M. until 2000?
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1979
Preparative 1986
Monthly 1990/08/09

STATUS: Active
LOCATION: 34 Waterloo Dr., near W. Midland Trail
Kerr's Creek Magisterial District
Lexington 24450
Rockbridge Cty., VA
Parcel 45-A-53-0
Lat. 37.86906° N., Long. 79.5543° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1./[4246 sq. ft.] Plat for the Trustees of the Advent Christian
Conference of Virginia by Gregory E. Vess, Licensed Surveyor,
1995/02, recorded 1995/10/20; Plat Cabinet 2, Slide 374.
2./Calvert Dame, Robert J. Wood & Carl Graham, Trustees of the
Advent Christian Conference of Virginia, to Maury River Monthly
Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1995/08/15; D.B. 549,
pp. 616-618.
3./Maury River Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, by
Nancy S. Anderson, Margaret Dyson-Cobb & Andrew C. Johnson Jr.,
Trustees, Deed of Trust to R. Creigh Deeds & William B. McClung,
Trustees for the Advent Christian Conference of Virginia; 1995/09/25;
D.B. 549, pp. 619-621; Release of Deed of Trust/ by Robert J. Wood
on behalf of holder of note; 2003/12/06; Instrument 030007643, p. 81.

REFERENCES: A. History; 2005.
B.

* "MERCHANT'S HOPE MEETING" -- SEE BINSFORD'S MEETING
[PRINCE GEORGE CTY., VA]
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138. MEETING: Menallen Monthly
"Monalin", early spelling

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Warrington M.M. until 1780
Western Q.M. until 1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Warrington Q.M. After 1787
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1790
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1960s
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Indulged 1747
Worship 1748
Preparative 1748/12
Monthly 1780/06/19

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:

FORMER LOCATION 1: "Friends Grove"
Center Mills Road near Heidlersburg Rd. (S.R. 234)
Off S.R. 234, East Berlin Rd.
Butler Twp. (was Menallen Twp.)
Aspers 17304
Adams (until 1800 York) Cty., PA
Parcel 07G07-0025---000
Lat. 39.94544° N., Long. 77.19751° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. MH? 1748
2. [22.3Å or 20.95625Å] Patent from Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to Steven Hendricks, Jonathan Wright, Findley McGrew & Jacob Thomas, Trustees for the use of the Society of people called Quakers in Menallen Township; 1813/02/18; PatentB. 8 [or H 8], pp. 533ff.
3. MH moved to Current Location in 1838
4. [3.0375Å 50-yr. Lease for a MH and BG, with option to renew if the property not sold by end of term] George Hewitt, Cyrus Griest, William H. Wright, Jacob B. Hewitt, Benjamin Harris, John Wright, Josiah Penrose, George W. Wright & Elijah Wright, the committee appointed by Menallen Preparative Meeting of Friends, Lease to David Basserman, John J. Fouty, John Diehl, Daniel Longanecker, Henry G. Koser, John Houghtailin & Samuel Longanecker, the Committee appointed by the German Baptist Association of Brethren; 1852/04/04; D.B. S, pp. 478-480.
5. [20-yr. Lease] George Hewitt, William H. Wright, Abel T. Wright & Joel Wright, a committee appointed by the Preparative Meeting of the Society of Friends in Menallen Township, lease to Jacob Rebbert; 1856/03/01; D.B. T, pp. 264-265.
6. [25-year Lease] Cyrus S. Griest, Samuel H. Harris, Joel V. Garrettsion, Joseph G. Vale, George E. Wright, C. Arthur Griest &
Edward C. Tyson, a Committee Appointed by Menallen Monthly Meeting of Friends, Lease to Christian L. Pfoutz, Alexander D. Taylor, Samuel Jacobs, Cornelius Weaver & Daniel D. Bucher, a Committee of German Baptist Brethren, reserving to Friends the right to use the meetinghouse when not used by the German Baptists; 1902/02/01; Misc.B. A, pp. 65-67, Instrument 781.

7./Petition by Trustees and all adult members to sell 19.965Å to John A. Deardorff and 1.76875Å to German Baptist Church, leaving 0.56625Å for the FBG; 1909/12/06; Common Pls. Docket 463, pp. 346-350; hearing 1909/12/06, authority to sell granted 1910/01/03.


D.B. [not found in Index]


LOCATION 2:

1107 Carlisle Rd., S.R. 34
Menallen Twp.
Biglerville 17307
Adams (until 1800 York) Cty., PA
Parcel 29F06-0038--000
Lat. 39.9642° N., Long. 077.2481° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

10./[0.8875Å] Nathan & Elizabeth Wright to John Wright & George Hewitt in trust for the Society of Friends in Menallen Township, Adams County; 1836?/03?/16, rerecorded 1971/09/10; D.B. 294, pp. 1180-1183.

11./[0.498125Å] George W. & Lucy Wright to George Hewitt, Jesse Cook, Joel Wright & Cyrus Griest, in trust for the Menallen Preparative Meeting; 1854/02/15, rerecorded 1971/09/10; D.B. 294, pp. 1184-1185.
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Griest Sr. & Donald C. Tyson, to The United Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania; 1974/07/08; D.B. 21, pp. 233-234, Instrument 9936.

REFERENCES:
B. Margaret B. Walmer, 100 Years at Warrington: York County, Pennsylvania Quakers; Marriages, Removals, Births & Deaths (1989).
C. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 864-866.

139. MEETING: Middle Creek Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Tuscarora (Providence) P.M. until 1787
Hopewell M.M.
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1951

ESTABLISHED:
Settlement by 1760
Worship established 1762/02
Preparative 1787/02

LAID DOWN:
1831

LOCATION:
4496 Arden Nollville Rd.
Now Arden United Methodist Church
Arden District
Martinsburg 25403
Berkeley (Orange VA until 1743, Frederick VA 1743-1772) Cty., WV
Map 9 Parcel 5
Assessor's Account 06071984
Lat. 39.41904° N., Long. 078.04076. W.

DEEDS, etc.:
A. MH opened 1773
1. [1Å where MH then stood] Benjamin Thornburg to Jacob Moon, James Mendenhall, Anthony Lee & Stephen Thatcher, trustees for Friends and "other meeting houses or houses for the worship of God, the education of youths could be built and the land to be used for the burial of the dead"; 1779/03/15; D.B. [early photocopy of original in Berkeley County Historical Society].
2. [Excepting 1.0Å FBG] , heirs of Wendel Seibert, to Jacob Seibert; 1820 ; D.B. 31, pp. 98-100.
3. Possession to Methodists; 1865

REFERENCES:
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D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 899-904.

140. MEETING: Midlothian Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Richmond M.M. until 1995/07
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) until 2001/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Indulged 1987
Preparative 1989
Monthly 1995/08/01

STATUS:
Active

ORGANIZATION:
A./Chesterfield County Circuit Court Decree *(sic, wrong County, therefore no effect, but see Instrument B)* confirming Roselle Clark, Howard Brod & Brian Buniva as Trustees of Midlothian Friends Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 2002/07/30; Chancery No. CH02-917; Chancery OrderB. 299, p. 428.
B./Decree of Powhatan County Circuit Court *[a]* reconfirming that the three Trustees appointed in 2002 hold title to and have authority to convey interests in Midlothian's meetinghouse in Powhatan County, *[b]* those Trustees can encumber the property under a sight distance agreement, and *[c]* Trustees can accept title under a deed of gift from Powhatan Country Properties, LLC; 2007/12/11; [no case no. assigned per Clerk].
C./Order of the Powhatan County Circuit Court appointing and confirming Howard Brod, Brian Buniva, Roselle Clark, Ann Duncan, Emily Keenum, Stephen Long & Heather Stocker as Trustees of the Congregation of Midlothian Friends Meeting; 2016/02/08; Order CL 16000033-00.

LOCATION:
900 Preservation Road
[formerly 2502 Huguenot Springs Rd.]
Midlothian 23113
Powhatan Cty., VA
Parcels 044 1F and 044 Pcl. ID

DEEDS, etc.:
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4. Petition to Powhatan County Circuit Court to approve Meeting agreement with Powhatan Country Properties, LLC for (1) Meeting to convey and extinguish a Driveway Access Easement over property now owned by Powhatan Country Properties, LLC, (2) Meeting grant a Sight Distance Easement along Hugenot Springs Road to the extent required by VDOT, and (3) Powhatan Country Properties, LLC convey to Meeting Tax Map Parcel 044 Pcl. ID of 1.942A [parking spaces]; 2007/12/06.


AFFILIATE LOCATION: The Thrifty Quaker and Friend$hare
Midlothian Station Shopping Center
13567 Midlothian Turnpike
Midlothian 23114
Chesterfield Cty., VA
Lat. 37.5032° N., Long. 077.6503° W.

ORGANIZATION: D. Incorporation as VA Corp. 04701801, named "The Quaker Thrift Store, Inc."; 1996/08/08; Friend$hare Division opened 1999.

DEEDS, etc.: None owned in Friends' name; lease in shopping center

REFERENCES: A. http://www.thriftyquaker.com/about.html
B.

* "MIFFLIN, DANIEL, MEETING" -- SEE SWANS GUT MEETING
[ACCOMACK CTY., VA]

141. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Miles White Beneficial Society of Baltimore City
SPONSORING MEETING: Baltimore Y.M. (Orthodox) until 1968/01/02
Baltimore Y.M. (Consolidated) after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED: 1874
STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION: A./Will of Miles White; dated & filed 1874/06/20, recorded 1874/06/23; death of Miles White 1876/03/12.
B./[+Typescript] Incorporation in Baltimore City, MD; 1874/06/23; Converted to Maryland Corporation D00368662; 1972/02/22; SDAT Microfilm F928, p. 23.
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C./Miles White Trustees entered in 1874-1930 minute book, pp.5-8, a Brief Sketch of life of Miles White and noted their expectation that his $100,000 bequest would soon be paid; 1877/03/06.
D. By-Laws adopted 1877/03/20.
E. Articles of Amendment added Article VII for distribution of assets upon dissolution; 1972/02/23; SDAT Microfilm F949, pp. 95-97.
F. IRS Determination that exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3); 1972/03/31.
H. Articles of Revival; 1991/05/16; SDAT Microfilm F331, pp. 1343-1345.
I./Articles of Amendment, number of trustees seven to ten; 1991/05/16; SDAT Microfilm F3331, pp. 1747-1748.
J. Charter Forfeited for failure to file; 2004/10/08.
K/Articles of Revival; 2006/01/10; SDAT Microfilm B905, pp. 1185-1187.
L. MWBS Trustees declare that is "supporting organization" of BYM and changes fiscal year to calendar year effective 2011/01/01; 2010/10; Board Resolution 2010.
M. MWBS Bylaws amended to provide for trustees to be appointed by BYM committee-nominating process; 2011/10.
N./IRS Determination that "Miles White Beneficial Society of Baltimore City ", EIN 52-0794615, exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3); 1972/03/31; since 2010 as a "Supporting Organization", confirmed 2016/09/26 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION: Baltimore City or County, MD
DEEDS, etc.: No property owned.
REFERENCES: 

142. MEETING: Mill Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M.
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: 1760
LAID DOWN: ca. 1806
LOCATION: Village of Arden
Darkesville
Berkeley (Frederick VA 1743-1772) Cty., WV
Map 96 Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: 1. Deeded to Friends Trustees, but not recorded due to having only one witness. Original trustees deceased.
2. [1+Â] Appointed Jacob Rees & John Lee to obtain legal title after original deed found not recorded; 1818
3. to Southern Methodists about 1860

REFERENCES:
C. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 899-904.

143. MEETING: Molly's Creek or Molley's Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Seneca P.M. after 1797
                      South River M.M.
                      Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
                      Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
                      Upper Q.M. 1817/08/21-1844
                      Virginia H.Y.M. after 1844/05/22
                      Virginia Y.M. until 1843
                      Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M. after 1844

ESTABLISHED: 1781
LAID DOWN:         
LOCATION:
Along Molly's Creek
near "Rock Castle", home of Robert Alexander, toward "Oakdale" southeast part of county, toward Falling River
Campbell (until 1753 Albemarle, 1753-1781 Bedford) Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: Probably none in Friends' name; MH was to be built at Seneca

REFERENCES:

* "MONALIN" -- SEE MENALLEN MONTHLY
  [ADAMS (until 1800 YORK) CTY., PA]

144. MEETING: Monie [Munny] Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower Eastern Shore Q.M.
                    Maryland Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: ca. 1672
LAID DOWN: MH abandoned by 1746
LOCATION: On Great Monie Creek
          Somerset Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: 1. [MH built 1711] Somerset County Court Orders, 1711; Ord.B. GH, p. 107.
               2. [1Å for MH & FBG] Daniel Jones to Levin Denwood; 1712/06/09;
                  D.B. Old 10, pp. 803
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REFERENCES:  

145. MEETING:  
Monocacy Preparative  
Early spelling "Monoquesy" Preparative  
Informally "Cold Spring Meeting"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:  
Pipe Creek P.M. after 1764  
New Garden M.M. until 1730  
Nottingham M.M. 1730-1734  
Hopewell M.M. 1734-1744  
Fairfax M.M. 1744/08/13-1772/10  
Pipe Creek M.M. after 1772  
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08  
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20  
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19  
Warrington Q.M. after 1787/05/28  
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789  
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790  
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1972  
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:  
Worship 1726 at Josiah Ballenger's house  
MH 1738-1739  
P.M. with Bush Creek 1755/09

LAID DOWN:  
MH burned down 1759/01  
P.M. 1762/11/15 [members to Fairfax P.M.]  
Worship 1764/11/19

LOCATION:  
Cold Spring MH built 1736  
part of parcel named "Good Luck", in "Carrollton"  
Resurveyed 1798 & 1801 as "Mount Hope"  
West of Maryland Rte. 85, formerly "The Great Road"  
East of 6401 Manor Woods Road  21703  
Across street from 6779 Keller Lime Plant Road  
~0.4 mi. West of Buckeystown 21717  
Frederick (until 1748 Prince George's) Cty., MD  
Tax Map 0095, Grid 0007, Parcel 0187 ?  
SDAT Acct. 01-017209  
Lat. 39.33578° N., Long. 77.43582° W.

DEEDS, etc.:  
1./[5Å] Meredith Davis to William Matthews & Henry Ballinger to build one or more house or houses for a meeting place for the people called Quakers; 1739/04/27; Prince George's Cty. D.B. Y, pp. 21-22.  
2./[160Å excepting 5Å where MH now stands] Meredith & Ann Davis to John Damall; 1751/06/29; D.B. B, pp. 418-421.
5. [5Å excepting 1.0Å for a FBG to be enclosed and for possible MH; /typescript in Matlack] Basil Brooke, Alan Farquhar & Joel Wright, on behalf of the Society of people called Quakers, 10-year lease to John Darnall; 1792/05/30; Prince George's Cty. "EquityB. TP", pp. 1045-.

REFERENCES:
C. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, compiler, *Brief Historical Sketches of Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting*, Notebook 13 of 19, Vol. 4 of typescript, pp. 866-871 (1938, with 1939 Addenda) [Orig. @ Haverford College Special Collections].
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146. MEETING: Monongalia Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lake Erie Y.M. until 2011
Warrington Q.M. after 2011/08
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 2011/08

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1978
Monthly 1982/06/19

STATUS: Active

LOCATION 1: 1309 Mineral Street, at Grandview Avenue
Block 21, Lots 23-25, SAB
Sixth Ward
Morgantown 26505
Morgan District
Monongalia Cty., WV
Tax Map 24, Parcel 0321.0000 (was 0270)


LOCATION 2: 648 East Brockway Avenue, at Alley "B"
Block 10, Lots 12, 13 + SW half of Lot 14, Peninsula Company's Addition
Second Ward
Morgantown 26507
Morgan District
Monongalia Cty., WV
Tax Map 35, Parcels 0110.0000.0000 and 0110.0001.0000

DEEDS, etc.: 3./Plat of Survey by Greenleaf Surveying Company, Allan J. Witschi, P.S. No. 587, for Estate of Mary Rossetti & Monongalia Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (with exhibit listing calls); 2008/05/28, recorded 2008/10/01; Instrument 296976, D.B. 1373, pp. 599-602.
4./[10,000 sq. ft.] Josephine Tarantini, Executrix of the Estate of Mary Maria Rossetti, to Monongalia Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers); 2008/07/08; Instrument 287518, D.B. 1369, pp. 113-116.

REFERENCES: A.

* "MONOQUESY MEETING" -- SEE MONOCACY PREPARATIVE MEETING [FREDERICK (until 1748 PRINCE GEORGE'S) CTY., MD]
MEETING: Mount Pleasant Meeting
Informally "Fawcett's Meeting"
Informally "Cedar Creek Meeting" [not to be confused with Cedar Creek M.M. in Hanover Cty.]

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
- Crooked Run P.M. until 1781
- Centre P.M. after 1781
- Hopewell M.M. until 1782
- Crooked Run M.M. 1782-1807
- Hopewell M.M. after 1807
- Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
- Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
- Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
- Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
- Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
- Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
- [Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1951

ESTABLISHED: Indulged 1771/04
LAID DOWN: 1809?

ORGANIZATION:

LOCATION:
West side of Cedar Creek Grade, S.R. 622
Southwest of Laurel Grove Rd.
0.5 miles WSW of Fawcett's Gap, 8 miles SW Winchester
Winchester P.O. 22602
Back Creek Magisterial District
Frederick Cty., VA
Map 72-A-37, Account No. 22039
Lat. 39.12093° N., Long. 078.30414° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
A. [5Å for school] Martin Cartmell to trustees; 1748.
1. Survey of MH and surrounding property done 1779/03/29 by Joseph Longacre, referenced in 1785 will.
2. John Fawcett devised property to children and grandchildren excepting "two Acres laid out + surveyed for the use of the Society of the people called Quakers [for a ] Meeting house, burying ground, etc." from the bequest to son Thos. Fawcett and bequeathed the land to Quakers; will executed 1785/08/23; probated 1786/09/05; Frederick Cty. Will Book 5, pp. 150-152.
3. Meeting appointed Joshua Lupton & Joseph Fawcett as trustees to rent out vacant MH; 1822?.
4. FBG still there 1934, supported by fund established by Clark Fawcett in 1920s or early 1930s.
5. FBG maintained by Fawcett family 2012, parcel owner listed as "Quaker Cemetary".

REFERENCES:
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 934b [double-sided].

* "MOUNT PONEY [PONY] MEETING" -- SEE SOUTHLAND MONTHLY
[CULPEPER CTY., VA]

**148.** MEETING: Mount Washington Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore M.M., Eastern District
                     Baltimore Q.M.
                     Baltimore Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Before 1792
LAID DOWN: Before 1819?
LOCATION: Station on North Central RR
          5 Miles north of Baltimore City
          Baltimore Cty. MD
DEEDS, etc.: 1. Probably none in Friends' name.
REFERENCES:  A.

"MUDDY CREEK MEETING" -- SEE GUILFORD MONTHLY
[ACCOMACK CTY., VA]

* MULBERRY GROVE MEETING -- SEE GUILFORD MONTHLY
[ACCOMACK CTY., VA]

* "MUNNY MEETING" -- SEE MONIE MEETING
[SOMERSET CTY., MD]

**149.** MEETING: Murdaugh's Meeting
Also known as "Marshy Creek" Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Western Branch M.M.
                     Lower Q.M.
                     Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1710
LAID DOWN: 1766
LOCATION: near Suffolk, Norfolk Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.  
2.


150. MEETING: Nansemond Particular & Monthly
SEE SOMERTON MONTHLY FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower (Chuckatuck) Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Chuckatuck worship 1672
1677

LAID DOWN: Monthly stopped meeting here 1737
1778

LOCATION: Elizabeth Outland's house 1678
William Sanders' house 1682
Elizabeth Belson's house 1683
Robert Jordan's house 1683
Suffolk City (until 1974 Nansemond) Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.  
2.


151. MEETING: Nassawadox or Nassawaddox Meeting
Also known as Northampton Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower (Somerset until 1700?) M.M.
Lower Eastern Shore Q.M.
Maryland Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1657

LAID DOWN: 1736

LOCATION: near present Franكتtown Methodist Church
7551 Bayside Road
Franktown 23354
Northampton Cty., VA
Lat. 39.47517° N., Long. 075.89084° W.
Parcel

HISTORICAL NOTE: Meeting house ten feet square built 1657-1660. The first Friends Meeting House in North America?
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DEEDS, etc.: 1. Levin [or Leyvinge] Denwood, Sr. to Friends; 1657?
2. [1Å Quaker MH excepted from deed] George & Hannah Brickhouse to daughter Anne Brickhouse?; 1689;
5. Louis Heath to Methodists; 1843/11/13; D.B. 32, pp. 300-

REFERENCES:
C. Salisbury University's Nabb Center http://nabbhistory.salisbury.edu/new_website/results.asp?q=Quakers
F. Phebe R. Jacobsen, Quaker Records in Maryland (1966), at p. 76.

* "NECK MEETING" -- Nicholite, never part of Maryland Y.M.
CAROLINE (UNTIL 1774 DORCHESTER) CTY., MD

152. MEETING: Neill Chapel
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Probably Baltimore Q.M.
Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1894
LAID DOWN: 1901
LOCATION: Westmoreland Cty., VA
HISTORICAL NOTE: Created for the spiritual benefit of Chesapeake Bay oysterman during the oyster-harvesting season.

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.

REFERENCES:
A. Map in 1898 BYM (Orthodox) minutes
B.

* "NEW KENT MEETING" -- SEE BLACK CREEK MEETING
[NEW KENT CTY., VA]

* "NEW MARKET MEETING" -- SEE SMITHS CREEK MEETING
[ROCKINGHAM (until 1778 AUGUSTA) CTY., VA]
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153. MEETING: Newberry Preparative

"Manchester" until 1792?

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sadsbury M.M. until 1747
Warrington M.M. 1747-1780
Menallen M.M. after 1780
Concord Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Warrington Q.M. after 1787/05/28
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1790
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite/FGC] after 1828
Baltimore (Hicksite) Y.M. when laid down

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary 1739
Worship 1745
Preparative 1747

LAID DOWN: 1862

LOCATION 1: Old Trail Rd.
"Confidence"
Newberrytown, York Haven 17370
York (until 1749 Lancaster) Cty., PA
Parcel 39-000-04-0054
Lat. 40.129711° N., Long. 76.790347° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[42.38125Å] Commonwealth Patent of "Confidence" to John Garretson & Joseph Hutton, in Trustees for the use and benefit of the Society of the People Called Quakers; 1796/05/20, enrolled 1796/05/28; PatentB. 29, p. 49.
2./Act of General Assembly granted authority to James Wickersham, Samuel Garretson & Ezekiel Kirk, Trustees of Warrington Monthly Meeting of Friends, to transfer 13.0125Å to Cornelius Garretson; 1802/02/19; Statutes at Large, Chap. 2243, pp. 72-73; L.B. 8, p. 51.
3. Act of General Assembly, 1810/02/13, authorized sale of MH by Samuel Garretson & James Wickersham, with proceeds to be used for MH or FBG or as directed by the Society; Law Book No. XII, p. 275.
4./[MH on 33.76875Å out of 42.38125Å in 1796 Grant] Samuel Garretson & James Wickersham, successor Trustees of the Society of Friends in Newbury Township, York Cty., to Edward Jones; 1811/08/14; D.B. 2U, pp. 525-527.
FORMER LOCATION 2: Redlands
2900 Lewisberry Road, at Old Quaker Rd.
York Haven PA 17370
Newberry Township
York (until 1749 Lancaster) Cty., PA
Parcel 39-000-PG-0135
Lat. 40.133857° N., Long. 076.807248° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 6. [5Å] Samuel & Alice Garretson to Jesse Wickersham & George Garretson, Trustees of the Society of Friends of Newbury Township; 1811/10/04; D.B. 3L, pp. 51-52.
8. [Along Mt. Royal Rd. from S.R. 24, subject to 50-ft. setback + other restrictions until 1986/01/01 and renewing automatically for successive 10 year periods] George F. & Alice L. Bressler to Oliver J. Heacock, Frederick E. Griest, Sr., Donald Tyson, Ryland Wright & Donald Garretson, Trustees of Menallen Monthly Meeting; 196405/04; D.B. 56E, pp. 183-184.

B. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 872-875.

154. MEETING: Norfolk Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Chuckatuck Meeting
(later) Lower Q.M.
[to be] Virginia Y.M.

OPENED: 1660
DISCONTINUED: 1664
LOCATION: House of Richard Russell or Mary Emperor
On the Western Branch
Chesapeake City (Lower Norfolk until 1691, Norfolk 1691-1900, Norfolk City 1900-1963) Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name?
HISTORICAL NOTE: Norfolk Quakers were fined 100 Pounds Sterling and 20,750 pounds of tobacco in 1663 alone, when 300 pounds of tobacco was a month's pay for a sailor.

REFERENCES:
B. John W. H. Porter, "Norfolk Quakers" in *The Richmond Dispatch* (1892/12/03).
C. Edward William James, Ed., 3 *The Lower Norfolk County Virginia Antiquary*, Part 4, "The Church in Lower Norfolk County" (1899), at pp. 141-146 lists 20 Quakers fined 1661/10/15.

155. MEETING: Norfolk Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Williamsburg M.M.
Virginia H.Y.M. until 2001/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary 1989/10/19
Preparative 1992/05

STATUS: Active

LOCATION: Various homes in Colonial Place, Ghent and Chesapeake neighborhoods
Norfolk 23517
Chesapeake City Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name

REFERENCES:
A. * "NORTHAMPTON MEETING" -- SEE NASSAWADOX MEETING [NORTHAMPTON CTY., VA]

* "NORTHAMPTON MEETING" -- SEE NASSAWADOX MEETING [NORTHAMPTON CTY., VA]

* NORTH FORK MEETING -- SEE HOWARD'S LICK
[GRANT (until 1754 FREDERICK, 1754-1786 HAMPSHIRE, 1786-1866 HARDY) CTY., VA=>WV]

156. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Northern Virginia Friends School

SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Langley Hill M.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Committee ~1993
School opened 2003/09

STATUS: Closed 2007/06

ORGANIZATION:
A. Incorporated in Virginia ; No. 0522091-8
C. IRS Determination that "Northern Virginia Friends School", EIN 54-1950456, had been exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) was revoked in 2012, confirmed 2016/08/21 online at *Exempt Organization Select Check*. 
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LOCATION: Unity of Fairfax
2854 Hunter Mill Road
Oakton 22124
Fairfax Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: Only leases
REFERENCES: A.

* "NOTTINGHAM MEETING" (Northampton Cty., VA) -- SEE NASSAWADDOX MEETING [NORTHAMPTON CTY., VA]

157. MEETING: Nottingham Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Concord M.M. until 1715
Kennett (Newarc) M.M. 1715-1718
New Garden M.M. 1718-1730
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
Baltimore Y.M. after 1819
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1967

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1704
                Monthly 1730/05/11
STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION: A./[Typescript] Incorporated as "Trustees of the Brick Meeting House Lott in East Nottingham" and "Trustees of the Little Meeting House Lott in West Nottingham" by the Circuit Court of Cecil County, MD; executed by Nottingham MM Clerk and Trustees 1811/02/28; recorded 1811/04/06; Cecil Cty. Charter Book.
B./Joseph N. Lincoln, Barclay Reynolds, Jefferson Haines, G. Birdsall Passmore, Lewis R. Kirk, Edwin H. Reynolds, Jonathan Reynolds & Edwin M. Hunt appointed by West Nottingham P.M. and ratified by Nottingham M.M. as the Trustees of West Nottingham Friends Meeting; 1885/08/05; Cecil Cty. Church B. pp. 73-76.
C./Clerk of Nottingham MM certification that on 1927/06/12, the MM appointed new Trustees for East Nottingham Meeting , Charles R. Brown, Samuel Wilson, Mary Wilson, Bayard Wilson, Carol Mason, Randal Brown & Edwin F. Kirk, and directed they be recorded under the 1811 Act of Incorporation; 1927/09/28; Cecil Cty. Church B. pp. 165-166.
D./[typescript] Incorporated as "Nottingham Monthly Meeting of Friends" by the Court of Common Pleas of Chester County, Pennsylvania [Application lists 9 initial Trustees and signed by 52 members]; 1937/04/24; Corp.B. 9, pp. 282f.; rerecorded as County Orphan by PA Secretary of State at Microfilm 95210, pp. 1485-1487.
E. IRS Determination that "Nottingham Monthly Meeting of Friends", EIN 61-1718648, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed
2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION 1: East Nottingham
S.R. 272 South of S.R. 273
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Calvert
9th Election District
Cecil Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: SEE EAST NOTTINGHAM PREPARATIVE FOR DEEDS
LOCATION 2:
West Nottingham
Part of Lot 20
West Nottingham Hundred
Rising Sun
6th Election District
Cecil Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: SEE WEST NOTTINGHAM PREPARATIVE FOR DEEDS
LOCATION 3:
260 S. Third Street
Oxford 19363
Chester Cty., PA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: SEE OXFORD PREPARATIVE FOR DEEDS
LOCATION 4:
School
"Mill Privilege"
Christiana Road
Chester Cty., PA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 31./[0.9125Å part of parcel that Uriah Brown reserved for a school and no other purpose] Roger & Rachel Kirk to certain Trustees of Nottingham Monthly Meeting: Robert Brown, George Churchman Jr., Simeon Woodrow & Josiah Kirk, but not to be converted to any use other han a school house; 1807/08/10; D.B. A-9, Vol. 49, pp. 454-455.

REFERENCES:
A. Frederick Klein, *Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Quakers* (1926).

158. MEETING: Nottingham & Little Britain Monthly
"Nottingham Monthly" (Orthodox) until 1829/02/06

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Concord M.M. until 1715
Kennett (Newark) M.M. 1715-1718/06
New Garden M.M. 1718/07/12-1730/06
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1819/02/17
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818
Nottingham Q.M. 1819/05/21-1868/11/13
Baltimore Y.M. 1819-1868/10/21
[Orthodox] after 1828
[Primitive] after 1854
Pennsylvania G.M. after 1868/12/08
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ESTABLISHED: Worship 1704
Monthly 1730/05/11

LAID DOWN: Colora members to New Garden M.M. (Orthodox) after ~1860
Monthly 1889

LOCATION 1: West Nottingham (Orthodox) Preparative, BECAME:
Colora Preparative (later Monthly)
West Nottingham Meeting Lot
Colora Rd. off Liberty Grove Rd., 0.25 Mi. N of S.R. 279
"Moores Privilege", 6th Election Dist.
Colora 21917
Cecil Cty., MD
Lat. N. 39.67148°, Long. W. 076.07464°
Tax District 06, Account 025668
Map 0010, Grid 0019, Parcel 0300

DEEDS, etc.: SEE COLORA MONTHLY

FORMER LOCATION 2: Little Britain Preparative (Orthodox)
Ballance Meeting Rd.
Peach Bottom 17563
Fulton Township
Lancaster Cty., Pa

DEEDS, etc.: SEE LITTLE BRITAIN PREPARATIVE (ORTHODOX/PRIMITIVE)

REFERENCES:
A. Frederick Klein, *Lancaster County, Pennsylvania Quakers* (1926).

* "NOTTINGHAM MONTHLY (ORTHODOX) -- RENAMED NOTTINGHAM & LITTLE BRITAIN MONTHLY 1828
[LANCASTER CTY., PA]*

* "OCTARARO MEETING" -- SEE OCTORARO PARTICULAR MEETING
[CECIL CTY., MD]*
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159. MEETING: Octoraro Particular Meeting
Also known as Octararo Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: West Nottingham P.M.
Nottingham M.M.
Nottingham Q.M.
Baltimore Y.M.
[Hicksite/FGC] after 1828

ESTABLISHED: 1823/05
LAID DOWN: Worship ended long before 1911
ca. 1930s

LOCATION: North side Ragan Rd., near Topeka Rd.
4 miles west of West Nottingham
Conowingo 21918
Eighth Election District
Cecil Cty., MD
Map 0009, Grid 0009, Parcel 0497
Tax Dist. 08, Acct. 009848
Lat. 39.69292° N., Long. 076.14566° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[1Å adjacent to FBG for MH] Joseph P. & Mary E. Cutter to
Jonathan Reynolds, Edwin H. Reynolds, Barclay Reynolds, Jefferson
Haines, Joseph K. Lincoln, Edwin R. Buffington, G. Birdsall Passmore,
Edwin M. Hunt, Trustees of the West Nottingham meeting of Friends;
1887/12/14; D.B. JAD-15, pp. 139-139.
2./[1Å per 1887 deed] E. R. Buffington, Jefferson Haines, Jonathan
Reynolds, Isaac S. Kirk, E. M. Hunt & E. H. Reynolds, Surviving
Trustees of the West Nottingham Meeting of Friends, to H. J. Turner,
Milton T. Garvin, William M. Fulton, Benjamin P. Garvin, Joseph T.
Fulton & Thomas Garvin, Trustees of the Octoraro Friends Meeting
House to keep in repair the FBG and the fencing around it, with power
of the trustees to fill any vacancies if the number falls below five;
1906/12/15; D.B. CK-4, pp. 75-76.
3. [current parcel has 1.94Å]

REFERENCES:
A. A. Day Bradley, "Octararo Friends Meeting" in No. 44 Bulletin of the
Historical Society of Cecil County (1973).
B. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning
Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript
vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 1011-1012.

"OLD GUNPOWDER MEETING" -- SEE GUNPOWDER MONTHLY
[BALTIMORE CTY., MD]

"OLD MAN NECK MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE PARTICULAR MEETING
[CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]
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* "OLD TOWN MEETING" -- SEE BALTIMORE PREPARATIVE, EASTERN DISTRICT AND BALTIMORE MONTHLY, STONY RUN [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

* "OPECKON", "OPEKAN" OR "OPEQUON" -- SEE HOPEWELL CENTRE MONTHLY [FREDERICK (until 1743 ORANGE) CTY., VA]

* "ORANGE" -- SEE DOUGLAS PARTICULAR [ORANGE CTY., VA]

160. MEETING: Oxford Preparative
SEE NOTTINGHAM MONTHLY FOR ORGANIZATION

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Worship jointly until 1883 under Homeville (was "Oxford") P.M. of Penns Grove M.M. of Philadelphia Y.M. and Little Elk P.M. of Nottingham M.M. of Baltimore Y.M.
Nottingham M.M. after 1883
Nottingham Q.M. after 1883
Baltimore Y.M. solely after 1883
[Hicksite/FGC until 1968]

ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1876
Preparative 1883/03/10

STATUS:
Preparative Laid Down 1927/06/05
Current site of Nottingham M.M.

LOCATION:
260 S. 3rd St.
Oxford Borough 19363
Chester Cty., PA
Parcel no. 06-08-0064000E

DEEDS, etc.:
2. Chester County Common Pleas Court Order appointing Howard L. Stubbs, Hanson P. Passmore, Walter P. Reynolds, Clyde E. Mason, Raymond T. Earnhart, Melvin E. Reynolds, Edwin A. Pugh, Florence E. Pugh, Leona I. Pugh as successor Trustees for the property in Oxford Borough; 1937/06/15;
3./[Tract 3 of 3; 1.377Å] Howard L. Stubbs, Hanson P. Passmore, Walter P. Reynolds, Clyde E. Mason, Raymond T. Earnhart, Melvin E. Reynolds, Edwin A. Pugh, Florence E. Pugh, Leona I. Pugh (Trustees appointed by the Chester County Common Pleas Court 1937/06/15), and Walter P. Reynolds, Edward A. Pugh, Florence E. Pugh & Leona I. Pugh (Trustees appointed by the Chester County Common Pleas Court 1929/06/06) to Nottingham Monthly Meeting of Friends, a corporation; 1937/07/12; D.B. M-19, Vol. 459, Doc. 123.

REFERENCES:
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
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Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 875-878.

161. MEETING: Pagan Creek Meeting
Also known as Levi Neck Meeting, Long Neck Meeting and Isle of Wight Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1672
LAID DOWN: 1792 (members joined with Blackwater M.M.)
LOCATION: near Smithfield
Isle of Wight Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1. ["in ye place called ye Levy Neck near the creek side, to worship and serve the living God, with ground sufficient for a Graveyard and what more may be thought fit, and shall suddenly be bounded by four corner Trees to be planted, with free Egress and regress of ye sd people through any of ye said Bressies' Land in any path that now leads to the sd House"] William & Susanna Bressie to William Yarrett, John Groves, Francis Wrenn, Edward Jones, Thomas Tooke & Henry Wiggs and the rest of the servants of God frequently called Quakers; Certified 1679/02/09, Deeds etc. Book 1 (1662-1715), pp. 233-234.
2.

REFERENCES:
C. Rebecca Green, "Men of Substance and Ability of Body and Estate: Justices of the Peace and the Rise of a Creole Elite in Isle of Wight County, Virginia at the Turn of the Seventeenth Century" (William & Mary Honors Thesis 2010). at pp. 73-85.
D. John Bennett Boddie, Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County Virginia at pp. 111-123, 584 (1973)
G. WPA, Historical Survey and Inventory of Churches, Cemeteries, etc. - Isle of Wight County Virginia (1937).

* "PARK AVENUE MEETING" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, STONY RUN
[BALTIMORE CITY, MD]
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162. MEETING: Patapsco Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring M.M. until 2002
Chesapeake Q.M.
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1996/11
Preparative 1999/01
Monthly 2002/08

STATUS: Active
LOCATION: Hebron House
[since 1997/01] 2331 Calvin Circle
Ellicott City 21042
Howard Cty., MD
District 02, Account Number 255537
Map: 0017, Grid: 0010, Parcel: 0400

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name

* "PATAPSCO PREPARATIVE" -- SEE BALTIMORE PREPARATIVE, EASTERN DISTRICT [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

* "PATAPSCO FOREST" -- SEE FORREST [HARFORD (UNTIL 1774 BALTIMORE) CTY., MD]

163. MEETING: Benjamin Pattison's Particular
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Henrico M.M. until 1768
Blackwater M.M. after 1768
Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1672
LAID DOWN: 1770 [all Friends had removed]
LOCATION: Amelia Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1.

164. MEETING: Patuxent Monthly (Orthodox/FUM)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Indian Spring (West River) M.M. until 1828
Baltimore, Homewood (Baltimore, Eastern & Western Districts) M.M. 1828-1871
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. from before 1680 [Orthodox/FUM] after 1828
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship by 1762
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Preparative 1871/05
Monthly 1871/06/19

LAID DOWN: 1942/10/10 (attached to Washington-FUM M.M.)
LOCATION 1: "The Four Brothers"
Northeast corner of Lukes Lane and Old Leonardstown Road
Hughesville 20637
Ninth Election District
Charles Cty., MD
Map 36, Grid 21, Parcel 86; Account 0909013318
Lat. 38.53047° N., Long. 076.78228° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[2Å] B. F.& Mary E. Bowling to Daniel P. Haviland & William Akin,
[intended to be trustees for the use and benefit of those members of
the Religious Society of Friends in Charles County but not expressed];
1870/10/17; D.B. GAH-3, p. 212.
2./[+Original][2Å] L. Allison Wilson, attorney-in-fact for Jonathan A. &
Angelina Haviland, Joseph H. & Ida M. Haviland, Lydia W. Haviland &
Merritt M Haviland, Elizabeth & Thomas Wetherald, Abigail A.
Haviland, Lillias A. & Samuel R. Neave, Lydia M. Killiker, Abigail A. &
Charles E. Wilde, Ruth M Wright and Sarah Akin as heirs at law of
Daniel P. Haviland or William Akin, to Baltimore Yearly Meeting of
Friends (Orthodox); 1893/05/16; D.B. JST-5, pp. 667-671.
3./[+Original][same 2Å, ratifying A-i-F deed] Jonathan A. & Angelina
Haviland to Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox);
1894/10/06; D.B. JST-7, pp. 78-81.
4./[+Original][same 2Å] Edna Wauzer [a minor heir of William Akin
omitted from JST-5 deed, but now 21 years old] to Baltimore Yearly
Meeting of Friends (Orthodox);1896/09/30; D.B. JST-8, pp. 429-431.
5./[Right of way per Highway Plat 3373 along Waldorf to Hughesville
Rd.] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends, Orthodox, a body corporate,
by Miles White, Jr., President, to State of Maryland for the use of the
State Roads Commission; 1938/06/02; D.B. WMA-69, pp. 353-354.
6./[Right of way per Highway Plat 3372 along Waldorf to Hughesville
Rd.] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends, Orthodox, a body corporate,
by Miles White, Jr., President, to State of Maryland for the use of the
State Roads Commission; 1938/06/02; D.B. WMA-69, pp. 355-356.
7./[1.1Å MH] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox), a body
corporate, by J. Hollowell Parker, President, and G Cheston Carey,
Secretary, to William J. Lyon; 1944/10/24; D.B. WMA-80, pp. 553-554.
8./[0.9Å FBG] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends Orthodox, a body
corporate, by J. Hallowell Parker, Chairman of Trustees, and G.
Cheston Carey, Secretary of Trustees, to Adelphi Friends
Meeting, Inc.; 1966/06/01; D.B. PCM-182, pp. 291-292.
9./Agreement between Adelphi Friends Meeting, Inc. and Patuxent
Friends Meeting, Inc. for transfer from Adelphi MM to Patuxent MM of
the trust fund for the care of the old Patuxent FBG in Charles County,
MD to be used for the care of the Patuxent FBG and for release of
Adelphi MM from all further responsibility; 2002/12/15.
LOCATION 2: Bryantown
On road to Dentsville
"part of Boarman's Manor" or "The Storehouse Lot"
Eighth Election District
Charles Cty., MD
Tax Map 090036, Grid 21, Parcel 86, Account 0909013318

11. /[Original] /4Å with store house + dwelling house] Sydney E. Mudd
To The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox), incorporated;

12. /[south half of lot, reserving right of way for Mudd over road in
middle] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox), incorporated,
by Allen C. Thomas, Presiding Clerk, and Samuel R. Neave, attorney
to acknowledge deed, to E. Ida Burch; 1917/02/24; D.B. CP-31,
pp. 184-186.

13. /[north half of lot, reserving right of way to Burch over road in
middle] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox), incorporated,
by Allen C. Thomas, Presiding Clerk, and Samuel R. Neave, attorney
to acknowledge deed, to John F. Mudd; 1917/02/24; D.B. CP-31,
pp. 253-254.

REFERENCES:
A. J. Saurin Norris, Early Friends In Maryland (1862).
B. J. Reaney Kelly, Quakers In The Founding of Anne Arundel County,

165. MEETING: Patuxent Monthly (United)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Annapolis M.M. until 1995
Chesapeake Q.M.
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary 1980/02/10
Allowed 1981/05/01
Preparative 1981/05/01
Allowed 1987/08
Monthly 1995/08/01

STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION:
1. Articles of Incorporation for MD No. D05932397; "Patuxent Friends
Meeting, Inc."; 2000/08/01; Film B00172, Frames 1375-1378.
2. IRS Determination that "Patuxent Friends Meeting, Inc.",
EIN 52-2275925, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed
2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

FORMER LOCATION 1: St. Mary's Women's Center
Lexington Park 20653
St. Mary's Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' Name
FORMER LOCATION 2: Southern Community Center
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20 Appeal Lane
Lusby 20657
Calvert Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' Name

CURRENT LOCATION: 12175 & 12185 Southern Connector Blvd., Margaret Taylor Rd.
"Charles Serabian Property" (subdivision) Lots 1 & 2
formerly 12210 & 12220 H. G. Trueman Rd.
Lusby 20657-2856
Calvert Cty., MD
Assessor's Accounts 01-198688 & -003631
Map 42, Grid 23, Parcel 343
Lat. 38.36360° N., Long. 076.44854° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1.[Serabian Lot 1] Joan T. Maxey & Pamela K. Jones to Patuxent Friends Meeting, Inc.; 2001/07/02; D.B. 1411, pp. 102-104.
3.[0.0010Å from Serabian Lot 2 and right-of way for construction of Southern Lusby Connector & traffic circle] Patuxent Friends Meeting, Inc. to Maryland State Highway Administration; 2007/09/18; D.B. 3056, pp. 305-310.
4.[0.0007Å from Serabian Lot 1 and right-of way for construction of Southern Lusby Connector & traffic circle] Patuxent Friends Meeting, Inc. to Maryland State Highway Administration; D.B. 3056, pp. 311-317.


* PENN HILL PREPARATIVE -- SEE LITTLE BRITAIN PREPARATIVE (HICKSITE) [LANCASTER CTY., PA]

* "PETER SKINNER'S MEETING" -- SEE DUFF WILLIAM'S MEETING [WESTMORELAND CTY., VA]

166. MEETING: Pickawaxen Meeting
(#304 per Uebrick-Pacheli.)
ESTABLISHED: Reported 1686
LOCATION: Charles Cty., MD
REFERENCES: A. Mentioned in Peter Rabenold, A History of Quakers in Southern Maryland (published 1979 by Patuxent MM).
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* "PICQUINOQUI SWAMP MEETING" -- SEE SWAMP MEETING
  [HANOVER CTY., VA]

* "PIE RIDGE, APPLE, MEETING" -- SEE LOWER RIDGE MEETING
  [FREDERICK CTY., VA]

167. MEETING: Pipe Creek Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
- Warrington M.M. until 1744/07
- Fairfax M.M. 1744/08/13-1772/10
- Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
- Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
- Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
- Warrington Q.M. after 1787/05/28
- Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
- [Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1972
- Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
- Worship 1736
- Overseer appointed 1758/07
- Pipe Creek Preparative 1764/11/19
- Monthly 1772/11/16

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A. Articles of Incorporation for MD No. D00885012, "Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends"; 1906/12/04; recorded by MD S.D.A.T. 1978/05/05; Film F2415, Frames 3113-3121.
B. Articles of Revival, 1984/05/09; Film F2646, Frames 1815-1817.
C. Articles of Amendment, 1997/07/11; Film F3954, Frames 1197-1199.
D. IRS Determination that "Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends", EIN 52-1960500, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

CURRENT LOCATION: 455 Quaker Hill Rd. [MH], School across Road
- The Resurvey in Forrest in Need
- Union Bridge Station 21791
- 12th Election District
- Carroll [until 1837 Frederick] Cty., MD
- Parcel
  - Lat. 39.56419° N., Long. 077.16970° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1/[2Å for a MH and FBG] William the younger & Ann Farquhar to Joseph Wright & Allen Farquhar Junior, in trust for the use of the People called Quakers; 1771/11/06; Frederick Cty. D.B. P, pp. 40-42.
2/[1.2Å added for school] Allen Farquhar to Amos Farquhar, Joel Wright & William Farquhar (son of Allen), Trustees appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Pipe Creek to superintend the concerns of their school institutions; 1797/03/20; D.B. WR-15, pp. 126-127.
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3./[2.25Å addition to school lot] Allen Farquhar to Amos Farquhar, Joel Wright & William Farquhar ([son] of Allen), Trustees appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Pipe Creek to superintend the concerns of their school institutions; 1800/06/30; D.B. WR-20, pp. 134-135.

4./[2Å for a MH and FBG] William P. & Mary Farquhar [only surviving heir of Moses Farquhar and grandson of William Farquhar the younger, & his wife; other parties to 1771 deed being deceased] to Nathan Haines, William Shepherd & Joel Farquhar, in Trust for the sole use of the society of people called Quakers; 1831/10/31; Frederick Cty. D.B. JS-37, pp. 494-496.

5./[+ Original] [0.75Å addition to FBG] Edward Remington and Theodore & Elizabeth S. Hibberd to Solomon Shepherd & Isaac S. Russell, Trustees of Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1869/07/09; Carroll Cty. D.B. JBB-37, pp. 477-479.

6./[6.75Å of School Lot] Job Hibberd, Nathan Haines & James Russell, Trustees appointed by the Monthly Meeting of Pipe Creek to superintend the concerns of their school institutions, renewable 99-year lease to Shepherd Wood; 1865/11/29; D.B. JBB-36, pp. 63

7./[2Å?] William W. Farquhar, son of the last surviving trustee in the 1831 deed, to Pipe Creek Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a religious body corporate; 1907/04/23; D.B. DPS-106, pp. 363-365.

8./[0.54Å remainder of School Lot] Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a body corporate, renewable 99-year lease to Mary E. Haines; 1907/11/09 [recorded 1941/07/03]; D.B. LDM-176, pp. 19-20.

9./[Subdivision north across road from Meetinghouse] Survey for Quaker Heights #2, a resurvey of Quaker Heights #1, on Quaker Hill Road; Approved 1965/03/12; PlatB. 5, p. 86.

10./[0.1182Å from old School Lot, in prior deed] Thelma W. Shriner to Pipe Creek Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a religious body corporate; 1984/09/03; D.B. 880, pp. 68-69.

11./[allow MM access to private water line] Agreement between Thelma W. Shriner and Pipe Creek Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a religious body corporate; 1984/08/03; Inst. 9797, D.B. 880, pp. 70-73.


13./[all property, here 2.19937Å] Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a religious body corporate, to Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a religious body corporate; 2005/01/08; D.B. 891, pp. 115-118.

LOCATION 1:

The Unity
along Muddy Run emptying into Little Pipe Creek
Bark Hill Road at Hoff Road
Union Bridge Station 21791
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Carroll [until 1748 Prince George's, 1748-1837 Frederick] Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:  
17./["Release" of same 25Å] William Farquer to Solomon Miller & Nathan Haines, in trust to suffer and permit such of the People called Quakers inhabiting with the County of Frederick to erect and build such and so many Meeting Houses, School Houses and Yards or places of burial . . . ; 1757/03/25; Frederick Cty. D.B. F, pp. 207-209.
18./[25Å except 0.025Å for FBG] Solomon Miller, Nathan Haines & William Farquhar to Philip Engler; 1774/12/06; Frederick Cty. D.B. BD-1, pp. 448-450.
11./[all property, here the 0.18182Å FBG] Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a religious body corporate, to Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting of Friends of Carroll County, a religious body corporate; 2005/01/08; D.B. 891, pp. 115-118.

LOCATION 3:
Friends Seminary of Pipe Creek Carroll County
Lots 4 & 5 of Block 10
Union Bridge 21791
Carroll Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:  
19. Incorporation of "Friends Seminary Company of Pipe Creek Carroll County" by Isaiah Lightner, William Russell, Thomas Jones, Shepherd Wood & E. G. Penrose; 1876/06/05. recorded 1876/10/03 in Chattel Book FTS-9, p. 3?
20./1862 Plat of Town of Union Bridge; D.B. MAMcK-31, p. 363.

REFERENCES:
A. Henry C. Peden, Jr., Quaker Records of Northern Maryland, Births, Deaths, Marriages, and Abstracts From The Minutes 1716-1800 (1st Ed. 1994, 2nd Ed. 2007).
C. Marty Hiatt, Early Church Records of Loudoun County, Virginia 1745-1800 (19750, Fairfax MM pp. 1-146.
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 878-881, 930, 932.
"POCATYNORAN" OR "POCATYNORTON" -- SEE BOGERTERNORTON MEETING
[SOMERSET CTY., MD]

168. MEETING: Poolesville Indulged
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. (Orthodox)
Baltimore Q.M. (Orthodox)
Baltimore Y.M. (Orthodox)

ESTABLISHED: 1856
LAID DOWN: 1860
LOCATION: Home of William Henry Pleasants
Poolesville
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name.
B. Baltimore Quarterly Meeting (Orthodox) minutes 1856/10/17.

169. MEETING: Pormans Bridge Worship
"Union Christian Mission" at beginning and maybe finally
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Lower) M.M. until 1906
Black Creek M.M. after 1906
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.)
Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1903?
LAID DOWN: By 1906
LOCATION: On east side of public road near Pormans Bridge
Southampton Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: 1/([0.5Å on which to build Union Christian Mission] Seth H. & Delilah W. Kitchen, with consent of Edward Rogers, beneficiary, to G. W. Raiford, A. J. Joyner, J. W. Johnson & Willie Mover, Trustees representing the Baptist, Friends, Christian & Methodist Denominations, for the benefit of all Orthodox Christians; 1903/02/28; D.B. 48, pp. 358-359.
2.
REFERENCES: A. The Brantley Association of America, Southampton County, Va. digitized record collection at http://www.brantleyassociation.com/southampton_project/ (2009 and revisions) [Deeds with Quaker affirmations 1749-1881 indexed under "Quakers"]
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* "POTOMAC CREEK OR POTOMAC RUN" -- SEE STAFFORD MEETING
  [STAFFORD (until 1776 KING GEORGE?) CTY., VA]

* "POTTS MEETING" OR "POTTS MEETING AT THE GAP" -- SEE GAP MEETING
  [LOUDOUN CTY., VA]

170. MEETING: Preston Preparative
   "Marshy Creek" Preparative until 1848
   "Snow Hill" Meeting & Preparative 1848-1877

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M. until 1800
   Northwest Fork M.M. after 1800
   Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. until 1789
   Maryland Y.M. until 1789
   Southern Q.M. after 1790
   Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: Worship (& Preparative?) 1727
LAID DOWN: After 1876
LOCATION?: On the north bank of the Choptank River by the side of Jenkins
   his Creek
   Caroline [until 1774 Dorchester] Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: 1./[Contingent deed; 1.Betty's cove275Å ] William Downington to John
   Edmondson, William Sharpe & John Stephens, trustees for the
   grantor's two children William Downington[Jr.] and Ann Downington
   and the heirs of their bodies, or, failing such heirs, to the Ministry
   declaring and belonging unto the Congregation or Friendship of the
   persons or people given under the name and Reports as Quakers;
   1688/01/14; Dorchester D.B. Old 1, pp. 106-108, re-recorded
   at D.B. Old 4, pp. 201-203.

LOCATION?: Bennets Purchase
   On the Banks of Marshe Creek
   South of the Road from Hunting Creek to Barkers Ferry
   Caroline [until 1774 Dorchester] Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: 2./[0.5Å] William Haskins to William Edmondson with the People called
   Quakers and their successors; 1764/12/20; Dorchester D.B. Old 20,
   pp. 16-18.

REFERENCES:
B. Phebe R. Jacobsen, *Quaker Records in Maryland* (1966), at
   pp. 77-79.
C. Allen C. Thomas, "Transfer Of Meetings Between Philadelphia And
   Baltimore Yearly Meetings in 1790 and 1819", *Bulletin of Friends'*
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* "PROVIDENCE" -- SEE TUSCARORO
   [BERKELEY (until 1743 ORANGE, 1743-1772 FREDERICK) CTY., VA=>WV]

* "PUGH'S, JESSE" -- SEE BACK CREEK
   [FREDERICK CTY., VA]

* "PURCELLVILLE MEETING" -- SEE SILCOTT SPRINGS MEETING
   [LOUDOUN CTY., VA]

171. MEETING: Quaker Lake Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Charlottesville M.M. until 1995
Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) 1967-2001/12/31
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Voluntary before 1990/03
Preparative 1991
Monthly 1995/08
LAID DOWN: 2010/10/16 (property to Yearly Meeting)
LOCATION: 114 Wilson Cir., Near Hampden-Sydney College
           Farmville 23901
           Prince Edward Cty., VA
           Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
REFERENCES: A.

* "QUEEN ANNE'S [ANNS] MEETING" -- SEE GREENSBORO MEETING
   [QUEEN ANNE'S, then CAROLINE CTY., MD]

* "RASGONECK MEETING" -- SEE TERASCO NECK MEETING
   [ISLE OF WIGHT CTY., VA]

* "REDLANDS MEETING" -- SEE NEWBERRY PREPARATIVE
   [YORK (until 1749 LANCASTER) CTY., PA]

* "RESTON" -- SEE HERNDON MONTHLY
   [FAIRFAX CTY., VA]

172. MEETING: Richmond Monthly
"Upper" until 1758
"Caroline", alternatively, until 1753
"Cedar Creek," alternatively before 1753 until 1875/06/09
"Circular," also, in Q.M. minutes 1753/11/06-1759aft
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Waynoke (White Oak Swamp, Henrico County) M.M. until 1841
Cedar Creek (now Richmond) M.M. after 1841
Upper (Henrico County, Black Water, Curles) Q.M. until 1843
Virginia Y.M. until 1844/05/15
Virginia Q.M. (H.Y.M.) 1844/05/22-1996?
ESTABLISHED: Cedar Creek Monthly 1738/09/16
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Richmond W. 1795/02/15
Richmond P.M. 1800 or 1815 until 1844, again 1848 or 1854

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:

A. Petition, Exhibits and Decree of Richmond City Circuit Court in John B. Crenshaw on behalf of himself and the other members Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends in Virginia vs. Joseph J. Pleasants & William H. Pleasants, Surviving and Replacement Trustees, and Charles E. Whitlock; filed and answered 1869/03/09, decree appointing Special Commissioners and directing them to execute a deed to Whitlock entered 1869/03/09; Case No. 1869-026.

B. Order Appointing Walter A. Ricks, James G. Whitlock and J. Hoge Ricks as New Trustees for Richmond (formerly Cedar Creek) Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends and Order authorizing the trustees to sell to W. P. Arwood the property at K or Clay Street acquired from Saint Marks Church in 1865; 1909/10/13; Common Law Ord.B. 40, p. 519.


E. Order authorizing the Trustees of Richmond Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to sell to the Trustees of Calvary Pentecostal Tabernacle of the Assemblies of God; 1945/05/19; Chancery Ord.B. 28, pp. 323-324.

F. Order authorizing the Trustees of Richmond Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to sell to Elizabeth A. Jones; 1950/03/17; Chancery Ord.B. 38, pp. 369-370.

G. Order authorizing the Trustees of Richmond Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to sell Forest Hill Avenue MH to R. S. Koonce; 1952/03/04; Chancery Ord.B. 42, pp. 57-58.

H. Order authorizing the Trustees of Richmond Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to purchase Grove Avenue property and execute deed of trust to secure debt; 1953/01/16; Chancery Ord.B. 43, pp. 409-410.

CURRENT LOCATION:

4500 Kensington Avenue
Richmond 23221
Richmond City Cty., VA
Parcel W0190233013
Lat. 37.56750° N., Long. 077.49613° W.
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FORMER LOCATION 1: 19th and Cary Sts., northeast corner
Lot no. 3 in the old part of the City
[first bought Lots 449 + 450]
Richmond 23223
Richmond City Cty., VA
Parcel E0000133019 [merged into this larger parcel]
Lat. 37.53160° N., Long. 077.42720° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 6.[Two 0.5Å lots 449 + 450, apparently not used] John & Mary Barret to George Winston, Joseph Anthony, Robert Crew, Nathan Bell, Thomas Ladd, Samuel Hargrave, Ebenezer Maule, Joseph Ladd, James D. Ladd & John Bell, in trust to permit use by the Society of the People called Quakers of the Monthly Meeting held at White Oak Swamp; 1797/10/09; Richmond City Hustings Ct. D.B. 2, pp. 366–368.

7.[Lots 449 + 450 sold] George Winston, Joseph Anthony, Robert Crew, Nathan Bell, Thomas Ladd, Samuel Hargrave, Joseph Ladd, James D. Ladd & John Bell, surviving Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers, pursuant to authority of White Oak Swamp Monthly Meeting reconfirmed 1800/07/05, to William Gray; 1800/02/28; D.B. 3, pp. 122–124.

8.[0.5Å Lot no. 3 + Copy from Circuit Court file] James Jr. & Sally Lyle to George Winston, Joseph Anthony, Robert Crew, Nathan Bell, Thomas Ladd, Samuel Hargrave, Ebenezer Maule, Joseph Ladd, James D. Ladd & John Bell, in trust to permit use by the Society of the People called Quakers of the Monthly Meeting held at White Oak Swamp in Henrico County; 1798/05/08 (recorded 1816/07/23); D.B. 11, pp. 286–288.

9.[Lot no. 3 + Copy from Circuit Court file] Samuel Hargrave & John Bell, surviving Trustees, to Amos Ladd, Samuel P. Parsons, Micajah Bates, Joseph I. Pleasants, William P. Ladd & Nathaniel C. Crenshaw, Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers; 1835/06/06; D.B. 34, pp. 506-508.

10. Occupied by Confederate soldiers ~1862
11. MH sold 1863/08/23, report deed executed on behalf of Cedar Creek M.M. by Joseph J. Pleasants & Nathaniel C. Crenshaw to Charles E. Whitlock by 1863/08/19 and sent to William I. Ladd; but FBG not to be transferred until any remains were moved [ultimately to Hollywood Cemetery, Section L, Lots 121, 122 & 123].

10.[Lot 3, on condition the 0.0785Å FBG not conveyed until remains removed in cooperation with MM committee] Joseph J. Pleasants & William H. Pleasants, Special Commissioners, to Charles E. Whitlock,
REFERENCES:


FORMER LOCATION 2: 9 East Clay Street [or K Street], between First & Foushee
Jackson Ward
Richmond 23219
Richmond City Cty., VA
Parcel N0000077019
Lat. 37.54715° N., Long. 077.44021° W.

DEEDS, etc.:


FORMER LOCATION 3: 2 lots south of E. Leigh St., west of N. Foushee St.
Jackson Ward
Richmond 23219
Richmond City Cty., VA
Parcel N0000102014 [?] Lat. 37.54835° N., Long. 077.43897° W.

DEEDS, etc.:


15.


FORMER LOCATION 4: 1804 Park Avenue, at Meadow St., northeast corner
Richmond 23220
Richmond City Cty., VA
Parcel W0000861036
Lat. 37.55299° N., Long. 077.46107° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

Friends and authorizing the Trustees to deal with all property of the Meeting; 1929/11/15; Richmond City Chancery Ord.B. 6, p. 362–363.


FORMER LOCATION 5: 4108 Forest Hill Avenue
Richmond 23225
Richmond City Cty., VA
Parcel S0002790002
Lat. 37.51789° N., Long. 077.47767° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 19./O. C. & Florence M. Peers to Richmond Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1948/05/17; D.B. 122, pp. 56–57.

20./[East side of 42nd Street north of Boscobel Street at the alley]


22./[East side of 42nd Street north of Boscobel Street at the alley]

FORMER LOCATION 6: 2702 Grove Avenue, at Mulberry Street
Richmond 23220
Richmond City Cty., VA
Parcel W0001204010
Lat. 37.55462° N., Long. 077.47324° W.


24./[$5,000] Emmet M Frazer, J. Hoge Ricks, R. Arnold Ricks, Robert C. Clark & L. Maxie Duty, Trustees of Richmond Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Deed of Trust to Walter A. Williams, Jr., Trustee for the benefit of First Federal Savings & Loan of Richmond; 1953/02/02; Instrument 169, D.B. 546A, pp. 533–534;
LOCATION 8: The Clearing retreat center
14006 Genito Road
Giles District
Amelia Court House 23002
Amelia Cty., VA
Map 12, Parcel No. 79B, Account No. 311-001
Lat. 37.4181° W., Long. 077.7786

DEEDS, etc.: 26./[75Å plus 30-foot easement over 169.6Å parcel, subject to easements in favor of Grantor's descendants] Louise P. Whittington, widow, deed of gift to Richmond Friends Meeting, an unincorporated religious association; 1983/12/21; D.B. 153, p. 486.

27./Survey of 169.6Å tract owned by Whittingtons, with 75Å parcel for Richmond Friends Meeting (was attached to No. 26, Clerk separated); filed 1983/12/23; Plat Cabinet A, Slide 382.

REFERENCES:

C. James Pinkney Bell, Our Quaker Friends of Olden Time: Being In Part A Transcript of The Minute Books of Cedar Creek Meeting, Hanover County, and The South River Meeting, Campbell County, Va. (1905).


E. Mary Fran Hughes, "The History of Richmond Friends Meeting 1795-1962" (1979), on Richmond M.M. website www.RichmondFriends.org with photos of former meetinghouses.


* "RIDGE MEETING" (Frederick Cty., VA)-- SEE LOWER RIDGE MEETING AND UPPER RIDGE MEETING [FREDERICK CTY., VA]

173. MEETING: Roanoke Monthly
"Roanoke-Blacksburg" until 1992/08

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Virginia H.Y.M. (Q.M.) until 2000
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1966/03
Monthly 1967/08/05

STATUS: Active


CURRENT LOCATION: 505 Day Avenue, SW
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Lewis Addition, Section 4, Lots 25 & 26
Roanoke  24016
Roanoke City Cty., VA
Tax Map Nos. 1120330, 1120331

DEEDS, etc.:

FORMER LOCATION 1: Hollins College Meditation Chapel
Roanoke
Roanoke City Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
None in Friends' name

FORMER LOCATION 2: Alexander Gish House, Highland Park
641 Walnut Ave. SW
Roanoke 24016
Roanoke City Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
None in Friends' name

REFERENCES:
A.
B.

* "ROBERT LANGLEY'S" -- SEE GRAVELLY RUN PARTICULAR MEETING [PETERSBURG CITY [formerly DINWIDDIE OR PRINCE GEORGE] CTY., VA]

174. MEETING: Rocky Glen Meeting
Sometimes "Rock Glen"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell (Orthodox) M.M.
Baltimore Q.M. [Orthodox/FUM]
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1899
LAID DOWN: 1902
LOCATION: Berkeley Cty., WV

DEEDS, etc.:
1.
2.

REFERENCES:
B. John W. Wayland, Editor, Hopewell Friends History 1734-1934, Frederick County, Virginia (1936).

* "ROUND HILL CHURCH" -- SEE CORINTH MONTHLY [SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY, VA
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175. MEETING: Sadler's Meeting

"Wards Meeting" until 1786/02

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Blackwater Particular Meeting
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1770 or 1779
LAID DOWN: 1805
LOCATION: Wards 3 Miles from Henry Sadler's House
Brunswick Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.
REFERENCES: A.

176. MEETING: Sandy Creek Meeting

Also known as Sandy Creek Glades

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Members from Hopewell M.M.
Redstone M.M. after 1793/04
Fairfax Q.M. until 1797/12/18
Redstone Q.M. after 1798/03/05
Baltimore Y.M. until 1812
Ohio Y.M. after 1813
[Orthodox] after 1828
[Gurneyite] after 1854

ESTABLISHED: ca. 1790
Preparative 1818
LAID DOWN: 1847
LOCATION: 18-20 Mi. SE Uniontown
Preston (until 1817 Monongalia) Cty., VA=>WV Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1. [None found during 2015/07/10 Monongalia Cty. search; "Old Series" (pre-Civil War) deed books not well indexed]
2. [All Preston Cty. early deeds destroyed in 1869 courthouse fire]

REFERENCES: A.

177. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc.

"Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc." until 1970/10/08

SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Sandy Spring M.M. [appoints 8 of 20-30 trustees]
Baltimore Y.M. [appoints 4 of 20-30 trustees]

ESTABLISHED: 1959
STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION: A.[+typescript from BYM archives] Incorporated 1959/06/10 as "Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Incorporated"; MD Corporation D00105494; filed 1959/06/04 in MD Charter Records F-137, pp. 536ff, refiled 2004/07/13 as Film B678, Frames 1191-1195.
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B./Articles of Amendment adding (A) provision for distribution to [501(c)(3)] successor and (B) new resident agent; 1960/11/30; MD Charter Records F-220, pp. 258-260.
C./Articles of Amendment changing name to "Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc."; 1970/10/08; Film F838, pp. 320-322.
D./Articles of Amendment changing Principal office to Sandy Spring and Resident Agent; 1976/12/16; Film F2345, pp. 138-140, also at Film 117, pp. 1220-1222.
E./Articles of Amendment changing Resident Agent; 1982/11/23; Film F2563, pp. 2629-2631
F. Articles of Incorporation of "Friends Elementary School, Incorporated"; MD Corporation No. D01816842; 1984/11/09; Film F2679, pp. 3080-3082.
G./Articles of Merger merging Friends Elementary School, Incorporated with and into Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc.; filed 1993/06/30, effective 1993/07/01; Instrument 31828510, Film F3529, pp. 2417-2420.
H./Articles of Amendment adding corporate purpose and specifying appointment of Trustees by Sandy Spring MM and Baltimore YM; 1998/11/16;
I. IRS Determination that "Friends House, Inc ", EIN 52-0734979, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION 1:
16923 Norwood Road
Snowden's Manor Enlarged
Sandy Spring  20860
Olney Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcels 08-3644588 [139.24Å]
1990 Tax Parcels 8-501-707120, -707131, -707142, -707153, -707164, -707175, -718577, -1567828
Lat. ° N., Long. ° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[5.0Å] Esther W. Scott, joined by the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring to partially release its mortgages on the larger [144.5Å] parcel, to Robert Morrow, Robert Johnsen, Herbert Stabler, William Moore, Elza B. Thomas & Robert H. Miller Jr., Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends United (filed by Education Committee); 1958/12/29; D.B. CKW-2544, pp. 363-364.
2./[51.616Å contiguous to 5.0Å in Deed 1] Esther W. Scott, joined by the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring to partially release its mortgages on the larger parcel, to Robert Morrow, Robert Johnsen, Herbert Stabler, William Moore, Cynthia Stabler & Frank Willson, Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends United; 1959/04/29; D.B. CKW-2589, pp. 574-575.
3./[56.616Å] Robert Morrow, Robert Johnsen, Herbert O. Stabler, William W. Moore, Cynthia Stabler & Frank Willson, Trustees of Sandy
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4./55.937Å Plat of Friends Center Lot 1 by Elwood L. Renn, Registered Land Surveyor; 1960/04/25; Plat 5939.

5./Mortgage 56.616Å ($60,000) from Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc. to the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring; 1961/03/01; D.B. CKW-2825, pp. 259-261; released 1968/10/17; D.B. HMS-3803, p. 763.

6./[1.0Å] Esther W. Scott, joined by the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring to partially release its mortgages on the larger parcel, to Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc.; 1961/12/15; D.B. CKW-3923, pp. 107-108.

7./Mortgage 56.616Å ($30,000) from Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc. to the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring; 1962/05/31; D.B. CKW-2979, pp. 224-226; released 1968/10/17; D.B. HMS-3803, p. 767.

8./[1.0Å] Esther W. Scott, joined by the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring to partially release its mortgages on the larger parcel, to Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc.; 1962/12/14; D.B. CKW-3043, pp. 151-152.

9./[1.0Å] Esther W. Scott, joined by the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring to partially release its mortgages on the larger parcel, to Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc.; 1963/05/31; D.B. CKW-3096, pp. 131-132.

10./Mortgage 56.616Å ($15,000) from Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc. to the Savings Institution of Sandy Spring; 1963/11/04; D.B. CKW-3154, pp. 538-540; released 1968/10/17; D.B. HMS-3803, p. 766.

11./[44.6Å] Esther W. Scott to the Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc.; 1965/02/05; D.B. CKW-3323, pp. 41-42.

12./[2.812 Å] Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc, joined by The Savings Institution of Sandy Spring, a body corporate, as mortgagee to release liens, to Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1968/10/01; D.B. HMS-3797, pp. 679-682.


16./[Nine Parcels] Commercial Second Deed of Trust from Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc. to Stanley L. Merson & J. B. Schaufenbuel,
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19./Gutschick Little & Weber, P.A. Survey 98-015 by David Samuel Weber, P.L.S., of 2.0Å Hoffman heirs will donate to Sandy Spring Friends School; 2000/05/04; attached to next deed as D.B. MQR-18432, p. 121.


22./[139.243Å excluding streets] Surveys of School Lot 1 by Patton Harris Rust & Associates, pc, by Thomas L. Frazier, Jr., Professional Land Surveyor no. 21097, for Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc. with
slopes easements to MD Department of Highway Administration, forest-conservation easement, and utility easements; 2004/08/19, accepted 2004/10/08; Montgomery Cty. Plats 24033 & 24034.


25./Sandy Spring Friends School, by Carmen D. Johnson, Declaration of Covenants for Inspection/Maintenance of Stormwater Management Facility; 2004/10/08; D.B. MQR-28505, pp. 502-504.


28./[139.243Å] UCC Financing Statement from Sandy Spring Friends School to SunTrust Bank; 2006/11/30; D.B. LEK-33453, pp. 103-109; Continuation; 2011/08/17; D.B. LEK-42061, pp. 271-275; Terminated; 2012/04/02; D.B. LEK-43647, pp. 131-133.

29./[$17,000,000 loan] Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc., by Richard J. Beagle, Chief Financial Officer, Negative Pledge Agreement to U.S. Bank National Association as bond trustee and purchaser of the Montgomery County, Maryland Variable Rate Revenue Bonds; 2012/01/01; D.B. LEK-43178, pp. 339-345.

30./

LOCATION 3:
Sandy Spring
Montgomery Cty., MD
Tax Parcel 08-501-718566
Tax Map JS 343, parcel 44, at Grid 33

DEEDS, etc.:


42./Friends Elementary School, Inc., by Helen Louise Liversidge, Clerk of Board of Trustees, Quit Claim to Sandy Spring Friends School. Inc.; 1993/05/13; D.B. BAS-11172, pp. 83-85.
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43./[2.571Å] Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc., as successor to
Friends Elementary School, Inc., Confirmatory & Corrective deed [to
itself]; 2004/08/13; D.B. MQR-28041, pp. 105-116.

44./[2.571Å as corrected] Helen Louise Liversidge, Personal
Representative of the Estate of Esther W. Scott, Confirmatory &
Corrective Quitclaim Deed to Sandy Spring Friends School, Inc.,
successor-in-interest to Friends Elementary School, Inc.; 2004/09/24;
D.B. MQR-28350, pp. 792-800.

REFERENCES:
A. https://www.ssfs.org/about/history

B. 178. MEETING: Sandy Spring Monthly
"Clifts" Monthly until 1750
"Herring Creek" Monthly 1750-1772
"West River" Monthly 1772-1778/07
"Indian Spring (Hicksite)" Monthly 1778/08-1846

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: West River (Herring Creek, Indian Spring) M.M. included Sandy Spring
after 1753/05/02
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. before 1680-1971/11/14
Chesapeake Q.M. after 1971/11/14
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1949
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship by 1753/02/07
Sandy Spring Preparative before 1760 until 1881
Monthly meeting 1672

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A1. Articles of Incorporation for MD Corp. No. D01543842; "Sandy
Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends"; 1911/12/11; Film Reel 4,
Page 449.
A2. Corp. No. D01543842 charter forfeited (failure to file?);
1974/07/03.
A3. Corp. No. D01543842 charter reinstated; 1983/05/31; Film F2587,
pp. 3379-3380.
A4. Articles of Amendment for No. D01543842; 1988/07/20;
Reel F3051, frames 905-907.
A5. Articles of Dissolution for No. D01543842; 1989/01/19.
Reel F3098, frames 412-415.
B. Articles of Merger of Ashton Monthly Meeting of Friends with and
into Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends United;
C1. Articles of Incorporation for No. D02463966, "Trustees of the
Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends United"; 1951/08/30;
Film 363, Frame 470.
C2. Corp. No. D02463966 charter forfeited (failure to file?);
1975/01/28.
C3. Corp. No. D02463966 charter reinstated; 1987/12/10; Film F2792,
p. 1192.
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C4. Change of Resident Agent plus; 1988/01/21; Film F2988, pp. 1866-1867.
C6. Articles of Amendment; 1991/07/23; Film F3347, pp. 1298-1300.
C7. Change Resident Agent name & address; 2014/04/07; Instrument 1000362006506374, pp. 1-3.

FORMER LOCATION 1: SEE Clifts
FORMER LOCATION 2: SEE Herring Creek
FORMER LOCATION 3: SEE West River
FORMER LOCATION 4: SEE Indian Spring (Hicksite)
CURRENT LOCATION 5: 17715 Meetinghouse Road
Tract called "Bealls Reserve" in 1764
Area called "Snowden Manor Enlarged" in 1770
Area called "Charley Forest" in 1799
Sandy Spring 20860
Election District 8
Montgomery (until 1748 Prince George's, 1748-1776 Frederick) Cty., MD
Tax Map JT342, Parcel N553
SDAT Parcels 08-00718340 [deleted 2015/12/08], 08-03752857 [FBG]
Lat. 39.14727° N., Long. 077.02550° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

0.5/[316.25Å except 1Å square for MH of the People called Quakers]
Samuel Preston & Hannah Moore, Mordecai & Elizabeth Moore,
Thomas Moore & Charles Moore, heirs of Richard Moore, deceased, to
Allen Bowie; 1764/08/28; Prince George's D.B. TT, pp. 300-304.
1./[existing MH, 256 square perches (=1.6Å) "laid out for 1 acre of
land"] James Brooke to Roger Brooke, Richard Brooke & Basil Brooke,
trustees for the congregation of the people called "Quakers" on which
the MH named Sandy Spring now sits; 1770/11/17; Frederick Cty.
2./[0.375Å for school] Basil Brooke to Caleb Bentley, Isaac Briggs &
Roger Brooke, Trustees for the People called Quakers belonging to
Sandy Spring meeting; 1799/07/23; Montgomery Cty. D.B. H,
pp. 657-659.
3./[0.33Å adjoining MH] William H. & Eliza Stabler to Charles Stabler,
Charles H. Farquhar & John Thomas, Trustees for the Society of
Friends at Sandy Spring; 1878/04/09; D.B. EBP-18, p. 85.
4./[0.9Å or 145.7 Perches] Joseph Stabler to Charles Stabler, Charles
H. Farquhar & John Thomas, Trustees for the Society of Friends at
Sandy Spring; 1886/09/30; D.B. JA-4, pp. 170-171.
5./[0.15Å] Joseph Stabler to Charles Stabler, Charles H. Farquhar &
John Thomas, Trustees for the Society of Friends at Sandy Spring;
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6./[0.10625Å along FBG, with grantor having use until his death for farm purposes] Joseph Stabler to the Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting; 1908/04/07; D.B. JLB-198, pp. 114-115.
7./[0.1875Å along FBG, with grantor having use for farm purposes until his death, and 2 Å along MH lot, with grantor having free access for tree-cutting purposes until his death] Joseph Stabler to the Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting; 1911/09/29; D.B. JLB-224, pp. 87-88.
8./[Lapse of life estates upon death of Joseph Stabler] Last Will of Joseph Stabler; 1911/10/30, date of death 1915/01/03, admitted to probate by Orphans' Court 1915/01/19; WillB. HCA-14, pp. 421-423.
9./[0.5Å along north side of MH] Arthur Stabler to the Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting, Incorporated, of the Religious Society of Friends; 1917/05/26; D.B. PBR-264, pp. 117-118.
10./[0.453125Å constituting the Sandy Spring Lyceum formerly adjoining the MH; after the MM acquired all Lyceum Company stock, Parcel P446] Marianna Miller & A. Douglas Farquhar, Trustees of the Sandy Spring Lyceum Company, to the Trustees of the Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting, Incorporated; 1925/08/03; D.B. PBR-382, pp. 31-32.
11./[0.71Å adjoining the MH] Edward & Nellie K. Snowden, joined by Ober W. & Mary C. Dailey to release their mortgage lien, to the Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends, Inc.; 1933/01/05; D.B. CKW-548, pp. 247-249.
14./Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of Friends United, by Andrew Wiley, Clerk of Trustees, and Helen Louise Liversidge, Grant of Storm Drainage Easement & Right-of-Way to Montgomery County, Maryland; 1989/10/08; D.B. BAS-9030, pp. 898-900.
15./Oyster, Imus, Petzold & Associates, LLC, by Philip A. Wilk, PLS 10797, Survey of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting Parcel A, with SSMM Trustees' grants of various easements; 2014/12/19; Plat 24919.
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Commission, by Roy Chicca, Acting Group Leader; 2015/04/06;

17./Howard Allan & Rosalind Turner Zuses Deed of Trust to Terry Rawlings & Steven E. Anderson, Trustees for the benefit of Sandy Spring Bank, in guaranty of Sandy Spring MM loan; 2016/06/16;
D.B. BHM-52409, pp. 73-118.

AFFILIATED SCHOOL 6: Friends Central School
now site of Sherwood Elementary & High School
300 Olney-Sandy Spring Road
Sandy Spring 20860
Montgomery Cty., MD
Map JT42, Parcel P593, Account 08-00702082

DEEDS, etc.: 36./[1.5 Å] Mary L. Roberts to "Frinds" Central School Building Association of Sandy Spring, Montgomery County, Maryland; 1883/04/30; D.B. EBP-28, pp. 440-441.


38./[Correcting 1883 Deed] Charles W. Pretty man, trustee to quiet title, to Friends Central School Building Association of Sandy Spring, Montgomery County, Maryland; 1904/08/25; D.B. 180, pp. 59-60.

39./[$5,000 Mortgage to finance addition] Friends Central School Building Association of Sandy Spring, Montgomery County, Maryland, a corporation, to Savings Institution of Sandy Spring Maryland; 1909/08/26, released/ on final page; 1922/08/25; D.B. JLB-207, pp. 295-299.

40./[enlarged school subject to mortgage] Friends Central School Building Association of Sandy Spring, Montgomery County, Maryland, a corporation, by Charles F. Kirk, President, to the Board of County School Commissioners of Montgomery County, Maryland, a corporation; 1911/02/27; D.B. JLB-218, pp. 173-175.

PRIOR LOCATION 7: Friends Center [= Sandy Spring Friends School]
16923 Norwood Road
Snowden's Manor Enlarged
Sandy Spring  20860
Olney Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcels
Lat. ° N., Long. ° W.


42./[55.937Å Plat of Friends Center Lot 1 by Elwood L. Renn, Registered Land Surveyor; 1960/04/25; Plat 5939.

NEARBY LOCATION 8: 17710 Meeting House Road
Part of "Addition to Charley Forest"
Sandy Spring  20833
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Olney (8th) Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcel No. 8-501-715665, Tax Map JT342, Parcel P660

DEEDS, etc.: 43./[2.1647Å Barnes property] George F. & Martha C. Nesbitt to
44./Friends House, Inc., by Frank Bailey, Executive Director, to Alan
M. & Kathleen V. Wright, with Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of
Friends holding the right of first refusal on any resale; 1984/02/28;
D.B. HMS-6336, pp. 342-347.

NEARBY LOCATION 9: Auburn Village at Sandy Spring
612, 646 and 704 Olney-Sandy Spring Road
Olney 20832 or Sandy Spring 20860
Montgomery Cty., MD
Parcels 08-501-00705198, -705165 & -00708454
Map JT32, Grid 0000, Parcels P391
Lot 30, Block A

DEEDS, etc.: 46./[Parcel 705165, 21,676 sq. ft., 360 within right of way for Sandy
Spring-Ashton Road] Sandy Spring Development Co., Inc., by Richard
Rismiller, Secretary, to Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of
the Religious Society of Friends; 1999/11/30; D.B. MQR-18196,
pp. 496-499.
47./[Parcels 705198 & 708454, 21,183 sq. ft.] Sandy Spring
Development Corp., by Richard H. Rismiller, Secretary, to Sandy
Spring Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends;
2000/06/20; D.B. MQR-18193, pp. 404-406.
48./[Purchase money deed of trust for 2 parcels in entry 47] Sandy
Spring Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to Sandy
Spring National Bank of Maryland; 2000/06/20; D.B. MQR-18193,
pp. 407-414; released as satisfied; 2005/11/14; D.B. 31869,
49./[Assignment of Rents for 2 parcels in entry 47] Sandy Spring
Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to Sandy
Spring National Bank of Maryland; 2000/06/20; D.B. MQR-18193,
pp. 415-419.
50./[Lot 30 & Parcels B, C & D] Survey of (adjacent parts of) Auburn
Village at Sandy Spring by Gutschick Weber & Little, P.A.; 2004/03/15;
Plat 22864.
51./[Permanent easement & right of way for sidewalks for 2 parcels in
entry 47] Trustees of Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of the Religious
Society of Friends, by Trustees Howard Fullerton, Steve Berry, Cathy
Henderson-Stein, Bette Hoover, Donald McCandless & Alan Wright
and Treasurer Nancy Sherwood, to Montgomery County, Maryland;
52./[Permanent easement & right of way for sidewalks for parcel in
entry 46] Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends, a Maryland corporation, by Trustees Howard Fullerton, Steve
Berry, Cathy Henderson-Stein, Bette Hoover, Donald McCandless &
REFERENCES:
F. Martha C. Nesbitt and Mary Reading Miller et al., *Chronicles of Sandy Spring Friends Meeting and Environs* (1987).
G. Esther Stabler, *The History of Sandy Spring and Its Friends Meeting from Its Early History to 1853* (1953)
I. [Original Manuscript at Haverford, several PDF copies] *An Account of All The Yearly, Quarterly, Monthly, and Particular Meetings of the People Called Quakers in the several Provinces in America* (1772) at p. 18 shows Sandy Spring and the Baltimore sites as part of Gunpowder MM.

179. MEETING: Sassafras Meeting [two of this name]
FIRST OF THIS NAME: Third Haven M.M.
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. after 1679 Maryland Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1670
LAID DOWN: 1689
LOCATION 1: Near Sassafras River
By road at the head of a branch of Still Pond Creek
Kent (until 1706 Cecil) Cty., MD


REFERENCES:
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SECOND OF THIS NAME:

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:  Cecil M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. after 1790
Baltimore (Maryland) Y.M. until 1789
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:  Worship & Preparative 1739
LAID DOWN:  Preparative moved to Head of Chester 1791 and name changed 1800 to "Head of Chester P.M."
Worship 1800/09/13

LOCATION 2:
Hangman End
Head of Swan Creek, near head of Sassafras River
Kent Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.:
2.

REFERENCES:

180. RELATED ORGANIZATION: School for Friends
SUPPORTING MEETINGS:  Friends Meeting of Washington

ESTABLISHED:  Preschool 1981 (replacing the Quaker House child-care program)
STATUS:  Preschool Active
ORGANIZATION:
1. Organizational meeting 1981
2. Articles of Incorporation for DC corp 890522 , "School for Friends"; filed 1989/02/15;
3. By-Laws adopted 1992/01/16, last revised 2013/04/12;
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4. IRS Determination

CURRENT LOCATION: In the Church of the Pilgrims
2201 P St., NW
Washington, DC  20037
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name

LOCATION 1: Quaker House
2111 Florida Avenue, NW
Washington 20008, DC
Assessor Square 255, Lot 45 (was lots 806, 807 & 808)

B.  

181. MEETING: Seacoast Particular Meeting
Also "Stanton's"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Upper M.M. after 1807
Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1760?
LAID DOWN: 1790s (attached to Blackwater Preparative)
LOCATION: near Seacoast Swamp
Wakefield 23888
Sussex (Surry until 1754) Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1. 
2.


* "SEDLEY MEETING" -- SEE BLACK CREEK MEETING AND CHUCKATUCK M.M.
[SOUTHAMPTON CTY., VA]

* "SEIMIRO MEETING" -- SEE SKIMO MEETING
[YORK CTY., VA]

182. MEETING: Seneca Preparative

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: South River M.M.
Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
Upper Q.M. 1817/08/21-1844
Virginia Y.M. until 1843
Virginia H.Y.M. after 1844/05/22
Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M. after 1844

ESTABLISHED: before 1781
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Preparative 1797
1810
East of Seneca Creek
Near or north of Gladys 24554
Campbell (formerly Bedford) Cty., VA

1. [Proposed MH 1781/04 joint with Molley’s Creek, again 1794]
2. [Trustees trying to sell 1823, but abandoned for lack of title; was family home 1824.]

A. [Jane] Douglas Summers Brown, Pioneer Quakers of The Goose Creek Meeting House in Bedford County, Virginia 1756-1824 (Ms 1946 @ Library of Virginia ) [contains names of early members].

183. MEETING: Seneca Valley Preparative
"Gaithersburg Worship Group" until 1995

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring M.M.
Chesapeake Q.M.
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1994
Preparative by 1999
LAID DOWN: 2012
(a) Gaithersburg
(b) Boyds Presbyterian Church
19821 White Ground Road
Boyd's 20841
Montgomery Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name
REFERENCES: A/Draft of Friends Meeting School History & Culture; 2017?

184. MEETING: Severn River Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring (West River) M.M.?

ESTABLISHED: before 1670
LAID DOWN: Western shore of Maryland
LOCATION: Anne Arundel Cty.?, MD

DEEDS, etc.: None
REFERENCES: A. J. Saurin Norris, Early Friends In Maryland (1862).
B. J. Reaney Kelly, Quakers In The Founding of Anne Arundel County, Md (1963).

185. MEETING: Shenandoah Allowed Meeting
Informally, "Woodstock" Worship until 1990/12

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Harrisonburg (now Valley) M.M.
Virginia H.Y.M.
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Voluntary before 1990/10
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LAID DOWN: 1991/10/13
LOCATION: In homes
Woodstock
Shenandoah Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
REFERENCES: A.

* "SHENANDOAH MEETING" -- SEE SMITHS CREEK MEETING
   ["DUNMORE"/SHENANDOAH (until 1772 FREDERICK) CTY., VA]

186. MEETING: Shepherdstown Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Frederick M.M. until 2012
Warrington Q.M.
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Worship Group 2000
Preparative
Monthly 2012/07/31
STATUS: Active
CURRENT LOCATION: Shepherdstown Train Station
corner of German Street and Audrey Egle Drive
Shepherdstown 25443
Jefferson Cty., WV
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
FORMER LOCATION: back room of Four Seasons Books
116 West German Street
Shepherdstown 25443
Jefferson Cty., WV
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
REFERENCES: A.

* "SHORT HILL MEETING" -- SEE GAP MEETING
   [LOUDOUN CTY., VA]

187. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Sidwell Friends School
"Friends' Select School" until
SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Washington Preparative Meeting until
Alexandria Monthly Meeting
Baltimore Y.M. (Hicksite) until 1968/01/01
ESTABLISHED: 1883 by Thomas W. Sidwell
STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION: A. Incorporated as "The Sidwell Friends School"; DC Corp 221607 ;
1934/12/12.
B.
F. IRS Determination that "Sidwell Friends School", EIN 53-0196519,
is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at
Exempt Organization Select Check.
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DEEDS, etc.: 1./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat of Square 106 between I Street and K Street, between 18th and 19th; 1791/10/17; Plat Book 1, p. 106.
3./[of Washington Prep Mtg deeds] Edward L. Palmer Jr., Thomas W. Sidwell & Hugh B. Rowland Plat Combining original Lot 3 with west 4 feet of original Lot 2 as Lot 38 of Square 106; 1904/04/27; Plat Book 29, plat 83.

LOCATION 1A: Thomas Sidwell’s Subdivision

DEEDS, etc.: 5./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat of Square 105 between H Street and I Street, between 18th and 19th; 1791/10/17; Plat Book 1, p. 105; with Commissioners’ 1887/04/11 closing of alley between Lots 20 & 21 noted on plat.
6./[Square 105 Lot 20] Thomas W. & Frances H. Sidwell Deed of Trust ($10,000) to John D. Coughlan & William J. Flather Jr., Trustees for
the benefit of Edgar M. Mayne; 1916/09/30; D.B. 3919, pp. 274-277; Released by Surviving Trustee; 1921/10/25; D.B. 4626; pp. 229-230, Instrument 192110260189.


LOCATION 1B:
Washington 20006, DC
Sidwell School?
Assessor Square 106, SE part Lot 6
Lat. 39.90143° N., Long. 077.04704° W.
DEEDS, etc.:
1./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat of Square 106 between I Street and K Street, between 18th and 19th; 1791/10/17; Plat Book 1, p. 106.
11./[Square 106 Lots 6 (part) + 38] Thomas W. & Frances H. Sidwell Deed of Trust ($20,000) to National Savings & Trust Co. and Fredrick W. McReynolds for the benefit of Samuel J. Henry; 1909/05/06; D.B. 3214, pp. 479-482.


13./[Square 106 Lot 6] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($7,500) to Fredrick W. McReynolds & T. Janney Brown, Trustees for the benefit of Sarah Myers Bennett; 1922/11/02; D.B. 4833, pp. 204-207, Instrument 192211110089;


LOCATION 1C:
E. E. White, Assignee Subdivision
Washington 20006, DC
Sidwell School?
Assessor Square 106, Lot 34
Lat. 39.90143° N., Long. 077.04704° W.
DEEDS, etc.:
1./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat of Square 106 between I Street and K Street, between 18th and 19th; 1791/10/17; Plat Book 1, p. 106.
17. E. E. White, Assignee Subdivision; PlatB. 11, p. 27.
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18./[Square 106, Lot 34] Frances B. Kellogg Deed of Trust ($10,000) to National Savings & Trust Co., Trustee for the benefit of American Security & Trust Co.; 1908/09/16; D.B. 3173, pp. 231-233; Released/ and quit claimed to Thomas W. Sidwell, by William D. Hoover, President NB&T, and Howard Moran, Vice President of American Security & Trust; 1926/06/28; D.B. 5793, pp. 331-332, Instrument 192607020193.

19./[Square 106, Lot 34] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($20,000) to American Security & Trust Co., Trustee for the benefit of National Savings & Trust Co.; 1926/05/12; D.B. 5706, pp. 456-460, Instrument 192605130167.

LOCATION 1D:
Sidwell School?
Washington 20006, DC
Assessor Square 106, Lot 38
Lat. 39.90143° N., Long. 077.04704° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat of Square 106 between I Street and K Street, between 18th and 19th; 1791/10/17; Plat Book 1, p. 106.
3./Edward L. Palmer Jr., Thomas W. Sidwell & Hugh B. Rowland Plat Combining original Lot 3 with west 4 feet of original Lot 2 as Lot 38 of Square 106; 1904/04/27; Plat Book 29, plat 83.
11./[Square 106 Lots 6 (part) + 38] Thomas W. & Frances H. Sidwell Deed of Trust ($20,000) to National Savings & Trust Co. and Fredrick W. McReynolds for the benefit of Samuel J. Henry; 1909/05/06; D.B. 3214, pp. 479-482.
22./[Square 106 Lot 38] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($15,000) to Fredrick W. McReynolds & T. Janney Brown, Trustees for the benefit of Josie M. Russell; 1914/05/06; D.B. 3702, pp. 302-305, Instrument 1914__14; Released/ 1926/01/21; D.B. 5668, p. 444, Instrument 192601220105.
24./[Square 106 Lot 38] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($25,000) to The Washington Loan & Trust Co., Trustee for the benefit of The Union Trust Co. of the District of Columbia; 1925/12/02; D.B. 5652 (or 5632), pp. 443-447, Instrument 192512114016; Released/ 1928/12/27; D.B. ___. p. 478, Instrument 192812280103.
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29./[Square 106, Lot 38] J. Austin Stone, Trustee of the Estate of Thomas W. Sidwell, with the consent of and joined by The Sidwell Friends School, by J. Austin Stone, President, & Helen L. Zartman, Secretary, joined by Sidwell annuitants Elizabeth Marshall & Alberta Wilson to release all claims, to The Doctors' Hospital, Incorporated; 1937/08/02; D.B. __, pp. 439-442, Instrument 1937036377.

LOCATION 2A:
3901 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Thomas J. Chew's subdivision "Friendship",
3825 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington 20016, DC
Assessor Square 1825, Lots 1-5, later Lot 816

DEEDS, etc.:

36./Thomas J. Chew Plat of Subdivision called "Friendship" from Parcel 33/8 along widened Wisconsin Avenue; 1911/08/10; Plat Book 44, p. 70.
38. [10,000 sq. ft. of friendship] Pulliam & Caskie, Trustees, to Louis L. Hooper; 1900/03/01; D.B. 2486, pp. 3-ff.
39. Louis L. Hooper Deed of Trust ($5,000 still outstanding 1910); 1908/03/18; D.B.
40./[10,000 sq. ft. of Friendship] Louis L. Hooper to Thomas W. Sidwell; 1910/05/09; D.B. 3341, pp. 140-141.
41. [Part of "Friendship"] Decree of Supreme Court of the District of Columbia in James B. Nourse et al. v. Rosa Chew Williams et al. appointing trustees to sell parcel along Wisconsin Avenue; 1908/11/29, sale approved 1922/11/22; Equity Cause 27,865.
42./[Part of "Friendship"] Richard Douglas Simms & John B. Erwin, Trustees under D.C. Supreme Ct. Equity no. 27,865, to Thomas W. Sidwell; 1913/01/10; D.B. 3592, pp. 157-158.
43./[Square 1825 10,000 sq. ft.] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($18,000) to Fredrick W. McReynolds & T. Janney Brown, Trustees; 1914/01/30; D.B. 3688, pp. 150-153, Released 1922/11/02; D.B. 4833?, pp. 211-212, Instrument 192211110091.
46./
47./[Square 1825, Lots 1-5 plus adjacent lots] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($12,125) to John L. Weaver & Richard D. Simms, Trustees for the benefit of Thomas J. Chew; 1917/05/25; D.B. 3984, pp. 215-219; Released by Surviving Trustee; 1931/05/01; D.B. __, p. 363, Instrument 1931013458.
48./[Square 1825, Lot 4 plus] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($40,000) to American Security & Trust Co., Trustee for the benefit of National Savings & Trust Co.; 1925/12/12; D.B. ____.
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49./[Square 1825, Lot 4 plus] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell
Deed of Trust ($25,000) to Fredrick W. McReynolds & T. Janney
Brown, Trustees for the Benefit of Josie M. Russell; 1925/12/12;
D.B. 5667, pp. 161-; Released 1931/; D.B. 6555, pp. 290,
Instrument 1931013747.
50./[Square 1825, Lots 1-5, Parcels 33/16, 33/18, 33/31, 33/78]
Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell Deed of Trust ($67,500) to
American Security & Trust Co., Trustee for the Benefit of National
Savings & Trust Co.; 1931/04/29; D.B. 6554, pp. 351-355,
Instrument 1931013456; Released and Quit-Claimed to The Sidwell
Friends School by Wm. L. Beale, Vice President of American
Security; 1946/02/27; D.B. __, pp. 581-582, Instrument 1946008153;
Agreement of Extension between National Security & Trust Co., by
W. Hiles Pardoe, Vice President, and The Sidwell Friends School, by
J. Austin Stone, President; 1949/04/25; D.B. 8962, pp. 848-850,
Instrument 1949014116.
51./[Square 1825, Lots 1-5] Thomas W. & Frances Haldeman Sidwell
Deed of Trust ($25,000) to Fredrick W. McReynolds & T. Janney
Brown, Trustees for the Benefit of Josie M. Russell; 1931/04/29;
D.B. 6554, pp. 357-361, Instrument 1931013457; Released and
Quit-Claimed to The Sidwell Friends School; 1946/02/26; D.B. __,
p. 579, Instrument 1946008152.
52./J. Austin Stone, Trustee under the Will of Thomas Sidwell,
Deceased, to Sidwell Friends School; 1939/05/31; D.B. 7353,
pp. 13-___, Instrument 1939015761.
53. to The Sidwell Friends School; 1945/10/15; D.B. 8171, pp. 90-___,
Instrument 1945035566.
54./[Square 1825, Lots 1-3+pt Lot 4, Parcel 33/18] The Sidwell Friends
School, a corporation, by Gilbert L. Hall, Vice President, to National
Radio Institute, Inc.; 1946/02/20; D.B. 8226, pp. 585-___,
Instrument 1946008155.
55./[Parcel 33/104 as additional security] The Sidwell Friends School
Deed of Trust to National Security & Trust Co.; 1946/02/20; D.B. 8226,
pp. 583-ff; Instrument ; Agreement of Extension between National
Security & Trust Co., by W. Hiles Pardoe, Vice President, and The
Sidwell Friends School, by J. Austin Stone, President; 1949/04/25;
56./[Part Parcel 33/59] Gertrude Gordon Harrison to The Sidwell
Friends School, a corporation; 1946/03/07; D.B. __, p. 528,
Instrument 1946011595.
57./[Part Parcel 33/59] The Sidwell Friends School, a corporation, by
Gilbert L. Hall, Vice President, Purchase-Money Deed of Trust
($20,000) to Barnum L. Colton & W. Hiles Pardoe, Trustees for
Gertrude Gordon Harrison; 1946/03/08; D.B. __, pp. 541-544,
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58./[Part of "Grasslands", Parcel 33/38, for sewer] The Sidwell Friends School, a corporation, by Gilbert L. Hall, Vice President, to USA; 1946/07/18; D.B. __, pp. 391-392, Instrument 1946033477.


Partially Released/ [as to Grasslands Parcel 33/83], by John R. Neale, Vice President; 1957/01/16; D.B. 10795, pp. 611-612, Instrument 1957002063.


62./[Parcel 33/80] Gertrude Gordon Harrison to The Sidwell Friends School, a corporation; 1955/02/02; D.B. 10360, pp. 597-600, Instrument 1955004148.


64./[Parcels 33/16, 33/30, 33/31, 33/78, 33/79, 33/80, 33/104, Lots 5 & 801 of Square 1825] The Sidwell Friends School, by John L. Barr, Jr., President, & David B. Fell, Treasurer, Deed of Trust to National Savings & Trust Co., for the benefit of Riggs National Bank [$430,000]; 1958/07/02; D.B. 11066, pp. 482-488, Instrument 1958019234; Released/ 1964/05/08; D.B. 12217, pp. 96-97, Instrument 1964018248.
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69./

70./Sidwell Friends School, by Michael Saxenian, Chief Financial Officer, Negative Pledge Agreement in favor of SunTrust Bank (backing $35,000,000 D.C. bond issue); 2005/04/01; D.B. __, pp. __, Instrument 2005069138.


73./Site Plan for Upper School Site Improvement Project by Brian J. Stephenson + Co.; 2013/02/01; included in storm water management covenants, Instrument 2013046129 @ p. 9.


LOCATION 2B:
former Washington Home site
3720 Upton Avenue, N.W.
Washington 20016, DC
Assessor Square 1825, Lot 818

DEEDS, etc.:


76./Washington Home & Community Hospices, by , Deed of Trust & Security Agreement to Lawyers Title Realty Services, Inc., Trustee for benefit of Sidwell Friends School; 2015/09/17; Instrument 2015095539;

Released/ by Sidwell Friends School, per Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, due to consummation of sale; 2016/12/15; Instrument 2016130205.


78./[Square 1825, Lot 818] Termination of Memorandum of Agreement of Purchase & Sale between Washington Home & Community Hospices, by Sharon Casey, Chair of Board of Directors, and Sidwell
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Friends School, by Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees; 2016/12/15; Instrument 2016130204, pp. 1-5.

79. [Square 1825, Lot 818] Washington Home & Community Hospices, by Sharon Casey, Chair of Board of Directors, Special Warranty Deed to Sidwell Friends School; 2016/12/15; Instrument 2016130206; **Confirmed after corp. reinstatement and name change:** Washington Home & Community Hospices, Inc. by Sharon Casey, Chair of Board of Directors, Confirmatory Deed to Sidwell Friends School; executed 2017/01/12 but effective 2016/12/15; Instrument 2017004904.

80. [Square 1825, Lot 818] Sidwell Friends School by Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, Purchase Money ($10,000,000) Deed of Trust & Security Agreement to Lawyers Title Realty Services, Inc., Trustee for benefit of Washington Home & Community Hospices; 2016/12/15; Instrument 2016130207; **Certificate of Satisfaction** by Phyllis Dillinger, Chief Operating Officer & Chief Financial Officer; 2017/12/21; Instrument 2017141315.

81. [Square 1825, Lot 818] Sidwell Friends School by Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, Purchase Money ($15,000,000) Deed of Trust, Fixture Filing, Assignment of Rents, & Security Agreement to Lawyers Title Realty Services, Inc., Trustee for benefit of First Republic Bank; 2017/01/13; Instrument 2017005808; **Certificate of Satisfaction** by Jodi Gee, Manager Commercial Lending Services; 2017/12/15; Instrument 2017141314.

82. [Square 1825, Lot 818] Sidwell Friends School by Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, Assignment of Rents to First Republic Bank; 2017/01/13; Instrument 2017005809; **Certificate of Satisfaction** by Jodi Gee, Manager Commercial Lending Services; 2017/12/15; Instrument 2017141314.

83. [Square 1825, Lot 818] Subordination Agreement among First Republic Bank by Jodi I. Gee, Manager, Commercial Lending Services, Washington Home & Community Hospices by Sharon Casey, Chair of Board, and Sidwell Friends School by Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees; 2017/01/13; Instrument 2017005810.


85. [Square 1825, Lot 818] Sidwell Friends School Deed of Trust, Fixture Filing, Assignment of Rents, and Security Agreement [$15,000,000] by Kate Lindsey, Assistant Head of School and Chief Financial Officer, Assignment of Rents to First Republic Bank, Assignee from District of Columbia; 2017/12/26; Instrument 2017141317.

86. Sidwell Friends School, by Kate Lindsey, Assistant Head of School and Chief Financial Officer, Assignment of Leases [securing
$26,500,000 in two D.C. loans] to First Republic Bank; 2017/12/26; Instrument 2017141318.


LOCATION 2C:
Fannie Mae's Johnson Building
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington 20016, DC
Assessor Square 1825, Lot 800 (formerly Lots 1, 2, 3 & part of 4)

DEEDS, etc.:
90./Fannie Mae by Brian McQuaid, Senior Vice President, Special Warranty Deed to Sidwell Friends School; 2016/11/30; Instrument 2016123756, pp. 1-5.

LOCATION 3:
Lower School Campus
5100 Edgemoor Lane
Edgemoor Subdivision, Block 15, Lot 24
Bethesda 20814
7th Election District
Montgomery Cty., MD
Tax Parcel 07-00490080

DEEDS, etc.:
91./Plat of Edgemoor Subdivision by James L. Starkey, Civil Engineer, on behalf of The Edgemoor Land Co and The Security Land Co.; 1924/11/29; PlatB. 3, plat 284.
92./Subdivision Plat of Edgemoor Lots 18, 19, 20 & 21, Block 15, by R. W. Berry & Sons on behalf of Riley W. & Alma A. Evers; 1942/04/13; PlatB. 24, Plat 1528.
93./Subdivision Plat of Lots 1 + 2, Block 15, Edgemoor dedicated by owner Longfellow School, Incorporated; 1947/07/23; Montgomery Cty. Plat 1773.
95. Montgomery County Circuit Court abandoned Clarenden Road; 1971/02/08; Equity Cause 39847.
96./Allen & Koenig, by John J. Allen Jr., P.L.S. #2206, Subdivision Plat of Sidwell Friends School, 1972/01/26; PlatB. 93, Plat10177;
98./[Block 15, new consolidated Lot 24] Subdivision Plat of Lot 24 in Block 15, Edgemoor by Allen & Koenig, by John J. Allen Jr., P.L.S. No. 2206, on behalf of The Sidwell Friends School, by Ellis T. Williams, President, Board of Trustees; signed 1971/06/09, filed 1972/01/12; PlatB. 93, plat 10177.
replaced/ to allow for new construction; 2006/06/14; D.B. MQR-32530, pp. 526-539.
100./Sidwell Friends School, by Michael Saxenian, Assistant Head Of School & Chief Financial Officer, Stormwater Management Easement & Right of Way to Montgomery County, MD; 2006/06/07; D.B. MQR-32530, pp. 519-525.
101./Sidwell Friends School, by Michael Saxenian, Assistant Head Of School & Chief Financial Officer, Stormwater Management Covenants to Montgomery County, MD; 2006/06/07; D.B. MQR-32530, pp. 540-542.
102./Agreement between Sidwell Friends School and the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (allowing use of common water supply and sewer connections for all buildings); 2006/08/09; D.B. MQR-32859, pp. 519-522.
106./Sidwell Friends School, by Michael Saxenian, Chief Financial Officer, Negative Pledge Agreement in favor of SunTrust Bank (backing $15,300,000 bond issue); 2007/05/01; D.B. LEK-34233, pp. 624-628; Released by SunTrust Bank/, by Jill A. Fields, Senior Vice President; 2017/01/11; D.B. BHM-53735, pp. 87-91.
107./[$15,000,000] Sidwell Friends School, by Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, Deed of Trust, Fixture Filing, Assignment of Rents, and Security Filing to Lawyers Title Realty Services, Inc., Jodi L. Gee, Manager, Commercial Lending Services, for the benefit of First Republic Bank; 2017/01/13; D.B. BHM-53735, pp. 92-122; First Republic Bank, by Jodi L. Gee, Manager, Commercial Lending Services, Certificate of Satisfaction/ 2017/12/15; D.B. BHM-55421 pp. 403-407.
108./Sidwell Friends School by Margaret Plank, Clerk of the Board of Trustees, Assignment of Leases [security for $15,000,000 loan] to First Republic Bank; 2017/01/13; D.B. BHM-53735, pp. 123-130.
109./First Republic Bank UCC Financing Statement as to Sidwell Friends School real property & fixtures at Edgemoor Lane; 2017/02/06; D.B. BHM-53735, pp. 131-136; UCC Termination Statement/ 2017/12/26; D.B. BHM-55421, pp. 408-412 .
110./[$26,500,000] Sidwell Friends School, by Kate Lindsey, Assistant Head of School and Chief Financial Officer, Deed of Trust, Fixture Filing, Assignment of Rents, and Security Filing to Lawyers Title Realty Services, Inc., Jodi L. Gee, Manager, Commercial Lending Services, for the benefit of First Republic Bank; 2017/12/26; D.B. BHM-55421, pp. 413-447.
111./Sidwell Friends School by Kate Lindsey, Assistant Head of School and Chief Financial Officer, Assignment of Leases [security for $26,500,000 D.C. loans] to First Republic Bank; 2017/12/26; D.B. BHM-55421, pp. 448-455.
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112./First Republic Bank UCC Financing Statement as to Sidwell Friends School real property & fixtures at Edgemoor Lane; 2017/12/26; D.B. BHM-55421, pp. 456-463.

REFERENCES:
A. http://www.sidwell.edu/about_sfs/history/index.aspx

188. MEETING: Silcott Springs Preparative
Sometimes "Sillicott Springs"
Also known as Purcellville Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Lincoln M.M.
Baltimore Q.M. (Orthodox/FUM)
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Preparative 1894
LAID DOWN:
1904-05
MH used by Methodists 1931

ORGANIZATION:

LOCATION:
W. corner Silcott Springs Rd. (SR 690) at Paxson Rd.
2 miles SW Purcellville
Mt. Gilead Tax District
Loudoun Cty., VA
Lat. 39.10147° N., Long. 77.74243° W.
?some members in Charles Cty., MD?

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[+Original][150 sq. perches = 0.9375Å, subject to reverter to grantor or heirs if no longer used for worship] William & Elizabeth H. Piggott to James Carey Thomas, Jesse Tyson, Joseph P. Elliott, Francis A. White, John R. Carey, John C. Thomas, William Piggett, Joseph H. Pancoast & Ellwood Shoemaker, Trustees of Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Orthodox Friends; 1894/06/14; D.B. 7-I, pp. 464-465.
2. [Scheel (Reference B) says Lincoln MM sold MH and furnishings in 1934 to Purcellville Colored Church for MH move to Purcellville and allowed property to revert to Piggott family.]
3./[306+Å including MH lot, per Scheel] Hugh H. & Geneva Piggott to Harvey M. Ball (Sr.); 1942/01/24; D.B. 11O, p. 29.

REFERENCES:
189. MEETING: Skimino Meeting
Also known as Seimiro Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Warwick & York M.M. until 1721
Somerton (Chuckatuck, Western Branch) M.M. 1720-1737
Waynoke (White Oak Swamp, Henrico) M.M. by 1783
Lower Q.M. until 1783?
Upper Q.M. after 1783?
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1698/12/21
Reopened 1759

LAID DOWN: 1827

LOCATION 1: Bruton Parish
York Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.

LOCATION 2: John Bates, Jr.'s house, then property
Quaker Meeting Road
York Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1. [opened 1759]
2.

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: Butterworths to Miami M.M. in Warren and Clermont Cty., OH

REFERENCES:
A. Martha W. McCartney & Margaret N. Weston, "The Friends of Skimino Meeting" (ts 1973, at LVA).
B. 6 William & Mary Quarterly (1st) at p. 122 (1898)

* "SKINNER PETER'S MEETING" -- SEE DUFF WILLIAM'S MEETING
[WESTMORELAND CTY., VA]

190. MEETING: Smiths Creek Meeting
"Broadway Meeting" until 1777
"Shenandoah Meeting" after 1777
Informally "New Market Meeting"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Crooked Run P.M. 1760-1807
Centre P.M. after 1807
Hopewell M.M. until 1782
Crooked Run M.M. 1782-1807
Hopewell M.M. after 1807
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: Settled 1737
Worship established 1778
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LAID DOWN: 1807/05/18

3 LOCATIONS: North and South of New Market 22854
Lat. 38.644472° N., Long. 078.673403° W.

FORMER LOCATION 1: SW of New Market
Rockingham (until 1778 Augusta) Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1. MH on Jackson Allen's land; 1772
2.

FORMER LOCATION 2: S of New Market, between North Fork of Shenandoah River and Smith Creek
Rockingham (until 1778 Augusta) Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 3. 1772
4.

FORMER LOCATION 3: 4 miles NE New Market, 1 Mile NE Quicksburg
Between North Fork of Shenandoah River and Holman's Creek
"Dunmore"/Shenandoah (until 1743 Orange, 1743-1772 Frederick) Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 5.[2.1Å] Reuben Allen to Benjamin Allen in trust for the use and benefit of the Society of People called Quakers (there being a MH and burial ground on this land); 1806/09/08; D.B. P, pp. 239-240.
6. Hopewell reported title secure in 1822.

REFERENCES:
C. John Wayland, History of Shenandoah County, Va., p. 171.
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 892-895.

* "SNOW HILL MEETING" -- SEE PRESTON PREPARATIVE
[CAROLINE (until 1774 DORCHESTER) CTY., MD]

191. MEETING: Somerton Monthly
Also known as Summerton, Barbican, and Southward
"Nansemond Monthly" also until 1737
"Chuckatuck Particular & Monthly" also until 1767
"Western Branch Monthly" also 1767/03/26 until after 1846
"Isle Of Wight Monthly," occasionally until 1844
"Lower Monthly" before 1856/06/20 until 1912/04/27

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower (Nansemond, Western Branch) Q.M. before 1737-1843
Virginia Y.M. until 1843
Virginia Q.M. (H.Y.M.) 1844/05/22-1966
Baltimore (FUM) Y.M. 1844-1966
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Eastern Q.M. after 1966/11/19
North Carolina (FUM) Y.M. after 1967

ESTABLISHED:
Chuckatuck Worship by 1660
Somerton Worship by 1672
Monthly 1672
Somerton Preparative by 1767/12
Somerton hosted Lower M.M. by 1815/04

STATUS:
Active

CURRENT LOCATION:
5329 Quaker Dr., State Route 759
1909 Box Elder Road
Wyanoke County Road (was Weyanoke Road)
Box Elder neighborhood
Holy Neck Borough (formerly Magisterial District)
formerly the Upper Parish of Nansemond County
(5 mi. SE of Holland)
Suffolk 23439
Suffolk City (until 1974 Nansemond) Cty., VA
Map 52, Parcel 36 (City Cty. shows 5.25Å)
Plus Map 52, Parcel 37A (1.50Å)
Account 153639400
Latitude 36.65769° N., Longitude 076.72170° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [M.M. sought original deed in 1900. 1906 Nansemond Cty. State
   Attorney advised that no deed needed because Meeting already
   owned due to 200+ years of open possession.]
2./[1.48Å] Plat of Somerton Friends Meeting by Roy Brinkley;
   1944/06/01; Plat 57, Nansemond PlatB. 6, p. 30.
3./[22,050 sq. ft. = 0.506Å in Parcel 1] County School Board of
   Nansemond County, by E. T. Batten, Chairman, & H. V. White, Clerk,
   to Somerton Friends Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends
   (Orthodox); 1946/04/24; Instrument 709, Nansemond D.B. 154,
   pp. 491-493.
4./[Deed of gift of half interest in ~1.5Å] James Philip & Josephine C.
   Raiford, Julette Ann Raiford & John Sheriff, Graham Wilson & Anne N.
   Raiford (most beneficiaries under will of Edward F. Raiford) to G. David
   Fulcham, Hugh K. Holland, Jr., B. Clinton Harrell, Lois Rabey & Joe
   Henry Gardner, Trustees of Somerton Friends Meeting; 1984/05/21;
   Instrument 4989, Suffolk City D.B. 139, pp. 613-615.
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EARLIER LOCATIONS: Chuckatuck Particular
MH built 1675, destroyed a few years later
Somerton Worship first at home of John Porter
2 miles east of present MH
MH 1 on Copeland Property until 1835, north side of Somerton Swamp
MH 2 1835-1866, burned during pro-slavery riot
Nansemond Particular
Western Branch Particular
Monthly at Pagan Creek/Levy Neck 1737-1752

REFERENCES:
B. Elizabeth Hare Lasley, *Somerton Meeting; Three Hundred Years of Witness* (1972) [lists "charter members" of Somerton particular meeting].

* "SOUTHAMPTON MEETING" -- SEE BLACK CREEK MEETING or
SOMERTON [CHUCKATUCK] M.M.
[SOUTHAMPTON CTY. VA]

* "SOUTH BRANCH MEETING" -- SEE BUSKIN LEVIN'S MEETING
[SUFFOLK CITY (until 1974 NANSEMOND) CTY., VA]

192. MEETING: South Fork Preparative (Hicksite)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Fairfax M.M. until 1785
Goose Creek M.M. after 1785
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite, FGC] after 1828

ESTABLISHED: Indulged 1768 @ Isaac Votaw's
Preparative 1785

LAID DOWN: Swarthmore says P.M. laid down 1826 by Fairfax Q.M.
After 1857, well before 1897
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LOCATION: ~1 mile SW Unison (formerly Union)
part of Greggs Tract on the Beaverdam Fork of Goose Creek
Unison Road, becomes Quaker Lane, S.R. 630
Middleburg 20117
Loudoun Cty., VA
Parcel 619-27-2291-000

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[10Å Lease] David & Sarah Lovett to Isaac Walker & Solomon Dickson, Trustees for the Society of Friends at Goose Creek meeting; 1771/04/08; D.B. H, pp. 78-79.
2./[10Å Release for MH + FBG with access to spring] David & Sarah Lovett to Isaac Walker & Solomon Dickson, Trustees for the Society of people commonly called Quakers at Goose Creek meeting; 1771/04/08; D.B. H, pp. 79-81.
3./Virginia Act of 1820/01/04 appointed Gomley Reeder, Joseph Hatcher, Yardley Taylor & Daniel Janney and successors Trustees on behalf of Goose Creek MM because all original Trustees dead; 1819 Virginia Laws, Chapter 115.
4./[Petition for authority to sell] William Holmes, Joseph Nichols & Elisha Janney appointed Goose Creek committee, Chancery Court appointed as trustees to sell John Gregg, William I. Shoemaker, Thomas B. Piggott & Phineas Nichols; 1868/; no. 1868-040.
5. [8Å sold in two transactions with Circuit Court approval]
6./[Petition for authority to sell South Fork MH while retaining FBG with Exhibit B sale agreement, proposed Order; Isaac Piggott et al. on behalf of The Society of Friends (Hicksite Denomination) of Goose Creek; 1916/05/01; Circuit Court case 1916-026.
7./Chancery Decree in Piggott et al. vs. Nichols et al. approving agreement of 1916/04/01 with Duncan Manuel to sell South Fork MH except FBG and appointing Charles Nichols as Special Commissioner to convey the property and order proceeds placed in South Fork MH trust fund; 1916/06/15; Chancery OrdB. X, pp. 391-392.
8./[2Å, reserving FBG and ~0.25Å for expansion] Charles Nichols, Special Commissioner, to Duncan Manuel, with grantee agreement to erect and maintain fence around FBG and allow access; 1916/06/20; D.B. 9B, pp. 218-220.
11./Circuit Court Decree in In re Joint Petition of the Trustees of the Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting of Friends and the Potomac Quarterly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Law No. 2932, (a) ***, and (b) confirming as the only Trustees of Goose Creek United Monthly Meeting of Friends for all property including the Fairfax FBG: Howell S. Brown, Edward E. Nichols Jr., Asa Moore Janney, C. Malcolm Hoge, Shirley T. Piggott, Henry B. Taylor, Owen I. Thomas Jr., Milton A. Nichols & Anne S. Parsons (née Stabler); 1966/03/30; D.B. 459, pp. 215-217.

REFERENCES:
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193. MEETING: South Fork Preparative (Orthodox)
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. Orthodox
Western Q.M. until 1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1828
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Orthodox, FUM] after 1828
Baltimore Q.M. (Orthodox)

ESTABLISHED: Indulged 1768 @ Isaac Votaw's Preparative 1774 or 1785 [Orthodox] after 1830

LAID DOWN: 1835?
LOCATION: Unison (formerly Union)
Loudoun Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: Believed to have met in homes
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194. MEETING: Southland Monthly
Also known as Mount Poney Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. until 1782
Crooked Run M.M. 1782-1807
Hopewell M.M. after 1807
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
Settled near Stevensburg by 1782
Indulged 1788/05/03
Worship & PM 1792/12/10
Monthly 1797/10/02

LAID DOWN:
Monthly 1804/05/21LD (attached to Crooked Run M.M.)
Preparative & Worship 1806/08/18

LOCATION:
long named "Old Carolina Road", later Stevensburg Rd.
Now near or at 19191 Batna Road, S.R. 663
0.5 miles south of Stevensburg
3 miles SE of Culpeper Court House near Mount Pony (new name)
Culpeper P.O. 22701
Culpeper Cty., VA
Parcel
Lat. 38.44063° N., Long. 77.90034° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [Culpeper Meeting: Benjamin & Elizabeth Myers to]
2. [5Å plus 20-ft. road to Carolina Road] Abel Janney to Levi Haines,
   Jesse Holloway, Abraham Haines & Nathan Pusey, Trustees
   appointed by Crooked Run Monthly Meeting, on behalf of the society of
   the people called Quakers; 1792/09/03; Culpeper Cty. D.B. S,
   pp. 38-40.
3. [authorized sale of MH but not FBG 1808]
4. Hopewell reported 1822 that deed issued but could not determine if
   recorded.
5. [MH used by Baptists from 1832 into the 1850s]
6. [1935 letter said Stevensburg Methodist Church there, but 2012
   Google search suggests First Century Baptist Church now has site]

REFERENCES:
A. Mary Stevens Jones, "Stevensburg, An Ancient Town of Renown"
   Chapter X in An 18th Century Perspective - Culpeper County (1976).
B. William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
C. John W. Wayland, Editor, Hopewell Friends History 1734-1934,
   Frederick County, Virginia (1936), esp. pp. 90-91.
D. Eugene M. Scheel, Historical Map of Culpeper County, Virginia
   (2009), Grid D-8 [i.e., inset Stevensburg map].
E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning
   Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
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Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 934c [double-sided].

195. MEETING: South River Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Richmond (Upper, Cedar Creek, Circular) M.M. until 1757/04/09
Upper Q.M. until 1797/05/19
Western Q.M. 1797/07/17-1817/04/21
Upper Q.M. 1817/08/21-1844
Virginia H.Y.M. after 1844/05/22
Virginia Y.M. until 1843
Baltimore (Orthodox) Y.M. after 1844

ESTABLISHED:
1st "Bedford" worship before 1754/02/10; reestablished when Friends moved back after Indian wars
Monthly 1757/04/09

LAID DOWN:
Worship 1839
Monthly 1847/10/04 [attached To Richmond (Cedar Creek) M.M.]
Preparative 1858

ORGANIZATION:
A. Application of Richmond Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends and its Treasurer, W. A. Ricks, for the Campbell County Circuit Court to approve a contract for sale with the Floyd Street Presbyterian Church; Vacation term 1899.

B. Circuit Court Decree granting approval of sale by Richmond MM and purchase by J. J. Terrell, Trustee for the Floyd Street Presbyterian Church; 1899/09/19; 1899 Campbell Cty. Chancery Orders pp. 32-33.

LOCATION 1:
Home of Charles Sr. & Sarah Lynch
Chestnut Hill
1 mile below present Lynchburg
Just below mouth of Fishing Creek
Lynchburg City (until 1753 Albemarle, 1753-1781 Bedford, 1782-1900 Campbell) Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
None in Friends' name?

LOCATION 2:
Quaker Memorial Presbyterian Church
5810 Fort Ave.
south fork of James River
Lynchburg 24502
Brookville District of Campbell Cty.
Lynchburg City (until 1753 Albemarle, 1753-1781 Bedford, 1782-1900 Campbell) Cty., VA
Parcel 16014001

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [2Å] John & Sarah Lynch to Friends; between 1749 and 1755?
2. [10Å where Friends meeting house then stood, for purposes of Divine worship, regulation of church discipline, burying grounds and education of the youth] John & Mary Lynch to Achilles Douglas & Ashley Johnson, in trust for the use of the Congregation of the people called Quakers, with agreement of the trustees that they and their
successors will use the premises only for such purposes; 1791/07/07; Campbell Cty. D.B. 3, pp. 123-124.

3.[/10 Â as in deed 2] Volney E. Howard, Commissioner appointed by the Circuit Court of Campbell County, joined by Walter A. Ricks, Treasurer, of Richmond Monthly Meeting, to J. J. Terrell, Henry Logan, W.R. Swisher & J. Risque Hutter, Trustees of Floyd Street Presbyterian Church of Lynchburg, Virginia; 1899/10/02; Campbell Cty. D.B. 67, pp. 264-265.

{After title passed from Friends}

D. Circuit Court approval of new trustees to replace the 1899 trustees of Floyd Street Presbyterian Church, all now deceased, and authorizing conveyance of property to the Quaker Memorial Presbyterian Church; July Term 1924, Campbell Cty. Circuit Ct. Order Book 4, pp. 440 et seq.


F./Plat of Quaker Memorial Church property showing parcels to be exchanged between Logan Rouse and church trustees on northwest side of the Lynchburg & Salem Turnpike; 1951/01/22; Campbell Cty. Plat B. 11, p. 96.


I./[1.05Å right of way for widening S.R. 297] Chas. M. Loving, E. L. Noell, Patrick G. Markham Sr., W. L. Booth Sr. & T. D. Powell, Trustees of Quaker Memorial Presbyterian Church, to the Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Highways; 1955/01/26; Campbell Cty. D.B. 272, pp. 29-30.


K./William T. Johnson, Wendell D. Armstrong & Laure Munson, Trustees of Quaker Memorial Presbyterian Church, Special Warranty Deed to Quaker Memorial Presbyterian Church, a Virginia Non-Stock
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Corporation; 2003/12/02; Lynchburg City Instrument 10243, D.B. 0400, pp. 111-115.

REFERENCES:
G. Quaker Memorial Presbyterian Church website: http://www.qmpc.org/church.htm
H. Historical Marker http://www.hmdb.org/marker.asp?marker=54403

* "SOUTHWARD MEETING" -- SEE SOMERTON M.M.
  [SUFFOLK CITY (until 1974 NANSEMOND) CTY., VA]

196. MEETING: Stafford Meeting
Also known as Potomac Creek Meeting and Potomac Run Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Hopewell M.M.
Western Q.M. until 1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: 1769
LAID DOWN: 1807
LOCATION: Poplar Quarter (southeast corner of County)
Stafford (until 1776 King George?) Cty., VA Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1. MH built and a Title bond issued but no deed received
2. Hopewell trustees tried to sell in 1817 but still owned property in 1822.
3. Robert Painter gave title to Friends but no deed executed by 1822/08.

REFERENCES:
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C. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 934d [double-sided].

197. MEETING: Stanton Preparative
Also known as Stanton’s Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Blackwater (Surry) M.M. until 1807
Upper M.M. after 1807
Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1761
LAID DOWN: 1829 (members transferred to Burley Meeting)
LOCATION: 8 miles east of Sussex Court House
Sussex Cty., VA

DEEDS, etc.: 1.


198. MEETING: State College Friends School
SUPPORTING MEETINGS: State College M.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1980
STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION: A. Articles of Incorporation for "State College Friends School";
1980/07/30; Corp. 713074; Microfilm 8047, pp. 76ff.
B. IRS Determination that "State College Friends School",
EIN 25-1383906, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed
2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

CURRENT LOCATIONS: 1900 University Drive [K-8]
Lot 31 + All of Final Plan of Way Subdivision
State College 16801
Centre Cty., PA
Lat. 40.7860° N., Long. 77.8366° W.
Parcel 32-26/166
and
Friends Schoolhouse (MH Annex) [Pre-K]
611 East Prospect Avenue
State College 16801
Centre Cty., PA
Parcel

2/[Construction and grounds plot] Plot by Farrell/Olson Architecture;
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5. [1.459Å of vacated Norman St.] Final Judgment Quieting Title in State College Friends School as against State College Borough, the Heirs of Charles M. Dale, and other residents of the subdivision; 1999/06/08; Civil Action No. 97-1112; Instrument 694, Rec.B. 1091, pp. 865-868.

6. [$275,000] State College Friends School, by Mary P. Dunn, Clerk, Lisa Hatheway, Treasurer, and Joanne Green, Recording Secretary, mortgage to Omega Bank, N.A.; 2000/01/10; Instrument 356, Rec.B. 1134, pp. 564-569; Mortgage Satisfied/2003/12/30; Rec.B. 1642, p. 54; Duplicate recorded again Rec.B. 1134, pp. 570-575; Mortgage Duplicate Satisfied/2012/05/12; Rec.B. 2101, p. 117.


8. [Initial loan $100,000] State College Friends School, by John T. Sheridan & Mary Lou Bennett, Co-Clerks, Board of trustees, Mortgage to Northwest Savings Bank; 2012/11/02; Rec.B. 2112, p. 953 (10 pp).

LOCATION 1:
Ferguson Twp.
State College 16801
Centre Cty., PA
Parcel 24-22/306

DEEDS, etc.:


23. Consent to Replot of State College Friends School, by W. Lee Quinby, joining with landowners Ferguson Twp., Magic Years Child Care & Learning Center, Inc., College Township Industrial Development Authority, Cedar Knoll Condominium Association, Janos
Koltay & Frederick J. Kissinger, partners trading as Homestead Gardens, Calvin E. Zimmerman and Zimmerman Homes, Inc.; 1990/05/05; Instrument 293, Rec.B. 555, pp. 1019-1022.

24./Replotting Lots 196, 197, 198, 199 & Open Space to form Homestead Farms Area 4 by Uni-Tec, Inc.; 1990/07/09; PlatB. 42, p. 22.


REFERENCES:
A.
B.

199. MEETING: State College Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Independent 1925-1949
F.W.C.C. New Meetings Committee 1937-1949
Philadelphia Q.M.s (Joint) 1949/12/03-1977
Centre Q.M. [Baltimore-FGC Y.M.] after 1949/12/03
Upper Susquehanna (Millville-Muncy) Q.M. [Phil. Y.M.] After 1977
Philadelphia Y.M.s [both] 1950-1955
Baltimore (FGC) Y.M. 1950-1968
Philadelphia (United) Y.M. after 1955
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968

ESTABLISHED: Voluntary Worship 1913
Business meeting 1924/12/13

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
2./Incorporation as "State College Friends Meeting (United), Inc."; 1958/07/28; Centre Cty. Misc.B. 58, pp. 5-9.

GRAVEYARD:
Many burials at Centre P.M. FBG on Halfmoon Valley Rd.

CURRENT LOCATION: 611 E. Prospect Avenue
State College 16801
Centre Cty., PA
Lat. 40.79785° N., Long. 77.84993° W.
Parcel
Lat. 40.79778° N., Long. 077.84963° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
3./Agreement of Purchase & Sale between William P. & Ruth H. N. Henszey and State College Monthly Meeting of Friends, Inc., by John H. Ferguson, Clerk; 1961/12/22; D.B. 75, pp. 61-64.
5./Resubdivision Plat by Triangle Engineering Co. combining five parcels between E. Prospect Ave. & E. Fairmount Ave. into one; 1979/07/29; PlatB. 26, p. 42.
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8. [Consolidation Plat] combining five parcels on E. Prospect Ave. & E. Fairmount Ave. into one; 1984/12/21; Plot B. 33, p. 118.


FORMER LOCATION 1: Home of Hanna Maule [1913~1920]
423 S. Pugh St.
State College 16801
Centre Cty., PA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name

FORMER LOCATION 2: parlor of former Friends Union building
318 W. Beaver Ave?
SE corner of S. Atherton St. & W. Beaver Ave.
State College 16801
Centre Cty., PA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
8. William C. Biddle to Friends' Student Hostel, a Pennsylvania corporation; 1920/04/30; D.B. 123, p. 533.

9. Friends' Student Hostel, a Pennsylvania corporation, by William C. Biddle, President, and J. Bernard Walton, Secretary, to Irven M. Mohnkern; 1927/02/10; D.B. 153, pp. 591-593.

FORMER LOCATION 3: 318 S. Atherton St.
State College 16801
Centre Cty., PA
Parcel
Lat. 40.78936° N., Long. 077.86202° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
10. William C. & Ella W. Johnston to Friends' Student Hostel, a Pennsylvania corporation; 1925/12/12; D.B. 134, pp. 462-463.

11. Friends' Student Hostel, a Pennsylvania corporation, to Incorporated Trustees of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting of Friends & Friends Fiduciary Corporation, as tenants in common in trust for a MH, to be governed by a committee of 24 chosen by (a) 6 from Philadelphia QM Hicksite, (b) 6 from Philadelphia QM Orthodox, (c) 6 from Centre QM of BYM FGC, and (d) 6 from State College Monthly Meeting; 1928/11/07; D.B. 140, pp. 626-628.
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12./Ethel C. Casselberry to Warren S. Smith, John H. Ferguson, Merwin W. Humphrey & John H. Reedy, Trustees of State College Friends Meeting; 1954/07/12; D.B. 223, pp. 411-412.

13./The Fiduciary Corporation of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends and State College Friends Meeting (United), Inc. to University Mennonite Church; 1980/05/20; D.B. 394, pp. 776-779.

REFERENCES:
C. Christine Ayoub, Memories of the Quaker Past: Stories of Thirty-Seven Senior Quakers (Xlibris, 2014).
D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 976-979.
E. C. Mervyn Palmer, Brief History of the Founding Of State College Group of Friends (letter to Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting 1924/10/26)

* "STONY RUN MEETING" -- SEE BALTIMORE MONTHLY, STONY RUN [BALTIMORE CITY, MD]

200. MEETING: Sugar Loaf Mountain Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Cedar Creek M.M. until 1747
Camp Creek M.M. 1747-1753
Cedar Creek M.M. after 1753
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: Worship 1742
1748

LAID DOWN: 1754

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: Closed when most members moved 70 miles south to found South River Meeting in Bedford (later Campbell, now Lynchburg City) County.

LOCATION: House of Christopher & Penelope Clark
Route 22, 9 miles northeast of Charlottesville
Stony Point
Albemarle (until 1744 Goochland) Cty., VA
{Hinshaw says Louisa or Orange Cty.}
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1. [MH built 1749 on Christopher Clark land]

2.
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C. Charles E. "Chic" Moran, Jr., A Memorandum on Four Quaker Presences In Albemarle County, Scattered Over Two and A Quarter Centuries, and Some Personal Connections with The Last Two (1994).

* "SUMMERTON" -- SEE SOMERTON MONTHLY
   [SUFFOLK CITY (until 1974 NANSEMOND) CTY., VA]

201. MEETING: Surry County or Surrey County Monthly
UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: In the early years it was probably subordinate to Curles M.M. In 1779 included preparative meetings of Blackwater, Burleigh, Gravelly Run, and Stanton. At various times also included Burleigh Particular Meeting, Gravelly Run Particular Meeting in Dinwiddie Cty., and Blackwater Particular Meeting in Surry Cty.
Beachwater Meeting was sometimes referred to as Surry although Beachwater was a separate meeting.
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Blackwater M.M.
   Lower Q.M.
   Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1702
LAID DOWN: 1761
LOCATION: At Sullivan's Field
   near Bailey's Mill Pond
   Little Surry
   Surry Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1. Petition of Samuel Cornwell to County Court to declare property on which he built MH for Quakers to be Public Meetinghouse; 1712/03/18;
   2.

* "SUSQUEHANNA MEETING" -- SEE BAYSIDE MEETING (IN DEER CREEK MM)
   [HARFORD (until 1774 BALTIMORE) CTY., MD]
202. MEETING: Swamp Meeting
Also known as Picquinoqui Swamp Meeting or Grassy Swamp Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Henrico (Curles) M.M.
Cedar Creek Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1721
LAID DOWN: 1795
LOCATION: Hanover Cty., VA

REFERENCES: A.

* "SWAMP CREEK" -- SEE SWAMP MEETING
[HANOVER CTY., VA]

203. MEETING: Swan Creek Meeting or Swann Creek Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M.
Third Haven M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. after 1790
Maryland Y.M. until 1789
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: 1739
LAID DOWN: 1800
LOCATION: Head of Swan Creek
Queen Anne’s Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.

C. Phebe R. Jacobsen, Quaker Records in Maryland (1966), at pp. 76-77.

204. MEETING: Swans Gut Meeting
Informally "Daniel Mifflin Meeting"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower Eastern Shore Q.M.
Maryland Y.M. until 1789

ESTABLISHED: 1733
LAID DOWN: 1796?
LOCATION: Daniel Mifflin family home
[Daniel became non-resident member of Duck Creek MM in Delaware]
On Swans Gut Creek near Franklin City
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Greenbackville 23356?
Accomack Cty., VA
Perhaps Lat. 37.98950° N., Lat. 075.43000° W.

DEEDS, etc.: None?

205. MEETING: Takoma Park Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Adelphi M.M.
Potomac Q.M. until
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Preparative 1971/02/10
STATUS: Active
LOCATION: Dance Exchange
7117 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park 20913
Montgomery Cty., MD
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name
REFERENCES:

206. RELATED ORGANIZATION: Tandem Friends School
"The Tandem School" 1969-1995
SUPPORTING MEETINGS: Charlottesville M.M. after 1995
ESTABLISHED: Incorporated 1969
Opened 1970/09
Reorganized as Friends school 1995
STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION: A. Incorporation as Virginia Corporation 122457-5, "The Tandem School"; 1969/08/14;
B. C. Change of Registered Agent; 1982/11/22; SCC Microfilm 8211030419.
E. Change of Registered Agent; 1985/08/21; SCC Microfilm 8508041716.
F. Change of Registered Agent; 1988/12/06; SCC Microfilm 8812020389.
G. Amendment of Articles [Change name to Tandem Friends School?]; 1989/05/12; SCC Microfilm 8805020315.
H. "Government Change"; 1990/03/09; SCC Microfilm 9003060287.
I. Change of Registered Agent; 1992/02/25; SCC Microfilm 9202050402.
J. Change of Registered Agent; 1992/04/01; SCC Microfilm 9204010574.
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K. Change of Registered Agent; 1995/07/31; SCC Microfilm 9508010314.
L. Amendment of Articles [Name?]; 1996/06/21; SCC Microfilm 9606040827.
M. Change of Registered Office address; 1997/02/13; SCC Microfilm 9710131007.
N. Change of Registered Agent & Registered Office address; 2006/09/01; SCC Microfilm 0609011351.
O. Change of Registered Agent & Registered Office address; 2009/10/23; SCC Microfilm 0910231001.
P. Change of Registered Agent but not Office address; 2011/08/25; SCC Microfilm 1108520381.
Q. Change of Registered Agent & Registered Office address; 2013/08/30; SCC Microfilm 1308550583.
R. Correction of Registered Registered Office address; 2013/08/30; SCC Microfilm 1308550584.
S. Amended & Restated Articles of Incorporation; 2014/05/07; SCC Microfilm 1405030370.
T. Change of Registered Agent but not Office address; 2015/06/30; SCC Microfilm 1507500087.
U. [Changed Name to "Tandem, the Friends School of Charlottesville", date unclear]
V. Change of Registered Agent & Office to MartinWren at its office address; 2016/10/12; SCC Microfilm 1610520063.
W. Articles of Amendment changing name to "Tandem Friends School of Charlottesville"; 2016/10/14; SCC Microfilm 1610050117.

V. IRS Determination that "Tandem Friends School", EIN 23-7063914, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2017/06/19 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION 1: Banks of Rivanna River
DEEDS, etc.: 1. [1970]
LOCATION 2: Hillcrest Subdivision
Primary Prop. Address 295 Tandem Lane
Other Addresses 259 Tandem Lane
279 Tandem Lane (Office)
280 Tandem Lane
285 Tandem Lane
299 Tandem Lane
305 Tandem Lane
Along & SE of Mill Creek Drive
Scottsville District
Charlottesville [P.O.] 22902
Albemarle Cty., VA
Tax Map Parcel ID 09100-00-00-002A0

DEEDS, etc.: 3.[24.18Å in 2 lots] Lease from Charles W. Hurt to The Tandem School, with option to purchase; 1972/02/04; Instrument 1972-99926839, D.B. 513, pp. 604-622.
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5. [Two lots in Hillcrest totaling 21.77Å plus a 50’ right of way for 5 years] Charles W. Hurt Deed to James C. Hormel, with Grantee joined by Tandem Friends School to release the RoW to Route 20 when no longer needed and Grantor joined by Virginia Construction Co. of Charlottesville to pay the cost of paving the RoW; 1974/01/31; Instrument 1974-99918225, D.B. 548, pp. 105-110.


11. Easement from The Tandem School, by Ethan A. Miller, Vice President, to Central Telephone Company of Virginia; 1997/01/07; Instrument 1997-00001268, D.B. 1592, pp. 77-79.


13. [0.08Å for street] Tandem Friends School, Inc. by Ethan A. Miller, Vice President, to the County of Albemarle, Virginia, by Robert W. Tucker Jr., County Executive; 1997/01/07; Instrument 1997-00000987, D.B. 1590, pp. 426-433.


23./Credit Line Deed of Trust [$100,000] among Tandem Friends School, by Ethan A. Miller, President; Guaranty Investments Corp. and Thomas P. Baker, Trustees; & Guaranty Bank, lender; 1999/05/01; Instrument 1999-00009703, D.B. 1831, pp. 271-280.


27./[Sewer easement] Deed of Easement from Tandem Friends School by Ethan A. Miller, President, to Albemarle County Service Authority; 1999/04/05; Instrument 1999-00007246, D.B. 1817, pp. 27-34.

28./Deed of Trust and Security Agreement [$1,200,000 Educational Facility Revenue Bond] by and between Tandem Friends School, by Ethan A. Miller, President, to Thomas P. Baker & Guaranty Investments Corp., Trustees for Guaranty Bank, the Bond Purchaser; 1999/05/01; Instrument 1999-00009702, D.B. 1831, pp. 256-270.

29./Credit Line Deed of Trust [$100,000] Among Tandem Friends School, by Ethan A. Miller, President; Guaranty Investments Corp.; and Thomas P. Baker, Trustees for benefit of Guaranty Bank; and Guaranty Bank; 1999/05/01; Instrument 1999-00009703, D.B. 1831, pp. 271-280.

30./Subordination & Modification Agreement of Deed of Trust by and between Ethan A. Miller, Trustee as noteholder; George Lopez,
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Trustee for Lender; Tandem Friends School; joined by Guaranty Bank, lender; and Guaranty Investments Corp; and Thomas P. Baker, Trustees for benefit of Guaranty Bank; 1999/06/28; Instrument 1999-0009704, D.B. 1831, pp. 281-287.


32./Guaranty Bank UCC Financing Statement No. 29728; 1999/11/17; UCC Financing Continuation/2004/07/01; Instrument 2004-00032468; Continuation/ by Union Bank & Trust Co.; 2009/10/13; Instrument 2009-00033509; Amendment of Party Name/ by Union Bank & Trust, Successor to Guaranty Bank, as to Tandem Friends School of Charlottesville f/k/a Tandem Friends School; 2017/03/31; Instrument 2017-00034950.


37. 38.

LOCATION 3: 1422 Scottsville Road
Charlottesville [P.O.] 22902
Albemarle Cty., VA
Parcel ID 09700-00-00-0800
Lat. 37.9933° N., Lat. 78.4893° W.


42..
207. MEETING: Taylor's Creek Particular Meeting
Also known as Ladd's Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Upper M.M.
Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1761
LAID DOWN: 1808
LOCATION: NE of Boydton
Mecklenburg Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: 1. MH built 1702
2.
REFERENCES: A. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw's Encyclopedia of
American Quaker Genealogy.

208. MEETING: Terasco Neck Particular Meeting
Also known as Derascoe Neck Meeting and Rasgoneck Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Chuckatuck (Western Branch) M.M.
Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1696
LAID DOWN: 1768
LOCATION: Homes?
on James River
Just east of Chuckatuck
Isle of Wight Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.
REFERENCES: A. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw's Encyclopedia of
American Quaker Genealogy.

209. MEETING: Third Haven Monthly
Also known early as Tred Avon
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester, Choptank) Q.M. 1679-1789
Baltimore (Maryland) Y.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. (H.Y.M.) after 1790
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790
ESTABLISHED: 1673/06/02
STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION: A./Maryland General Assembly Confirm title in the Trustees of Third
Haven Monthly Meeting of the several meetinghouse in Talbot County
and Incorporate the Trustees: Robert Moore, John Kemp, Thomas H.
Dawson, James Wainwright & William W. Moore; December Term
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1815, Chapter 135, enacted 1816/01/23; Legislative Archives of Maryland vol. 634, pp. 144-147 [digital pp. 142-145].

B. Incorporation as "The Trustees of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of The Society of Friends Incorporated"; 1948/03/08; Film 268, p. 132.

C. Articles of Amendment; 1970/04/22; Film F2276, pp. 166-168.

LOCATION 1:
405 S. Washington St.
Part of parcel called Londonderry
Easton 21601
Talbot Cty., MD
Account 01-027549, Map 0106, Parcel 2288 [now 7.375Å]
Lat. 38.76676° N., Long. 076.07601° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

1./[3Å at Third Haven MH & for FBG] Philemon Armstrong to Thomas Taylor, William Dickinson & Daniel Powell, and their heirs, in trust for the use and benefit of the Third Haven Monthly Meeting of Friends, with Trustees' acceptance of the trust; 1705/08/20; D.B. RF-9, pp. 341-343.

2./[clarifying parcel bounds with owner adjacent to MH by the FBG because of compass changes and granting MM easement to Washington St. + equivalent acreage joined with Hopkins lot] [with orig. summary from FHL] Dennis Hopkins to and with Benjamin Parvin, Thomas Wickerson & John Needler [or Needles], a Committee of Third Haven Monthly Meeting; 1791/04/12; D.B. BS-24, pp. 293-295.

3./Award of John Edmondson & Joseph Telford, arbitrators, as to the fencing around the meetinghouse and enclosures around livestock between Dennis Hopkins and John Jinkinson & Robert Moore on behalf of the People called Quakers Friends of Third Haven Monthly Meeting; 1802/03/29; D.B. JL-29, pp. 348-349.

4./[Confirm title in the Trustees of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of the several MHs in Talbot County (1) 3Å at Third Haven MH; * * *, and incorporate the Trustees] Maryland General Assembly, December Term 1815, Chapter 135, enacted 1816/01/23; Legislative Archives of Maryland vol. 634, pp. 144-147 [digital pp. 142-145].


7./[3.199Å] Plat of Third Haven Monthly Meeting, Society of Friends by Kastenhuber & Anderson, Civil Engineers & Surveyors; 1949/01; PlatB. JTB-3, p. 95.


9./

10./[to widen driveway; subject to a condition that no business shall ever be conducted on this lot] Barclay H. Jr. & Eleanor L. Trippe and
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13./Town of Easton Proposed Utilities Right of Way and Easement over lands of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of the Society of Friends; 1988/04; Plat Book 80, p. 11.


15./[Pedestrian & Bike Trail] Trustees of Third Haven Mnthly Meeting of the Society of Friends, Inc., by Martha L. Hawkinson, President, right of way and easement to Town of Easton; 2013/12/11; D.B. MAS-2141, pp. 31-34.

LOCATION 2:
School House Lot
East side Harrison Street near Dover St., backing on Talbot Lane
Town lot 23
Easton 21601
Talbot Cty., MD
Parcel
Lat. 38.77394° N., Long. 076.07401° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
21./[0.25Å] [+transcript at FHL with minute from 1844] John Needles to John Wickershaw, Richard Bartlett & John Dickinson on behalf of Third Haven Monthly Meeting; 1791/07/26; D.B. BS-(B)24, pp. 472-474.


REFERENCES:
A. J. Saurin Norris, The Early Friends In Maryland (1862).
B. Commemorative Exercises of The 200th Anniversary of The Friends' Meeting House at Third Haven. Including An Account of The
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Settlement of Friends In Talbot County, Maryland, From The Year 1657 To The Present Time (1884).
E. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/diana-butler-bass/the-remarkable-thing-that_b_8287450.html
F. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 2, pp. 625, 704-709, 718-719.
H. Helen W. Ridgely, Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of Columbia (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at pp. 222-225.

210. MEETING: Transquaking Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. after 1790
Baltimore (Maryland) Y.M. until 1789
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: 1701
LAID DOWN: Weak by 1736
Preparative 1740s
Worship long before 1807 (perhaps 1770s)

LOCATION 1: Near Transquaking Creek
Part of 200Å called the Exchange that John Foster bought from Thomas Pattison
Currently Adjacent to Anglican Church?
East Newmarket
Dorchester Cty., MD

DEEDS, etc.: 1.[one dwelling house with 1Å of ground] John & Mary Foster to William Stephens, William Kennealy & Edward Fisher, on behalf of themselves and on behalf of all friends and people called Quakers; 1690/11/05; D.B. Old 1; pp. 126-127, re-recorded (weaker) at D.B. 4½, p. 18.
2.[excepting 1Å sold to Quakers where they built MH and access thereto] John & Mary Foster to [5 almost-illegible names], Visitors for a Free School in Dorchester County; 1723/03/14; D.B. Old 8, pp. 53a-54.
3.[Same 1Å used for MH & FBG, all prior trustees now dead] John & Mary Foster to Joshua Konnorly, John Stevens & William Fooke and
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their successors as trustees for the people called Quakers;
1724/07/06; D.B. Old 8, pp. 63-63a.

4./[1Å deeded prior day by John & Mary Foster] Joshua Konnorly, John Stevens & William Fookes accept title as trustees appointed by the monthly meeting of the people called Quakers in Talbot County, called the monthly meeting at the head of Tred Haven Creek; 1724/07/07; D.B. Old 8, pp. 62a-63.

5.

REFERENCES:
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript pp. 672-676.
B. Phebe R. Jacobsen, Quaker Records in Maryland (1966), at pp. 76-77.
D./Kenneth L. Carroll, "Quakerism Below the Choptank: A Hidden Chapter in Dorchester County History" (undated, but after 1958) ms. at Maryland Historical Society, pp. 6-9 [discusses many families and individual Friends].

* "TRED-AVON" -- SEE THIRD HAVEN MONTHLY
[TALBOT CTY., MD]

211. MEETING: Tuckahoe Preparative
"King's Creek" until 1679

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Third Haven M.M.
Eastern Shore (Talbot-Dorchester) Q.M. 1679-1789
Maryland Y.M. until 1789
Southern Q.M. (H.Y.M.) after 1790
Philadelphia Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED: before 1676 [when ordered to obtain FBG]
LAID DOWN:
Preparative 1828
Worship 1831

LOCATION:
part of the tract of land called Parrott's Lott
near Tuckahoe Creek
Talbot Cty., MD
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:
1. to Friends 1679
2./[3Å where MH & FBG stands] John Jadwyn, Edward Clark & Benjamin Parrott to George Bowes, David Aroy & Abram Morgan and their heirs, for the use of the people called Quakers at the Meeting House at Tuckahoe; 1705/06/25; D.B. RF-9, pp. 340-341.
3. New MH reported completed 1764/01/25.
4./[Confirm title in the Trustees of Third Haven Monthly Meeting of the several meetinghouse in Talbot County * * * (3) 3Å at Tuckahoe MH;
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* * *; and incorporate the Trustees] Maryland General Assembly, December Term 1815, Chapter 135, enacted 1816/01/23; Legislative Archives of Maryland vol. 634, pp. 144-147 [digital pp. 142-145].

REFERENCES:
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript Vol. 2, pp. 709-712
D. Phebe R. Jacobsen, Quaker Records in Maryland (1966), at pp. 76-77.

212. MEETING: Tuscarora Preparative
"Providence" until 1761
Earlier, "Tuscaroro"
Sometimes "C, enter" Meeting
Informally, "Beeson's Meeting"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Hopewell M.M.
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790

ESTABLISHED:
1735
Worship established 1738/09/13
Preparative 1741/06/10

LAID DOWN:
1758-1760 [due to French & Indian War]
Worship closed 1770 when Middle Creek MH opened
1796 (united with Middle Creek until 1801)

LOCATION:
2.5 miles NW of Martinsburg
Tuscarora Pike, C.R. 15, across from Street of Dreams
Norborne (Martinsburg) 25401
Berkeley (Orange VA until 1743, Frederick VA 1743-1772) Cty., WV
Map 63 Arden 2 Parcel 4.1
Lat. 39.46953° N., Long. 078.00082° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. Richards Beeson Sr. gave land to Friends; 1741
2./[249Å] Richards Beeson Sr. conveyed all his property to Richards Beeson Jr. when he moved to Ohio; 1748; Frederick Cty. D.B. 1, pp. 7-9 [lease], 9-11 [release].
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3./ Richards Beeson Jr. will bequeathed 9Å to Friends next to MH; executed 1748/08/03, probated 1748/11/01; Frederick Cty. Will Book 1, pp. 201-203 (including bond).


5./ [~0.5Å surrounding ~0.5Å FBG] Jonathan W. Thatcher & E. W. Lupton, Trustees of the society of Friends and congregation of Hopewell, to George P. Blessing; 1881/12/17; D.B. 78, p. 277.

6./ [Adjacent property excepting FBG not conveyed to Grantor by Blessing] Nathan & Harriet E. Vanmetre to Geo. W. Hawk; 1884/03/31; D.B. 81, pp. 22-23.

7./ New Survey by C. P. C. Rinker, Berkeley County Surveyor; 1906/04/20; Plat 973, D.B. 112, p. 372.


9. Following death of Lupton & Thatcher, Hopewell approved as new trustees William T. Lupton & Harlan Thatcher; 1916/04/03.

10./ [0.65Å FBG excepted from transfer of surrounding property] The Old National Bank of Martinsburg, trustee under the Will of Trammell Hollis, Deceased, to Talmadge W. & Jenevieve M. Farmer; 1974/02/04; D.B. 284, pp. 343-350.


REFERENCES:


B. John W. Wayland, Editor, Hopewell Friends History 1734-1934, Frederick County, Virginia (1936).

C. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 899-904.


* "UNION OR UNISON MEETING" – SEE GOOSE CREEK M.M. AND SOUTH FORK P.M. [LOUDOUN (until 1757 FAIRFAX) CTY., VA]
213. MEETING: Unionville Preparative
    Bald Eagle until 1906
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Centre M.M. (Hicksite/FGC)
    Centre Q.M.
    Baltimore (FGC) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED:
    Settled ca. 1800
    Voluntary worship 1803
    Bald Eagle Indulged monthly 1805/06
    Bald Eagle Worship established 1806/11
    Preparative 1823/09
LAID DOWN:
    by 1936
LOCATION 1:
    William Fisher's home
    Wingate
    Centre Cty., PA
    Parcel
DEEDS, etc.:
    None in Friends' name?
LOCATION 2:
    (FBG on North side of Bald Eagle Creek)
    Unionville
    Centre Cty., PA
    Parcel
DEEDS, etc.:
    1./ Plat of Fishers 3rd Extension to Borough of Unionville; 1887/05/10;
    Misc.B. 8, pp. 329-331.
    2./ [0.45625Å, MH on lot] William P. & Esther Fisher to William Way &
    Jesse Underwood, Trustees for the Religious Society of Friends in
    Bald Eagle Valley; 1870/06/10; D.B. 32[was G2]; pp. 318-319.
    3./ [Former MH, 0.45625Å] Chapman E. Underwood & Darlington H.
    Way, Trustees for the Religious Society of Friends of Bald Eagle
    Valley, to Pierce E. & Estella M. Peters; 1936/02/29; D.B. 151,
    pp. 124-125.
REFERENCES:
    A.

* "THE UPPER MEETING" -- SEE LINCOLN MONTHLY
    [LOUDOUN CTY., VA]

214. MEETING: Upper Machodocks Meeting
    Also known as Mattschonick Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Annamessex Meeting
    West River M.M.
    Maryland Y.M.
ESTABLISHED:
    1682
LAID DOWN:
    1690
LOCATION:
    Westmoreland Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.:
    1.
    2.
REFERENCES:
    A.

215. MEETING: Upper Monthly [Lower Q.M.]
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SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower Q.M.  
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1800
LAID DOWN: 1832/02 (attached to Western Branch M.M.)
LOCATION: ~4600 Boydton Plank Rd.  
Gravelly Run, Petersburg 23803  
Dinwiddie Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 1.
2.

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: Formed from Burley and Gravelly Run Preparative Meetings. An offspring of Blackwater M.M. In 1761 Taylor's Creek Particular Meeting was subordinate to Upper M.M. In 1870 Seacock Particular Meeting was joined to Upper M.M. and Stanton Preparative meeting was transferred from Blackwater M.M. to Upper M.M.

REFERENCES:  

* UPPER MONTHLY [UPPER Q.M.] -- SEE CEDAR CREEK PARTICULAR & MONTHLY [HANOVER (until 1720 NEW KENT) CTY., VA]

216. MEETING: Upper Ridge Meeting  
Also known as Lupton's Ridge Meeting  
Also known as Joseph Lupton's Meeting  
Sometimes known as Apple Pie Ridge Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. until 1969  
Winchester Centre M.M. 1969-1999  
Hopewell Centre M.M. after 1999  
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19  
Fairfax Q.M. after 1787/06/11  
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789  
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790  
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1951

ESTABLISHED: Voluntary before 1757
LAID DOWN: Indulged for seasons, 1787, 1790-1791, 1799
ORGANIZATION:  
A/ [2.75Å] Petitions & Decrees authorizing sale of lot adjacent to FBG; 1960/06/27; Chancery Order Book 39, p. 351; modified to correct description & approve specific sale, 1961/05/31; Cause No. 7291, Chancery Order Book 40, p. 56; recorded D.B. 328, pp. 494-495.
B/ Petition for Order (a) appointing Gwendolyn H. Lunsford, Leonard W. Riley, Robert E. Pidgeon & George V. Townsend as Trustees for Hopewell Monthly Meeting, formerly named Hopewell Monthly Meeting (United), (b) appointing William Fraula, H. Brian Landes, Opal R.
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LOCATION:
Apple Pie Ridge Rd., S.R. 739, at Upper Ridge Road, S.R. 650 Winchester 22603
Frederick Cty., VA
Parcel 42-A-270
Lat. 39.23482° N., Long. 078.18058° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. [2Å for a school, meeting house and burying ground] William & Bathsheba Lupton to Joseph Lupton & Samuel Lupton the younger, Trustees for the Society of the People called friends or Quakers; 1803/09/06; D.B. 28, p. 111.
3. Hopewell MM reported title secure in 1822.
5. [0.15Å for road widening] Petition of Trustees Leonard Riley, J. L. Jolliffe, John Jolliffe, Roger Koontz, Opal R. Solenberger & Gwendolyn H. (Mrs. Reid) Lunsford and the Commonwealth of Virginia pursuant to 33-70.11, exhibits and Order entered In Re: Certificate Recorded Pursuant to Section 33-70.4 on the lands of the Society of People Called Friends (also known as Hopewell Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; selling to State Highway Commissioner of Virginia; 1966/09; Chancery file 8346; Cert. of Deposit of Purchase Price; D.B. 326, pp. 277ff; Order Confirming Title in Commonwealth/1966/12/13; Chancery Order Book 43, pp. 119-130, recorded D.B. 328, pp. 494-495.

REFERENCES:
A. Lupton Family papers, Virginia Historical Society collection Mss1 L9747a FA2
http://ead.lib.virginia.edu/vivaead/published/vhs/vih00004.document
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B. List of Apple Pie Ridge burials printed by Winchester Centre Meeting, predecessor of Hopewell Centre Monthly Meeting.


217. MEETING: Upperville Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell or Fairfax M.M.?
ESTABLISHED:
LAID DOWN:
LOCATION: Fauquier Cty., VA [per Uebrickpacheli]
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
REFERENCES: A.

218. MEETING: Valley Monthly
"Harrisonburg" until before 2006
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Charlottesville M.M. until 1986
Virginia H.Y.M. until 2000?
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Worship 1979
Harrisonburg Preparative 1983/06/05 (Granted)
Monthly 1986/08
STATUS: Active
LOCATION 1: US Rt. 33
Dale Enterprise
Rockingham Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name
CURRENT LOCATION: 363 High St.
Dayton 22821
Rockingham Cty., VA
Parcel
Lat. 38.41738° N., Long. 078.93991° W.
DEEDS, etc.: 3. to Friends; 2000.
4.
REFERENCES: A.
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219. MEETING: Vick’s Meeting
Also "Widow West's"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Lower, Western Branch) M.M.
Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1776
LAID DOWN: 1829/04 [attached members to Black Creek P.M.]
LOCATION: near Boykins
Southampton Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1. to Friends; 1796?
2.
C. The Brantley Association of America, Southampton County, Va. digitized record collection at http://www.brantleyassociation.com/southampton_project/ (2009 and revisions) [Deeds with Quaker affirmations 1749-1881 indexed under "Quakers"]

* "WAINOAK MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE PARTICULAR MEETING
[CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]

* "WARDS MEETING" -- SEE SADLER'S MEETING
[BRUNSWICK CTY., VA]

220. MEETING: Warrington Monthly

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sadsbury M.M. until 1747
Menallen M.M. 1861-1947
Concord Q.M. until 1758/05/08
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Warrington Q.M. after 1787/05/28
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite/FGC] after 1828
Baltimore (Hicksite/FGC) Y.M. when laid down and reactivated until 1967
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M. after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED: Monthly 1747
Monthly again 1947/08/24
LAID DOWN: Monthly 1861 (attached to Menallen M.M.)
STATUS: Active
LOCATION: Quaker Meeting Road & S.R. 74 (Carlisle Rd.)
Wellsville 17365
Warrington Twp.
York (until 1749 Lancaster) Cty., PA
Parcel 49-000-ME-0069
Lat. 40.05300° N., Long. 076.92973° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1.[29.975Å] Thomas Penn & Richard Penn, Proprietors, Patent to
William Garretson, William Underwood, William Penrose & Peter
Clever, Trustees for the use of the Society of People called Quakers of
Warrington; Warant 84, 1767/01/10 [replacing 1745/07/05 warrant to
Thomas Coxe, since disowned]; Survey, 1767/01/21; Patent
2. Stone MH built 1769
3. 4.

REFERENCES:
A. Albert Cook Myers, *Immigration of The Irish Quakers Into
Pennsylvania, 1682-1750, With Their Early History In Ireland* (1902).
B. Norma Jacob, Editor, *Quaker Roots, The Story of Western Q.M. of
C. Margaret B. Walmer, *100 Years at Warrington: York County,
Pennsylvania Quakers; Marriages, Removals, Births & Deaths* (1989).
D. Margaret B. Walmer, *Menallen Minutes, Marriages and Miscellany:
E. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning
Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript
vol. 4, pp. 899-904.

221. MEETING: Warwick Meeting
Also known as Denby [Denbigh] Meeting, York Meeting, and York &
Warwick Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Lower Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1696
LAID DOWN: 1722

LOCATIONS:
(a) Edward Thomas's "Bangor House" on Queens' Creek
(b) Daniel Akehurst's house on Warwick River
(c) Robert Perkin's house at Martin's Hundred
   James City County
(d) John Bates' house at Skimino
   York County
(e) George Wilson's house on "upper part of River Mattopony"
(f) Thomas Nichols' house at Kickatan
(g) John Knight's house Remundcock
(h) James Howard's house below Curles on the James River
(i) Ann Acres' house near Williamsburg
(j) George Walker's house near Kickatan
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(k) Anne Airey's house 25 miles from Kickatan
(l) William Trotter's house "Over the Neck"
(m) Elizabeth Wilson's house
Warwick or York Cty. [Elizabeth City Cty.?], VA

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name?


222. MEETING: Washington, Friends Meeting of "Florida Avenue," informally

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Independent until 1939/09/12
FWCC 1939/09/12-1944/03/21
[Both] Baltimore Y.M.s but no Q.M. 1944/03-1951/08
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: United Worship 1931/01/04
Monthly recognized by FWCC 1939/09/12
Monthly in FUM BYM 1944/10/27
Monthly in FGC BYM 1944/10/28

STATUS: Active

ORGANIZATION:
A. Organizational meeting 1930/05/20
C. IRS Determination that "Friends Meeting of Washington, Inc.", EIN 53-0204698, is exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3) confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

LOCATION 1: LeRoy Tuttle's subdivision of part of Lot 41 in Phelps & Tuttle's subdivision of part of "Widow's Mite"
2111 Florida Avenue, NW
bounded by Decatur Place (after 1970) and Phelps Place
Washington 20008, DC
Assessor Square 2515, Lots 45-47 (was lots 806, 807 & 808)
Lat. 38.91385° N., Long. 77.04687° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1./LePey Tuttle Subdivision Plat of Square 2515 into Lots 45 & 46; 1921/06/22; PlatB. 64, p. 200.
2./[Square 2515, part of Lot 45] Mary Vaux Walcott to Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C., a corporation; 1930/07/07; D.B. 6464, p. 279, Instrument 193007080071.
3./[Prior owner of Square 2515, part of Lot 45 divided per Assessor into Lots 806 and 807] Oliver G. Ricketson Jr. & Lucy Ricketson Ferguson, Devises under the will of Oliver G. Ricketson, Anna Riggs Ricketson, wife of Oliver G. Ricketson, Jr., and John M. Bullard, Oliver G. Ricketson Jr. & Lucy Ricketson Ferguson, Executors under the will of Oliver G. Ricketson, deceased, to Riggs National Bank of Washington, D.C., Fiscal Trustee under the Will of Edwin B. Parker; 1943/12/16; D.B 7925, pp. 247-251; Instrument 1943033684
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5. Note from Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C. to Alexandria Monthly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1951/05/08; paid off 1960/01/04.


9./Subdivision Plat of Square 2515, Lots 44-47; 1970/12/04; Plat B. 157, p. 28.

10./[Square 2515, Lot 47] Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C., by Daniel P. Dozier, Clerk of Trustees, [$3,000,000] Credit-Line Deed of Trust, Assignment of Leases & Rents, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing to Terry Rawlings & Steven Anderson, Trustees for benefit of Sandy Spring Bank; 2017/06/27; Instrument 2017082869; UCC Financing Statement for fixtures/ (missing some attachements?); Instrument 2017086799; Deed of Trust Modification Agreement/, by Daniel P. Dozier, Clerk of Trustees [increase loan to $3,600,000]; 2017/11/29; Instrument 2017134046; Re-Recorded to fill in information/; 2017/12/13; Instrument 2017136736; UCC Financing Statement for fixtures/ (full attachements); 2017/07/28; Instrument 2017082870.

11./[Original from FMW] Declaration of Covenants for Stormwater Management Facility by Friends Meeting of Washington, a D.C. not-for-profit religious organization, by Daniel Preston Dozier, Clerk, Trustees, for the benefit of the District of Columbia; 2018/04/20; {not recorded as of 2018/05/04}.

12./[Original from FMW] Subordination Agreement of Sandy Spring Bank, by Arthur J. Poholski, Senior Vice President, giving the Declaration of Covenants lien priority over the deed-of-trust
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Instruments 2017082869 and 2017134046; 2018/04/26; {not recorded as of 2018/05/04}.

13./

LOCATION 2: Earlier (1951-1956) FCNL Offices
104 C Street, N.E.
Washington 20002, DC
Assessor Square 724, Lot 814 (Original Lot 9)
Lat. , Long.

DEEDS, etc.: 16./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat for Square 724 between North C & D Streets, between 1st & 2nd Streets East; 1792/10/10; with 1868 change of alleys noted; Plat Book 3A, plat 724.
17./William A. & Margaret P. Hasselbush to Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C., a corporation; 1951/08/03; D.B. 9532, p. 604, Instrument 1951034823.

19.

LOCATION 3: 1956 & Later FCNL Offices
245 Second Street, N.E.
(lots G and H in J. M. Gilbert's subdivision of Original Lots)
Washington 20008, DC
Assessor Square 757, Lot 844
Lat. , Long.

25./[Lots G & H] Deed of Trust from Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C., a corporation, by Charles F. Preston, Chairman of the Finance &
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Property Committee, by Charles F. Preston, Chairman of the Finance & Property Committee, to Samuel Schrivener Jr. & Junior F Crowell, Trustees for Perpetual Building Association; 1958/12/22; Instrument 1958039389, D.B. 11168, pp. 305-308; released/1977/06/16; Instrument 7700022412


28. DC Surveyor's Office Plat 43165 for building on Square 757, Lot 844; 1959/02/25; Plat Book A&T, p. 3435-H.

29. [To nominee to clear title?] Friends Committee for National Legislation, a corporation, and Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C., a corporation, to Margaret E. Hartung, 1979/06/22; Instrument 7900021184.

30. [Back from nominee?] Margaret E. Hartung to Friends Committee for National Legislation, a corporation; 1979/06/22; Instrument 7900021185.

31. Deed of Trust from Friends Committee on National Legislation to Samuel R. Gillman & John G. Drake, trustees for Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C., a corporation; 1979/06/22; Instrument 7900021186; Assigned to/Friends Committee on National Legislation Education Fund, a corporation; 1995/09/05; D.B. 1006, pp. 1688-1691.

REFERENCES:

D.

223. MEETING: Washington Monthly (Orthodox/FUM)

Also known as "Irving Street Meeting"

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:

Baltimore M.M. Orthodox until 1899
Baltimore Q.M. [FUM]
Baltimore (Orthodox/FUM) Y.M.
Baltimore Y.M. (Consolidated) after 1968/01/02

ESTABLISHED:

Worship 1876
Preparative
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LAID DOWN:
Monthly 1899
Worship 1947
Monthly 1956 (merged into Adelphi M.M.)

ORGANIZATION:
A. Articles of Incorporation?

FORMER LOCATION 1:
1st and C Streets, NE
(now Dirksen Senate Office Building)
Washington 20002, DC
Assessor Square 724, Lots 8-12?

DEEDS, etc.:
1./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat for Square 724 between North C & D Streets, between 1st & 2nd Streets East; 1792/10/10; with 1868 change of alleys noted; Plat Book 3A, plat 724.
2. to Baltimore Quarterly Meeting ? Friends; 1898.
3. Sold to U.S.A. 1904?

FORMER LOCATION 2:
13th and Irving Streets, NW
2012 site of 13th Street Church of Christ
3100 13th Street, NW
Lot 1 of Block 36 of John Sherman, Trustee’s subdivision known as "Columbia Heights"
Washington 20009, DC
Assessor Square 2848, Lot 800
Tax Parcel 2848 0041

DEEDS, etc.:
11. to Baltimore Yearly Meeting (Orthodox); 1905/03.
12. Restrictions on setbacks etc. in decrees in District Court cause no. 1551, Supreme Ct. of the District of Columbia.
13./DC Commissioners’ Condemnation Plat for Set-Backs on 13th Street, N.W.; plat 1924/09/22, condemnation 1924/10/10;
PlatB. 78, p. 1.
14./The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends, Orthodox, a Maryland corporation, by J. Hollowell Parker, President, & G. Cheston Carey, Secretary, to Trustees of the Southwest Church of Christ, an incorporated religious society; 1948/10/01; Instrument 1948039585, D.B. 8842, pp. 21-23.

REFERENCES:
A.
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224. MEETING: Washington Preparative (Hicksite, FGC)

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sandy Spring (Indian Spring) M.M. until 1817/11/20
Alexandria M.M. after 1817/11/20
Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M. until 1817
Fairfax Q.M. 1817-1951/08/18
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Indulged 1797 under Sandy Spring (Indian Spring) M.M.
Indulged 1802 under Sandy Spring (Indian Spring) M.M.
Preparative 1806/10/24
Preparative transferred to Alexandria M.M. 1817/11/20
Indulged again 1867

LAID DOWN:
Preparative discontinued 1849-1867 AFT
Finally L.D. 1935?

ORGANIZATION:
A. District Ct. for the District of Columbia Decree authorizing sale of
meetinghouse; 1937/07/12; Equity Cause 64,824.

BURIAL GROUNDS:
0.25Å now in Walter C. Pierce Community Park
(informally "Pierce Mill Park")
Adjacent to the Colored Union Benevolent Association, later known as Mount Pleasant Plain Graveyard
behind 3620 Adams Mill Road, north of Calvert St.
At or near head of 20th Street, N.W.
Adams Mill Road Entrance to Rock Creek Park
Washington 20010, DC
Assessor Square 2547, Lots 809 & 810
Lat. 38.93168° N., Long. 077.04562° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1./[FBG, 6.75Å] Jonathan Shoemaker to Samuel Lukens, Samuel Snowden, Roger Brook, Joseph Schoolfield, William Thomas & Samuel Hutchinson, Trustees for the Society of Friends commonly called Quakers for the purpose of a common burial ground or place of interment for the Society of Friends or Quakers, their families and descendants; 1807/12/09; D.B. T-19, pp. 81-82 (new numbering).
2./Joseph L. Scholfield, Roger Brooke & William Thomas, Surviving Trustees to Jonathan Seavey, Henry Janney, Joseph Scholfield, George Shoemaker & William L. Shoemaker, new trustees of the Religious Society of Friends as a burying ground; 1845/10/20;
D.B. WB 122, pp. 73-75 (original pages) [transcribed] pp. 58-60 [new numbers].
5./[sale for Friends' unpaid taxes, Square 2947, Lot 809] Robert E. McLaughlin, David B. Kerrick & A. C. Welling, Commissioners of the District of Columbia, to Jacob B. Shapiro; 1958/03/31;
6. Order quieting title in Shapiro; 1961
MEETINGHOUSE: 1811 I ("Eye") Street, N.W.
Washington 20006, DC
Assessor Square 106, Lots 4 & 5
Lat. 39.90143° N., Long. 077.04704° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
10./Commissioners to Establish Seat of U.S. Government Original Plat of Square 106 between I Street and K Street, between 18th and 19th; 1791/10/17; Plat Book 1, p. 106.


12./William Morgan, sole surviving Trustee, to Daniel Kurtz, George Shoemaker, Joshua Riley, William Stabler & William Yeated, Trustees appointed by Alexandria Monthly Meeting; 1837/02/02; D.B. WB-62, pp. 247-249 (new numbering when transcribed).


17. Decree approving sale; U.S.D.C. for District of Columbia Equity Cause 64,824; 1937/07/12.

REFERENCES:

D. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 1015-1019.
E. http://www.walterpiercepark.org/Garden.html

* "WATERFORD" -- SEE FAIRFAX MONTHLY
[LOUDOUN (until 1742 PRINCE WILLIAM, 1742-1757 FAIRFAX) CTY., VA]

225. MEETING: Watkin's Particular
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Upper M.M.
                Lower Q.M.
                Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED:  1821
LAID DOWN:    1823
LOCATION:     Sussex Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.:  1.
                2.

* "WAYNE OAK [WAYNEOAK] MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE MEETING
[CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]

* "WAYNE OAK SWAMP MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE MEETING
[CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]
226. MEETING: Waynoke Particular & Monthly
Alternatively, Weyn Oke [pronounced "Wīan Oak”]
{Modern spelling: Weyanoke per the Virginia Conservation
Commission, but the 1835 deed spelled it Weyn Oke and Richmond
Meeting spelled it Waynoke in a 1869 petition}
First known as James Howard's Meeting or Old Man Neck Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Henrico (White Oak Swamp, Waynoke, Curles) M.M.
Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1698
LAID DOWN: Particular 1831 (members to Richmond Particular Meeting)
LOCATION: on the James River 3.6 miles SE of Charles City Court House
Near [A] Adkins Store
    Adkins Rd. at intersection with Lott Cary Road
    Providence Forge 23140
and/or [B] Chickahominy Tribe Offices
    8200 Lott Cary Road
    Providence Forge 23140
and/or [C] Porto Bella property
    Providence Forge 23140
    Charles City Cty., VA
    Parcel
Douglas Summers Brown places Ladd's MH at
    Lat. 37.33485° N, 077.18456° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1./[0.5Å+ where MH + FBG now stands in middle of John Crew's land]
    John Crew to Samuel Hargrave, Robert Ladd, Joseph Ladd, James D.
    Ladd, Peter Ladd & Benjamin Ladd and their successor Trustees for
    the Society of Friends; 1798/01/18; D.B. 4, pp. 373-374.
2./[0.5Å+ where MH now stands] Samuel Hargrave, Robert Ladd &
    Benjamin Ladd, surviving Trustees, to Amos Ladd, Micajah Dales,
    Samuel P. Parsons, Joseph J. Pleasants, Nathaniel C. Crenshaw &
    William P. Ladd, Trustees for the Monthly Meeting of the Society of
    Friends held at Weyn Oke, and their successors; 1835/06/09; D.B. 8,
    pp. 252-253.
3.

REFERENCES:
B. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers and map at Jones
C. Historical Marker  http://www.hmdb.org/marker.asp?marker=26328
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227. MEETING: West Baltimore Preparative
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: [Joint] Baltimore, Stony Run M.M.
[Joint] Baltimore, Homewood M.M.
Baltimore Q.M.s [Orthodox + Hicksite]
Baltimore Y.M.s [FUM + FGC]
ESTABLISHED: Voluntary 1944/07
1946/07 or 1952 formally established by the QMs
LAID DOWN: 1962 (last members transferred to Sandy Spring M.M. United)
LOCATION: 700 West Lombard Street
Baltimore City, MD
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name?
2. to McKim Center; 1950
REFERENCES: A. Fern Elizabeth Stowe, "West Baltimore United Preparative Meeting",
Chapter XV, p. 105, in Martha C. Nesbitt and Mary Reading Miller et al., Chronicles of Sandy Spring Friends Meeting and Environs (1987).

228. MEETING: West Branch Monthly
Also known as Gramphin Meeting or Grampian Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Centre M.M. (Hicksite/FGC) until 1833
Warrington Q.M. until 1835/02/08
Centre Q.M. after 1835/05/11
[Hicksite, FGC] 1928-1968
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: Worship 1812
Preparative 1824/03-1881
Monthly 1833/08/25
STATUS: Active
ORGANIZATION: A. Articles of Incorporation for Pennsylvania Corporation No. 384412,
1974/04/16; "West Branch Friends Meeting, Inc."
CURRENT LOCATION: 415 First St., S.R. 219, at Penn St.
Thomas W. Moore Lots 122, 123 & 124, but not Lot 121
Grampian 16838
Grampian Borough
Clearfield Cty., PA
Parcel 009-F11-341-06
Lat. 40.96325° N., Long. 078.61088° W.
DEEDS, etc.: 1./[Lots 122, 123 & 124] John G. & Theodosia R. Lytle to E. M. Davis &
J. D. Wall, Trustees of West Branch Monthly Meeting of the Society of
Friends; 1901/01/18; D.B. 115, pp. 63 [front + back].
3./[0.58Å] Retracement Survey of Church, by Curry & Associates, Gary L. Thorp, PLS, for West Branch Meeting of the Society of Friends,
ownership certified 2010/06/16 by Trustees Robert C. Wriglesworth &
William T. Thorp; Survey 2010/05/14; Instrument 201007918;
PlatB. 112, p. 37.
FORMER LOCATION 1:  Home of James Moore
Penn (was Pike) Township
Clearfield Cty., PA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends’ name

FORMER LOCATION 2:  1st MH & FBG
East of 3292 Grandview Rd., S.R. 729 (was S.R. 857, then 829?)
Penn (was Pike) Township, Surveys 5933 & 5936
Grampian P.O. 16838
Clearfield Cty., PA
Parcels 125-F11-80, -214 and -290
Lat. 40.93748° N., Long. 078.62178° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 

10.[1.5Å] James & Lydia Moore to Jason Kirk & Jonathan Waln, Trustees appointed by the religious Society of the people called Quakers at a monthly meeting held at Center meeting house in Halfmoon Township; 1826/04/20; D.B. C, pp. 182-185.
11.[0.75Å adjacent to MH & FBG] Andrew & Margaret Moore and Nathan & Ann Moore to Joseph M. Spencer & Thomas Kirk, Trustees Appointed by West Branch Monthly Meeting; 1878/08/20; D.B. 11, pp. 275 (front + back).
13.[3.2Å addition to FBG] Charles G. & Lydia E. Bell to Deon P. Doughman & Ronald E. Spencer, Trustees of the West Branch Meeting of the Society of Friends; 1956/09/28; D.B. 455, pp. 199-201.
14.[4.28Å addition to FBG, with survey] Charles G & Lydia E. Bell to Trustees of West Branch Meeting of the Society of Friends; 1974/12/09; D.B. 695, pp. 533-537.
15.[0.455Å addition to FBG] Charles G. Bell & Boyd A. Bell, dba Friendly Acre Farm, to West Branch Friends Meeting, Inc.; 1989/12/12; Instrument 199000884; D.B. 1324, pp. 420-423.
17.[Coal rights on parcel F11-290] Memorandum of Lease from West Branch Friends Meeting, Inc., by Robert J. Wriglesworth, Treasurer, & Ronald D. Thorp, Secretary, to P&N Coal Company, Inc.; 2009/03/10; Instrument 200903622.
18.[Acknowledgement of right to entry for coal mining on prior parcel] West Branch Friends Meeting, Inc. to P&N Coal Company, Inc.; 2009/03/10; Instrument 200903620.
19.[All 6 prior parcels at this location] West Branch Friends Meeting, Inc., also as successor to West Branch Meeting of the Society of
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Friends, by Ronald D. Thorp, Acting Chairman and Secretary of
Friends Cemetery Committee, to West Branch Friends Meeting, Inc.;
2009/08/05; Instrument 200911911.

REFERENCES:
B. Elwood Way, Quakers of Centre County, Pennsylvania: Centre
Monthly Meeting, Bald Eagle Friends Meeting, Bellefonte Friends
C. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning
Friends’ Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript
vol. 4 Addenda, pp. 987-990.

229. MEETING: Western Branch Particular & Monthly
Often referred to as "The Branch"
Also known as Isle of Wight Meeting
SEE SOMERTON FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Somerton (Lower, Western Branch, Chuckatuck) M.M.
Originally under Southern Branch Particular Meeting?
Lower (Black Water, Chuckatuck) Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Settled by 1679
Worship by 1698
Preparative well before 1806/09/27

LAID DOWN:
Monthly not here after 1844
Worship between 1850 and 1856

LOCATION:
Near current Isle of Wight County Courthouse
17000 Josiah Parker Circle
Isle of Wight 23397
Isle of Wight Cty., VA
Parcel
Lat. 36.90803° N., Long. 72.70778° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
1. MH built 1702 in field by Frances Hutchins
2. [next to parcel in D.B. 12, p. 125]
3.

REFERENCES:
A. William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
B. Martha A. Putnam, Early Quaker Records of Southeast Virginia
(1996).
C. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw’s Encyclopedia of
American Quaker Genealogy.
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230. MEETING: West Nottingham Preparative  
SEE NOTTINGHAM M.M. FOR HISTORY

SUPERIOR MEETINGS:  
Kennett (Newark) M.M. 1715-1718  
New Garden M.M. 1718-1730  
Nottingham M.M. after 1730  
Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08  
Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1819/02/17  
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1818  
Nottingham Q.M. after 1819/05/21  
[Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968  
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:  
Worship ca. 1710  
Preparative 1730

LAID DOWN:  
Preparative

ORGANIZATION:  
A./[Original and transcript] Maryland General Assembly Act of 1791, Chapter 17 granting Quakers the full use of 40Å at East Nottingham and 5.7Å at West Nottingham as granted by Pennsylvania, subject to Chancellor confirmation of facts; 1791/12/27; Official Journal Volume 204, pp. 553-554.

B./[1915 Typescript] Incorporated as "Trustees of the Brick Meeting House Lott in East Nottingham" and "Trustees of the Little Meeting House Lott in West Nottingham" by the Circuit Court of Cecil County, MD; executed by Nottingham MM Clerk and Trustees 1811/02/28; recorded 1811/04/06; Cecil Cty. Charter Book.

C./Joseph N. Lincoln, Barclay Reynolds, Jefferson Haines, G. Birdsall Passmore, Lewis R. Kirk, Edwin H. Reynolds, Jonathan Reynolds & Edwin M. Hunt certify that they were appointed by West Nottingham P.M. and ratified by Nottingham M.M. as the Trustees of West Nottingham Friends Meeting; 1885/08/31; Cecil Cty. Church B., pp. 73-74.

D./The Clerk of Nottingham MM certified that the Meeting appointed new Trustees, J. Allen Way, Howard L. Stubbs, Albert Buffington, Melvin Reynolds, Clyde E. Mason, Harry Woodrow, Morris Reynolds, Esther Richards and William Reynolds, for West Nottingham on 1927/06/12 and directed that this be recorded pursuant to the 1811 Act of Incorporation of Nottingham Monthly Meeting; 1927/09/28; Cecil Cty. Church B., p. 165-166.

LOCATION:  
Part of Lot 20  
West Nottingham Hundred  
Rising Sun  21911  
6th Election District  
Cecil Cty., MD  
[formerly thought to be Chester Cty., PA]  
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.:  
1. James King & William Harris to Friends; 1728/03/11;  
3./[5.7Å] State of Maryland certificate 5A-OR-112P that fee fully paid by Thomas Warren, Levi Reynolds, Jacob Reynolds Jr. & Samuel
Cookson, Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers; Survey certified 1785/11/16; Fee certified 1790/03/03; Md Land Office B. IC-F, pp. 582-583.

4. [5.7Å where MH has sat for 60+ years as originally granted by Pennsylvania] State of Maryland, by Alexander Coutou Hanson, Chancellor, to Thomas Warren, Levi Reynolds, Jacob Reynolds Jr. & Samuel Cookson, Trustees for the Society of the People called Quakers at Nottingham; 1792/02/03; Md Land Office B. IC-H, pp. 14-15.


7. [Right of way for telephone lines over Quaker Church property on Harrisville Rd.] William Reynolds Jr., Treasurer of West Nottingham Friends Meeting, to Armstrong Telephone Co.; 1962/12/15 (Recorded 1966/04/29); D.B. WAS-190, pp. 536-537.


11. [2.67Å subject to automatic reversion if grantee does not maintain the existing graves and cemetery] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, a body corporate, by Forest Preston II, Chairman of Trustees, and Elizabeth S. Grey, James Hunter & Jesse B. Yankey, Trustees, to The Cecil Historical Trust, Incorporated; 1975/08/05; D.B. WAS-354, pp. 606-608.

REFERENCES:
A. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, *Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting* (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 917-920, 931-932.

* WEST NOTTINGHAM PREPARATIVE (ORTHODOX) -- SEE COLORA MONTHLY, ALSO NOTTINGHAM & LITTLE BRITAIN MONTHLY, LOCATION 1 [CECIL CTY., MD]
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231. MEETING: West River Monthly
SEE SANDY SPRING M.M. FOR HISTORY

ESTABLISHED: before 1670
Indulged again 1793

LAID DOWN: 1784
Indulged 1796

LOCATION: 4691 Muddy Creek Rd., at Galesville Rd., S.R. 468 & 255
Galesville, Harwood 20776
Anne Arundel Cty., MD
Parcel
Lat. 38.84997° N., Long. 076.55737° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1. [2Å] Francis Hooker to Friends; 1680s
3./1822/05/19 Indian Spring MM minutes say West River + Herring
Creek MHs deeded to Friends; West River FBG enclosed.
4./[18 sq. perches?] Charles C. & Hannah M. M. Stewart to Thomas J.
Richardson, A. Murray Thomas & Thomas J. Franklin, Trustees for the
Quaker Burial Ground; 1867/05/22; D.B. GEG-3, pp. 110-111.
5./Incorporation as "Trustees of the West River Quaker Burial Ground"
by Maryland Legislature, with then-current Trustees of Thomas J.
Franklin, C. Morris Cheston & John Thomas Hall and power to name
successors; 1888/02/15; 1888 L.Md. Chapter 17.
6. 501(c)(3) Determination

REFERENCES:
A. J. Saurin Norris, Early Friends In Maryland (1862).
B. J. Reaney Kelly, Quakers In The Founding of Anne Arundel County,
C. Jim Krist, "The West River Quaker Burial Grounds', Annapolis
Meeting Newsletter (October 2007).
D. Helen W. Ridgely, Historic Graves of Maryland and the District of
Columbia (1908) [available through FamilySearch.org], at p. 16-18.

* "WHIPPANOCH MEETING" -- SEE AMELIA MEETING
[AMELIA CTY., VA]

* "WHITE OAK MONTHLY" -- SEE WHITE OAK SWAMP PARTICULAR MEETING
[HENRICO CTY., VA]

232. MEETING: White Oak Swamp Particular & Monthly
Also known as Henrico M.M., Chickahominy Swamp Meeting, and
Swamp Meeting

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Upper Q.M.
Virginia Y.M.

ESTABLISHED: 1700
LAID DOWN: as Monthly 1807 [membership moved to Waynoke Meeting]
Particular 1841 [attached to Cedar Creek M.M.]

UEBRICK-PACHELI HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1781 MM consisted of Wayne Oak, Curles, and
White Oak Particular Meetings and Skimino and Black Creek
Meetings.
LOCATION: near Sandston 23150, east of Richmond International Airport
Douglas Summers Brown placed at Henrico 23231
    Lat. 37.4558° N., Long. 077.2156° W.
Henrico Cty., VA
Parcel
DEEDS, etc.: 1. to Friends; 1723
            2. Sold 1808.
REFERENCES: A. William Wade Hinshaw, Encyclopedia of American Quaker
            B. Louis H. Monarin & Clifford Dowdey, The History of Henrico County
            C. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers and map at Jones
            Memorial Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw's Encyclopedia
            of American Quaker Genealogy.

* "WHYANOAK MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE PARTICULAR MEETING
    [CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]

* "WHYANOCK MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE PARTICULAR MEETING
    [CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]

* "WIANOKE MEETING" -- SEE WAYNOKE PARTICULAR MEETING
    [CHARLES CITY CTY., VA]

233. MEETING: Will Butler's Meeting
    Also Butler's Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Blackwater M.M.
    Virginia Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1698
LAID DOWN: 1798
LOCATION: near Petersburg
    Dinwiddie (until 1752 Prince George) Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1.
            2.
REFERENCES: A. (Jane) Douglas Summers Brown work papers at Jones Memorial
            Library for VaYM narrative entries in Hinshaw's Encyclopedia of
            American Quaker Genealogy.

234. MEETING: William Duff's Meeting
    Originally "Peter Skinner's Meeting"
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Baltimore (Western Shore) Q.M.
    Maryland Y.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1699
LAID DOWN: 1742
LOCATION 1: Westmoreland Cty., VA
DEEDS, etc.: 1. to Friends 1724
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REFERENCES:
A.

235. MEETING: William Penn House Worship
SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Friends Meeting of Washington until 1993
ESTABLISHED: Worship 1966
(Daily Worship @ 7:30 a.m.)
[separately, the Capitol Hill group of Friends of Jesus - DC Metro Area meets here Sunday afternoons]
STATUS: Continuing
ORGANIZATION:
A. Incorporation as "William Penn House", DC Corp 933917, 1993/11/12
B. IRS Determination that "William Penn House", EIN 52-0846718, exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3); confirmed 2016/10/17 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.
LOCATION:
515 E. Capitol Street, SE
G.A. Bohrer and Others Subdivision
Square 841, Lot 18
Washington 20003, DC
DEEDS, etc.:
1./George J. & Marguerite M. Hannon to Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C., a corporation; 1966/07/14; D.B. 12643, pp. 57-58, Instrument 1966024056.

REFERENCES:
A. History on Website, http://williampennhouse.org/node/111

236. MEETING: Williamsburg Monthly
SUPERIOR MEETINGS:
Richmond M.M. until 1987
Virginia H.Y.M. until 2000?
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.
ESTABLISHED:
Worship 1981/03
P.M. 1982
Monthly 1987/08
STATUS: Active
LOCATION 4:
(2017ff)
Fahs House
on the campus of the Williamsburg Unitarian Universalists
3051 Ironbound Road
Williamsburg 23188
James City Cty., VA
Parcel
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DEEDS, etc.: 1. Leased from Williamsburg Unitarian Universalists; 2017;
LOCATION 3: 4214 Longhill Rd.
Williamsburg 23188
James City Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
LOCATION 2: St. Martins Episcopal Church
(Early 1990s-2006) 1333 Jamestown Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: None in Friends' name
REFERENCES: A.

237. MEETING: Winchester Centre Monthly
"Centre" Preparative until 1969
Occasionally spelled "Center" or "Senter" in early years

SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Hopewell M.M. until 1782/03
Crooked Run M.M. 1782/03/18-1807/03
Hopewell M.M. 1807-1969
Hopewell M.M. after 1999
Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. 1776/03/18-1787/03/19
Fairfax Q.M. 1787/06/11-1951/08/18
Philadelphia Y.M. until 1789
Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
[Hicksite, FGC] 1828-1951
Baltimore (Consolidated) Y.M.

ESTABLISHED:
Voluntary worship 1776
Indulged 1776/10
Centre Worship 1780/12/04
Centre Preparative 1781/03/04
Monthly 1969/11/17

LAID DOWN:
Monthly 1999 (merged into Hopewell Centre M.M.)

ORGANIZATION:
A./Circuit Court approved new trustees for Hopewell church property in
Frederick County: For Hopewell-Lewis Pidgeon, Jonathan W. Branson,
Hugh S. Lupton & Charles E. Clevenger, For Centre in Winchester and
its FBG near the Valley Pike just south in Frederick County-John L.
Reese, David T. Wood & James L. Robinson, For Mount Pleasant
Graveyard-F. Clarkson Fawcett, Josiah O. Stephenson & Theophilis
Fawcett, For Back Creek MH & FBG at Gainesboro-Jonathan Jackson
& Joseph S. Robinson; 1903/05/04; Common Law Order B. 16, p. 380.
B./Petition for Order (a) appointing Gwendolyn H. Lunsford, Leonard
W. Riley, Robert E. Pidgeon & George V. Townsend as Trustees for
Hopewell Monthly Meeting, formerly named Hopewell Monthly Meeting
(United), (b) appointing William Fraula, H. Brian Landes, Opal R.
Solenberger, Stanley R. Koontz & Effa R. Link as Trustees of
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Winchester Center [sic] Monthly Meeting, (c) authorizing the Trustees of Hopewell Monthly Meeting to convey the Ridge cemetery to the Trustees of Winchester Center Monthly Meeting; petition 1970; Order 1971/02/18, Frederick Cty. Ord.B. 47, pp. 585-586.

LATEST LOCATION: 203 N. Washington St., at W. Piccadilly
Winchester 22601
Winchester City (until 1900 Frederick) Cty., VA
Parcel 173-01-B-27, Assessor Acct. 9360
Lat. 39.18756° N., Long. 078.16735° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 1./[+ Typescript from Handley Regional Library][0.5Å] John & Barbara Vilwig to Elkanah Fawcett, Charles L. Wood, Daniel T. Wood & Joseph S. Jackson, Trustees for the Society of Friends (otherwise called Quakers) belonging to Hopewell Monthly Meeting; 1870/09/17; Winchester City D.B. 12, p. 430.
3. [Parallel Order entered by Winchester City Corporation Court 1971/02/18]

FORMER LOCATION 1: U.S. Highway 11
Near Willow Lawn (was Milltown)
Winchester 22601 [just south of City limits]
Shawnee Magisterial District
Frederick Cty. VA
Map, parcel
near but south of Lat. 39.16841° N., Long. 078.18066° W.

DEEDS, etc.: 6. Isaac Parkins Jr. to Friends; 1777.
7. MH reported burned down, new MH built; Fairfax QM Annual Query Answer 1788/09/08.
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8./[0.172125Å]+verified typescript in Cir.Ct. file 7224] Isaac & Mary Parkins to Amos Lupton & Samuel Brown, Trustees on behalf of Hopewell Monthly Meeting for FBG; 1820/07/24; D.B. 42, pp. 516-517.


10./Frederick Circuit Court Decree in Lunsford, et al., Trustees of the Religious Society of Friends, for the Hopewell United Monthly Meeting, vs. Unknown Heirs and Next of Kin of Samuel Brown, Deceased directing transfer to J. Ashley Sprint upon conditions [chiefly that buyer pay for moving remains]; 1960/12/01; Chancery File 7224; Chancery Ord.B. 39, p. 441


NEAR LOCATION 1:
Hollingsworth- Parkins Graveyard
within Lot 5 of Jubal Early Plaza Subdivision
61 W. Jubal Early Drive
Winchester 22601
Winchester City (until 1971 Frederick) Cty., VA
Parcel 252-01-A-6, Assessor Acct. 9496
Lat. 39.16892° N., Long. 078.17857° W.

DEEDS, etc.:

12./[perhaps 0.15691Å] Will of John Parkins deeded BG to Hopewell Monthly Meeting and appointed as trustees Isaac Parkins Sr., Isaac Hollingsworth (of Milltown), Jesse Hollingsworth (son of Jonah) & Hannah Hollingsworth plus those added by the Society of Friends; Executed 1815/05/16, proved 1815/07/03; Frederick Cty. Will B. 9, pp. 425-426.

13./[10,446 sq. ft. = 0.23981Å] Agreement by and among Winchester Properties, a Virginia partnership, the Trustees of Hopewell Monthly Meeting, and the Trustees of Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting for transfer of title to walled FBG, with Plat ; 1989/05/22; Winchester City D.B. 238, pp. 648-658, Instrument 2174.
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15./[0.3967Å including walled FBG] Deed of Gift [0.1569Å] and Merger [0.2398Å], with right of pedestrian access, from Winchester Properties, a Virginia general partnership, by T. P. Sweeney, General Partner, to Robert E. Pidgeon, George Townsend, Daniel W. Riley & Virginia L. Riley, Trustees of Hopewell Monthly Meeting, and to Peter Ford, Anne M. Bacon, Susan L. French & Roger Koontz, Trustees of Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting; 1996/02/25; Winchester City D.B. 275, pp. 1640-1647, Instrument 960001210.

FORMER LOCATION 2: 600 Block on west side of South Washington Street
~611 S. Washington St.
Woods Addition lots 21, 22, 24 & 25
Winchester 22601
Winchester City (until 1900 Frederick) Cty., VA
Parcel

DEEDS, etc.: 16./[4 lots] Sarah Zane to Joshua Lupton, Samuel J. Brown & Samuel Swayne, Trustees for Friends belonging to Hopewell Monthly Meeting; 1817/04/30; Winchester City D.B. 3, pp. 391-394.

17. MH destroyed 1863 by warring armies.

18./Elkanah Fawcett, Special Commissioner appointed by the Circuit Court of Frederick County, Chancery Division, to succeed Charles L. Wood, since declined to act, to Patrick McFadden per judicial sale 1879/02/19; 1879/03/05; Winchester City D.B. 16, pp. 72-73.

REFERENCES:
D. James Harris Norton, Quakers West of The Alleghenies and In Ohio To 1861 (1966 Western Reserve Univ. Dissertation), at pp. 18, 44-45.
E. Eugene M. Scheel, Historical Map of Frederick County and City of Winchester, Virginia (1974, reprinted 1992, 2001), Grid C-3 [north central section].
WOODLAWN P.M. -- SEE ALEXANDRIA M.M., CURRENT LOCATION, FOR HISTORY
[FAIRFAX CTY., VA]

238. MEETING: York Monthly
   Initially "Yorktown Meeting"

   SUPERIOR MEETINGS: Sadsbury M.M. until 1761
      Warrington M.M. 1761-1786
      Concord (Chester) Q.M. until 1758/05/08
      Western Q.M. 1758/11/20-1775/11/20
      Warrington & Fairfax Q.M. until 1787/03/19
      Warrington Q.M. after 1787/05/28
      Philadelphia Y.M. until 1790
      Baltimore Y.M. after 1790
      [Hicksite/FGC] 1828-1968
      Baltimore, Stony Run [Baltimore, (Western District);
      Baltimore, Park Ave.] M.M. 1858-1951
      Warrington Q.M. After 1951/05

   ESTABLISHED:
      Indulged 1754
      Preparative 1765
      Monthly 1786/06/05

   LAID DOWN:
      1858 (attached to Baltimore, Stony Run [Baltimore, (Western District);
      Baltimore, Park Ave.] M.M.

   ESTABLISHED:
      Preparative reestablished 1913/10/05-1932/01
      Monthly reestablished 1951/05

   STATUS: Active

   ORGANIZATION: No articles of Incorporation found

   RECORDS KEPT: Swarthmore College

   LOCATION:
      135 W. Philadelphia Street
      Town Lots 174, 175, 176
      York 17404
      York Cty., PA
      Parcel 03-045-01-0005-000
      Lat. N. 39.96316°, Long. W. 076.73102°

   DEEDS, etc.:
      A. [Lot 176] Thomas & Richard Penn, Proprietors, to Nathan Hussey;
      1763/05/17; Patent Book. I-18, pp. 359ff.
      B. [Lot 175] [Lot 176] Thomas & Richard Penn, Proprietors, to Nathan
      Hussey; 176X/XX/XX; Patent Book. _____, pp. _____.
      1./[Lots 175 & 176] Nathan & Edyth {or "Edith"} Hussey to William
      Miller, Joseph Garretson & Harman Updegraff, Trustees for the Society
      of the People Called Quakers of York Town; 1765/10/29; D.B. 2G,
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3. [Town Lot 175] John R. Coates, attorney for the late Proprietors John Penn & Richard Penn, quit claim to Jacob Schlosser, Amos Gilbert, and the Society of Friends of York Town, York Cty.; 1815/05/31; D.B. 3D, pp. 42-44.

4. Plat of York MH & FBG by A. Jessop; 1936/08.

REFERENCES:
A. Margaret B. Walmer, 100 Years at Warrington: York County, Pennsylvania Quakers; Marriages, Removals, Births & Deaths (1989).
C. Thomas Chalkley Matlack, Brief Historical Sketches concerning Friends' Meetings of the Past and Present with Special Reference to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1938, with 1939 Addenda), typescript vol. 4, pp. 925-929.
D. Image of MH:
https://www.revolvy.com/topic/York%20Meetinghouse&item_type=topic

* "YORK AND WARWICK MEETING" -- SEE WARWICK MEETING
[WARWICK OR YORK OR ELIZABETH CITY? CTY., VA]

239.

The Yearly Meetings

A. [Hicksite, after 1900 FGC] "The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Lombard Street" incorporated with general authority to buy or sell property; 1867/03/04; Maryland Acts January Session 1867, Chapter 108; Official Journal Vol. 133, pp. 4362-4364.

B. [Original + Typescript] [Orthodox, after 1902 FUM] "Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends (Orthodox)" incorporated by the Maryland General Assembly, to be governed by the 1876 Book of Discipline and as changed hereafter; 1886/04/07; Maryland Acts 1886 Session, Chapter 327; Official Journal Vol. 425, pp. 563-564.

C. H Hicksite BYM name changed to "The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends held on Park Avenue" by the Maryland General Assembly, 1888/03/28; January Session 1888, Chapter 129, page .
D. Hicksite BYM name changed to "The Baltimore Yearly Meeting of Friends Stony Run" by the Maryland General Assembly, January Session 1926, Chapter 1.
E. Articles of Consolidation of BYM Stony Run and BYM (Orthodox) into "Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends", No. D00054197; 1968/01/02; Reel 0F638, Frames 320-326.
F. Articles of Amendment to change name to "Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Inc."; 1996/09/05; Reel F3852, Frames 2698-2699.
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G. Maryland Tax Court determination that BYM not exempt from property taxes; reversed by Montgomery Cty. Cir. Ct., 1981; reported in Representative Meeting minute 81-2, Yearbook, p. 44.

H. IRS Determination that "Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends", EIN 52-0856309, exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3); 1996/09/17; Case No. 526225010; confirmed 2008/07/01; confirmed 2016/08/21 online at Exempt Organization Select Check.

REFERENCES:
A.

LOCATION 1:
Yearly Meeting Office
In area called "Snowden Manor Enlarged"
17100 Quaker Lane
Sandy Spring 20860-1267
Montgomery Cty., MD
Map: JT31, Parcel: P441, Subdivision: 0501, Account 08-00701156
Lat. 39.13354° N., Long. 077.03225° W.

DEEDS, etc.:  
A. Yearly Meeting approval for Trustees to proceed to acquire office; Minute 40, 1968 Minute Book p. 7.
1./[2.812 Å] Friends Center of the Baltimore Yearly Meetings, Inc, joined by The Savings Institution of Sandy Spring, a body corporate, as mortgagee to release liens, to Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends; 1968/10/01; D.B. HMS-3797, pp. 679-682.


5./ Sandy Spring Friends School easement to Friends House along BYM property; 1983/03/22; D.B. HMS-6062, pp. 62-63.

6./[30-ft. Right of way to build extension of Quaker Lane] Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to Friends House; 1983/02/16; D.B. HMS-6062, pp. 64-65.

7./Deed of Trust from Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends to Sandy Spring Bank; 2008/08/15; D.B. LEK-35948, pp. 300-306.


Memorandum of Lease between Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Inc., by Robert H. Robinson, Jr., General Secretary, and PEAR Commercial Projects I, LLC, by PEAR, LLC, its Managing Member, by Spirit Joseph, Executive Vice President; 2014/12/01; D.B. BHM-49744, pp. 456-461.

**FORMER LOCATION 2:** The Horse Pasture

Darley Hall
Plats Nos. 73 and 85
Road, originally the road from Baltimore Town to Smith's Mill
Baltimore City (until 1851 Baltimore Cty.), MD
Parcel
Lat. , Long.

**DEEDS, etc.:**
12. An Act to enable John McKim and John Brown, of Baltimore county, to convey to trustees for the religious society of the people called Quakers in Baltimore-Town about 30Å for use as a pasture, overriding the normal limit of 2Å for a religious body; 1792/12/22; Maryland Laws of 1792, Chapter XII.
14. Agreement between Benjamin Ellicott, Husband & Rossister Scott, BYM's committee on care of the Pasture Lot, and John Trimble to let the Pasture Lot to Trimble for four years in exchange for the Committee erecting a fence and gate and allowing Trimble to raise crops on one fourth the land; 1814/03/26.
15. Trustees conveyed to BMM [now Stony Run]; 1867; D.B. , pp. .

**FORMER LOCATION 3:** Fair Hill Boarding School

Sandy Spring Road
"Fair Hill" plantation, in 1817 part of "Brothers Content" and of "George the Third"
Sandy Spring 20860
Montgomery Cty., MD
Lat. 39.___° N., Long. 077.___° W.

**DEEDS, etc.:**
17. Maryland Act of December Session 1817, Chapter 67, authorizing five Friends to transfer 358Å Fair Hill plantation purchased from Whitson Canby to trustees for Friends; 1818/01/21; *Official Journal* Vol. 636, p. 55.
George, Israel Howell, William Thomas, John Dukehart & Thomas P. Stabler, Trustees appointed by Baltimore Y.M. for Sandy Spring Meeting; 1819/08/28; D.B. V, pp. 13-16.


REFERENCES:

B. Microfilm of BYM Fair Hill Boarding School Committee in Maryland State Archives, Collection 2977:

C. Friends Intelligencer, "Worthy Friends of the Nineteenth Century: Benjamin Hallowell", Vol. LXII, No. II (1900/03/17), p. 201-204.

D. Roger Brooke Farquhar, Historic Montgomery County, Maryland, Old Homes and History (1952), Chapter on "Fair Hill I", pp. 153-155.

FORMER LOCATION 4:
The Darlington (boarding home of BYM Hicksite)
1700 Bolton Street
Block 344, Lot 004
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Baltimore City, MD

ESTABLISHED: 1897
CLOSED: 1903 or 1907
DEEDS, etc.: [no deeds found yet]
REFERENCES: E. Broadmead History Committee, *Broadmead Through the Years* (2004), at p. 9

LOCATION 5: **Catoctin Quaker Camp**
12611 Tower Road
Election District No. 6
Thurmont 21788
Frederick Cty., MD
District 6, Map 24, Parcel 06017831600 & 06017833200
Lat. 39.5767° N., Long. 077.4984° W.

ORGANIZATION:
C1. Articles of Incorporation for "Catoctin Quaker Camp, Incorporated", corporation No. D00056010; filed 1957/03/13; Reel F29, frames 26 et seq.
C2. By-Laws adopted 1957/03/23.
C3. Amended By-Laws adopted 1984/05/19.
C4. IRS Determination that CQC exempt from FIT under '501(c)(3)?
C5. Yearly Meeting approved accepting ownership; Minute 54, 1994/08 and Minutes 18 (p. 33) & 4 (p. 44), 1996/08.
C6./Articles of Dissolution of Catoctin Quaker Camp, Incorporated; filed 1996/08/05; Reel F3843, frames 1762-1766.

DEEDS, etc.:
34./[utility easement] Catoctin Quaker Camp, Incorporated to Potomac Edison Co. of Maryland; 1973/04/16; D.B. ECW-929, p. 88.
35./[utility easement] Catoctin Quaker Camp, Incorporated to Potomac Edison Co. of Maryland; 1973/08/08; D.B. ECW-923, p. 583.
36./[1.25 Å] Marjorie S. Neff to Catoctin Quaker Camp, Inc.; 1980/04/09; D.B. 1112, pp. 75-76.
37./Memo of Forest Conservation & Management Agreement between Catoctin Quaker Camp, Inc. and Maryland Forest, Park & Wildlife Service; 1986/05/26; D.B. 1344, p. 1010.
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42./Survey by Rothenhoefer Engineers Inc. of Michael G. & Deborah Irons property with Catoctin addition; 1998/07/02; PlatB. 64, p. 4.

43./[utility easement to relocate pole for road widening] Baltimore Yearly Meeting, Inc. to Potomac Edison Company; 2001/02/21; D.B. 3343, pp. 513-515.


45./ Memo of Forest Conservation & Management Agreement between Baltimore Yearly Meeting and Maryland Department of Natural Resources-Forest Services; 2003/04/29; D.B. 3953, p. 87.


47./[combining total of 381.185Å to include 2011 parcel] Addition Plat for Lands of Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Inc. by James A. Zanelli, Registered Land Surveyor No. 21503; 2012/04/17; PlatB. 91, p. 20.


49./Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Inc., by J. David Hunter, Camp Property Manager, Deed of Easement to Frederick County, Maryland to widen road; 2015/03/20; D.B. SKD-10509, pp. 24-29.
LOCATION 6: Shiloh Quaker Camp
4774 Middle River Rd. (S.R. 667)
Stanardsville 22973
Rapidan Magisterial District
Madison Cty., VA
Tax Map 35, Parcels 15A & 16
Lat. 38.3836° N., Long. 078.4251° W.
Plus 20-ft. right of way from Greene Cty. side of river
Stanardsville Magisterial District
Greene Cty., VA
No Greene Cty Tax Parcel nos. assigned

DEEDS, etc.:
A. Representative Meeting approved purchase; 1992 Representative Meeting minute R46.


54./Vendor's Lien Note ($60,000 for 2 years) from Baltimore Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends, Inc. to the District Board of the Mid-Atlantic District of the Church of the Brethren, Inc.; 1991/12/31; Certificate of Satisfaction and Affidavit/; 1994/03/17; Instrument 940000625, Madison Cty. D.B. 229, pp. 621-623.
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60. [25.804Å in 2 parcels, subject to easements] Survey by Parker & Burke Surveyors, PLC of parcels to convey to Ralph J & Deborah L. Reed; 2008/09/24, revised 2009/05/13; filed with Instrument 090001975, Madison Cty. PlatB. 35, p. 34.


LOCATION 7: Opequon Quaker Camp
2710 Brucetown Rd.
Clearbrook 22624
Stonewall District, Stephenson Area
Frederick Cty., VA
Tax Map 45 A 67
Planning Map Book Page 131, Grid C-2
Landowner's account 00048160
Lat. 39.24485° N., Long. 078.04158° W.

DEEDS, etc.:
